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FOREWORD

The basic purpose of this document is to provide guidelines for SSPO personnel and con-
tractors in the evaluation and documentation of SWS program life cycle reliability and avail-
ability. Each section of the document achieves this purpose by providing a detailed discussion
of the various reliability and availability topics and techniques necessary for an evaluation
program. Section 5 (Assessment of Component Reliability), 6 (Software Evaluation) and 7
(Assessing System Reliability and Availability) while providing detailed discussions and nu-
merous examples, deal with preliminary, incomplete and rapidly growing topics. These sections
may also be controversial due to the discussions of Bayesian Methods and Duane or software
models which have not been sufficiently tested on all classes of data to have gained general
acceptance. However, these sections provide guidelines for quantitative data analysis and an
orientation for reliability and availability analysts and other interested program personnel. If
the analyst is reasonably sure that the distribution being evaluated is not exponential, then
sections 5 and 7 contain references to other material which would be needed to handle state-
of-the-art problems.

Originally published in 1965, NAVWEPS OD 29304[ 1] prescribed uniform procedures for
measuring the reliability of subsystems, beginning in research and development. The manual's
purpose was to provide a practical method for making reliability measurements, measurements
directly related to mission requirements and useful in both development and operational pro-
gram phases. Following its introduction the manual gained acceptance, particularly after in-
dependent studies confirmed the accuracy and validity of its techniques, even in conditions
where the quality of input data was severely limited. The manual's techniques represented the
"state of the art" in reliability analysis at that time. The methodology was based on "classical"
methods, as any subjective or pre-existing knowledge of hardware characteristics was excluded
from consideration and analysis was based solely on test results.

The manual was first revised in 1973[3]. Bayesian statistical methods, which permitted
formal inclusion of prior information directly with test data for economical evaluation pro-
grams, were included in this revision. In many instances reliability is more efficiently defined
in terms of performance variables, rather than in terms of absolute success or failure. Here the
methods of variables statistics permit more efficient usage of test results, with consequent cost
reduction to the program budget. Variables methods compatible with the Basic and the
Bayesian Method of the OD were also incorporated in 1973. In addition to including these
analytical methods, new material was added in 1973 covering reliability prediction and ap-
portionment.

The treatment of data system requireelLnts was expanded in 1973 to accommodate evalua-
tion of modified and operational systems in development. Tests specifically performed for
reliability demonstration were discussed and the conditions under which they may be desirable
were considered. An effort was made to amplify the presentation throughout, to incorporate
aspects of operational readiness evaluation contained in NAVORD OD 43251141, and to
maintain compatibility with NAVORD OD 42282[51, Integrated Test Program Manual.

This latest revision has been prepared to update and expand both the methods and scope of
NAVORD OD 29304A[31, and to address the reliability and availability evaluation require-
ments of NAVSEA OD 21549161. This section on methods (Section 5) for assessing reliability
of system elements has been expanded to cover a wider variety of statistical models and to
incorporate reliability growth models. Section 6 has been included to cover reliability evalua-
tion of software. The section on system assessment (Section 7) has been expanded to provide
procedures for combining the expanded hardware models and the software models to yield
system mission-phase reliability and availability values. Section 8 has been added to cover
reliability demonstration. The material in all other sections has been updated in order to be
compatible with the additions described above. Fault tree analysis has been included in the
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section on reliability analysis as a procedure for evaluating designs considering undesirable
events in an operational environment.

This document supersedes NAVORD OD 29304A[3] and NAVORD OD 4325114J. The
Statistical Addendum 2J , NAVORDI OD 29304/Addendum, has not been superseded.
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GLOSSARY

ACCURACY A term denoting the closeness of measured values
to the true value of a quantity, taking into consid-
eration both systematic error (bias) and random
error (variance).

ALERT TIME Time during which a system is on station ready
for operation.

ALGORITHM A fixed step-by-step procedure to carry out a given

computational or logical formulation.

ALLOCATION (See APPORTIONMENT)

APPORTIONMENT A process of assigning goals or requirements to
items in a system in accordance with a logical
scheme.

ASSESSMENT The use of test data and/or operational service data
to form estimates of population parameters and to
evaluate the precision of those estimates (syn-
onym - Estimation).

ATTRIBUTE A characteristic or property that is appraised it%
terms of whether it does (or does not) exist with
respect to a given requirement.

AVAILABILITY, A Availability is equialent to Operational Readiness
Reliability in this manual.

AVAILABILITY, APPARENT For an item checked out at intervals, the quotient
of apparent up time divided by apparent up time
plus apparent down time. Apparent availability is
greater than operational availability when failure
detection is not immediate.

AVAILABILITY, INHERENT, A, Availability with respect to failure only, under
ideal support conditions, an intrinsic hardware
characteristic. It is estimated by the ratio of total
operating time plus total alert time to the sum of
total operating time plus total alert time plus total
corrective maintenance time.

AVAILABILITY, INTERVAL, AT The time average of pointwise availability over
intervals of stated length, T.

AVAILABILITY, OPERATIONAL, A, Availability in the actual operating environment; a
function of facility characteristics as well as hard-
ware. It is estimated as the ratio of operating time
plus alert time to total calendar time. Equivalent
to operational readiness.
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AVAILABILITY PHASE Any phase of a mission when an availability figure-
of-merit applies, i.e., failures are permissible if sys-
tem is up when needed.

AVAILABILITY, POINTWISE, A(t) The probability that an item will be operable at a
stated instant in time.

AVAILABILITY, STEADY STATE, A The limit of interval availability as time increases
without limit (T -- 0-). It is estimated by the up
time ratio or the expression MTBF divided by
MTBF plus MTTR.

P( BIA)
BAYES' EQUATION P(AI B) = P(A)

P(B)

where the various terms may be defined and illus-
trated as follows:

A = A hypothesis or statement of belief; for exam-
pie the failure rate is .007 failures per million
hours.

B = Evidence such as a test result, bearing upon the
truth or credibility of the hypothesis; for example
the component experienced no failures in 1,000
hours of simulated mission testing.

P(A) = The prior probability or degree of belief in
the truth of hypothesis A before test information
B becomes available.

P(AjB) = The posterior or updated measure of
belief in hypothesis A given the impact of evidence
B.

P(BIA) = The likelihood or probability of the
evidence given the truth of the hypothesis.

P(B) = The probability of the evidence B evaluated
over the ensemble of possible hypotheses A.

MYESIAN METHODS Statistical procedures that allow information avail-
able prior to testing to be combined with test data
by means of Bayes' equation.

BIAS A measure of error that occurs systematically in a
series of measurements. The difference between a
true value and the limiting means of repeated mea-
surements is termed bias.

BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION Consider a series of n independent events, each
event having only two possible states with prob-
abilities of occurrence P and I-P. If n is fixed, a
random variable X is said to have a Binomial
Distribution with parameter P when

PtX-x1 (n)px (I.P)n-',x = 0, 1, 2,. n
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COMPONENT The first indenture level below an equipment. A
combination of parts, devices and structure,
usually self contained, which performs a distinct
function (acts on one or more inputs to produce
appropriate outputs) in the operation of an equip-
ment; for example, a converter, a gas generator,
an amplifier.

CONFIDENCE COEFFICIENT A measure of assurance that a statement based
upon statistical (frequency) data is correct. The
probability that an unknown parameter lies within
a stated interval or is greater than or less than some
stated value.

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL A region within which an unknown parameter is
said to lie with stated probability. The region is
two sided when both upper and lower limits are
specified. It is one sided when only the upper or
the lower limit is specified.

CONFIDENCE LIMIT A bound of a confidence interval.

CONSTANT FAILURE RATE Characterizes an item with constant (Instanta-
(CFR) neous) Hazard Rate h(t).

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION The probability, F(x) that a random variable x
FUNCTION (CDF) takes a value less than or equal to x.

CUT A set of items in a higher level assembly which, if
all are failed, indicate the higher level assembly has
also failed.

DECREASING FAILURE RATE Characterizes an item with decreasing hazard rate.
(DFR) This may occur, for instance, during the early part

of the life of an item.

DEGREE OF BELIEF A Bayesian term associated with the probability
of a hypothesis.

DEMONSTRATION Formal measurement of system characteristics with
statistical confidence by testing or operation.

DENSITY FUNCTION See Probability Density Function

DESIGN OBJECTIVE A desired value or goal relative to a stated device
parameter or characteristic, established as guidance
for designers.

DESIGN REQUIREMENT A required value relative to a stated device param-
eter or characteristic. In the case of RMA design
requirements, normal practice is to specify a design
requirement along with an appropriate producer's
risk and a minimum acceptable value along with an
appropriate consumer's risk.
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EQUIPMENT The first indenture level below a subsystem.

ESTIMATION The use of test and/or operational data to form
estimates of population parameters and to evaluate
the precision of those estimates (synonyms -
Assessment and Measurement).

EVALUATION A broad term used to encompass prediction, mea-
surement, and demonstration.

EXPECTED VALUE The first moment about the origin of a probability
distribution. Also called mean. May be estimated
by the arithmetic average.

EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION A probability distribution having the density func-
tion f(t) = Xe-At where X, the failure rate, is a con-
stant. Under very general conditions it is the dis-
tribution of time between successive failures of
complex systems.

EXPONENTIAL MODEL In reliability engineering, a model based on the
assumption that times t between successive failures
are described by the exponential distribution.

FAILURE Performance below a specified minimum level or
outside a specified tolerance interval.

FAILURE, NON-RELEVANT Failure not applicable to the computation of
reliability.

FAILURE, RELEVANT Failure attributable to a deficiency of design, man-
ufacture or materials of the failed device; appli-
cable to the computation of reliability.

FAILURE RATE When not further qualified, denotes hazard rate.

FBM WEAPON SYSTEM The SSBN submarine, together with its supporting
tactical subsystems - missile, fire control, guid-
ance, MTRE, navigation, launcher, and ship sup-
port.

FIGURE OF MERIT An index or quantitative measure of merit used to
characterize an item for analysis or comparison.

FIRMWARE Denotes a logical element performing like software
but built as hardware which is part of a system or
computer.

HARDWARE A general term denoting physical elements of a
system.
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HAZARD RATE, h(t) Also called the conditional failure density, repre-
sents the probability that an item still functioning
at time t will fail in the interval (t, t + A L, where
At is an infinitesimal time increment. Hazard rate
is synonymous to conditional failure rate or in-
stantaneous failure rate.

HYPOTHESIS In Statistics, an assertion about the value or dis-
tribution of one or more random variables.

HYPOTHESIS TESTING The use of test data to assess the weight of evi-
dence for or against a hypothesis and to accept or
reject the hypothesis based on statistical decision
rules.

INCREASING FAILURE RATE Increasing hazard rate generally characteristic of

(IFR) limited life items.

INDENTURE LEVELS A hierarchical structure of hardware complexity:

System
Subsystem

Equipment
Component

Module
Part or Component Part

INTERVAL ESTIMATE An interval asserted to enclose a defined set with
stated probability. Examples: a confidence interval
to include a parameter, a prediction interval to in-
clude a set of observations, a tolerance interval to
include a population fraction.

ITEM A general term denoting physical elements of a
system.

LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION Statistical distribution which characterizes times to
failure of items displaying normally distributed
logarithms of times to failure.

MAINTAINABILITY A measure of the ability of an item to be main-
tained. Mean preventive maintenance time, mean
repaiT time, and mean down time are commonly
used indices of maintainability. (The often-
encountered definition of maintainability as the
probability of repair within a stated time is not
used because that probability is not used in the
availability expressions and computations in this
manual.)

MAINTENANCE All actions necessary for retaining an item in, or
restoring ;t to, a specified condition.
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MAINTENANCE CONSTRAINTS Limitations on the quantity and/or quality of
maintenance available to a system in use.

MAINTENANCE, CORRECTIVE Unscheduled actions performed, as a result of an
item failure, to repair an item and restore it to a
specified condition.

MAINTENANCE, PREVENTIVE Actions performed on a scheduled or routine basis
in an attempt to retain an item in a specified con-
dition by providing systematic inspection, detec-
tion and prevention of incipient failure.

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHOD A method which consists in expressing the likeli-
hood function of a set of failure times, or other
data, and to determine, from the maximum value
of the likelihood, a "best" estimate of one or
several parameters of the statistical distribution
which characteriLes the data.

MEAN. The first moment of a probability distribution
about its origin; the expected value of a random
variable. The mean is the most commonly used
measure of central tendency. Estimated by an
arithmetic average.

MEAN DOWN TIME The expected or average down time.

MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-FAILURES The same as Mean-Time-To-Failure for non-repair-
(MTBF) able items. It is often employed specifically for

repairable items when it denotes the mean time
(or cycles, miles, events) between successive fail-
ures. MTBF is often estimated by dividing the
total operating time for like items by the total
number of failures encountered.

MEAN-TIME-TO-FAILURE In a component or a system, the mean time to
(MTTF) first failure. If f(t) is the Probability Density Func-

tion of the component, or system, then MTTF =
f; tf(t)]dt = f- R(t)dt. Similar formulas hold if
measure of life units are cycles, miles, events, etc.
rather than time. For repairable exponential
elements, MTTF denotes also the mean time to
successive failures.

MEAN-TIME-TO-REPAIR The mathematical expectation of time to repair
(MTTR) an item. Often estimated as the total repair time

divided by the total number of repair actions
during a given time period.

MEASUREMENT Evaluation of the characteristics of an item by
observation of its performance in test or opera-
tional service.
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MINIMAL CUT A cut from which no item can be removed while
maintaining a cut.

MODULE The first indenture level below a component. An
onboard-replaceable item; for example, a Type 3
Module.

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION The most prominent continuous distribution in
statistics, frequently referred to as the Gaussian or
bell-shaped distribution. Its density function is

I
f(x)= -- !e-(-1)2/20 2 

_00<X<00

with mean p and variance U2. The theoretical jus-
tification for the normal distribution lies in the
central-limit theorem, which shows that under very
broad conditions the distribution of the average of
n independent observations from any distribution
approaches a normal distribution as n becomes
large.

NORMAL VARIABLE A random variable that is normally distributed. In
situations where a random variable represents the
total effect of many "small" independent causes,
each with mutually independent errors, the central
limit theorem leads to the prospect that the var-
iable will be normally distributed.

OPERATING MODE A specific pattern of system operation in which a
designated subset of the system's functions are
realizable (eg., standby mode, tracking mode,
search mode).

OPERATIONAL READINESS Operational availability of a weapon system in
fleet service.

OPERATIONAL READINESS The probability that at any point in time the sys-
RELIABILITY (ORR) tern is either operating satisfactorily or ready to be

placed in operation on demand when used under
stated conditions.

PARAMETER A performance characteristic (e.g., voltage, pres-
sure, time to peak pressure, velocity, etc.) that may
be measured on a continuum (variable) or go - no
go (attribute) basis.

PERCENTILE If p percent of the values taken by a variable X are
less than or equal to x, then x is defined as the pth
percentile of X.

POINT ESTIMATE A single-valued estimate of a population parameter.
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POISSON DISTRIBUTION A probability distribution applicable to situations
where a large number of observations is involved
and the probability of an event occurring in any
specific observation is very small. It has the density
equation

f(x)= e-"1 X ,I/x!

POISSON EXPECTATION The mean I of the Poisson distribution. In reliabil-
ity problems the product Xt is often a Poisson ex-
pectation.

"POSTERIOR" DISTRIBUTION In Bayesian terminology, a Probability Density
Function g(E@p) which modified a prior distribu-
tion g(O) through the use of Bayes' theorem when
test data, such as times to failure or to repair, be-
came available.

PRECISION A measure of the scatter of repeated measurements
about their mean.

PREDICTION Judgement of the characteristics of an item by
means of engineering analysis, using generic data
and/or historical data obtained from antecedent
items.

"PRIOR" DISTRIBUTION In Bayesian terminology, a Probability Density
Function g(E) used as some prior probabilistic
degree of belief on one (0) or several parameters
of a function or of any failure or repair model.

PROBABILITY DENSITY In the univariate case, it is a continuous function
FUNCTION (PDF) f(x) of a random variable x such that its integral

fb f(x) dx represents the probability of x assuming
a value between a and b. The integral over all x is
1. In the multivariate case f(x) becomes f(x(').
x(2).  x(n)). The n-fold integral over all x(i 's is
1.

PROBABILITY MASS FUNCTION It is the discrete analogue f(xi) of a statistical
probability density function f(x).

PROGRAMS Programs, specifically digital programs, are self-
contained sets of instructions capable of perform-
ing a specified function in the absence of other
programs.

QUALITY ASSURANCE A planned and systematic pattern of all actions
necessary to provide adequate confidence that
material conforms to established technical require-
ments and achieves satisfactory performance in
service.
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RANDOM VARIABLE An output of an experiment which may take any
of the values of a specified set with a specified
relative frequency or probability.

REDUNDANCY The existence of more than one means for accom-
plishing a given function. All means of accomplish-
ing the function need not necessarily be identical.

REDUNDANCY, ACTIVE The redundancy wherein all redundant items are
operating simultaneously.

REDUNDANCY, STANDBY That redundancy wherein the alternative means of
performing the function is inoperative until needed
and is switched on upon failure of the primary
means of performing the function.

REJECT RATE The percent of units found defective by testing and
then rejected.

RELIABILITY, R The probability that an item will perform its in-
tended function without failure for a specified in-
terval under stated conditions, given that it is up
(operable) at the beginning of the interval.

RELIABILITY PHASE Any phase of a mission during which a reliability
figure of merit applies (i.e., no failure is permis-
sible). e.g., launch, flight.

REPLACEMENT RATE The rate at which spares are consumed. This is
usually greater than the failure rate due to replace-
ment of non-failed hardware. The reciprocal is
mean-time-between-replacements.

RISK, CONSUMER'S, 1 The probability that a test will accept by chance a
device or lot having a characteristic equal to a spec-
ified unacceptable level.

RISK, PRODUCER'S, ot The probability that a test will reject by chance a
device or lot having a characteristic equal to a
specified desired level.

SOFTWARE Idealized set of instructions which constitute the
essence of computer programs, subprograms, and
routines. Also contents of operating and mainte-
nance manuals which show how to run or modify
programs or equipment. (Software is to be dis-
tinguished from the hardware which supports the
set of instructions (e.g., punched cards, magnetic
tape, core memory, paper of manuals).

SOFTWARE ERROR An incorrect statement or logical fault residing in
the coded instructions of the software.
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SOFTWARE FAILURE Software error revealed during execution of soft-
ware.

SOFTWARE RELIABILITY The probability that a given software program will
operate without error for a specified time in a
specified mission.

SPECIFICATION With respect to RMA requirements, a complete
specification provides a design requirement and the
associated producer's risk and a test requirement
(minimum acceptable requirement) and the asso-
ciated consumer's risk.

STAT- A A hardware/software state in which the item is
non-operating but must be operational in a later
mission phase.

STATE B A hardware/software state in which the item is
non-operating and must not operate prematurely.
It must survive and be operational in a later mis-
sion phase.

STATE C A hardware/software state in which the item is
operating. The duration of operation is measured
in cycles or discrete events.

STATE D A hardware/software state in which the item is
operating. The duration of operation is measured
in units of time (e.g., hours and minutes).

SUBSYSTEM The first indenture level below the system, SWS.
Examples; fire control, missile and navigation, etc.

SU((ESS CRITERIA The minimum functional performance required of
an item for mission success.

SYSI t.M EFFECTIVENESS A measure of the degree to which an item can be
expected to achieve a set of specific mission re-
quirements and which may be expressed in terms
of availability, reliability and performance capabil-
ity.

SYSTEM STATE A designation of system status at a particular time
with respect to operable and inoperable equip-
ments. An n-equipment system can exist in 2n
states ranging from all equipments up to all equip-
ments down.

TACI ICAL Pertaining to or necessary for the primary mission
of the weapon system.

TIME When used herein without a modifier the word
time is interpreted to mean calendar time.
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TIME (Continued) Active Time - That time during which an item is
in the operational inventory. For the FBMWS/SWS,
the patrol period. It is the time base for avail-
ability calculations in this book.

Alert Time - Time during which a system is ready
for operation. For FBMWS/SWS on station await-
ing designated targets.

Checkout Time - That element of Repair Time
during which repair is being confirmed and verified
to be satisfactory.

Corrective Maintenance Time (Repair Time) -
That element of Downtime in which work is done
to repair trouble or failure. Includes time to obtain
tools, documents and spares from local stock
rooms, set them up for repair, troubleshoot, test
spares if necessary, effect repair, make necessary
adjustments and calibrations, confirm the repair by
test if necessary and close up the repaired item. It
specifically excludes time devoted to off-line repair
of any item that was replaced. It also excludes
elements of Delay Time such as meals, sleep, ad-
ministrative delays including the postponement of
repair by managerial decision, awaiting spares from
off-site or remote locations, etc.

Downtime - Total time during which an item is
not in condition to perform its intended function.

Fault Correction Time - That element of Repair
Time during which a failure is corrected by (a)
repairing in place, (b) removing, repairing, and re-
placing, or (c) removing and replacing with a like
serviceable item.

Fault Location Time - That element of Repair
Time during which testing and analysis is per-
formed on an item to isolate a failure.

Inactive Time - That time during which an item is
not in active inventory, therefore, not expected to
be operable, for the FBMWS/SWS, time not spent
on patrol. Not included in availability calculations
in this manual.

Item Obtainment Time - That element of Repair
Time during which the needed item or items are
obtained from stockrooms within the facility. For
the FBMWS/SWS, time to obtain items from the
ship's stores.
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TIME (Continued) Maintenance Time - That part of Downtime when
maintenance work is actually being done.

Mission Time - That element of Uptime when an
item is performing its designated mission.

Modification Time - That element of Downtime
during which specific modifications or retrofits are
made to an item to add to or improve its charac-
teristics.

Operating Time - Cumulative Operating Time in
testing or use.

Preparation Time - That element of Repair Time
needed to obtain the necessary test equipment and
maintenance manuals and set up the necessary
equipment.

Reaction Time - That element of Uptime needed
to initiate mission functions, measured from the
time a command is received.

Uptime - That element of Active Time when an
item is up, i.e., alert, reacting or performing mis-
sion functions.

Uptime, Apparent - That element of Active Time
when an item is thought to be up. Apparent Up-
time may be greater than Uptime when failure
detection is not immediate.

UPTIME RATIO The quotient of Uptime divided by Uptime plus
Downtime. The Uptime ratio is a statistical esti-
mate of steady-state availability.

VARIABLE A characteristic or property that is appraised in
terms of scalar values.

VARIABLES METHOD A method whereby the value of certain measurable
parameters are equated to "failures" or "errors" if
they lie beyond the range of specified critical
values. The values of the parameters are often
assumed to be normally distributed.

VARIANCE, o2 The second moment about the mean of a probabil-
ity distribution. A measure of the dispersion of
random variable about its mean value. In testing,
variance is a measure of random errors in a series
of measurements.
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VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE The variance associated with a parameter estimate
obtained by sampling. For example, U! = 02 /n is
the variance of estimate of the mean ' of samples
of size n from the distribution of the random
variable x having variance 02. The square root of
the variance of estimate is called the Standard
Error.

WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION The distribution of the smallest value of life,
strength or similar property among a sample of
components is modeled by the pdf

f(t) = one M t > 0, a, 3 > 0

0 t <0

The function, called the Weibull model, applies
when failure is determined by the strength of a
weakest link. The function was introduced by
Weibull on empirical grounds based on studies of
material strength. It was later derived by Freuden-
thai and Gumbel from extreme value theory, as
the type IIl asymptote of the minimum extreme
value among measurements modeled by an initial
distribution bounded below.

The location parameter a is minimum expected

life- the shape parameter 0 is a slope. There is also
a three parameter Weibull Distribution which in-
volves a scale parameter representing absolute
minimum life.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, ACRONYMS
AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbols

Coefficient used to compute confidence interval.

A Steady-state availability.

A, Achieved availability. Availability with respect to failure (corrective main-
tenance) and preventive maintenance jointly.

A, Inherent availability. Availability with respect to failure (corrective main-
tenance).

Ao  Operational availability. Availability attained in actual use.

Ap Availability with respect to preventive maintenance.

A(t) Pointwise availability.

A-T interal availability.

c, C A cut or set of components which if all fail will fail the subsystem.

C Confidence level; in basic method the ratio a2 / X.

d Length of component reliability confidence interval. Also observed downtime
in an interval.

D Largest absolute deviation; also downtime.

e Base )f natural logarithms.

f Degrees of freedom.

f( ) Probability density function, or probability mass function.

F Fractile of the cumulative F-distribution.

g Event that at least one cut in G occurs.

G An independent group of cuts.

h(t) Hazard rate function.

i, j, k Subscripts denoting respectively component, environment, test state.

k Factor used with accelerated testing.
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K Standard normal deviate.

KRcnf Tolerance factor for reliability R, confidence C, sample size n, degrees of
freedom f.

L Subscript denoting lower confidence limit.

m Number of successful units in m of n configuration; also number of observed
repairs.

M Mean of a normally distributed random variable; also equivalent number of
missions.

M, Corrective maintenance time; repair time.

M, Mean corrective maintenance time; MTTR.

NI c Geometric mean corrective maintenance time.

n Sample size; also number of variables in model.

n( Normal PDF.

N Number of tests. Also number of items on test.

N( Normal CDF.

p Subscript denoting parallel-related components.

P Probability.

Q Unreliability, (I -R).

R Reliability.

s Subscript denoting serial-related components; also sample standard deviation:
also number of successes in a test.

S Safety.

t Actual test time; also the student's -t statistic.

t Time between the (i-I)th and the ith failure when n items are placed on test
without replacement.

Time to failure of the ith item since the beginning of testing.

tZ Time to failure of the last failing item.

T Planned test time, also a period of fixed or nominal length.

u Observed uptime in an interval; also subscript denoting upper confidence limit.

U Unavailability; also uptime.
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U, Unavailability with respect to failure; inherent unavailability.

UP Unavailability with respect to preventive maintenance.

W Statistic used in W-test of normality; also ratio of two random variables.

x Number of failures.

X Mean of a sample.

Of Producer's risk; also coefficient used to convert test or operating time (or
cycles) to equivalent missions.

Consumer's risk; also a bias correction factor in the basic method.

y "Significance level.

.yt ) Gamma density function.

F Gamma function.

A() Gamma CDF.

6 Delta function.

A An incremental change in the value of a variable.

E Limiting acceptable risk; also error.

0 Mean time to failure, also mean time between failures.

x, Failure rate.

Y Mean of a normally distributed random variable; also repair rate

77 Warrantee period.

v Reciprocal of MG.

Ir 3.14159

nl Symbol denoting product.

Pij Simple coefficient of correlation between i th and j th variables.

Pi-jk Multiple correlation coefficient for i th variable.

o Standard deviation of a normally distributed random variable.

02 Variance of a normally distributed random variable.
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.Symbol denoting summation.

1 In the Bayesian method, prior or pseudo test time.

*In the Bayesian method, prior or pseudo failures.

x2  Chi-square statistic.

Indicates statistical point estimate.

Prime symbol denotes predicted value.

* Star symbol denotes required value, or objective.

-- Bar denotes negation (e.g. A denotes not A); also denotes average value.

U Union symbol, interpreted as the logical "or".

n Intersection symbol, interpreted as the logical "and".

Is distributed as.

Becomes.

§ Paragraph.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

AO Approximately Optimum.

BAN Best Asymptotically Normal.

BICS Boolean Indicated Cut Sets.

BLU Best Linear Unbiased.

CA Corrective Action.

CAR Corrective Action Report.

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function.

CDR Critical Design Revicw.

CDRL Contract Data Requirement List.

CFR Constant (Instantaneous) Failure Rate.

CLIFS Coordination, Life, Interchangeability, Function and Safety.

DFR Decreasing (Instantaneous) Failure Rate.

DSARC Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council.

EDM Engineering Development Model.

FBMWS Fleet Ballistic Missile Weapon System.

FLTAC Fleet Analysis Center.

FMECA Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analysis.

FOT Follow-on Operational Test.

FSR Failure Summary Report.

FTA Fault Tree Analysis.

IFR Increasing (Instantaneous) Failure Rate.

ITP Integrated Test Program.

ITPP Integrated Test Program Plan.

LCLS Lower Critical Limit Specification.

MEC Mission Essentiality Code.
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MIL HDBK Military Handbook.

MIL STD Military Standard.

ML Maximum Likelihood.

MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimate.

MTBF Mean Time Between Failures.

MTTF Mean Time to Failure.

MTTR Mean Time to Repair.

MVU Minimum Variance Unbiased.

NAVMAT Naval Material Command.

NAVORD Naval Ordnance Systems Command.

NAVSEA Naval Sea Systems Command.

NAVWEPS Bureau of Naval Weapons.

OD Ordnance Document.

OPEVAL Operational Evaluation.

OT Operational Test.

PAT Production Assessment Test.

PDF Probability Density Function.

PDR Preliminary Design Review.

PEM Performance Evaluation Missile.

PERT Program Evaluation Review Technique.

PLS Production Lot Sampling.

PMF Probability Mass Function.

POMP POSEIDON Modification Program.

PPM Program Plan Matrix.

PRST Probability Ratio Sequential Test.

PUAD Parts Usage and Application Data.
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RDT&E Research, Development, Test and Evaluation.

RMA Reliability, Maintainability and Availability.

R&R Repair and Refurbishment, Repair and Replacement, etc.

RV Random Variable.

SITP Shipyard Installation Test Program.

SOR Specific Operational Requirement.

SOW Statement of Work.

SPALT SSPO Alteration.

SRA System Requirements Analysis.

SSPO Strategic Systems Project Office.

SWS Strategic Weapon System.

TAAF Test Analyze and Fix.

TDP Technical Development Plan.

TECHEVAL Technical Evaluation.

TOG Technical Objectives and Guidelines Document.

TRD Technical Requirements Document.

UCLS Upper Critical Limit Specification.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE program management elements described in
the paragraphs of NAVSLA OD 21549[I1

The Strategic Systems Project Office listed in Figure 1-1.
(SSPO) requires each prime contractor to --The major objectives of tle esa!uation
satisfy specified reliability, maintainability program are:
and availability (RNMA) operational objectives L to establish reliability design criterij
and RMA evaluation requirements. These re- * to provide periodic assessments o!
quirements are primarily specified through achieved reliability
NAVSEA OD 21549[11. and by means of * to identify RMAproblem areas
Technical Objectives and Guidelines Docu- 0 to provide evidence of compliance
ments (TOGs), weapon specifications, and with contractual requirements.
SSPO policy statements cited in applicable It is recognized that man, functions other
contracts. than evaluation are also necessary to an

The primary purpose of this document is effective reliability and availability program.
to provide SSPO contractors with a set of Figure 1 -2 lists some of them.
RMA evaluation methodology and techniques While it is fully recognized that manr of
to facilitate compliance with contractual the functions listed in figure 1-2 are major
RMA evaluation requirements and to foster contributors to the design of reliable and
the achievement of specified RMA opera- maintainable systems and to the detection
tional objectives. and correction of reliability and maintain-

ability problems, detailed discussion of tho>-"
1.2 SCOPE functions is beyond the scope of this manual.

They are discussed herein only to the extent
This document is concerned primarily with that they impact the eO aluation functions.

evaluating the reliability and availability of
strategic weapon systems and subsystems 1.3 APPLICABILITY
throughout the life-cycle of the program, in-
cluding concept development, advanced de- The evaluation methods described in this
veloprcnt. full-scale development, produc- document are intended for use by SSPO
tion and deploy ment. However, not all SPO._ . contractors and subcontractors to the extent
contractors build subsystems. so ie supply specified in their contracts, throughout the
cquipments or other lower level assemblies, entire contractual period. It should be noted
The methods presented in this manual are that the methods used in this manual ma be
applicable to devices of any assembly level used on equipment procured for training as
Thus. the term system, as used herein, should well as on tactical equipment NAVSI-A
be interpreted as the highest level assembly OD, 21549111 is structured for use in a
provided by a contractor. Evaluation as varieiV-ocontract phases (e.g.. concept de-
treated herein is normally quantitative, how- velopment,'-dxvanced development, full-scale
ever, in some cases (e.g., the logistic phase development, production and deploment).
of' a mission), qualitative evaluation is per- The OD also recognizes that hardware and
,'formed.1i-valuation, as discussed herein, is software are procured at various indenture
intended to encompass those technical levels (e.g., subsystem, equipment,

I
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component). Not all requirements are uni- errors discovered and recommendations for
fornly applicable in all contract phases. improvement to;
NAVSLA OD 21549111 provides a vehicle Department of the Navy
(Appendix B) to permit tailoring RMA pro- Strategic Systems Project Office
grain requirements to contract needs. Washington, D.C. 20376

WhIe standardization is desirable, it is Attention: Code SP2014
recognized that new methods may be develop- While primarily intended for use in SSPO
ed in the future, which offer significant ad- programs, the methods presented in this
vantages arid that special situations may arise manual are equally applicable for evaluating
in a program for which the methods discussed the reliability and availability of many com-
herein may not be optimal. Although SSPO plex military or industrial products.
contractors are encouraged to use the meth-
ods dt-scrihed herein, they are also encouraged 1.4 REFERENCES
to develop their own methods for special
sittIaons. It is intended that this manual be I. NAVSEA OD 21549A: Technical Program
reviewed pcriidially to insure its accuracy Management Requirements for Navy SSPO
and cnrrency. Users are encouraged to report Acquisitions.

PAR .(, R APH TITL_

3 1 Reliability Evaluation
31 1 -cibih,% Modeling PARAGRAPH TITLE

3.,.1.2 Reliability Apportionment 3.1.8 Corrective Action System
Rchability Predictions 3.2 Design Control

3.3 14 Failure Mode. Effects and 3.3.2 3 Maintainability Analysis3.3.2ait 3AaitanailtyAnlyi
Criticality A y s 3.3.2.6 Mai tainabilitN Demonstration

3.3 1.5 Reliability Data 3.3.2.7 Maintainability Status Reports

3.3.1.6 Reliability Assessment
A.3.1 7 Reliability Demonstration

3.5 Configuration Management1. .8 Rehiabiliq, Status Reports Program

" 2.1 Mamamaili Aportonmnt3.6 Procurement Control

." Maiiitainabihitx tdictiomis 3.7 Manufacturing ('ontrol
2.4 Main taiabiht Data 3.8 Quality Control

1cudnAS O2ntainability Assessment

Figure 1-2. Reliability and Maintainability Program
Figure I-I. Evaluation Functions Included in Functions Other Than Evaluation In-

NAVSLA OD 2 1549111 1luded in NAVSEA OD 21549 1
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Section 2
RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY

2.1 IMPORTANCE OF RELIABILITY AND become available for testing. The total life
AVAILABILITY history of development hardware is observed.

A data system is used to record development
A major task facing a system manager early history and to facilitate computation of point

in a development program is the establish- and interval estimates of reliability and avail-
ment of system requirements. Among the ability. Often, early test data are derived from
important quantitative system requirements tests of equipments or other subordinate
are those specified for reliability and avail- assembly levels. System estimates are syn-
ability, thesized by means of a mathematical model.

Reliability is important because of the Later, these are supplemented by tests of
threat of catastrophic loss implicit in func- larger assemblies and the system. Use of a
tional failure of any part of a weapon system system mathematical model takes advantage
in fleet service. of the variety of tests performed at various

Availability is of concern when repair of assembly levels during development. Alterna-
failures can be achieved during a mission tively, test data can be taken only at system
phase. The randomness of demands on sys- level. In either case the data system provides
tems in service often permits repair of failure for largely automated preparation and updat-
without degradation of mission performance. ing of numerical reports in standardized
Degradation in performance occurs only when formats suited to the needs of program man-
a demand occurs at a time when the system agement. At all stages of the evaluation (pre-
is down for repair or undergoing preventive diction and measurement), results are com-
maintenance (including calibration), pared to specified requirements to determine

SSPO requires timely and accurate evalua- if corrective action is required.
tion of reliability and availability, beginning
in the development phase of weapon system 2.2 NATURE OF RELIABILITY AND
procurement, as an input to decision making AVAILABILITY
and program control. The evaluation process
as defined by this document involves appor- 2.2.1 Nature of Availability
tionments and predictions followed by mea-
surement and is supported by a variety of Availability is a dimensionless number de-
analyses (e.g., mission analysis; system anal- fined on the interval 10, 11. Availability is
ysis; analysis of the integrated test program; defined as the probability that a system will
failure mode, effects and criticality analysis), be up or operable when called upon during
The principal purpose of apportionments is a mission. This definition implies the need for
to develop reliability and availability design analysis of both the system and its mission in
criteria for system elements. The principal quantifying availability. The FBMWS/SWS
purpose of predictions is to provide periodic TOGs have an operational readiness reliability
forecasts of the reliability and availability of objective. Availability is equivalent to Oper-
the projected (final) design. Apportionments ational Readiness Reliability in this manual
and predictions are followed by objective It is an appropriate index during the opera-
measurement of reliability and availability tional readiness portion of the FBMWS/SWS
beginning when the earliest fabricated units mission.

2-1
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A system is down when it is not usable be- The availability of a system over a period
cause it is undergoing maintenance [corrective of time, such as a submarine patrol of dura-
or preventive (including calibration)] ; it is tion T, is known as interval availability and is
available only when it is up with respect to given by equation 2-3.
both corrective and preventive maintenance.
Thus, system availability is equal to or greater
than the product of its availability with re- AT - - + -e-(A+M)T (2-3)
spect to failure (corrective maintenance, A,:), (X+/) 2 T
and its availability with respect to preventive
maintenance, AP. where

A > A, - A, (2-1) p is the systern repair rate.
X is the system failure rate.

Availability may be greater than the pro- Equation 2-3 includes a steady-state term
duct because of dependencies between pre- and a transient term.
ventive and corrective maintenance and be- As T, the mission duration, is increase . the
cause preventive maintenance may often be interval availability approaches a con,.tant
shortened or postponed when demand oc- value, designated steady-state availability,
curs. Because of these aspects, this manual which is written:
will treat availability only from a corrective
maintenance viewpoint. The subscript c in A, A = lim AT - (24)
will be dropped. Availability must be repre- T--oo
sented by an equation embodying appropriate
assumptions as to the failure and maintenance For missions of sufficient length, the trans-
processes applicable to the system under mis- ient term in equation 2-3 is ignored and
sion conditions. steady-state availability is taken as the appli-

Many different availability indices can be cable measure. Throughout this manual it
derived, because the functions and require- is assumed that the relevant mission is long
ments of systems differ widely; thus no single enough to justify the use of steady-state
index or figure-of-merit can meaningfully availability. Any error stemming from this
represent availability for all systems[ I1 assumption will tend to render the analysis
Moreover, availability may depend on the care conservative; that is, interval availability is
and skill with which a system is transported, always greater than steady-state availability.
operated and maintained, as well as on the For many systems, immediate failure
system design. However, in this manual, use detection and repair are not achievable for all
of the term is limited to measures which are failure modes. Some modes of failure will be
primarily properties of system design. This automatically detected and alarmed, others
manual assumes an adequate number of will be periodically detected during the pa-
spares, etc. for system availability and does trol, and still others will not be detectable
not address measures of availability which are during a patrol. This fact gives rise to the
primarily reflections of logistic support, concepts of actual and apparent availability
spares provisioning and similar factors. Apparent availability is a measure of the ob-

The availability, A, of a system is estimated served status. Actual availability is an index
by a function of mean time between failure which accounts for the undetected failures
(MIrBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR), by predicting the number of failures that exist

but will not be detected. This index is of

A MTBF primary use to system planners, permitting
MTBF + MTTR them to perform trade-off studies leading to

extra failure detection capability. Before
When the system has exponential failure using any availability equation, the analyst

and repair rates, A = I/MTBF and p = I/ must determine that failure detection and re-
MJTR. This suhstitution leads directly to pair is a viable option. If it is not, reliability
equation 2-4. is the appropriate measure.
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2.2.2 Dependence of System Availability on tainabilit which together establish an upper
the Reliability and Maintainability limit on the availability attainable b the sys-
of System Elements tern. Beyond this limit, additional effort can

be applied to improve item reliability or
The availability exhibited by a system dur- maintainability or both, in order to increase

ing periods of stated length is a statistically availability. Figure 2-1 illustrates the de-
distributed variable. Its distribution is jointly pendence of availability on reliability and
determined by the system's reliability and maintainability. The relative impacts of
maintainability, which in turn depend on the reliability and maintainability upon asail-
corresponding properties of the equipments ability are often studied in specific situations
that constitute the system. and the results used in trade-offs and the set-

Reliability determines the frequency ofun- ting of RMA specifications.
scheduled downtimes; maintainability deter-
mines their durations and the duration of 2.2.3 Nature of Reliability
downtimes for other purposes (e.g., scheduled
preventative maintenance and calibration). In Reliability is defined a, the probablit, i
its initial configuration the system will possess functioning without failurc durin, a t lic
:ertain inherent levels of reliability and main- mission or a portion of a mission it i an

1 000

996 
504 4 a

_ 988

g0

984.988 • PIP

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

MTTR (HRS.)

Figure 2-1. Dependence of Availability (A) Upon Reliability (MTBF) and Maintainability (MTTR)
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index appropriate to the launch and flight ard function has given rise to the familiar
phases of the FBMWS/SWS mission. Relia- "bathtub curve", figure 2-2.
bility also applies to any phase where con- Figure 2-2 is a general portrayal of time-
tinuous or standby operation is required and varying reliability characteristics of equip-
repair is not possible. The definition pre- ment through their life cycles. Good reli-
supposes explicit definition of a nominal de- ability practice is to operate equipment only
sign mission or range of possible missions, during its useful life period, between the so-
and also assumes explicit success criteria, a called green-time line, TG , and red-time line,
particular subset of hardware and software TR . In this flat portion of the curve h(t) is
functions necessary to the success of the called failure rate and is designated by the
primary mission. symbol X; its reciprocal, I/X, is the mean time

Reliability is expressed as a dimensionless between failure, MTBF. It can be shown that
real number in the interval [0, 11 , where zero the probability density of time to failure in
represents certainty of failure and unity repre- this region, fit) - the unconditional instan-

sents certainty of success. A general mathe- taneous rate of failure - is described by the

matical expression for the reliability of time exponential distribution, a one-parameter
dcp:n!,nt devics iws function fully defined by the single param-

-f Th III dt eter X. An equivalent expression for reliability
Ml) = " (25) in terms of fit) is:

R(T) = r fmt (2-6)
where I is inission duration, R(0)= 1 and T

h(t) is the 'o-vailed hazard rate or mstan- which, fc: the exponential case, is
tanc',,(;, ralt- of failure. While h(t) is formally
tirtndcpendcnt, both theory, and experience R(t) = e (2-7)
support the supposition that for complex
systhels lthe rate can often be approximated Clearly evaluation of X or MTBF is equiva-
by a cnstanl after an initial early mortality lent to evaluation of the complete reliability
period and prior to wear out [ 2-Chapters 4 function over the entire range of t. wherever
and 51. This characteristic shape of the haz- the exponential model applies.

RANDOM & RANDOM F ALURES RANDOM &

EARLY LOU

FAILURES F

FAILURS J jWEAROU7
S UR I I

BERI USEFUL LIFE PER'ODIF P IOD

- GREEN rIME LINE

A = I/MTBF

0 TG  TR

OPERATING TIME

Figure 2-2. Hazard Rate as a Function of Operating Time
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If a system remains in service beyond .'R A curve similar to figure 2-2 applies for
its failure rate increases rapidhl until the s5 s- one-shot devices. In this case the reliability is
tern can no longer be supported economically
by available spares and maintenance facilities. R = I -- (2-)

When hazard rates are time-varying, as is Where n

often true of simple devices, the resulting
failure distributions and reliability functions x is the number of failures
are generally much more complex than in the n is the sample size
exponential case [3-Chapter 21. For such
devices, definition of a complete reliability The primary reason for the decrease prior
function may require that two or three to TG in figures 2-2 and 2-3 is that manufac-
parameters be given, although a discrete value turing defects are being eliminated by test and
of R(t) may always be defined directly for a inspection. The increase after TR is due to
mission of given length. phenomena such as mechanical wear and

A number of researchers in the reliability chemical deterioration. Maintenance should
field 14-pages 402-407 for example] have sug- be performed when an item reaches TR
gested that the advent of semiconductor de- The hazard rate for equipment which oper-
vices has reduced equipment failure rates and ates continuously or periodically, such as
lengthened their useful life beyond the nor- electronic equipment or jet engines is most
mal use period for a system. In effect, these often given as a failure rate, X, and is ex-
researchers claim that the failure character- pressed in failures per million hours or failures
istics of electronic equipment have changed per mission. When X is constant. MTBF = I/X.
and that present day electronic equipment has The hazard rate for one-shot devices is a deci-
a decreasing failure rate (DFR). It has been mal value between 0 and I and is usually esti-
shown I5-pages 375-383] that mixtures of mated by the ratio of total failures to total
exponentials have a DFR. trials.

Consider for example two components
with constant failure rates X1 and X2 where 2.2.4 Nature of Maintainability
X1 > k2 . One thousand of these components Maintainability is a characteristic of system
are put in service (500 of each type). Initially, design and installation. Mean preventive main-
the failure rate is (XI + X2 )/ 2 but after 500 tenance time, mean repair time, and mean
failures (without replacement) the failure down time are commonly used indices of
rate of the surviving population would be maintainability.
lower since the expected number surviving In this manual, assessment of' maintenance
from 2 population is higher than the ex- actions will be limited to actions involved in
pected number surviving from the X1 popu- corrective maintenance (reference corrective
lation. The mixture has a DFR. maintenance time figure 2-4) that is, modifi-

An important consideration with DFR cation time, delay time and preventive main-
devices is when to put them into service. tenance down time will be excluded from esti-
When the failure rate is decreasing rapidly mates of mean time to repair.
(e.g., as in the bum-in period of figure 2-2) a
minimum bum-in period should be required 2.3 THE SPECIFICATION OF RMA
and service use should begin after TG(. Even REQUIREMENTS
with DFR, service use may be permitted when
the hazard rate reaches an acceptably low MIL-STD-490161 provides general guide-
level. Of course if screening or bum-in is eco- lines for the preparation of specifications
nomical it may be cost effective to perform The specification addressed in this manual is
more screening, etc. prior to use. Figure the specification of meaningful numerical
2-2 may still illustrate this process with minor RMA requirements to guide design and pro-
changes. The useful life period would have a curement activities and to facilitiate evalu-
decreasing slope and TR is not reached during ation of the system as development pro-
the useful life of the system. gresses.
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An explicit definition in engineering terms !hw supcrcript nbol t-l, to be read
of the IMtendcd rmssion or rapjge J ,f ni ,qs s jr. Mf-ed to each s mbo! identifies J re-
,;I th' viluironn tr asso ated XI'tLh them is JuiCmrTet or objcLtie ,J c.rd ingi the s',
, ,,, ntial to proper o peci on f1 4c'abdbt !cm evclopmcnt procgrani iMJs! ' ui:hC d
Afld ,aiailab t - at e.r'vd .(,e-,blvv lvel. The to iecet orxcd vx]cd .vteU '>.,.n
i r. ir ,Tl" q that rJb'!td, ILd a . _" "l t, t quirenIM i.
htt ,:a, VT nt e'ls are Syste'lm paraine tcrs mndc- The iogbt. phase of the n isie: cr.:

[c '',ent ot i r Son .radli. ow , niO:on ' Th, tranpor!ation, bndlin aJ ,-
error ;In prcparing spck.iliatios. Rctiablir\ I .'ti(i a;d ' , !' I.s I -
d;d ajalibili ty depcnd rjto-a!l- on the nls- pri,,r T, thc misin n and ien "-'. r, !
sion. B1ith the numerical values and the N n me ka! ru , n k n, et-. '11
finetionl1 forns of the applicable in dices de- provided for the logistic phJ1SC I S ,t 1 n
pend eni the mission. qiquall as necessary as evel,'pinent program musi t cc,.Jcr *L' !ogl.
mission definition is a numerical requiremnent tic phase and inurc hat the vi stemail de-
applicalle to the weapon sy stem or other top- graded by the logise e'nsirenmcit
level procurement item it is the requirement Availability objectives may h.: oa
from which system reliability arid availability certim support equillenl tUed u1 ti, pro-
requirements must be derived, and to which cessing, test and inspection porcr 0, !hc
subsequent evaluation results must be related. logistics phase to assure an adt'quale 11,,, of

It is normal practice to establish quantita- ready for issue equipment to the fleet.
tive requirements for each phase of a tactical
mission. Consider, for example, a submarine 2.3.1 Specification for Availability
that goes to sea on periodic patrols and will
fire missiles at assigned targets, only if such It is not only possible, but frequently de-
action is ordered. If no missiles are fired on a sirable, to establish a single quantitative
given patrol, the operational readiness phase requirement for availability, designated herein
represents the entire mission. If, however, one as A*. Its value must necessarily lie in the
or more missiles are fired during the patrol, interval 0 to 1. For tactical reasons it should
the mission consists of three phases, namely be as close to I as cost, life cycle support re-
operational readiness, launch and flight. In quirements and state-of-the-art permit. The
this example quantitative requirements would value selected for A* will depend upon a
be established for the three tactical phases, variety of factors such as tactical mission
as indicated below: needs, anticipated complexity of the system,

expected reliabilities of system elements,
Operational maintenance policy (e.g., what equipment
Readiness Launch Flight will be removed and replaced during the
Reliability Reliability Reliability mission if failure occurs, spares stocking

points, etc.), capabilities of both diagnostic
R;R R . R : equipment and operators in fault isolation,

_ _and consequences of non-spareable equipment
failures. The selection of the value for A'

When mission phase reliabilities are statistical- should, therefore, be done only after all rele-
ly independent, the system reliability require- vant factors, such as those cited above, are
ment, R; is: analyzed and trade-off decisions are made.

Specifications of a single value of A* pro-
vides a wide trade-off region for reliability

R; - R;R RL. R.. = A' RL_ R. (2-9) (MTBF) and maintainability (MTTR). In
many cases it is necessary to constrain this

since by definition in this manual A* = RoR. choice by specifying a minimum value of
MTBF or a maximum value of MTTR. The ad-

When they are not independent, methods vantage of including constraints on reliability
such as those covered in § 4.2.2.1.2.4 are or maintainability is that they preclude un-
required. desirable system trade-offs (e.g., a computer
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with an MTBF of 2 hours and an MTTR of .1 the distribution of corrective maintenance
hours would have an availability of 0.95 but down times. It is often desirable to specify
the probability of successfully running a pro- diagnostic requirements (e.g., fault detection
gram requiring 2 hours would be less than 37 capability, fault isolation time) to restrict the
percent). As shown in figure 2-1 specifying R&M trade off region.
any two of the RMA parameters fixes the
third (e.g., if MTBF = 62.5 hours and MTTR 2.3.4 Demonstration Requirements

1 hour, A must be .984).
The discussion of demonstration is limited

2.3.2 Specification for Reliability to reliability demonstration in this manual A
maintainability demonstration would be de-

Reliability may be specified as a constraint signed to prove, by test, that the actual
on availability as indicated in § 2.3.1. How- MTTR is less than the specified value
ever, some mission phases do not permit re- (MTTR*) and that 95% of the repair times
pair. In these cases reliability must be speci- are less than the specified maximum repair
fled as it is the only RMA parameter of in- time [81. An availability demonstration
terest. could directly demonstrate that the A* re-

As in the case of availability, a single quan- quirement is met or it could measu., the reli-
titative requirement for reliability designated ability and maintainability parameters and de-
herein ,js R* can be established. The specifi- termine the achieved availability.
cation of design requirements or objectives Demonstration tests are formal tests de-
is intended to guide the design effort. Reli- signed to accept or reject the hypothesis that
ability prediction such as prescribed by MIL- the design meets the requirement. The actual
STD-75617] is often used as a measure of reliability achieved by a system cannot be
compliance, measured as a point on the probability scale,

with positive statistical confidence during
2.3.3t Specification for Maintainability the system's life. Enforcement of the speci-

fication is, therefore, facilitated by providing
Frequently quantitative values are estab- suitable tests to demonstrate compliance with

lished for system maintainability (M) via its requirements.
equation (2-2) given previously for avail- In this manual we identify and illustrate
ability (A). When this equation is solved for the application of several principal types of
mean-time-to-repair (MTTR), we have reliability demonstrations in Section 8.

MTR - (I-A) MTBFA complete reliability specification is
A x MTBF (2-10) shown in figure 2-5.

Consequently, if both availability and reli- Quantities Specified

ability are specified, maintainability (MTTR) Design Producer's Minimum (onsumer s
is also specified. As previously indicated, Objective Risk Reliability Risk

there are numerous combinations of R and R* OtL*
M that can be chosen to meet availability re-
quirements. The one that is chosen should be Figure 2-5. Complete Reliability Specification
one that is an optimum when all principal
relevant factors are considered such as R and R° is the design requirement, that is the
M program costs, state-of-the-art, and main- reliability which must be exhibited in oper-
tenance policy, ational use. The contractor should conduct

In addition to specifying MTTR, it is often his design program to meet this requirement.
desirable to also specify a maximum time to ce is the producer's risk, the probability
repair. This maximum repair time is that that a design with reliability of R* will fail
value below which a specified percent of all the demonstration test.
corrective maintenance tasks should be com- R is a demonstration test parameter, com-
pleted. It is customary for this value to be monly referred to as the minimum acceptable
synonymous with the 95th percentile point in reliability.
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/3 is the consumer's risk. It is the proba- 2. Bazovsky, ., Reliability Theory and
bility that a design with reliability of RL* will Practice, Prentice Hall, Inc. Q6 1.
pass the demonstration test.

The decimal values assigned to the R* and 3. Barlow, R. E. and Proschan, F.. Mathie-
R in figure 2-5 are converted to MIBF matical Theory of Reliability, John Wie,
values 00 and 01 , respectively when a demon- & Sons, Inc. 1Q65.
stration test plan from MIL-STD-781191 is
to be used. 4. Wong, K. L.: Unified Field (Failure)

In those cases where the mission of a Theory Demise of the Bathtuth Curve.
weapon system includes more than one phase, Proceedings Annual Reliability and Main-
it may not always be necessary to establish R tainability Symposium 1081.
demonstration requirements for the product
for each mission phase. In these instances, a 5. Proschan, F.: Theoretical Explanation of
possible approach is to select the mission Observed Decreasing Failure Rate. Techno-
phase which has the most stringent require- metrics, V. 5. No. 3, 1963.
ments for the product and demonstrate that
the product meets these most stringent 6. MIL-STD-490: Specification Practices.
requirements.

7. MIL-STD-756: Reliability Prediction.

2.4 REFERENCES 8. MIL-STD-471: Maintainability Verifica-
tion/Demonstration/Evaluation.

1. Shooman, M. L., Probabilistic Reliability:
An Engineering Approach, McGraw Hill, 9. MIL-STD-781: Reliability Tests Expo-
Inc. 1968. Ch. 6(6.10.2). nential Distribution.
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Section 3
ESTABLISHMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF A RELIABILITY

AND AVAILABILITY EVA LUATION PROGRAM

3.1 BASIC REQUIREMFINTS ealuAtion program clenents arc inoked on
1he :ontractor, but also what kind of inldifi-

One of the in aor ak facinlg the Strategic ,.ttlo0Is. if any. have been made to the ia'l1
Systems Project otfice ISSPO ) :s tile estab- ictquirements. The purpos-e" f this rc' WIc 1" N;

!ishnilen t of sN.tem rc u rv lrie!is.. A nong tile C.a Hish tile scope Of the cvaiUal onl l iz:,
inporlant quantitative ;,vtclni reqtlJreinents ihc rview must also inclu thie ,w\Xl1ridt
-ire thoe established tor reh a,iit\ maintain. of . ,jractjai :ia titjt, e RNI.. reo . -
ahility, and availahility R MA :c, n is derived trorn the TO(; and imt iov. 1%

The Departmnl'nt t !) c'!k ,c and tile Nays ,:ontra(_tual spccitication, to establisi" e
Department hase rucognited the need for degree of" difficult, anticipated in mec
p roperly specifying both quantitative and These requirements.
qualitative RMA requirements for many
years. Recent high-level documents support 3 1.2 Review of Compan.* Policies
this need. e.g.:
DoD Directive 5000.3 { IIContractor management must review con-
DoD Directive 5000.40 21 pany policies, procedures. guidelines and
SDoNAVINST300.3 [31 operating instructions in light of the rev;cw

NA\'INSr 3000.31 [41 conducted in § 3.1.1. Necessary modifica-
NAVMATINST 3000.1 [41
NAVMATINST 5430.53 [51 tions, additions, and updates should be under-

CNM Procurement Policy Memorandum taken for this program.

#N 5 10 3.2 ELEMENTS OF RMA PROGRAM
NAVMAT 09H Guideline Policy #2 [8] PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
NAVMAT 09H Guideline Policy #3219]
NAVMAT 09H1 Guideline Policy #3 [9 The following RMA program elements are

SSPO has and will continue to emphasize required by NAVSEA OD 2 1549 101.
the importance of properly specifying quanti-
tative and evaluation program requirements 3.2.1 Management Policy
for RMA in its weapon system procurements.
RMA evaluation program requirements are "The contractor must establish and main-
tailored to each specific procurement based tain a documented policy for fulfilling con-
on the Technical Objectives and Guidelines tractual RMA requirements. Statements of
Document (TOG) and the checklist (Appen- policy shall form the basic guidelines and the
dix B) of NAVSEA OD 215491101. internal company authority for developing

and implementing the RMA program. Specific
3.1.1 Review of Basic Requirements responsibilities must be assigned and action

authorities clearly delineated. Personnel per-
One of the first steps that the contractor forming RMA evaluation functions must

should take in planning the RMA evaluation have sufficient, well defined responsibility,
program is to review contractual requirements authority and organizational independence to
invoked via the completed checklist (Appen- fulfill specified requirements, to identify and
dix B) of NAVSEA OD 21549[101. This evaluate RMA problems and to accomplish
checklist will not only indicate which RMA and verify corrective action.
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3.2.2 Program Planning 3.2.4 Integrated Data System

Planning of the RMA evaluation program The contractor shall establish and main-
must be initiated at the earliest feasible tain a system for the effective collection,
moment to assure that methods and controls control, processing and use of data generated
necessary for fulfilling specified requirements to support: design engineering, the quality,
are developed in advance of the necessity for reliability and maintainability programs; the
their implementation and maintained as nec- subsystem safety program and the corrective
essary throughout applicable life-cycle phases. action system. The collection, processing,
The program should use established proced- storage, maintenance, retrieval, control and
ures and instructions, augmented as neces- distribution procedures should be designed to
sary, to meet RMA requirements. These pro- meet these detailed data needs. The system
cedures and instructions must be complete should be designed to assure that records of
and concise, of a type appropriate for the similar or related data elements from various
functions to be controlled, define the respons- contractor internal functional areas, sub-
ibilities. and provide the methods and criteria contractors and other external sources are
for performance. compatible for the purpose of retrieval and

Planning should: analysis. The supporting documentation
0 demonstrate an awareness, recognition, should include:

and organued approach to the achievement of 0 A list of logs, forms, and other media
RMA requirements. used to record data, along with the descrip-

0 assure that adequate controls are main- tion and storage location of these documents.
tained throughout all phases of contract per- 0 A list and description of output reports,
formance. indicating the preparing organization and

* provide for smooth transition of the periodicity.
RMA program throughout all phases of con- 0 A tabulation of applicable procedures
tract performance. that describe the preparation and flow of

* proide objective evidence of the effec- input data and output reports.
tive implementation and operation of the Additional details are provided later in this
RMA prtugram. manual on data needs for RMA.

3.2.3 Program Plan Matrix 3.2.5 Corrective Action System

T-hc contr; ctor shall prepare ,j Program The contractor shall establish and maintain
Plan Matrix (PPM) to indicate the means of a system for corrective action of problems/
tomplving with specified RMA evaluation failures. The system shall include: reporting
rJquirements. The PPM requirements for of problems/failures, investigation, analysis.
e dluatin arc the following. Identify, by and performance of actions to correct prob-
paragraph number of NAVSEA OD lems/failures and preclude recurrence. The
215491101, the documents that satisfy each system should use problem/failure data from
RMA requirement and the organization that tests and inspections throughout the contract
has primary responsibility for implementa- effort. Reporting of problem/failure data and
tion. When documents are not available or are corrective actions should be in a form to as-
inadequate for satisfying specific require- sure smooth transition and integration
ments, additional documents required should through the various phases of program per-
be identified and an estimated completion formance.
date specified. The PPM should be maintained A key element of a development program
to reflect current documentation and organi- is effective corrective action (CA). Repair
zational responsibilities. In addition, the PPM and maintenance actions are considered dis-
should include milestones and schedules for position CA since they only affect the failed
accomplishing each RNIA requirement. item. Effective CA will eliminate or reduce
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future item rejections and failures. CA may group or by personnel not having responsibil-
apply to both relevant/non-relevant as well as ities in the area being audited. Results of each
verified/not verified (false alarm) failures. audit should be documented in a report to
(Note: non-relevant and not verified failures appropriate managers and supervisors. Action
also force equipment out of service.) should be taken to assure timely correction of

Figure 3-1 shows the elements of a simpli- deficiencies and follow-up performed to ver-
fied corrective action system, and the manner ify effectiveness of corrective action.
in which it provides feedback to manufactur-
ing and R&R activities to stimulate reliability 3.2.8 Configuration Management
growth.

CA usually cannot be determined at the The contractor shall establish and imple-
time the failure is observed. It may not even ment a program for configuration manage-
be determinable after verification testing and ment of deliverable hardware and software
teardown. Detailed failure analysis is usually (including training and special test and inspec-
required to develop effective CA. This in- tion equipment with concomitant software).
cludes a review of all data (observations, test The program shall assure implementation of
findings, lab analysis, etc.) to make a deter- requirements for configuration identification.
mination as to the cause of failure; then control, status accounting and verification in
effective CA can be developed and approved accordance with SSPINST 4130.4[ Ill.
through the corrective action board (CAB).
The results of the failure analysis should be 3.2.9 SPALT Management
documented in a comprehensive failure anal-
ysis report which is conclusionary in nature The contractor shall establish and imple-
(i.e., specifies the results of the analysis, the ment a program for monitoring and providing
cause of failure, CA implemented, implemen- data regarding the proposal, development,
tation data, etc.). production and implementation of each essen-

The results of the failure reports are then tial SPALT in accordance with SSPINST
used to measure the effectiveness of correc- P4720. 121.
tive actions. Failure concurrence with CA
implemented, can be plotted as a function of 3.3 ELEMENTS OF A RELIABILITY AND
time to determine CA effectiveness. AVAILABILITY EVALUATION

PROGRAM
3.2.6 Documentation

The basic elements of a reliability and avail-
The contractor shall develop and maintain ability evaluation program and the flow of

those documents necessary to fulfill specified associated activities, promulgated in NAVSEA
RMA requirements. A system for scheduling OD 21549[121, are shown in figure 3-2. The
and monitoring the preparation of these docu- various elements are discussed in detail else-
ments should be maintained to assure that where in this manual. The paragraphs are
preparation is timely in relation to program identified in the figure.
milestones.

3.3.1 Reliability and Availability Analysis
3.2.7 Audits

A major element of an evaluation program
The contractor shall audit his RMA pro- is reliability and availability analysis. This

gram periodically to determine compliance analysis consists of three major functions;
with specified RMA requirements. Audits mission analysis, system analysis, and analysis
should be planned to begin at the start of the of the integrated test program, and is dis-
contract and should be conducted throughout cussed in Section 4. It is supported by:
the life of the contract. Planning should con- 0 A data system function responsible for
sider program milestones and deiineate cri- collecting, controlling, processing, and using
teria for audit scope and frequency. Audits data from tests, operations and maintenance
should be performed by an independent audit activities.
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0 A failure analysis and classification func- as relevant or non-relevant; only relevant fail-
tion responsible for analyzing and classifying ures are counted in computing reliability and
each failure, providing corrective action and availability. Rules for making this classifi-
closing out each failure, cation should be established. Other classifi-

* A statistical analysis function for neces- cation criteria such as severity (catastrophic,
sary statistical support, including determining critical, major, minor) may also impact reli-
confidence bounds on estimated reliability ability and availability measurement and
and availability, should be defined specifically for each sys-

tem.
3.3.2 Data System The failure analysis system is a closed-loop

process, in which all failures are evaluated to
A data system is needed to support reliabil- determine the need for corrective action and

ity and availability evaluation. Each of the each failure is closed out by an appropriate
three functions of reliability and availability corrective action.
analysis (mission analysis, system analysis,
and analysis of the integrated test plan) help 3.3.4 Statistical Analysis
to generate evaluation data requirements.
System analysis defines the hardware and Reliability and availability parameter esti-
the software for which data are to be col- mates are obtained by using appropriate
lected; mission analysis defines the applicable models. This manual describes several meth-
environments and duty cycles; analysis of the ods approved for selected use with proper
integrated test program idenitifies tests rele- application in SSPO programs.
vant to reliability and availability evaluation.

Four functions comprise a data system. 3.4 IMPLEMENTING A RELIABILITY
They are collection, control, processing and AND AVAILABILITY EVALUATION
utilization. An effective data system embody- PROGRAM
ing each of these must be established during
the development phase. Its basic structure In support of its decision-making functions,
should be sufficiently flexible so that with SSPO requires reliability and availability eval-
minimum modifications, principally to the uations beginning in the development phase,
collection and control functions, subsequent before the first fabrication of hardware and
operational data from subsystems in fleet software for testing and continuing through
service can be employed to extend evaluation the system's operational or fleet use phase.
into the fleet use phase. Implementation of a program to meet these

Data systems are discussed in detail in Sec- needs is a joint activity of the weapon system
tion 9. manager and the system contractors. To this

end, SSPO weapon system management speci-
3.3.3 Failure Analysis and Classification fies top-level system reliability and avail-

ability requirements at the onset of the de-
The primary goal of failure analysis is reli- velopment program. SSPO management also

abilit) and availability improvement. This stipulates the need for reliability and avail-
improvement is obtained through the engi- ability evaluation as part of the Weapon Sys-
neering analysis of each failure in order to tern Requirements Specification and in corn-
identify the mechanism and cause of failure panion documents such as NAVSEA OD
and to recommend appropriate corrective 21549110). In support of the contractor's
action analytical tasks, as described in Section 4

Failure analysis supports the reliability and of this manual, SSPO also provides informa-
availability evaluation process by enabling tion on the intended mission, system inter-
proper classifications to be made of each fail- faces, schedules, and the operational use, and
ure. Guidelines for failure classification logistic environments. Later, SSPO manage-
should be established before testing begins. ment will also function to review and inte-
Various classifications are useful for reli- grate contractor's outputs for the evaluation
ability and availability evaluation. Most im- of the reliability and availability of the com-
portant is that each failure must be classified plete weapon system.
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The contractor's responsibilities include es- important, if the evaluation prograin is to be
tablishing reliability and availability evalua- of benefit to the project, is the need for a
tion as program activities by means of policy suitable internal information loop to assure
directives and designation of organizational that contractor management and other cogni-
responsibilities and authority for the analysis, zant project personnel are made aware of the
data, reporting, and corrective action func- current system reliability and availability.
tions which comprise the program. Figure particularly system elements that may re-
3-3 illustrates SSPO/contractor responsibil- quire corrective action to achieve satisfator'
ities and relationships in a weapon system reliability or availability. Timeliness is of the
evaluation program. essence.

To implement the evaluation program for a Most contractors have :ompanm poliie,.
particular system, the contractor must per- procedures, and operating instructio1n", whikh
form the mission and system anilysis de- cover reliability and availability in detail
scribed herein, develop the necessary mathe- These should be reviewed against the requ ire-
matical models for reliability and availability, ments for the particular system. and the cur-
and determine the type and quantity of data rent contractor organization structure, to as-
necessary to solve the models. The con- sure that they are complete and up-to-date.
tractor must analyze the integrated test pro- With the beginning of testing. the data s s-
gram to determine the quantity and quality tern is implemented to collect. control, pro-
of data applicable to reliability and availa- cess and utilize data to measure reliability and
bility evaluation. Procedures, instructions and availability. Status reports are issued at inter-
forms must be developed to collect, monitor vals as required by contract. The information
and process data from the test and opera- loop is closed by feedback of evaluation re-
tional sites. A manual system, computer pro- suits, through the contractor's management
grams or a combination thereof for processing structure, to the engineering, production and
the data and generating tabular portions of assurance activities.
reports must also be developed. Most
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Section 4
RELIABILIIY AND AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS

ihrc t pe ofanalysis are discussed in this phist. Normally. tihe launch I nd flight phiae,
sectton, naick. mission aiial sis. system anal- are in this cjteor\. An a ailahihit, figure oi
ysis. and analysis of the integrated test pro- merit is appropriate to an.n mission phi,,c :ii
grani. vhch succes, can follow failLire and rcriij

The operational readiness phase is Inh
4.1 MISSION ANALYSIS category.

The general sequeice of nssion p,>c',
Mission analksis is a process for defining a FBMWS'SWS patrol is shown n nfgun.s 4-

with precision the mission for wlh,;h avail- and 4-2. it should be noted that th, loglis!
ability and reliability are to be evaluated, phase occurs before and after a patrol).
Mission analysis identifies hardware and soft- The weapon system's tactical mission Is
ware performance functions, success criteria, defined for a patrol period , t which in the
duty cycles, environmental stress levels, and r p,

time of exposure to each environment. The absence of a demand for launching of missiles
TOG is used as the baseline for the mission is of nominal duration, T. For this mission
analysis. The results of the mission analysis the entire patrol is the operational readi-
are used in the development of design spec- ness phase, (Figure 4-1A). An availability
ifications for the subsystem and lower level figure of merit is appropriate in this case.
elements. Mission analysis for reliability and Should a demand he made on the weapon
availability evaluation includes the definition system, that demand terminates the opera-
of mission phases and the development of tional readiness phase and initiates the ensu-
mission (environmental stress and duty cycle) ing launch phase which may include a hold
profiles. period at time t,. and flight phase at time t,

(Figure 4-1 B).
4.1.1 Definition of Mission Phases A successful mission precludes failure of

any on-line, non-redundant system element
The mission is represented as a sequence of during the launch phase, regardless of whether

events. When a range of alternative missions is the element is repairable. This is a valid con-
possible. each is examined as a distinct event straint for purposes of hardware evaluation,
sequence. Each total mission is then separated even though it may be possible in a tactical
into phases. For systems such as FBMWS/SWS situation for the submarine's crew to effect
four phases are normally defined: one or more missile launches despite certain

a. Logistic phase (including transportation, equipment failures. Thus, the figure of merit
handling, storage, processing, refit, and test). during the launch phase (and of flight hard-

b. Operational readiness phase. ware and software in the flight phase) is
c. Launch phase. reliability or probability of failure-free opera-
d. Flight phase. tion.
A reliability figure of merit is usually ap- In the development of the mission profiles

propriate to any mission phase that begins for each phase, the Analysis for Design par-
with a demand on the system or device under agraph of NAVSEA OD 21549111 requires
analysis, such that the mission cannot be suc- that the most severe design constraints be
cessful if failure occurs at any time during the identified.
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4.1.2 Development of Mission Profiles of 'ystem exposure to those environments for
each operational hardware state (A. B. C, ))

A mission profile is developed for each as defined below.
phase defined. Two kinds of information are Reliability models can sometimes be sini-
developed in the preparation of a mission pro- plified considerably by adopting the nssion
file: an environmental profile containing the as a common unit of time. When this is done
level and duration of exposure to each appli- the term T representing mission length be-
cable environment stress and the related duty comes unity and drops from the rellhjilit,
cycle profile (i.e., whether the device is opera- equation, failure rates are expressed in failures
ting, non-operating, or cycling) for the hard- per mission, the reliability under esaluation i,
ware or software. R(T) = e-jo hil) dt or R(1) C-6 hil," ard

To prepare a mission profile the analyst for the exponential case this become\, R(I 
lists the operational modes of the system in eA and R( I ) = e- 1 and need not be Ireate,
each mission phase. Performance functions as a time function. All elements of thc % 1(1,
required by each mode in each phase are then are analyzed in terms of their defined n>,in.
listed and associated with the hardware and This normalization simplifies thc ta~k of , ol-
software necessary to accomplish them. A bining element reliabilities in sstcm lmu,,hlv
form having the general information content The coefficient a is used to conmert te,,t
illustrated in figure 4-3 is helpful in organizing time from units of minutes or cycles to unit,
this portion of the analysis. In general, not of equivalent missions. For a given hardm.are
all of a system's functions will be equally im- item, alpha is a reciprocal of mission expourc
portant to the mission. Thus it is necessary to time, either environmental or operational lts
define the minimum limits of successful per- dimensions are missions per minute or c .lc.
formance for purposes of reliability and whichever is appropriate to the device. Figure
availability analysis. This is accomplished by 4-4 is an example of a table of a coefficients
listing that subset of the performance func- for hardware elements of a system. The
tions that is essential to the primary mission. following information is also tabulated for

Performance times required for each of the each component:
essential functions are then listed. Where per- Environmental - Mission environmental
formance times are random variables, their stresses experienced by the component.
maximum values should be used to ensure a Operating life is considered as a separate
conservative approach. Environmental levels environment.
that depart significantly from room ambient Hardware State - Four hardware states are
are then listed, together with maximum times defined as listed below.

Phase Duration:

Mission Phase: Space or Distance:

Related
System Function Hardware Function Success Duty Environment
Mode and and time Criteria Cycle and Time

Software Duration Duration

Figure 4-3. Information Required for the Development of Mission Profiles
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State A - Non-operating but must paths. In this case also, the environment has
survive and be operational in a later not actually affected the software's reliability;
mission phase. the defect was always present, though un-

State B -- Non-operating but must not revealed.
operate prematurely and must be
operational in a later mission phase. 4.1.2.2 The Duty Cycle Profile

State C - Operating. Duration count-
able in cycles or discrete events. The duty cycle profile defines the state

State D - Operating. Duration mea- (operating, non-operating or cycling) of each
surable in units of time. item in a system during each mission phase. It

includes as a minimum; I) the time duration,
4.1.2.1 The Environmental Profile distance, number of cycles, etc. of each mis-

sion phase, 2) a description of what each item
The environmental profile is an important must do during the mission phase including its

element of the mission profile. It lists antic- success or failure criteria, 3) anticipated total
ipated exposure of each hardware item to time, cycles, etc. in each state (operating,
environmental stresses (e.g., temperature, vi- non-operating, cycling) during each mission
bration, shock, acceleration, radiation) during phase. Exposure time is normally measured in
each mission phase. minutes for operating and non-operating

An environmental profile includes as a min- states. The total number of cycles occurring
imum the time duration of each mission phase during the mission phase, is used for the
and the level of each environment imposed on cycling state. A duty cycle profile is of less
the item during each mission phase. importance during the logistic phase, when

Environmental Profile information is re- most equipment is not operating, however it
quired for the development of hardware spec- must be considered when applicable.
ifications and the planning of test activities to
ensure that hardware is designed to survive
the environments that will be encountered in 4.1.2.3 Alpha Values
all mission phases including transportation,
storage, handling, mating and checkout, as The alpha value for each environment is the
well as in use, and that the ability to with- reciprocal of the time (in minutes, cycles or
stand all environments is verified in the in- other appropriate units) during which the sys-
tegrated test program by test, analysis, or tern will be exposed to the environment
both. during the mission. Its purpose is to convert

Environmental Profiles are not required for failures per unit time or cycle to failures per
software. Software consists of instructions, mission. The alpha values normalize data to
independent of the storage medium, and is failures per mission permitting them to be
therefore not directly affected by the physical combined conveniently.
environment. Software may be stored on mag- Example: An equipment consists of three
netic tapes or disks, paper tapes or cards, or serially related components: it operates in a
in a core memory. The hardware in which benign environment and has a one-hour
software is stored is often affected by its mission.
physical environment (e.g., magnetic or elec- The duty cycles of the components are:
trostatic fields). A hostile environment may Component A operates one hour
erase all or part of a correct software program Component B operates 40 minutes
if the storage medium is not properly protect- Component C operates 20 minutes
ed. but this is considered a hardware problem. Alpha values for the components are 1/60,
The physical environment may indirectly af- 1/40. 1/20 respectively.
fcet software performance in other ways. The Now if 1,000 hours of equipment level
response of input sensors to environmental testing and 1,000 hours of component testing
variables may affect the logical path taken are accumulated on each component, total
through a computer program, thereby reveal- accumulated test time on each component in
ing a software error not present in other equivalent missions is,
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From if and only if the test environment is essen-
.quipment From Component Test Total tially the same as the mission environment.

omponent Test A.Equrv. This must usually be evaluated on an environ-Copo ent es Alpha Equiv. Missions
Msquls Minutes Values Missions ment by environment basis. because the abil-

M sions Ms!fSb

- ity to accurately duplicate the combined
A 1,000 60.000 1/60 1,000 2,000 environmental effects that occur in most mis-
B 1,000 60.000 1/40 I,s00 2,500 sions does not exist in many test facilities.
C 1,000 60,000 1/20 3,000 4.000

In some cases contractors may plan to run
The need to normalize to equivalent mis- accelerated tests. Accelerated test data can be

sions as a time base stems from the desire to used for reliability evaluation when the con-
use component-level test data in conjunction tractor has data to relate the failure rate in
with equipment-level test data. A contractor test to the failure rate in the mission. Such a
using only equipment level tests would not relationship is often expressed by a k-factor
need to normalize to equivalent missions. or acceleration factor. For example, if one

The failures charged to each component hour of test in some accelerated environment
,an be divided by the component time in mis- is known to be equivalent to two hours of
,ions; the sum of these failure rates is the mission exposure, the acceleration factor, k,
equipment failure rate in failures per mission. would be 2. The test time in equivalent mis-

Non-operating failure rates can be added if sions is then kat. This procedure is somewhat
they are significant. In benign environments similar to the use of environmental factors
non-operating failure rates are usually neg- (llE) in MIL-HDBK-217[2] predictions.
ligible. Tie non-operating alpha values for Conceptually, k-factors can take on values
components B and C would be 1/20 and 1/40 less than one, but the purpose of accelerated
respectivel, since the n.n-operating times testing is to reduce test time. thus k-factors
during each sixty minute mission are twenty are normally greater than one. MIL-HDBK-
minutes for component B and forty minutes 21712] cautions that extrapolation of envi-
for component C. Since component A oper- ronmental modifiers is completely invalid. A
ates continuously, its non-operating failure similar caution applies to the use of k-factors.
rate would not enter the calculations. The contractor must have data to justify the

Alpha values are also needed when com- use of a k-factor used in reliability evaluation
bined environments are experienced in a mis- or demonstration.
sion. In these cases, test data are normalized
to equivalent missions for each environment 4.2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS
separately. For environments such as tem-
perature and vibration, both non-operating System analysis is a study of the means by
and operating failure rates and alpha values which the hardware and software that com-
are appropriate, since test data can provide prisL a system are able to respond to the de-
appropriate estimates of the failure rates. mands of the mission. As used in this manual,
Caution: It is always necessary to relate the the term encompasses seven activities: 1)
test environment to the mission environment listing the system configuration and perform-
(e.g., § 4.1.2.4). ance functions, 2) reliability and availability

modeling, 3) reliability and availability ap-
4.1.2.4 Acceleration Factors portionment, 4) reliability and availability

prediction, 5) failure mode, effects and crit-
Normal practice in the analysis of an inte- icality analysis, 6) fault tree analysis, and 7)

grated test program is to accept environmen- development of measurement data require-
tal test data as useful for reliability evaluation ments.
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4.2.1 Listing System Configuration and Function Component

Performance Functions A Vehicle Control

Configuration of the system's hardware can Al Command Link II Receiser

be defined by a hardware list indentured by 4 Translaao,

8 Programmerassembly level. Various assembly level cat- 9 Baroswith
egories are commonly used. A typical set of
categories is: A2 Tracking 13 Pulse Generator

System 14 Flashing Light
Subsystem 

l. Beacon
Equipment 

A3 Vehile Operation I Vehicle ControllerComponent 
2 Propulsion

Module A4 Power Supply 3 Battenes

Part B Payload Operation 10 TV Camera
While hardware listing is the simpler ap-

proach, configuration can also be defined by C Monitoring 5 Sensors

tabulating the hardware required to realize 6 Mulioder
7 Amphifier

system functions. A functional listing is of 2 TAnmler

particular value when a system is complex,

multifunctional or has many interfaces with COMPONENT LISTED 11' MISSION FUNCTION

other systems. Both approaches are illustrated Equipment Component
in figure 4-5.

Vehicle I Vehicle Controller
The configuration of a software system can . Propulsion

also be defined as an indentured list. When 3 Batteries

software development is done under struc- Telemetry ind 4 Translator

tured programming, self-contained programs, Command 5 Sensors

subprograms and routines, each separately 6 Multicoder

compilable and independently testable, are 7 Amplifier

programmed to perform one or more well- S Programmer

defined functional tasks. Rut it is usually 9 Baroswitch

simpler to list software elements by function. Payload 10 TV Camera

Usually a list of modules can be directly ex- Communications 11 Receiser

tracted from a functional diagram of a soft- II Transmitter

ware system. Figure 4-6 is a simplified func- 13 Pulse Gene.,raor

tional diagram of a land-based radar software 4 Fl ahrin ight

system that filters raw radar data to predict 15_ B_......
the trajectory of a tracked missile. This infor- (OMPONI l LISTI D B, I QIPMeUNT BlOt KS

mation can be used to keep the radar "on
track". The components of the software sys- Figure 4-5. Component Listings
tem are the executive program, the Kalman
filter, coordinate transformation, predicted
trajectory subprograms, and integration and
matrix inversion routines which support the
Kalman filter. A software system is composed
of programming instructions. Each indentured
element must be given an identifying number
and subsequent changes must be closely con-
trolled by a configuration management sys-
tem. The media on which the instructions are
stored are part of the computer hardware. Figure 4-6. Trajectory Prediction Software System
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4.2.2 Reliability and Availability Modeling where P(A), P(B), and P(C) are the probabil-
ities of the events A, B, and C respectively.

4.?.2.1 Reliability Modeling A reliability block diagram models redun-
dancy in terms of parallel paths. Figure 4-8

A reliability model represents the manner shows a subsystem in which equipments A
in which the reliability of a system depends and B and either C or D must operate for the
on the reliability of the system's constituent subsystem to be successful.
elcments ., reliability model consists of a
rehahility block diagram and one or more The logical expression for subsystem suc-
mathematical equation,. cess is

4.2.2.1.1 Reliability Block Diagram S = AABrl(CUD), where

A reliability block diagram is a logic di- the union symbol, U, is interpreted as "or"
agram. a graphic analog of logical events that and subsystem reliability is
result in success or failure of the system. In
this sense it differs from a functional block P(S) = P [AABAl (CUD)]
diagram, which is a schematic representation
of a system. (Note: The block diagrams used Again, given equipment independence,
in a FMECA are functional diagrams.)

Figure 4-7 is a reliability block diagram of a P(S) = P(A) • P(B) [P(C)
simple subsystem containing three equip- + P(D) - P(C) P(D)l
ments. all of which must operate for sub-
system success. Reliability block diagrams can be prepared

for many systems using only simple series-
parallel combinations. But more complex
logical structures are often encountered.

EQUIPMENT Many systems contain switchable standby

AIPE TEQUPMEN elements that are not activated until one or
more primary elements fail. Redundant con-
figurations of the m-out-of-n type [Appendix
El are also common, as are majority voting

Figure 4-7. Serial Subsystem schemes and similar arrangements. A single
component may be used to back up two or
more parallel redundant elements, or multiple

[ he logical expre-sion for subsystem suc- standby elements can be used to back-up a
ccv .. nve. ed by the block diagram is single primary element. The possible configu-

rations are limitless.

S = AnBrC, where It is possible that a fan or a battery which
is not part of the subsystem could be required

S represents the event subsystem success, and for cooling or graceful degradation, respec-
the intersection symbol, r), is interpreted as tively, in either figure 4-7 or 4-8. It is impor-
"and". Also the reliability or probability of tant that the model reflect this dependency

subsystem success, PI S), is given by when it exists. The failure mode, effects, and
criticality analysis (FMECA) described in

P(S) = P(AnBAC) § 4.2.5 provides a useful input to modeling
for dependencies of this nature.

If failures of A, B, and C are statistically in- Usage rules also affect the structure of a

dependent, P(S) can be written reliability block diagram. For example, a sys-
tem may contain three identical equipments,

P(S) = P(A) • P(B) - P(C) subjccted during the mission to varying levels
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT
A B C

EQUIPMENT
D

Figure 4-8. Series-Parallel Subsystem

of functional loading. Suppose that the mis-
sion consists of three phases and that the load
profile demands that at least one equipment
must operate during the first phase, at least .
two of the three must operate during the
second phase, and all three equipments must
operate during the final phase. Then the re-
liability block diagram will be radically dif-
ferent for each phase. although the equipment
configuration will not change (Figure 4-9).
Further, it is possible for such a system to
complete one phase reliably, yet be unavail-
able to begin the next.

In choosing among various block diagram PHASE 1
formats it should be remembered that a block
diagram should provide quick and easy insight
into the logical relationships that determine
the success or failure of the system being
modeled. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 show two
block diagrams of a typical trip function.
Most would agree that the diagram in figure
4-11 is more quickly and easily understood
than its equivalent shown in figure 4-10.

4.2.2.1.2 Mathematical Models - Reliability

A mathematical model is an algebraic
analog of the block diagram. It is prepared by PHASE 2
review of the block diagram. In developing
reliability models of the attribute type, three
assumptions are usually applied to elements
of the system: I1) only two element states are
recognized--operable or failed, 2) repair is PHASE 3
not considered a failed element is considered
to remain failed for the duration of the mis-
sion, 3) elements are statistically independent:
failure of a given element does not affect the
probability of failure of any other element. Figure 4-9. Reliability Model by Mission Ph.ises
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Figure 4-10. Reliability Block Diagram
Circuit Breaker Trip Function
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Figure 4-11. Alternative Reliability Block Diagramn -

Circuit Breaker Trip Function

Under these assumptions RA + QA = 1 1 written using well known combinatorial equa-
where RA is the reliability of element A. the tions.
event probability, P(A), and QA is the unreli- For series related elements.
ability of element A, the event probability,
P(A). If an element is used N times, (R + Q)lN Rs = R A -RB RC .. = 11 R. (4-1)

= n f ifrntiesae Nsd R all
I and if Nifrntiesar.sd i-nIR and] for parallel redundant elements where+ Qi)= 1.one must operate.

4.2.2.1 .2.1 Directly Written Models R (-A 111)( ,)..]42

Where the block diagram reflects simple I 1( -R,)
series-parallel logic, a reliability model can beal
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If the elements are identical and there are n of in any one of four states. If the components
them, equations (4-1) and (4-2) reduce respec- are statistically independent, the state prob-
tively to abilities can be enumerated by a simple ex-

pansion.
R s = R n  (4-3)

and (Ri+Q 1 ) (R2 +Q2 )= R, R 2 + RQ 2
s= I-(I-R)" (4-4) +R2Qi +QQ 2

= 1

For n identical parallel redundant elements, The four terms of the expansion represent
any mn of which are required to operate, respectively the joint probabilities that both

components will be successful, that com-
R-= (n) R- (I - R)n- (4-5) ponent I will be successful and component 2Xm \x/ will fail, that component 2 will be successful

and component I will fail, and that both com-
where ponents will fail. Because the four states col-

S n! !lectively exhaust all possibilities, the probabil-
ities add to unity.

'x/ x.!(n-x)! = (n) (ii- I) (1). If the components are serially related in

the system, only the full success state repre-
The phase models corresponding to figure sents system success and the first term of the
4-) can easily be written for phases I and 3 expansion is the system reliability model.
using equations (4-2) and (4-1) respectively. However, if the components are related in

active parallel redundancy, three of the four
Rs -h e I) G-R) (!-R D ) (lRE) , states represent system success and only the

total failure state corresponds to system
Rs (Phase 3) =  c R E failure. In this case the first three terms of the

expression form the system's reliability
But none of the equations above are adequate model.
for phase 2, although equations (4-5) would It can readily be seen that a system of three
solve phase 2 if all the elements were iden- components can complete a mission in any
tical. The equation for phase 2 is developed one of eight possible states. Dropping sub-
using Binomial Modeling concepts in scripts for the sake of notational brevity gives
§ 4.2.2.1.2.2 and is presented in figure 4-12.

(R+Q) 3 = R3 + 3R 2 Q + 3RQ 2 + Q3 = 1
4.2.2.1 .2.2 Binomial Modeling

The respective terms represent the probabil-
Models involving two-state components can ities of the one state in which all three com-

always be written using the binomial relation- ponents complete the mission successfully,
ship R + Q = 1, but the process becomes three states in which two components are
tedious as the number of components in- successful while one component fails, three
creases. A system comprised of n two-state states in which one component is successful
elen':nts can assume any of 2" unique states. while two components fail, and one state in
Sonic of them correspond to system success, which all three components fail. Again, sys-
others to system failure. tem reliability depends on how many of these

It is assumed that every component begins eight possible states correspond to a success-
its mission in an operable condition and can ful mission.
complete the mission in either of two states- For example, in the three component sys-
operable or failed. The probability that it will tem described in figure 4-9 Phase 2, the pos-
complete the mission in an operable state is sible system states are shown in figure 4-12,
its reliability R, the probability that it will four of them represent system success. In this
complete the mission in a failed state is example two of the three components are
!-R = Q. If a system consists of two corn- required for system success. Therefore, all
ponents, the system can complete its mission states with two or more S's represent system
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State Component
System

No. Description C D E

1 I way-
3 succeed S S S S

2 3 ways- F S S S
3 2 succeed S F S S
4 and I fail S S F S

5 3 ways- F F S F
6 1 succeeds F S F F
7 and 2 fail S F F F

8 1 way- F F F F
3 fail

Figure 4-12. List of Possible States for the Three Component System Depicted in Figure 4-9, Phase 2

success; those with two or more F's represent
system failure. The reliability model for
figure 4-9 Phase 2 can now be written by sum-
ming the four system success states or by sub-
tracting the sum of the system's four failed
states from unity. Using the four success
states we have:

Ev

R s =Rc R D RE + (I-R c )RD RE

+R(I-RD)RE + RCRD (I-RE) Figure 4-13. System Model

4.2.2.1.2.3 Conditional Probability Modeling Given that A fails, the system can only suc-
ceed if either B and D or C and E do not fail.

It is often convenient to simplify models
that lack the simple series-parallel structure P(SIA)P(A) I J -RBR D ) ( -RCR j )] ( -R, )
by using the relationship: Thus the system reliability model is the sum

R s = P(SA) - P(A) + P(SA) - P(A) (4-6) of both expressions.

This statement indicates that the reliability Rs= I 1-(I-R) (I-Rj.)) RA
of the system is the probability that the sys- + I I-(i-RBR D ) (O-Rc RE) ] (]-RA
tern works given that A works, times the
probability that A works, plus the probability MIL-HDBK-217121 discusses system reliabil-
that the system works given that A fails, times ity modeling.
the probability that A fails. A can be an el-
ement or group of elements in the system. 4.2.2.1.2.4 Models by Minimum Cuts Method
For example, in figure 4-13, given that A does
not fail, the system succeeds if either D or E Generally it is easy to write directly the
does not fail. reliability model for a system of simple con-

figuration intended for a single-phase mission.
P(SIA)P(A) = I 1-( I-Ri)) (I-R L ) ] RA But when the system lacks the series-parallel
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structure or the mission consists of multiple The steps in the minimum cut method are:
phases. the model may be much more dif- 1. Find the minimal cuts for each phase
ficult to write and to evaluate. It may not be 2. Combine phase minimal cuts into mis-
sufficient to solve such a model for each sion minimal cuts
phase independentl. of the other phases, 3. Group dependent mission minimal cuts
since the conditional reliability thus found is 4. Find the probability that at least one
the probability of s uccess in a particular minimal cut in a group will fail
phase, given that all components of the sys- 5. Combine group probabilities
tem are operable at the beginning of the An example of a two phase system (Fig-
phase. For redunda,'t systems. this condition ure 4-14) is carried along to illustrate the
may not he met as it is possible to enter any method. Subscripts denote phases. It can be
but the first phase with some elements failed seen that, for example, failure of component
but the system operable. Under these condi- E in phase I would not fail the system in
tions a system may romplete-its current phase phase I, but would render it incapable of per-
reliabl,, but be unax ailable to begin the next forming phase 2.
phase. What is sought is the probability of
s, stem ,uccess in any phasc, conditioned on Finding the Minimal Cuts for Each Phase
succe-s in the preceding phase, rather than
condit,,r'cd on all elements beginning the The minimal cuts for each phase shown in
currunt phase unfailed. The method of min- figure 4-14 are easily obtained by inspection.
imum cuts [3, 4 pages 136-139, 5 pages The formal procedure is:
32Q-338] is a powerful analytical tool for 1. Obtain Boolean expression for system
treating this class of problems. Dr. C. Persels' success
approach [3] is follo\ed in this manual. 2. Complement the expression

A cut is defined as a group of components 3. Place in disjunctive form

which, it all fail, will fail the system. A mini- 4. Expressions between the ORs are the

mum cut i. a cut having the property that if minimal cuts.

any failed component is analytically deleted Subscripts in figure 4-14 denote the mis-
from the cut the remaining components no sion phase. Thus X, is the event that corn-
longer comprise a cut. ponent A fails in phase I. We will let c stand

PHASE 1 MODEL

PHASE 2 MODEL

Figure 4-14. Two Phase System Model
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for cut j in phase i. must be found that represent the system from
The Boolean expressions are: initiation of the mission through the phase

being evalutated. These are called mission
Phase I minimum cuts, and are designated by capital
S, = A, UB, I n [C, I n ID U (Li fF, )l C. They are found by combining previous

mission minimum cuts with current phase
Phase 2 minimum cuts obtained for each phase with-

S2 = [A 2 U I2 I nC 2 rl E2  out regard to any other phase.
Since phase I is the first phase, mission

Their complements are: cuts are identical to the phase cuts.

-S,=[AtflB, ufC, u[D~n(EIUF)I) c, = C1 c2 = C2 c3 = C3 c4 =C4

S, [ ,n B ,IU [D ,U F I I I I I I

= A' nSuperscripts are ordinal indices used to dis-S2  [An F2 UC 2 UE 2  tinguish among cuts.

In the disjunctive form: Mission cuts through phase 2 are obtained
by combining phase 2 cuts with previous

Si = [Ain B, I U [C1 l u D Ul u nF, mission cuts (i.e.. with phase I cuts) A cut
must appear once and only once on the list.

S2 = [A2 n F 2 1 U C2 U E 2  Therefore, three rules are followed:
I. Current phase cuts become current

Therefore the minimal cuts for Phase I are: mission cuts. (In the notation used below.
the symbol -- is read as "becomes").

= A, nflB, 1 2. Any previous mission cut which in-
cludes a current phase cut is dropped. (This

c2 = [C' J prevenlts the cut from being listed twice).3. Any previous mission cut which does
3 = [D, nlE, I not contain a current phase cut becomes acurrent mission cut. (This assures that the cut
C = [D1 nF, I will continue to be listed exactly once).

In the previous example,
and the minimal cuts for Phase 2 are:

C, - C2 (rule 3)
c = [A2 n F2 1

C' is dropped and c' -C (rule 2)
1 C 2 2c2 = [ C] (4-7)

E2 C- (is dropped and c- C3  (rule 2)
2

1 C4 -*C2 (rule 3)

Probability of system failure is equal to the
probability that all of the elements in at least c2 - C 2  (rule I)
one of the minimal cuts will fail. Probability
of system success in a phase is equal to I-P In summary:
(all components in at least one cut fail). Thus, C'=

2 I n

P(S,) = I -Pc Uc2UcUI  c I

P(S 2 ) = I -P[c2Uc1 UclC 1  
2

Combining Phase Minimal Cuts into Mission
Minimal Cuts C2 = "D1 n

For a multiphase mission, minimal cuts C = A2 n'T
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represent the mission minimal cuts for the For the first group we would have:
two phase mission illustrated in figure 4-14.
Additional phases are processed in like man- P(G, ) = PIC U C1 U C,4

ner.
The evaluation of mission cuts through a + [+P(C2 ) +2)]

given phase i will give the unconditional
probability of subsystem success through - [P(C2 r) C1) + P(C2 tfC4)
that phase.

+P(Cs n C4 )]

Grouping Dependent Mission Minimal Cuts

It is an infrequent circumstance that all
mission cuts are independent. But they can
be collected into independent or disjoint This can also be written as:
groups, each group containing only mission
cuts having components in common. Each P(G,) =+ [+P(Al nB)+ P(A2 n F2 ) (4-9)
cut in a group "chains" to at least one other
mission cut in the same group by having one + P(D n Fn )
or more components in common with it. In -

the example under discussion, - I+P[(A, n B,) r (A-, nF2)]
Group 1= ICCC2,cJ = I (A, C4B(),(A fF 2 ), +P[(A OB 1 )O(D 1 AF 1 )]

(1 1 F 0 1) + P [(A 2  n F 2) n ( -, n r l /

Group 2 C ! = IC2 1 + P[(A, n B) n (A2 n F 2 ) n (D, A'F)]

Group 3= [C = (E2] Note for group 1, N=3. Therefore, there are

The reliability of the system for the two () or 3x2xl/((l) x (2xl)) oi 3 first order
he reissionlis: o e s t f r h e wterm s,(N) or (3x2x l/((2x ) x (lx )) or 3

phase mission is: second order terms, and (N) or I third

order term. The algebraic signs alternate plus

P(S) = H II - P(Gi)] (4-8) for the first order terms, minus for the second
order terms and plus for the third order
terms. In this example, both group 2 and

where N is three in this case since there are group 3 have only one term, N= 1:

three groups. P'(G2 ) -- p(c2 ) =Pt- (1o

Finding The Probability That At Least One 2 PC 2 1 (4-10)

Cut In A Group Will Fail P(G 3 ) = P(C'2 ) = PIE 2] (4-11)

The number of cuts in a group is in general Combining Group Probabilities
N. To determine the probability that at least
one cut in a group will fail, we sur.the N P(S) = P[il U G 2 U G 3 U,.. . GN
first order terms and subtract the (N sec-
ond order terms (all combination 2df cuts The number of groups is in general N. To
taken two at a time), we add the (1) third determine the probability that at least one
order terms, proceeding with alterMtih age- group will fail, su the N first order terms
braic signs until we come to the one, (N) and subtract the (N) second order terms
Nth order term. (all combination$ d groups taken two at a
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time), add the third order terms, pro- The approximation is obtained by truncat-
ceeding with altcrn.Ating algebraic signs until ing:
the one. ( I ' , N1h order term is reached. P(S) = +[+P(G, ) + P,) + P(G 3 )

Since there are three independent groups in P(S) = I - P(S)
the system:

P(S) = +[+P(G1 ) + P(G 2 ) + P(G-- )1 (4-12) The error will be less than the first term
eliminated in this case:

+e[(G, ) n (7G)1 + PII(GZ ) n (_ 1
+P[(G, )nl(G3 )I +PL(G 2 )(G 3) + PI(G,) n (G)[

+ PI(G 1 )fn(G 2) n (G3)I
Numerical Example

It should be noted that this expression
has seven terms. If the five mission cuts had In the model illustrated in figure 4-14,
been used directly, without grouping depen- assume that the probabilities of success for
dent cuts, (a permissible approach), there each element in phase I are:
would have been thirty-one terms in the ex-
pression for P(S): (N) or 5 first order, 10 P(A l ) = 0.9500
second order, 10 third order, 5 fourth order P(B, ) = 0.9000
and I fifth order terms. P(C, ) = 0.9600

If a solution for the first phase is desired, P(D 1 ) = 0.9300
it is efficient to group the cuts in the first P(E 1 ) = 0.9700
phase. The groups for phase I would be: P(F 1 ) = 0.9400

The probabilities of success of each ele-
Group I = [C1J] = [A, hall ment in phase 2, given that the element has

survived phase 1, are:
Group 2 = [C21 = [C,1 (4-13) P(A

2 [A,) = 0.9700

Group3 = [C3,C41 = [(Dt IEi),(D ilF,)] P(E2 IE1 ) = 0.9100
P(F2 IF,) = 0.9000

The probability of system success is: P(C2 IC1 ) 
= 0.9200

P(S) = I-P(S) Then the following complementary proba-
bilities are true:

Approximations
P(.A1 0.0500

A conservative estimate of system reli- P(B1 ) =)0.1000
ability for a multiphase mission is available P(A 2 IA,) = 0.0300
by truncating the expression for P(S) at any P(E 2 IE1 ) = 0.0900
negative sign. The expression was: P(C ) = 0.0400

P(5 ) = 0.0700
P(S) =+[+P(G, ) + P(G()'+ " ) P(F IF) = 0.1000

P(E ) = 0.0300
{+PI(G, ) r (G2)A P(r1 ) = 0.0600

+P(G 1  (G3  + PI(G2) ( ) nP(1( ) = 0.0800

Because unconditional probabilities are used
+ +P[(G, ) r (G2 ) r) (G3)J in the minimum cuts method, the uncondi-
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tional probabilities of phase 2 are needed and Similarly, from equation (4-10), r =
are as follows: P(C 2 ) = 0.1168. From equation I),

P(G, ) = P(E 2 ) 
= 0. 1173.

Finally, using equation (4-8), which reflects
P(A,) = P(A 2 IA, )P(A 1 ) + P(A, IA, )P(XI) the fact that the groups are independent, the

two-phase mission reliability Rs is
= (0.9700) (0.9500) + (0) (0.0500)

Rs = [I-P(G, )J [ I-P(G )l [ I-P(C 3 )I
- 0.92'iS

= (.9798) (0.8832) (0.8827) (4-14)
P(A2 ) = I - P(A, ) =.0785

= .7639
PfF, = P(F F 1 F IP(F,) + P(F2 1F )P(F,) Multiplying Phase Reliabilities

- (0,,)00) (0.9400) + (0) (0.0600)
Since the phases of the two phase nission

-0 4t,0 are not independent, it is not correct to multi-
ply the reliability of phase I by the reliability

:'i i 1 - PF, i 0 1540 of phase 2 to obtain mission relability.

Phase I
f C : P(C + P(C 2  C1, )I((-

Groups for phase I are given in equation
(0 Q200) (09600) + (0) (0.O40) 4-13.

. .8 X32 G =A InB,

P(C) I -P(C2=0.1168 G2 = C1

G3 = ['DIn E, ,bDN'F',

P 2 ) P(E2 I)P(E,) + P(E2 IE1 )P(E,)

- (0.9100) (0.9700 + (0) (0.0300) Phase 2

- 0.8827 Groups for phase 2 are the minimal cuts of
equation 4-7.

P(L2 ) I-PIE 2 )=0.1173 G , = 2flF ,

Exact reliability of two-phase mission using G 2 = C72
equation (4-9) for Group I,

G 3 = F2
P(Z-t= P(i)P(B)+P(A2)P(F2)+ PD, )P(F )

-P(B,)P(A,)P(F 2) Then, for phase I

-P(A,) P(B, ) P(D ) P(Fl) P(,) =P(k) P(1) = 0.0050

- P(Ad )P(CF )P(DI) P(G2 ) = P(C, ) -0.0400

+ PBI, )p, ) P(F, )p ) P( 0 3) = P ((rE, )u(BT) = 0.0062

= P(DI) P(EI) + P() ) P(Fi )

P(G,) = 0.0202 - P(, ) P(F,) P(,)
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and for phase 2 4.2.2.2.2 Mathematical Models - Availability

P(G I) P(A2)P(F2) =0.0121 1le models of § 4.2.2.1.2 are applicable to
= 0.1168 availability with the appropriate changes in

P(C2) symbols if the block can be repaired during

P(G-3) P(E2) = 0.1173 the mission phase. [i.e., A (availability) for
R (reliability) and U (unavailability) for Q

and, (Up reliability). I
R(plase 1) = (.9950) (.9600) (.9938) A subsystem consisting of n equipments in

= .9493 series is available when all n equipments are

R(Phase 2) = (.9879) (.8832) (.8827) available. Thus, if

= .702M TB Fi
A 

- (4-15)
The product (.9493) (.7702) is .7312 which MTBF i +MTTR1
underestimates the true mission reliability of
0.7639 (Equation 4-14), a significant under-
estimate, is the availability of the ith equipment, and if

all equipments fail and are repaired indepen-

4.2.2.2 Availability Modeling dently, the availability of the subsystem is

An availability model indicates the manner n
in which the availability of a system depends A = 11 Ai (4-16)

on the reliability of the system's constituent
elements and on their maintenance character- The availability of a subsystem of n identi-
istics. (Note: as was indicated in § 2.2.1, cal equipments in parallel, any m of which are
this manual treats availability from a cor- required to be up for the system to be up, is
rective maintenance viewpoint.) This avail- given by
ability model consists of a block diagram and
one or more mathematical equations.

The functional configuration of the system
in each of its operating modes is defined by A='2; (n) AP." (IA,) (4-17)

means of block diagrams, normally one dia- X 0 X
gram for each mode. In the diagram each
block represents an equipment or group of where
equipments. The directions of functional
flows are labeled and inputs and outputs are (n I n' 0 - (x
identified. Thus a functional block diagram I
is a graphical representation of the depend-
ence of system performance on the operabil-
ity of its hardware elements. In addition, an
equipment "tree" diagram, based on packag-
ing rather than functional relationships should
be supplied, detailing hardware down to and
including the component level. Figure A-I is
a typical system block diagrdm. The system
is completely analyzed in Appendix A.

4.2.2.2.1 Availability Block Diagrams

The block diagrams used in availability
analysis are essentially the same as those de-
scribed in § 4.2.2.1.1.
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where repair is not permitted, the MTBF (Fig- trade-offs may be made between competing
tire E-I I ) is system designs, such as redundancy or derat-

ing approaches.
MTBF = 1.083333/X It should be noted that requirements are

being apportioned Requirements should not
The subs> stem degrades as failures occur to be set arbitrarily since changes in require-

a 2 of 3 and then a 2 of 2 subsystem before ments normally incur a cost penalty.
the subsystem goes down.

If repair is permitted, figure E-I I shows 4.2.3.1 Reliability Apportionment
the MTBF to be

Reliability requirements must be appor-
MTBF = 0.083333,U2 /? 3 tioned prior to design. Because apportion-

ment is properly completed before the de-
When a failure occurs repair is initiated sign, apportionment techniques are of neces-

immediatel, The subsystem goes to 2 of 3 sity somewhat subjective. As an example,
when the first failure occurs. It only goes to consider a hypothetical re-entry system with
2 of 2 if a second failure takes place before design requirements as shown in figure 4-15.
the first repair. For a repair rate of I repair/ When the apportionment establishes the de-
hour and a failure rate of .001 failures/hour, sign requirement, it influenc-s design deci-
the MFBF of the subsystem without repair sions such as redundancy, part quality and
is 1,083.333 hours and the MTBF will repair electrical, mechanical and thermal derating
is over 83 million hours. philosophy.

Essential functions of the system include
4.2.3 Reliability and Availability separation, environmental control, decoy,

Apportionment maneuvering, arming and fuzing, and attitude
control. Without necessarily defining the

Apportionment is the process by which hardware concept (e.g., the attitude control
requirements are allocated from the system system could use hot gas, cold gas, rocket,
level to lower assembly levels. System re- spring, or other means to accomplish its
quirements will have been established by the function) to be used, relative weights are
procuring activity prior to full scale develop- assigned to each function in the categories of
ment. criticality, complexity, design maturity, and

System requirements stem from or relate severity of mission profile. Other categories
to mission needs. Usually more than one (e.g., MEC codes could be used as a category)
approach is available to fulfill a need or to may be appropriate for certain systems. Rela-
satisfy a mission requirement. Therefore, tive weights (scores) are assigned on a I to 10

Reliability Specification

System Reliability Producer's Minimum Consumer's

Objective Risk Reliability Risk

Re-entry .9512 20% .8607 20%
Vehicle

Figure 4-15. System Reliability Requirements
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scale. In all categories except criticality, high Criticality
scores represent more design difficulty i.e., A score of one is assigned to all items
10 is more complex on complexity scale; 10 whose failure would result in the loss of the
is the least advanced on the design mature mission. Higher scores are assigned to items
scale; 10 has most difficult mission to survive that are backed up or may not impact the
on mission profile scale. Criticality is a mea- main mission (e.g., a decoy system failure
sure of the importance of a function to a suc- would not prevent the re-entry system from
cessful mission. If a loss of the function reaching its target, particularly an undefended
aborts the mission a score of I is appropriate; target).
10 implies little effect on the mission if the
function is lost. While this scoring is reversed Figure 4-16 illustrates the mechanics of the
from the other categories, it is correct because apportionment of a system reliability re-
it requires high reliability for elements that quirement of 0.95 12 (failure rate 0.0500 fail-
are most essential to the mission. ures/mission) after scores have been assigned

There are many methods for assigning on a 1-10 scale in each of the four categories.
scores. The system engineer can assign them. The scores are summed for each function and
A group of cognizant people can assign them presented in column six, titled function score.
independently, then resolve significant differ- The result of summing column six is 103, the
ences by discussion or by taking an average total re-entry vehicle score. The failure rate
score. Various paired comparison schemes can allocated to each function is obtained by
also be used. multiplying the system failure rate (0.0500)

by the ratio of the function score for the

Complexity appropriate function over the total system
score of 103, as shown in column seven. The

A score of ten could be assigned to the last columns show the apportioned failure
most complex device (e.g., estimate the num- rates and reliability requirements.
ber of active and passive parts to develop a It should be noted that when a function or
score). Relative scores would rank other de- hardware component whose reliability is
vices R t-10. known is to be used in a new design, the

proper approach is to recognize this fact initi-
ally and factor this function or component

Maturity Score out of the apportionment. Since the reli-
ability of the function or component is

A score of ten could be assigned to new known, and no resources are to be applied
devices (i.e., advances in state-of-the-art or to modify it, it would be inconsistent with
questionable characteristics). Mature devices the objectives of the apportionment process
should be rated 1-9 depending on the degree to require other than its known reliability.
of maturity. Of course, later tradeoff studies may suggest

the desirability of expending effort to im-
prove the reliability of a component of estab-

Mission Profile lished design.
Assume the Command Link Function of

A score of ten could be assigned to the de- figure 4-16 is known to have a reliability of
vices that must survive the most severe mis- 0.9910 based upon extensive testing in an
sion profile (e.g., the re-entry system must earlier program, and that this function is to
survive launch and reentry environments and be used without change. Apportionment can
would be assigned a 10; other missile body proceed as follows:
segments complete their mission before re- System failure rate requirement 0.0500
entry and would receive correspondingly Known failure rates (In this case
lower scores). On board the submarine where the failure rate of the command
the environment is essentially the same for link function.) -0.0090
many items, the duty cycle is used to estab-
lish the relative scores. Apportion to remaining functions 0.0410
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Figure 4-17 shows that using the command example, for an off-the-shelf component of
link function, which is less reliable than its established design, which had already benefit-
initial apportionment, increases the design ed from one or more product improvement
requirements for the other functions. Figure programs. In general, an analyst can not form-
4-18 illustrates apportionment of the moni- ulate component reliability as a deterministic
toring function failure rate to the component function of resources expended for reliability
level, improvement, but it is often possible to esti-

As the design progresses, feasibility studies mate these functional relationships subjective-
are normally conducted to determine if candi- ly using past experience as a guide. Reliability
date designs will meet their requirements. improvements realizable by various actions
Reliability prediction is a feasibility study can be listed along with expected, optimistic,
which permits comparison of the predicted and pessimistic predictions of the cost of each
reliabilities with required reliabilities. When a action. With the above information available,
prediction is lower than the requirement, it is simple cost-benefit analysis techniques can be
desirable to assign resources in the manner applied to allocate resources effectively.
which achieves the necessary reliability im- When it is determined that redundancy is
provement at minimum cost. While general required to meet a reliability requirement, the
strategies, such as increased derating or use of analyst can make use of techniques such as
higher grade parts, produce an overall gain in Kettelle's algorithm (cost & reliability trade-
reliability, concentration on specific problem off) 16, 7] for optimal allocation of redun-
areas by adding redundancy or redesigning a dancy.
component or equipment may be more cost- Figures 4-16 through 4-18 allocate the
effective, allowable failure rate; it is also possible using

For a few items substantive improvement similar methods to allocate the failure proba-
may not be feasible. This might be true for bility, Q, or the reliability, R, directly.

Function Complex- Maturity Severity of Criticality Function Failure Rate Apportioned
ity Score Score Mission Pro- Score Score Allocation Failure Reliability

file score Rate per

Mission

ommand7 6 2 1 16 16/103x.0500 .0078 .9922
Link

Tracking 6 5 2 8 21 21/'103x.0500 .0102 .9898

Vehicle
Operation 10 7 2 6 25 2S/103x.0500 .01 21 .9880

Power
Supply 1 2 2 1 6 6/103x.0500 .0029 .9971

Payload
Operation 1 5 2 7 15 15/103x.0500 .0073 .9927

Monitoring 8 3 2 7 20 20/103x.0500 .0097 .9904

Total Score 103
Re-entry Vehicle Reliability Design Objective .0500 .9512

Figure 4-16. Functional Reliability Apportionment
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Function Complex- Maturity Severity of Criticality Function Failure Rate Apportioned
ity Score Score Mission Pro- Score Score Allocation Failure Reliability

file score Rat e p eRate per

Mission
Command

Link ... ... ..... --- .0090 .0090 .9910

Tracking 6 5 2 8 21 21/87x.0410 .0099 .9902

VehicleOperation 10 7 2 6 25 25/87x.0410 .0118 .9883
Power

Supply 1 2 2 1 6 6/87x.0410 .0028 .9972

PayloadOperation 1 5 2 7 15 15/87x.0410 .0071 .9929

Monitoring 8 3 2 7 20 20/87x.0410 .0094 .9906

Total Score 87

Re-entry Vehicle Reliability Design Objective .0500 .9512

Figure 4-17. Functional Reliability Apportionment with Command Link Reliability Known

Component Complex- Maturity Severity of Criticality Component Failure Rate Apportioned
ity Score Score Mission Pro- Score Score Allocation Failure Reliability

file score Rate p eRate per
Mission

Sensor 2 7 8 5 22 22/81 x.0094 .0026 .9974

Multicoder 7 6 5 1 19 19/81 x.0094 .0022 .9978

Amplifier 3 8 6 8 25 25/81x.0094 .0029 .9971

Transmitter 5 2 6 2 15 15/81 x.0094 .0017 .9983

Total Score 81
Monitoring Function Reliability Design Objective .0094 .9906

Figure 4-18. Component Reliability Apportionment of Monitoring Function

4.2.3.2 Availability Apportionment effort can be applied to develop either in-
creased reliability or improved maintainability

System availability is a joint function of or both, in order to increase availability. Fig-
the availability of the system's equipments. ure 2-1 illustrates the dependence of avail-
Each of these, in turn, is a joint function of ability on reliability and maintainability.
the reliability and maintainability of the Specifications of an availability requirement
equipment, which can combine in various pro- defines the ordinate on the curve of figure
portions to yield a given level of availability. 2-1. Move horizontally to an MTBF curve and
In its initial configuration a system will vertically downward to the corresponding
possess certain inherent levels of reliability MTTR. A trade-off region exists along the
and maintainability, which together establish ordinate since an infinite number of MTBF-
an upper limit on the availability attainable MTTR pairs can satisfy the requirement. A
by the system. Beyond this limit, additional variety of criteria can form a basis for such a
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trade-off. One method considers the marginal If the system is series related with exponential
costs of improving reliability and maintain- failure and repair rates, its failure rate is A, =
ability. Appendix A includes an example Xxi as previously defined. Thus the system re-
of such a trade-off. pair rate p, = 1/MTTR, can be written as:

When a trade-off has been made. as the
final step of system analysis, availability X__
requirements may be apportioned to equip- PS
mrents in a consistent and logical manner. The
objective of apportionment is to provide goals A commonly used criterion for maintain-
against which the availability growth of the ability apportionment is the condition
system's elements can be measured, and to
provide designers with goals for reliability and X I A L

maintainability. A procedure for reliability .
apportionment, considering the factors of PU P2
comple\it) . state-of-the-art, duty cycle, and
criticality was described in the previous para- which results in subsystem MTTR apportion-
graph. Appurtionment of maintainability can ments inversely proportioned to subsystem
he done in similar manner, based on one or failure rates; that is lower MTTR require-
mule of the same factors or based on consid- ments are assigned to subsystems having high-
cration of location, packaging or physical er failure rates. Applying that condition to a
configuration of the system. But unlike reli- system of n subsystems gives:
ability, maintainability requirements cannot
logically be apportioned to assembly levels Pi = nXi (s,")
below the lowest levels specified as repairableon-site under the users' maintenance policies. For example, assume a shipboard catapult

The MTIR of a system is the average of its consisting of launching, braking and retrac-
subs stem or equipment MTTRs, each weigit- tion subsystems has a system requirement of

1850 mean launch cycles between failure.
ed by the failure rate X1 of the subsystem or The system availability requirement is A = .98
equipment and written: and the reliability apportionment process has

MTTR 1(XMTTRi) resulted in the failure rate apportionments

R X.i  shown in figure 4-19. Average launch rate is

SUBSYSTEM1, SUBSY STEM SUBSYSTEM

COM STATE-OF- CRITI. TOTAL WEIGHTING APPORTIONEO 1
) APPORTIONED

SUBSYSTEM PLEXITY THEART CALITY SCORE FACTOR FAILURE RATE MTBEF
SCORE SCORE SCOE A(F CYCLE) (CYCLESi

Launchinq 9 10 1 20 20/53 2040005 4900

Bake 7 10 1 18 18/53 18.36x 10 5 5450

Retraction 4 3 8 15 15/53 1530.105 6535

Toa E 53 54.06 10
5  1850

(II Failure Rate We lqtfig Factor x 1/1850

Figure 4-19. Catapult Model and Apportioned Subsystem Failure Rates
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10.67 launches per hour, so the apportioned By tile time trade-off studies are complet-
system MTBF is 1850/10.67 = 173.38 hours. ed, specifications containing tentative reli-
Thus, the .98 availability requirement dic- ability and maintainabihty requirements, dc-
tates MTTR not greater than termined subjectively, may already have been

written for many equipments. Specifications

TTR= BF 173.38 ( )~ prepared in that manner are not optimal be-
MTTRs = MTB =17 .98 cause, by implementing the results of the

trade-offs, the same availability may be
= 3.53 hours. achieved with reduced expenditure of effort

or more availability may be gained for the
Subsystem MTTR requirements are to be ap- same effort. Thus, when a contractor appor-
portioned so that MTTR = 3.53 hours. tions reliability and maintainability goals. in
Therefore the expression effect he apportions resource, and effort as

well. One of the purposes of apportionment is

,,3(l'85 ) X =17. to permit equipment requirements to be de-
=.53 57.X, fined objectively, so that the system require-

ments can be reaized in a timely and eco-
is applied to each subsystem failure rate yield- nomical manner. If the prediction indicates
ing the MJTR requirements listed in figure that the system will not meet its apportioned
4-20. availability or reliability requirements. then

additional design effort is required. Even
when the prediction indicates that a system

SUBSYSTEM APPORTIONED A APPORTIONED MTTR can be expected to meet or exceed its require-
(FAILURES LAUNCH) I1 0,1

ments, trade-off studies may be useful to
2040. 105 3 11 ...... optimize the design [81.

Bae1B 36, 10
5  

3 46
racn 186 30. 10" 34 6 4.2.4 Reliability and Availability PredictionReiract,on 15 30.x 10

. 5  
4 15

Sysen 1 406.105 4.2.4.1 Reliability Prediction

Prediction is accomplished by solving the
reliability model using appropriate failure

Maintainability apportionment can be sim- rates at part or component level. Failure rates

plified in cases where it can be shown that for use in prediction can come from sources

peripheral conditions unique to the operation- such as MIL-HDBK-217[2J • NPRD-1. Non-

al environment, such as access limitations or electronic Parts Reliability Data 191 . the

the availability of diagnostic equipment, are Government-lndustr, Data Exchange Program

the principal factors acting to determine (GIDEP), or may be derived by the contractor
maintenance time. In many such instances, by observation of his own products in tests or
the variable element of maintenance time is in service, if a sufficiently large body of suchthe arible lemnt f manteancetim is data can be obtained for study. Failure rates
tightly distributed about a centrl value fixed

by factors such as those noted above which must be corrected for applied and induced

are outside the designer's control. Where the stress levels and duty cycles as determined

dispersion is a negligible fraction of the cen- by the mission analysis.

tral value, maintenance time may be treated
as a constant for analytical purposes. If the 4.2.4.1.1 Purpose of Prediction
quantity of preventive maintenance and the
downtime necessitated by the need for pre- Reliability prediction shall be used in
ventive maintenance are significant functions formulating design decisions. The reliability
of system design, these factors contribute prediction shoi..d begin in the design phase
additional degrees of freedom to the appor- and continue during the design effort. Farly
tionment task. predictions may be based primarily on part
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counts or known reliability of similar corn- 4.2.4.1.3 Prediction Methods
ponents. As design information becomes
available, predictions can be updated using
stress data on specific parts and reflecting Reliability prediction requires knowledge
the actual components utilized in the design. of the quality of parts that will be employed
Reliability prediction has several purposes, (commercial, JAN, JANTX, JANTXV), the

a. as a basis of selection among competing level to which the parts will be screened, the
designs (predictions should use same data temperature at which the parts will be used.
sources and assumptions), the degree to which the parts will be elec-

b. to disclose critical or reliability limit- trically and environmentally derated, and any
ing items in the design, redundancies employed. Figures 4-21 and

c. sensitivity of design to electrical stress, 4-22 illustrate the prediction process. MIL-
thermal stress and part quality, HDBK-217[2j describes the most widely used

d as a basis for reliability trade-offs among prediction methods for electrical. electro-
system components, mechanical and electronic parts.

e. to describe numerically the inherent The reliability prediction of nonelectronic
reliability of the dcsten. parts, such as gaskets, seals, valves, clutles,

f. to provide inputs to. Design Review: etc., is accomplished using various sources of
Failure Mode. Effects, and Criticality Analysis failure rate data. These sources include (a)
(FMECA, Maintainability Analysis; Safety NPRD-1, "Nonelectronic Parts Reliability
An:aysis Logistic Support: and Thermal Data" [9], published by the Reliability Anal-
Design. ysis Center at Rome Air Development Center,
4.2.4.1.2 Policy (b) GIDEP (Government and Industry Data

Exchange Program, (c) Vendor data and (dl
SSPO policy as reflected in NAVSEA OD In-house data.

_1541 11 is to require initial, intermediate The NPRD-I document (91 provides fail-
and tinal reliabilit) predictions. An initial ure rates, including a mean and upper and
prediction forecasts the reliability of the pro- lower limits on a 60% confidence interval, for
jectcd final product. This forecast is based a limited number of devices. GIDEP provides
on the _haracteristics of the early design and failure rates, including a mean and upper and
improvements expected during the develop- lower limits on a 90% confidence interval, for
mcnt phase. An intermediate prediction up- a wide variety of devices reflecting various
dates the initial forecast. The update is based environments such as ground, ground mobile,
on increased design information, including jet aircraft, missiles, etc. Vendor and in-house
envirlrincntal data and internal stress in- data serves as a failure data source for peculiar
formation. A final prediction is based on the equipment supplied by the manufacturer and/
desiga submitted for final design review. It or equipment designer. It may reflect qualifi-
predicts the operational reliability of the item cation or environmental test results or actual
based on all relevant information available at field use. In general, the failure data from
that point in the program. these various sources is to be considered as

Predictions should be performed using the generic and representative of the device of
most realistic failure rates available. Data interest. Care must be exercised in selecting
from almost identical hardware used in al- a failure rate for a particular device from
most identical applications should provide a these sources to assure optimum correspon-
more realistic data base for predictions than dence between the device of interest and the
average failure rates from MIL-HDBK-2 17121 data source relative to design similarity and
and RADC publications. The depth of the use environment.
prediction analysis should be consistent with Early prediction assumptions generally
the level of design definition available, include:
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0 Part Quality - Early predictions are 4.2.4.2 Availability Prediction
usually based on assumptions as to the quality
of parts and screening. The predictions are Availability prediction is accomplished by
refined when the quality of parts is known. predicting MTBF and MTTR. Development of
MIL-HDBK-217121 uses a factor, lQ, to reliability predictions has been discussed
account for part quality, above. MTBF is the arithmetic mean or statis-

0 Use Environment - In early predictions tical expectation of time between successive

it may be necessary to make assumptions re- failures. Prediction of maintainability indices

garding the environment in which parts will is discussed below.

be used. Later, analyses will provide better
knowleuge of the use environment. MIL- 4.2.4.2.1 Analysis of Corrective Maintenance

HI)BK-2 I 7[ 21] uses a factor, ui., to account Tasks and Prediction of Availability

for the use environment. with Respect to Failure

* Application Review - Early predictions After the availability model has been writ-
are usuall, based on assumed derating rules ten, a listing based on the maintenance con-
(e g.. all parts will be used at 50% of rated cept, is made of corrective maintenance tasks
load). During the program, a part usage and that can arise because of failures of each of
application review should establish more the equipment blocks, together with estimates
accurate application and derating factors for of their failure rates and repair times (from
each - irt. Knowledge of the actual derating, maintainability predictions-see section 10 for
du' ycle. temperature limits and similar worksheet examples). Repair time should in-
aplu',tion factors ptermits much more ac- clude fault detection and isolation capabil-
,crate ustimates of failure rates. The analyst ities. A form such as figure 4-23 can be used
should look for oerstressed parts and call to expedite the analysis. For series equip-
them to the attention of cognizant line and ment, the sum of the failure rates of the com-
management personnel. It should be noted ponents is a prediction of the equipment fail-
that SSPO requires that worst case conditions ure rate. The sum of the XM, column divided
[e.g.. environmental, duty cycle and derating] by the equipment failure rate is a prediction
be used in prediction work. of the expected repair time. The final column

is an approximation of the inherent availabil-
4.2.4.1.4 Prediction Report ity or fractional up-time of the equipment

block with respect to failure.
A prediction report should contain the best The pred:ction may be based on any of the

estimate of the reliability of the final design, -procedures of MIL-HDBK-217[2], MIL-STD-
based on information available when the pre- 7561101 and/or MIL-HDBK-472[ 111. So-irce
diction is made. The report must clearly iden- data may be based on historical experience,
tify the suurces of all data used. See section subjective evaluation, expert judgment or
10 for examples of prediction work sheets. direct measurement of reliability and main-

When the predicted reliability is below the tainability characteristics of elements of the
required reliability, the report should provide system. However, the contractor may elect to
recommendations for improvement. The cog- use a non-standard method specifically ap-
nizant design engineering group should in- plicable to the type of hardware comprising
dicate actions planned or taken to improve the system, subject to approval by SSPO.
reliability. Reliability demonstration testing Rules for developing system parameters
should not be started while predicted reliabil- from those of lower assemblies depend on the
ity is below the requirement. Instead, redesign usual assumptions of statistical independence
should be undertaken and verified by per- and exponential behavior. Experience has
forming evaluation tests of the redesign ef- shown that these assumptions are valid for
fort. many systems.
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MTTR7 N ) is found as the average of 4.2.5.1 Purpose of the FMECA
mean repair times of all components, repair-
able on line, weighted for the relative failure The purpose of FMECA is to evaluate the
rate of each component. design by analysis in the early design stages.

Specifically, the FMECA is to identify poten-
2 (Xim ) tial failure modes and to define their crit-i=l C

Mr= (4-18) icality so that informed decisions can be made
n about the worthiness of the design and the

necessity for corrective actions.
FMECA is performed in order to prevent

4.2.5 Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality problems, to eliminate failure modes during

Analysis early design stages and before they actually
occur in operational use.

The results of the FMECA are valuable inFailure Mode. Effects, and Criticality test program planning and in determining the
Analysis (FMECA) is a systematic, organized need for automatic monitoring, fault detec-design evaluation procedure which: to raamdsg etrs

a. Identifies potential failure modes, their tion or alarm design features.
causes and method of detection [visual, A completed FMECA consists of:
manual, automatic (PM/FL)] at the level of a. An orderly list of failure modes and
hardware of interest (e.g., system, subsystem, their causes.
equipment or component). This includes im- b. A classification or ranking of the failure
pact of dummy loads, fans, and air condi- modes with regard to their impact on per-
tioners which can fail and pull the system formance and safety.
down. c. The probability of occurrence of the

b. Determines, by analysis and evaluation, failure mode, a ranking with regard to ex-
the effect of each failure mode on the hard- pected frequency of occurrence.
ware element in which it occurs, on the next d. An identification of existing design fea-
higher assembly and ultimately on system tures (e.g., isolation or fault tolerant tech-
operation, mission objectives and crew safety. niques), screening procedures (e.g., improved

c. Establishes criticality level of each fail- part quality), etc. that will minimize or ob-
ure mode, permitting ranking of failure modes viate the effects of potential failure modes or
relative to effect on the mission. reduce their probability.

d. Predicts probability of occurrence of e. Recommendations for precluding or cir-
each failure mode. permitting ranking of fail- cumventing significant failure modes or for
ure modes relative to likelihood, reducing their probability of occurrence.

e. Provides a suitable basis for assigning f. A description of alarms or other means
priorities to failure mode corrective actions of detecting the failure mode and the fre-
through the joint consideration of criticality quency with which the mode can be detected;
and probability of occurrence. (e.g., instantaneously, during daily checkout,

f. Documents results in an orderly fashion etc.).
to highlight deficiencies (reliability, detection g. Criteria for test planning and the design
capability) and safety problems, recommend of test and checkout systems which are re-
corrective action, identify changes needed in sponsive to identified failure modes and
test programs, and aid in the development of safety hazards.
operating and maintenance manuals. h. Criteria for logistics planning and main-

g. Provides timely inputs to design reviews. tainability analysis by inclusion of informa-
h. Provides feedback of information to tion for selection of preventive maintenance

cognizant contractor organizations (e.g., test, points and development of trouble shooting
design, reliability, maintainability, systems). guides.
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i. Identification of single failure points in USUAL

circuits for worst case analysis- failure modes INFORMATION SOURCE

involving parameter drifts may require worst 1. SysemMiss,on System Specca,o,

case analysis to determine criticality (see Descrption Operatona ProfileMission Analysis,

NAVSEA OD 21549111 for most severe de- (Analysts for Desgn)

sign analysis requirements). 2 System/Subsysiem/ 0esgn Sketches, Dram

j. Input data for trade-off studies and for Component Functions .s., Functionl BIIk

establishing corrective action priorities. Dagrams

k. Historical documentation for future 3, Envronmental System Specfcat,on.

reference to aid in analysis of test and/or field coduttural ... M., ral

failures for consideration of design changes, Analyse

and as an aid in future development efforts. 4. System /Sbsystem/ Sysie/Hardwaredesign

Component/Part fad- activty and reliability
ure modes indivdual oranzatlon

4.2.5.2 FMECA Method and itical faults

5 Failure rates for each Past Experience. Hand-
FMECA is an interdisciplinary study re- mode dented books. Related Products.

quiring skills in system and equipment (hard- Vedor Dt, Publshe

ware and software) design, reliability analysis Pape,GIEP
and data utilization, m aintainability, safety, 6. stem 'as~bstrrs s5y s , , ao..

an dtautliaton minaiabliysaetcomponent Reliabil. Mission Analyses. Design

probability concepts, testing, modeling, and ity Blaock Diagram Oranrgs. Functional
and mathematical Block Diagrams

associated mathematics. While an individual model

may be assigned responsibility for a FMECA, 7. Maintenance System ReQaremens

he will require team support in order to pro- Concepts Analyss

duce results of significant substance, because
so many skills are involved in the analysis. Figure 4-24. General Steps, lnformation, Sources

FMECA is a detailed analysis of an equip- and Interfaces for FMECA
ment, subsystem or system. It is necessary to
understand how the device operates and how Analysts performing a FMECA must first
it interfaces with other devices to perform a acquire full understanding of the design and
mission. The analyst must explore the effects how it works, then focus on how the design
of various part faults or functional failures on can fail.
the equipment and ultimately the system [12, FMECA should consider the lowest hard-
13, 14, 151. ware level for which adequate design defini-
a. Gathering Information tion exists. Every credible potential failure

mode should be identified and classified te-

A variety of information is required to pro- lative to probability of occurrence and effect
duce a meaningful FMECA. Figure 4-24 iden- on the system, mission, or crew safety.
tifies the types of information which are Compensating features and existing detec-
usually accumulated prior to performing a tion capability are analyzed and additional
FMECA. Figure 4-25 shows how individual compensating features or detection capability
pieces of information and tasks are organized are recommended for every failure mode for
to produce a FMECA. Figure 4-26 illustrates a which there is a significant probability of
functional block diagram useful for perform- aborting the mission or creating an unaccept-
irg a FMECA. able safety hazard.

SSYST'EM D EF tHE FAIL ESTIMATE T Is CE LSSF ANALYSIS

ME~RM~ fUNC1 I, 'AL U A RE MODES [ FAILURE RATE FAILURVE [ FAILURE INTERPRETATION F MECA,
BLOCK - CAUSES OR P1I*A Ef li. Y L* MOIDE - CORRECTIVE REPORT

MISSION IAGRAM I METmODSOF BImTYFOR TO SYSTEM I RTCt ACI [ON RE4COM I
DISIIRIPTIO14 D ETECTION EAC MO LEVEL CRIT. ..... IT M

E N
D

A T IO N S

Figure 4-25. FMECA Process
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FMECA is a single-point failure analysis at a particular assembly level. For example, in
technique; i.e., each failure mode is con- a diagram of a subsystem, each block repre-
sidered individually. For example, the analysis sents an equipment; in an equipment diagram
could be performed on a top-down break- each block represents a component. The di-
down item that is critical. The analysis should agram should make clear the functional rela-
be performed to the level where the problem tionships of each block to the others; the
can be identified and corrective action can be nature and magnitude of inputs and outputs
taken. Modes are ranked to reflect both the should also be labeled. Each block may be
probability of occurrence and the severity of designated by an item number for use in com-
the failure effect relative to the hardware's pleting the FMECA form. Figure 4-26 is an
mission or on crew safety. Corrective action example of a functional block diagram at sub-
should consider use of higher reliability parts, system level. It partitions hardware for anal-
redundancy, alternate modes of operation, ysis at the equipment level. Since not all
use of protective devices, improved main- hardware fits the typical part-component-
tenance accessibility or as candidates for de- equipment-subsystem-system pattern, cases
velopmental testing and reliability improve- may be encountered where the system must
ment programs. All of this information is be partitioned arbitrarily. In those cases the
documented by completing FMECA forms. hardware should be grouped for analysis in

In addition to the expected environments the way that seems simplest and most logical.
of the operating mission, a FMECA should It may be better to base such a grouping on
also take into account failure modes and functional rather than placement or packaging
effects associated with transportation and considerations.
storage environments. The effects of these Step 2. Failure Modes - Each block of the
environments are of particular concern for block diagram is considered in succession. All
hardware that cannot be tested effectively credible failure modes are listed, both degrad-
(i.e., arming and fuzing systems, squibs). ative and catastrophic. It is important to list
However, even for hardware that can be not only what is expected to happen but
tested, these environments affect availability, rather every failure mode than can happen.
b. FMECA Scheduling This usually requires some consolidation of

simple failure events, particularly when con-
To influence design decisions, FMECA sidering higher levels of assembly such as

must be completed and results available when equipments or subsystems. For example, all
design reviews are held. Design reviews repre- of the numerous failures that can affect an
sent key milestones in a system development amplifier in continuous use can be sum-
program. An initial FMECA should be avail- marized in three failure modes-no output,
able to support preliminary design review gain out of tolerance, noise or distortion of
(PDR) and an updated FMECA should be the amplified signal. Similarly, for many
available for critical design review (CDR). switches, all failure possibilities can be sum-

marized by considering that the switches
c. FMECA Worksheet may fail open when they should remain

closed, may close (short) when they shouldA number of generally similar forms are in be open, or may have excessively high cir-

use for documenting FMECA. While no one ci renc In rev e wy har-
form is applicable to all programs, it is usually cuit resistance. In reviewing the ways hard-
fastoris adpca to a peifc program ware can fail, it is important to assess possible
easy to adapt a form to a specific program. effects of environmental stresses as well as
Figure 4.27 presents typical FMECA work- operating stresses. For this reason it is impor-
sheets. tant that the best available environmental

envelope be prepared during mission analysis
d. FMECA Procedure before beginning FMECA.

A FMECA is completed as follows: Step 3. Causes of Failure - Beside each
Step I. Block Diagram - A functional failure mode are listed all the causes believed

block diagram may be prepared to describe capable of giving rise to the failure. This step
relationships among elements of the hardware may also call for summarizing some of the
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with the failure mode and determines its c. Bloc, Diagrans
effect, whereas FTA starts with a specific Block diagrams depict system functional
undesired event and determines the potential flow at the circuit/component level. Operator
causes using combinatorial logic. FTA is flwaah ici cmpnn ee.Oei

irteractions and external interfaces are also
valuable tool for summarizing the results of
a FMECA and is also useful for preparing

trouble shooting manuals. d. Fault Tree Construction

4.2.6.1 FTA Method Fault tree construction begins with the
identification of the undesired event that will

FTA involves the following procedure: form the top level of the tree. This is nor-
mally a high level event involving non-

a. System Definition performance of a required function at the sys-
tem level, although top events are sometimes

Define (1) performance and safety of the stated in non-hardware terms such as occur-

system, (2) relationships between system per- rence of personnel injury. For example, in the

formance of lower level assemblies, (3) case of a nuclear power station, the top event

human, hardware, and software interfaces, in a reactor control system tree might be core

and (4) operation of the system. melt while the top event in the safety system
tree could be the release of a specified quan-
tity of radiation.

b. Mission Definition The fault tree is developed using logic sym-
bols (Figure 4-28) to trace downward from

Define (1) mission phases, (2) environmen- the top event, through all levels of sub-events,
tal profile, (3) duty cycle profile, and (4) to all of the elementary events which contrib-
success criteria. ute to causing the top event. The level of

"Priority Gate" - the output event for
An event, usually a fault, resulting p ~~the" "And Gate" can only occur when
from the combination of one or more the stipulated sequence of input events

basic faults. occurs.

A B
A basic fault. usuali, at the com-
ponent level. which can be established

0 from test or faidure mode analysis.

A fault not developed further as to its ".Or Gate- - the output event occurs when

,auses duc tu latk of irtOm-iatlon. one ot more of the input events occurs

time or value in doing so. A B

A onditional event which must occur
order for an input fault (cause l to "Exclusive or Gate" - the output event

result in an output fault (effe t=(X.-.I!T occurs onl) when the input events do

not coexis

A B

operation. "inhibit G~ate" the output event .u sAn eve nt expected to occur in norm ial OU " ihbr(~t h up teetocr

onl. when the condition exists The inhibit

condition may be either noemal operation or

the result of another fault.

"tAnd Gate" the output event u cuts

only *hen all the input events occu A Reference key to another part of the fault
tree where the identical tequence of events

A 9 appears

Figure 4-28. Logic Sy mbols, Used in Fault Tree Diagrams
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possihle causes in categories. For example, it higher reliabilit\ parts, should be listed for
might not be possiblc to list cvry circLult con- ech significant failure mode. It should be
dition that could lead to loss of out put from tated whether the compensation is total or
an amplifier, but they might be summarized partial, and whether resorting to the com-
as "circuit failures" when analyzing the sal- pensating provisions will liiit or reduce ef-
sy stem. Later, each "snuld he ru,,iewed as ficiency.

anlys,- rrnceeded dow n to the amplitfir Step 10. Comments and'or Recommend.i.
itelf ;j:lt the ircu its with in it. tions for Design Improvement ... '.t iui' 9

Step 4. Method of Detection Pro n isions sons that might feasibl. be include 11
for detecting the failure m1,ode ',licn it occurs Ihe , . l'.,i: 'hould bc hsted .dd;ti'i;i. ,..;.-
are listed. Some failure nodes ma. cause ,tanr and alternate modes o! operatiV L.r
automiti shut down to p!event addilonai c'-all K i colopensator3P ri-,'
damage, other,, ma. result in audihi, or %isual A'llt dicat d ,sherea tailr , ..J

alarms, and still others may go o detected. . nt oal the m,lis'on Whci ceC i Ye e -

Step 5. Effect on function or Item Per- CAiLIre mode 1, identified a3 ,a'..t.,,1 3!r
formance The immediate result of eacih critcal to the mission, one or in -) re,,.'
assumed failure at the next higher level t mendations for improving the rehit.
assembl.y is described. It is important to list the dsiign should alkays be mac.
the local effects of the failure rather than to Step I I. Closing the Loop For a Y\11 (A
make a judgment of the overall significance of to be effective, it is Important that 2,2cn-
the failure to the system's performance. sible engineering management b. an ut.Lcr,

Step 6. Effect on System Performance - part of the FMECA process. Recommenda-
The result of each assumed failure mode on tions growing out of the analysis should be
the system or highest assembly level item evaluated by management for feasibility and
being developed is described, cost of implementation. Corrective action

Step 7. Failure Classification - Failure decisions resulting from this evaluation must
modes may be classified by the approximate then be followed up and closed out by man-
degree of degradation resulting from each agement, closing the loop on the FMECA
mode. A code such as that shown below is process.
usually adequate. When a FMECA is reported, the results of

Catastrophic -- Failure that will create a the analysis should be summarized in an
safety hazard (death or injury), or significant executive summary. The summary should
system loss. include a listing of the important failure

Critical - Failure that will degrade the sys- modes disclosed in the analysis and recom-
tern beyond acceptable limits. mendations for eliminating them cr reducing

Major -- Failure that will degrade the sys- their impact. Management can then consider
tem beyond acceptable limits but can be and act on the recommendations. The
adequately controlled or countered by FMECA worksheets should be included in the
alternate means. FMECA report for review by interested

Minor - Failure that does not degrade parties and as documentation of the analysis
overall system performance beyond accept-
able limits. 4.2.6 Fault Tree Analysis

Lach contractor must define these terms
.w, ificalb for his subsist cm. Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [161 is a design

Step 8. Failure Probability - The fre- evaluation procedure which:
quency of each failure mode or the probabil- a. Identifies undesired events.
ity of the mode. can be estimated using b. G-aphically traces, from each undesired
methods such as those given in MIL-HDBK- event selected, through hardware failure,.
217121. Often a simple scoring scheme is used software and human errors which could cause
to group modes by relative probability, the event.

Step 9. Compensating Provisions/Condi- c. Estimates the probability of undesired
tions - Compensating provisions embodied events.
in the design, such as redundant channels. FTA differs from FMECA. FMECA begins
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with the failure mode and determines its c. Block Diagrams
effect, whereas FTA starts with a specific Block diagrams depict system functional
undesired event and determines the potential flow at the circuit/component level. Operator'
causes using combinatorial logic. FTA is a interactions and external interfaces are also
valuable tool for summarizing the results of included in the diagrams.
a FMECA and is also useful for preparing
trouble shooting manuals. d. Fault Tree Construction

4.2.6.1 FTA Method Fault tree construction begins with the
identification of the undesired event that will

FTA involves the following procedure: form the top level of the tree. This is nor-
mally a high level event involving non-

a. System Definition performance of a required function at the sys-
tem level, although top events are sometimes

Define (1) performance and safety of the stated in non-hardware terms such as occur-
system, (2) relationships between system per- rence of personnel injury. For example, in the
formance of lower level assemblies, (3) case of a nuclear power station, the top event
human, hardware, and software interfaces, in a reactor control system tree might be core
and (4) operation of the system. melt while the top event in the safety system

tree could be the release of a specified quan-
tity of radiation.

b. Mission Definition The fault tree is developed using logic sym-
bols (Figure 4-28) to trace downward from

Define (1) mission phases, (2) environmen- the top event, through all levels of sub-events,
* tal profile, (3) duty cycle profile, and (4) to all of the elementary events which contrib-

success criteria. ute to causing the top event. The level of

a *'"Piority Gate" - the output maeit foeZ ] An event, usually a fault, resulting the "And Gate" can only occur when
from the combination of one or more the stipulated sequence of input events
basic faults. occurs.

AS8

A basic fault, usually at the com-
ponent level, which can be established
from test or failure mode analysis.

A fault not developed further as to its .Or Gate - the output event occurs when

causes due to lack of information. one or more of the input events occurs.

time or value in doing so. AB

C Z A conditional event which must occur
in order for an input fault (cause) to/ "Exclusive or Gate' - the output event
result in an output (suit (effect). occurs only when the input events do

not coexist.
AA

operation. "inhibit Gate' - the output event occurs

only when the condition exists. The inhibit
condition may be either normal operation or
the result of another fault.

"And Gate" - the output event occurs
only when all the input events occur. A Relfeaence key to another par of the fault

tree where the imited sequence of events
AS appears

Figug 4-29. Logic Symbols, Used in Fault Tree Diaams
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elementary events can be arbitrarily defined first gate under a particular safety channel
for any fault tree; however, it usually refers would be an OR since any of the events
to (i) hardware failures of basic components shown could disable that safety channel.
such as those found in MIL-HDBK-217[21 Fault trees are subjected to both qualitative
and other failure rate handbooks, (2) human analysis and quantitative analysis. Qualitative
actions, (3) software errors and (4) occur- analysis consists of determining the various
rences of nature such as fire, water, wind and combinations of elementary events that will
earthquakes. cause the top event to occur and is used to:

The tree is constructed by linking the top locate single point failures, assess criticality
event to its immediate causes or sub-events of components, identify common mode fail-
using the appropriate gate symbol from figure ures, evaluate redundancy and determine the
4-28, then linking these sub-events to their relative importance of general fault categories;
causes and continuing in turn until the desired i.e., hardware, software, human error and
elementary cause level is reached. In the nature. Quantitative analysis consists of de-
nuclear power example, the core melt tree terming the probability of occurrence of the
might look like figure 4-29. top event from the probabilities of occurrence

The top event is linked to its immediate of the elementary input events. Quantitative
causes by an AND gate since core melt can analysis is always preceded by qualitative
occur only if the reactor control systems and analysis since the quantification methods
safety systems fail simultaneously. Developing given here are valid only under certain condi-
the safety system branch of the tree, the next tions and those conditions are insured by
gate would also be an AND gate for the typ- performance of the indicated qualitative

*ical redundant safety system; however, the analysis.

cool

REACTOR SAFETY
CONTROL SYSTEM
SYSTEM FAIL FAILURE

FiSYTE 4-29. Fault Tree - Core Mel
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e. Qualitative Analysis only basic events. The algorithm is based on
the fact that an AND gate increases the size

For a simple fault tree the relationship be- of a cut set while an OR gate increases the
tween top event occurrence and elementary number of cut sets, hence AND gate inputs
event occurrence can be determined by in- are listed as column entries in a single row
spection. In the tree of figure 4-30, it can be while OR gate inputs are listed as row entries
seen that the top event A will occur in either in a single column.
of two cases; (i) event D occurs or (2) events To illustrate the application of the Fussell
E and F occur together. The tree can be re- Vesely algorithm, consider the example fault
drawn as in figure 4-31 to more clearly reflect tree in figure 4-32. The top event gate, G-O is
the true relation of event A to input events D, an OR gate therefore the list matrix is begun
E and F. by listing its inputs on separate rows:

G-1
2

C Since any one of these events can cause the
top event to occur, each will be a member of
a separate cut set. Since G-1 is an OR gate,on on it is replaced by its inputs listed in separate
rows:

G-2
Figure 4-30. Fault Tree Example G-3

2

A G-2 is an AND gate, hence when it is replaced
its inputs are entered in one row as:

G-4, G-5
AN G-3

2

Now replacing OR gate G-4 we get:

1
Figure 4-31. Fault Tree Example - Redrawn 4, G-5

5, G-5
In a more complex tree it is quite difficult G-3

and sometimes impossible to reduce the tree 2
to its simplest form by inspection. The
method of minimal cut sets, described in Replacing G-5 produces
§ 4.2.2.1.2.4, may be applied to provide a
systematic way of reducing any fault tree to I
a form which is free of repeated inputs and 4,6
therefore amenable to quantitative analysis. 4,7
The idea of the cut set algorithm, first stated 5,6
by Fussell and Vesely ( 171, is to replace each 5,7
gate by its inputs of gates and basic events G-3
until a list matrix is constructed that contains 2
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TOP
EVENT

GO

Minimal Cuts

2
3
6

4. 7
5,7 _

G1
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Elimination of G-3 creates the list Another qualitative procedure that may be
used in fault tree analysis is the determination

I of minimal path sets.'A path set is a set of
4,6 basic events whose non-occurrence insures
4,7 the non-occurrence of the top event. A path
5,6 set is minimal if it cannot be further reduced
5,7 and still remain a path set. Path set deter-

3 mination may be used to identify areas in
G-6 which redundancy would be beneficial.

2 The first step in finding the minimal path
sets for a fault tree is to construct the dual

The final list is obtained by replacing G-6. (complement) of the tree by replacing OR
gates with AND gates and AND gates with OR

I gates in the original tree and by replacing the
4,6 occurrence of basic events with the non-
4,7 occurrence of those events. The minimal cut
5,6 sets of the dual tree are then obtained, these
5,7 are the minimal path sets of the original tree.

3
6 f. Quantitative Analysis
8
2 After a fault tree has been constructed and

reduced to minimal cut sets, the probability
The cut sets obtained by this algorithm are of occurrence of the top event can be deter-

called Boolean Indicated Cut Sets (BICS) mined by propagating the probabilities of oc-
since they will not be minimal unless there are currence of the basic events upward through
no replications of basic events. When basic the tree.
events are repeated, as in the example, then The probability of occurrence of the out-
the BICS list generated by the algorithm must put event of an AND gate is found by multi-
be reduced by inspection. In the list of BICS plying the probabilities of occurrence of the
for the example 6 is a cut set of size one, input events. The probability of occurrence of
hence all larger cut sets that contain 6, [4,61 the output event of an OR gate is approxi-
and 15,61 are deleted, making the list of min- mately equal to the sum of the probabilities
imal cut sets of occurrence of the input events. The exact

probability for the output of an OR gate may
be found from

2
3 a a
6 2- P,- X 1 PA +
8 11 il i<j

4,7
5,7 Z n PiPjpk ....

i=1 I<j<k

Although the Fussell Vesely algorithm can,
in theory, be applied to the reduction of any which for two inputs is
fault tree, in practice, its use is best restricted
to fault trees of modest size. Hand application P (0) a P (A) + P(B) - P(A) P(B)
of the algorithm to large trees is quite tedious
and likely to result in errors. Computer pro- for three inputs is
grams to implement the algorithm are avail-
able, [18, 191 however, other computerized P (0) [P(A) + P(B) + P(C)I - [P(A) P()
methods 120, 21, 22, 231 may prove more + P(A) P(C) + P(B) P(C)I
efficient for use with very large trees. + [P(A) P(B) P()
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and for four inputs is The computation of top event probability
is made easier in the case of large fault trees

P (0) = [P(A) + P(B) + P(C) + P(D)I by use of one of several available computer
- [P(A) P(B) + P(A) P(C) programs ( 19, 21, 22, 231.
+ P(A) P(D) + P(B) P(C)
+ P(B) P(D) + P(C) P(D)
+ (P(A) P(B) P(C) 4.2.7 Comparison of FMECA and FTA
+ P(A) P(B) P(D) Methods
+ P(A) P(C) P(D)
+ P(B) P(C) P(D)] The FMECA analyst determines the assem-
- [P(A) P(B) P(C) P(D)I bly level at which the FMECA design analysis

is to begin. Failure modes are postulated for
The exact method is difficult to employ, each element at that level and the effects of
either by hand or by computer, for large num- the failure modes are traced upward. The
ber of inputs and should be used only when analysis is inductive; reasoning is from the
the approximation is not sufficiently ac- particular to the general. There is little
curate. The accuracy of the approximation is chance for omission because each failure
a function of both the number of inputs and mode of each hardware element is examined
the magnitude of the input probabilities; it in turn.
decreases with increasing number of inputs A principal advantage of the FMECA is its
and with increasing input probabilities. The procedural simplicity. The analytical process
approximate value will always be larger than is straightforward and permits complete and
the true value, with an error of about 5% for orderly evaluation of a design.
10 inputs with probabilities Ix 0 - 2. The error Disadvantages of FMECA are that the
percentage will change by one order of mag- method considers only single failures and
nitude for each order of magnitude change in cannot readily examine the effects of human
either the number of inputs or the input errors or other factors external to the system.
probabilities. Nor does it lend itself to assessing secondary

It must be remembered that the AND gate effects of a failure. For example, a power sup-
computational procedure and the exact ply may become overloaded due to a short
method for OR gates both require that all circuited crystal; the overload, in turn, may
gate inputs be independent. This condition is result in a reduction of output from the
insured throughout the tree if either there are power supply, causing other system effects
no repeated basic inputs or if the replications which may not be readily discerned from the
are eliminated by reduction of the tree to FMECA process. Multiple hardware failures
minimal cut sets. To illustrate the importance or human errors can also result in conse-
of meeting this condition, consider the fault quences difficult to identify by FMECA.
tree in figure 4-30 and let P(D) = P(E) = P(F) Reference is sometimes made to "top
= 1xl0'6 . Then P(B) = P(C) = 2 x 10.6 and down" FMECA, and this is often confused
P(A) = [P(B)j [P(C) =4 x 10.12 with the cal- with fault tree analysis. In a top down
culation of P(A) violating the condition of FMECA, modes of failure of an assembly are
independence, since D is an ultimate cause of postulated and their effects on personnel and
both events B and C. P(A) correctly com- equipment mission are determined. The fail-
puted from the minimal cut sets of figure ure modes are then traced back through the
4-31, is 1.000001 x 10-. The error encoun- assembly to determine their causes.
tered in using the AND gate multiplicative Fault tree analysis begins with selection of
role incorrectly will depend on the number of an undesired event. The analyst then works
replications involved as well as the value of downward to identify possible hardware mal-
the input probabilities involved. Over the functions and human or software errors that
range of input probabilities typically found in lead to the undesired event. The analysis is
fault trees, the error can always be expected carried down to a hardware or operating level
to be greater than 50%. where failure rate data are available or can be
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developed. The method is deductive; reason- considered. And it is necessary to draw a fault
ing is from the general to the particular. Ad- tree for each top event of interest. It is not
van-ges of the FTA are its ability to encom- usually convenient to model a combination of
pass external factors such as human error, undesired events in a single fault tree because
sabotage or natural disasters within the the same item may appear at several points in
formalism of the analysis. Fault trees also the tree.
tend to be easy to read and interpret. A major A fault tree has direct visual impact and for
disadvantage of the FTA method is that there that reason is often useful for summarizing a
is no way to be sure every fault path has been FMECA. Thus, a FTA is often provided in the
included in the analysis. Examples of fault management summary of a FMECA. A fault
tree development are illustrated in figures tree can aid in the development of repair and
4-33 and 4-34. test manuals by providing a graphic means for

It can readily be seen that FTA conve- tracing from a system fault to the associated
niently handles the machine-operator inter- hardware failure(s).
faces. However, it is not easy to be sure that Figure 4-35 compares the FMECA and
all possible causes of the top event have been FTA methods.

II
IGNITLI ON FUL!M

Fipne 4-33. Example at Fault Tree Development
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF INTEGRATED TEST for reliability and availability evaluation. An
PROGRAM FOR RELIABILITY AND Integrated Test Program Plan (ITPP) reflect-
AVAILABILITY EVALUATION ing planning and control of all testing activ-

ities is required by SSPO. The ITPP sets forth
The general practice on FBMWS/SWS pro- the purposes and extent of the test program

grams has been to minimize the planning of and is an essential input to planning for reli-
tests specifically for reliability or availability ability and availability evaluation. The value
demonstration, while making maximum use of planned tests for reliability and availability
of data evolved from tests performed for measurement can be estimated by analysis of
other reasons. The integrated test program the ITPP, which can then be expanded or
approach reflects this philosophy. NAVORD amended as program requirements may
OD 42282[241, Integrated Test Program dictate. Specific tests that will contribute data
Manual, describes the approach in detail. for reliability and availability measurement
When this approach, an efficient method for are first identified. This is accomplished by
major weapon systems, is used, the evaluation completing a form such as the Test Identifica-
task is to analyze the integrated test program. tion Form shown in figure 4-36.
There are two major sub-tasks-test identifica- To complete the analysis, it is necessary to
tion and test evaluation, resolve any questions that may arise as to
4.3.1 Test Identification whether tests of individual equipments or

other portions of the system will be employed
Throughout the development and pilot for reliability measurement, as well as tests of

production phases of a program, the con- the full system configuration. In general, tests
tractor's test program must provide the data of hardware at lower assembly levels can be

Data to be
Test Type of Letim of Purpose Hardware Test Cycesn Pass/Fail Instrumentation usa for
[dent. Test Test of Test Involved Duration Opea Criteria Reuireents
No. Time Availability

Evaluation

Fipre 4-36. Reliability/Availability Test Identification Form
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accepted as contributing to the evaluation Instrumentation Requirements - indicate
data base, whenever the criteria of substantial the basis for measuring operating time or
mission equivalence can be satisfied with cycles, such as the time the power supply is
respect to operating environment, functional activated or the number of times a particular
use and maintenance conditions. With these switch is actuated.
criteria as guidance, analysis of planned tests Data to be used for Reliability/Availability
can readily be made. Evaluation - indicate, by inserting a "yes" or

The first step in the analysis is to evaluate "no" in this column; whether the test data
each planned test to determine its purpose, will be used for reliability and availability
the hardware involved, and the estimated measurement purpose.
duration of the test. This is done by filling
out the test identification form. A decision 4.3.2 Test Evaluation
whether to use the data for reliability and
availability measurement is based on this The expected contribution of the tests
evaluation. If the data are to be used, then selected for reliability and availability evalua-
specific pass/fail criteria and cycle/operating tion it estimated by completing a form such
time designation for each portion of the test as the Test Evaluation Form shown in figure
should be stated and any special instrumenta- 4-37.
tion requirements indicated. The test identifi- A review of the tests selected for use in
cation form contains the following fields: reliability and availability evaluation should

Test Identification Number - a number assure that adequate sample sizes are pro-
assigned to fully identify the test. vided; that is, the data used for evaluation is

Type of Test - List the type of test such as not limited to repeated testing of I or 2
Development, Engineering Evaluation, or units.
Qualification. From the test evaluation form, a summa-

Level of Test - indicate whether the test tion is made of the estimated test times for
is at system, subsystem, equipment, or com- a component in each level of test-com-
ponent level. ponent, equipment, subsystem, and system.

Purpose of Test - summarize the purpose This result is converted into equivalent mis-
of the test and include a reference to the sions through multiplication by the corn-
particular paragraph of the test plan that ponent alpha value obtained from the mission
describes the test in detail. profile. A comparison of the estimated num-

Hardware Involved - list the component ber of equivalent missions with the number
breakdown for equipment, subsystem and necessary to demonstrate the apportioned
system tests. Where a standard configuration reliability/availability at the desired con-
is involved, this can be a reference to a stan- fidence level will indicate whether the test
dard list. program for that component is adequate.

Test Duration - estimate the amount of This evaluation should be done for each sig-
operating or environmental exposure time nificant mission environment to which the
that will be accumulated during the test. Pro- component will be exposed. Each component
vide separate estimates for each component and equipment group should be evaluated in
if this is necessary for system, subsystem or turn.
equipment tests. In the exponential case, an estimate of the

Cycle/Operating Time - define whether reliability lower bound which the planned
the test results are to be reported as cycles testing would produce is obtained by multi-
and/or operating time. This decision is made plying the predicted failure rate (failures per
from review of the mission profile. mission) by the estimated equivalent missions

PAsFa Criteria - define a specific criteria to be produced by the planned testing. This
for determining whether the test should be product is the expected number of failures.
comidered a success or failure. This might be Using this value of the expected number of
a time or environmental level, threshold or failures and the estimated equivalent missions
specific reading& for particular performance enter tables such as NAVWEPS OD 30668
parameters. 125) to determine the lower bound the
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Test Hardware Test Estimated Test Time Alpha Estimated Estimatedldent. Name Environment vav Mqivalent RNO. Subsystem Equipment Component Tota Valve Equivalent

Figure 4-37. Reliability/Availability Test Evaluation Form

planned data is expected to produce. If this then the components within it, then the next
is too far below the predicted value considera- equipment and its components, etc.
tion can be given to planning additional Test Environment - list the mission envi-
tests. ronments to be evaluated for each hardware

element.
Example Estimated Test Time - list the estimated

test time totals for each level of test-system,
Pred" .d Failure Rate = .006 failures/ subsystem, equipment, or component and

mission also the sum.
Estimated Equivalent Missions = 1,000 mis- Alpha Value - transfer the appropriate

sion alpha value for the environment from the
The product (.006) (1,000) = 6 failures mission profile.
Selecting the eighty percent confidence Estimated Equivalent Missions - this is the

level from tables 1251 or Appendix E figure product of the alpha value and the sum of the
E-2. estimated test time/environment.

The number of equivalent missions should
RL = 0.9910 be approximately equal for a balanced test

program. Since the ITP approach makes use
which can be compared with R' = 0.9940, the of all applicable test data including tests not
predicted value. planned specifically for reliability/availability

Similar procedures can be used for other evaluation, it is possible for imbalance to
distributional forms. occur. The analyst should understand the

The test evaluation form, figure 4-37 con- reasons for an unbalanced program when it
tains the following fields: occurs.

Test Identification Number - a number Estimated RL - this column provides the
assigned to fully identify the test. estimated lower bound on reliability at the

Hardware Name - state the equipment desired confidence level which the test pro-
being evaluated. Evaluate the equipment first, gram is expected to produce.
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Evaluation of the integrated test program 4.4 REFERENCES
may indicate an unbalance( !Ian (i.e., widely
varying values of estimated equ'valent mission !. NAVSEA OD 21549A: Technical Pro-
at the same hardware level) or insufficient gram Management Requirements for
testing (i.e., a value of RL far below the Navy SSPO Acquisitions.
predicted value R').

Analysis of the reasons for an unbalanced 2. MIL-HDBK-217: Reliability Prediction
program or insufficient testing of some items of Electronic Equipment.
often leads to recommendations for im-
proving the ITPP. 3. Persels, Dr. C., A Technique for Evalu-

ating Mathematical Reliability Models of
4.3.3 Data Classification Mission Oriented Systems, April 1966

General Electric Company TIS Report
Test data (time and failure information) R66ASD6.

from tests considered non-relevant for reliabil-
ity purposes are excluded for purposes of 4. Shooman, M., Probabilistic Reliability:
evaluation. The failures should be analyzed An Engineering Approach, McGraw-Hill,
and reported in the failure summary report N.Y., 1968, pp. 136-139.
and should be classified non-relevant since

they come from a non-relevant test. 5. Esary, J. and Proschan, F., A Reliability
Test data from tests considered relevant for Bound for Systems of Maintained Inter-

reliability purposes can be used for evalua- dependent Components, Journal Amer-
tion. Rules for establishing the relevance of ican Statistical Association, 65 (No.
failures in these tests should be carefully 329), 329-338 (1970).
established. It is often desirable but not
always accurate to eliminate (consider non- 6. Barlow, R., and Proschan, F., Mathemat-
relevant) failures due to human error, test ical Theory of Reliability, John Wiley
equipment error, and similar causes even and Sons, Inc., N.Y., 1965.
when the failure occurs in relevant test pro-
grams. The contractor should establish, in
his reliability evaluation plan the rules to be 7. Kettel'e, J., Least Cost Allocation of
used for this purpose. Redundancy, Seventh National Meeting

Elimination of relevant failures may be of ORSA, 1960.
desirable after corrective action has been in-
corporated to eliminate a failure mode. 8. Blanchard, B. and Lowery, E., Maintain-
(Note: this should not be permitted when ability Principles and Practices, McGraw-
reliability growth models are being employed, Hill, N.Y., 1969.
as the growth model requires these data.)
The contractor should establish criteria for 9. NPRD-1, Non-electronic Parts Reliability
the amount of failure-free tests data required Data.
on the new design before the relevant failures
can be eliminated. Provisions for re-inserting 10. MIL-STD-756: Reliability Prediction.
all failures removed must be available if the
failure mode recurs. The contractor should
also establish the policy for using the test II. MIL-HDBK-472: Maintainability Predic-
time when failures are removed. tion.

All failures should be reported in the fail-
ure summary report. The failure classification, 12. Reliability Bulletin No. 9, Failure Mode
non-relevant, relevant, or non-relevant pre- and Effects Analysis, Electronic Indus-
viously classified relevant, defines failures to tries Association, 2001 Eye Street, Wash-
be used in reliability/availability calculations. ington, D.C., November 1971.
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13. Aerospace Recommended Practice 19. Rusmuson, Marshall & Burdick User's
(ARP) - 926, Design Analysis Proced- Guide for the Reliability Analysis Sys-
ures for Failure Mode, Effects, and tern (RAS), Idaho National Engineering
Criticality Analysis, Society of Auto- Laboratory, Rpt. Tree - 1168, (1977).
motive Engineers, Inc., N.Y., 1967.

20. Vesely, W. E. and Narum, R. E., PREP

14. MIL-STD-l 629: Procedures for Perform- and KITT: Computer Codes for the

ing a Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Automatic Evaluation of a Fault Tree,
for Shipboard Equipment. Aerojet Nuclear Company, Idaho Falls,

Idaho, Rpt. IN - 1349, (1970).

15. Fragnola, J. R. and Spahn, J. F., The 21. Kronson, E.T., Computerized Fault Tree
Software Error Effects Analysis, a Qual- Analysis, Final Report, Vitro Labora-
itative Design Tool, 1973 IEEE Sympo- tories Division, Automation Industries,
sium on Computer Software Reliability Silver Spring, Maryland, Rpt. TN
(page 90). 08213.019-5, (1981).

16. Haasl, D., Fundamentals of System 22. Worrell, R. B., Stack, D. W., A SETS
Safety Analysis and Advanced Concepts User's Manual for the Fault Tree Anal-
in Fault Tree Analysis, Lecture Notes on yst, SAND 77-205, Sandia Laboratories,
System Safety Analysis, University of Albuquerque, NM, November 1978.
Washington, August 1976.

23. Olman, M. D. and Worrell, R. B., A Fault
17. Fussell, J. B. and Vesely, W. E., A New Tree Representation Designed for Coin-

Methodology for Obtaining Cut Sets, puter Analysis, SC-RR-71 0615A, Sandia
Methdolgy fr Otainng ut StsLaboratories, Albuquerque, NM, July

American Nuclear Society Transactions, 1972.

15 No. I ( 1972), pp 262-263.

24. NAVORD OD 42282, Integrated Test
18. Fussell, J. B., et al. Mocus - A Corn- Program Manual, August 1973.

puter Program to Obtain Minimal Cut
Sets, Aerojet - Nuclear Company, Idaho 25. NAVWEPS OD 30668: Reliability
Falls, Idaho (1974). Tables.
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Section 5
ASSESSMENT OF COMPONENT RELIABILITY

This section deals with techniques for exponential, binomial, normal, lognormal,
assessing the reliability of components, based Weibull, gamma, beta, extreme-value, cited
on test data- generated in component level or referenced in this section. The most appli-
tests. It identifies those failure models and cable model for a given situation is some-
methods most effective in reliability assess- times known or assumed in advance of testing
ments and provides guidelines for their selec- from an engineering analysis of the failure/
tion and application. The section provides a repair process or from failure data/model
road map (Figure 5-4) approach for selection analysis for similar components previously
of the model most appropriate for the data tested. It is always preferable to verify any
being assessed. Assessment consists of obtain- assumed failure model by a goodness-of-fit
ing point, and interval estimates of reliability, test of the new failure data to the model
failure rate, and MTBF from component test when sufficient data have been accumulated.
data, and when reliability growth is present, In development programs there is, addition-
of obtaining trend lines and reliability bounds ally, the possibility of reliability growth

i reflecting the uncertainty in trend lines as a with its measures characterized by trends and
function of calendar time. testing schedules dependent on calendar

Software reliability assessment is consid- time.
ered in section 6 which contains all informa- Given these hardware and testing consid-
tion on software, and component availability erations, statistical methods are also diverse,
is treated in section 7, the system assessment featuring: the classical approach with deci-
section, since availability is most meaning- sions and numerical results dependent re-
fully stated at the system or equipment levels. spectively on tests of hypothesis and on

A number of statistical terms and symbols point and interval estimates inferred strictly
used in this section are defined in more detail from the test data at hand; the variables ap-
in figure 5-1 than was presented in the glos- proach which replaces the classical pass/fail
sary. concept with the concept of critical contin-

uous parameters, which are often normally
5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE ASSESSMENT distributed and which are either "within

PROBLEM specs" or "out of specs"; and the Bayesian
approach which allows the inclusion of prior

Reliability information consists generally in information in specified dosage of strength
a set of times to failure, cycles to failure, by means of "prior" distributions and param-
stress/strength parameter performance and eters, and the update of this information with
pass/fail data for one or several items on test. current test data in the form of "posterior"
Using these data, point, interval, or trend distributions and parameters.
estimates of reliability parameters or measures The "real world" of hardware and testing
such as X, 8, or R are made. is related in figure 5-2 to the probabilistic

There are many types of components, models of failure/repair and to the assessment
types of tests and ways of testing that provide methods described in this section. The first
data for reliability assessment. There are two columns of figure 5-2 show, respectively,
many probabilistic models of failure used the categories of components found in
in reliability assessment, such as, the complex systems, and examples of such

5-1
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components found in the Navy's inventory, testing one component at a time in mixed
The third and fourth columns show, respec- censoring Life Tests, tests which are quite
tively, the types of tests and success criteria general since they are inclusive of both Type
used in assessment. Notice that some of the I and Type If tests described below. The
tests such as integrity or performance tests method allows assessment of reliability for
may be used as "piggyback" tests for failure/ components tested for different failure modes
repair data, but that they may be insufficient and for different operating conditions.
for a thorough assessment of reliability and
availability or for a true reliability/availability S.1.1 Types of Tests by Method of
demonstration (see Section 8) if they do not Implementation or Stoppage
have the sample sizes or the homogeneity of
conditions necessary to demonstrate speci- It is important to consider the various ways
fled reliability/availability values at specified tests can be implemented, and test data ob-
confidence levels. The data, however, may tained, since the assessment formulas used
still be usable for a preliminary assessment. in the remainder of this section are critically
Column five identifies the primary measures dependent on the manner in which test data
of equipment behavior used in reliability have been obtained.
assessments. As to be expected, these mea- (a) In Uncensored Life Tests, which are
sures are different for each equipment cate- sometimes costly or diffucult to schedule, n
gory. Column six shows the most applicable identical items are placed on test and are
distributions as models of failure by equip- monitored for times to failure (e.g. in min-
ment category. utes) or for cycles to failure until all items

In this section only the exponential, bi- have failed.
nomial, normal, lognormal, and Weibull (b) In Type I Life Censoring Tests, or
distributions are the object of a full assess- Time Truncated Tests, n identical items are
ment description. Their statistical descrip- placed on test for a predetermined amount of
tions are given in § 5.2. T!,: ',inomial distrib- test time T or number of cycles, and the
ution is used mostly for L.:.. from pass/fail times to failure (e.g. in minutes) or the cycles
test, and for time truncated cycles to failure to failure of the x items which fail are re-
tests, the exponential models failure/repair corded, unless there are no failures. These
data with constant failure/repair rate (CFR), tests can be implemented with or without
the normal models data from "aging" com- replacement of a failed item.
ponents with increasing failure rate (IFR) and (c) In Type Ii Life Censoring Tests or
the variables approach to reliability assess- Tests to Failure, n identical items are placed
ment, the lognormal models skewed failure/ on test until a predetermined number of
repair data with increasing failure/repair failures (x) occur. The times or cycles to fail-
rates (IFR), and the Weibull models failure ure of the x items are recorded. These tests
data with DFR, CFR, or IFR characteristics. can be implemented with or without replace-

Other probability distributions used in ment of a failed item.
assessment, such as the Poisson, the gamma, (d) In One Component at a Time Mixed
the beta, the hypergeometric, the inverted Censoring Life Tests, which are used for
gamma and the ubiquitous t, F, and X2 are bulky or expensive components, or when
either mentioned or used with appropriate only a single testing device is available, test-
references. ing may take place one component at a time.

Finally, column seven of figure 5-2 lists The test may terminate either by failure or
the candidate methods for reliability assess- accumulation of planned test times. Notice
ment. The Rubinstein method mentioned in that data from both (b) and (c) above are
this column is applicable to exponential consistent with this manner of testing, but
components with data originating from that the reverse is not true.

5-4
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(e) In Stress/Strength Tests, the test is amounts of desirable qualities; such as, un-
generally independent of time. The data biasedness, consistency, asymptotic efficien-
consists of applied stresses (e.g., in pounds cy, efficiency, minimum variance, sufficiency,
per inch (PSI)] versus the stress percentile, and invariance [3, 4, 11 l.
and of the strength (e.g. in PSI) versus the In many cases, a method is selected only
strength percentile. because it is the only tractable one, that is,

(f) In Life Tests for Repairable Items, it gives an estimator where the other methods
where items may be bulky and expensive, n could not because of inherent mathematical
items are often monitored through long per- difficulties.
iods of operating life where their times/ The quality of estimators most sought out
cycles to failure and times to repair are re- is unbiasedness, which is the quality that the
corded, as well as the calendar time of failure, expected value of the estimate of a param-
repair, overhaul and other important events. eter or the reliability and availability mea-

(g) In Pass/Fail Tests, N times out of a sure is equal to the parameter or measure
grand total of M items (which may be taken being estimated.
to be infinite if M >> N) are tested. The re- Another valuable quality is minimum
suit of the test is time independent. The items variance unbiasedness, that is, the property
are classified as x "defectives", and s = N-x of an estimator to cluster as closely as pos-
"non-defective". sible about the true value of the quantity

Many other types of tests, and of test data which is being estimated.
exist, but only the situations described above Also, it should be noted that while some
will be considered in this section. point and interval estimation methods are

5.1.2 Influence of Equipment Maturity and computationally straightforward, others, par-
Category of Life Cycle Testing Upon ticularly interval estimations with certain
Applicable Reliability Assessment types of test data, are state-of-the-art or
Methodology and Failure Models cannot be performed exactly without exces-

sive computational labor. A number of situ-
As previously discussed in § 5.1 and docu- ations can be tackled only by making simpli-

mented in figure 5-2, the most applicable fying assumptions, by settling for asymptotic
failure models and reliability assessment results rather than exact ones, by using num-
methods are functions of the type of equip- erical approximations, or by Monte-Carlo
ment subjected to test. While this is true, the simulation.
most applicable models and methods are In many cases, however, the lack of quality
also influenced significantly by the maturity or quantity of test data (such as may arise
of the product design at the time of its test from "piggyback" tests) does not warrant
and the kind of life cycle test involved. This seeking out the most exacting methods. In
dependence is described in figure 5-3. these cases assumptions of exponentiality or

5.1.3 Quality of Point and Interval normality, or neglect of test conditions can
Estimators be entertained, provided that the results ob-

tained with such assumptions are presented
When speaking of either Classical, Bayesian, with an estimate of all errors, including the

or Variables methods an important topic is assumptional errors.
the quality of the point and interval esti- Graphical methods should not be neglected
mators used for R'A assessment. There are, in this connection and must not be under-
for instance, Maximum Likelihood (ML), rated. Whenever possible graphical methods
Minimum Variance Unbiased (MVU), Best should be backed by analytical techniques
Linear Unbiased (BLU), Maximum Infor- (e.g., Goodness-of-Fit Tests), but as indicated
mation (MI), Best Asymptotic Normal (BAN) in 1221 even the analytical techniques cannot
and many other methods [4, 91 used to distinguish significantly between similarly
formulate estimators. These lead to esti- shaped Weibull, Lognormal or normal dis-
mators endowed with lesser or greater tributions with fewer than 40 samples.
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S.2 STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS USED Process:
AS MODELS OF FAILURE (OR The basic failure process underlying the
REPAIR) exponential is the Poisson failure process

g(x,t) = (e-4 (Xt)P)/x!, where g(xt) repre-
This subsection presents in pictorial and sents the probability that exactly x failures

narrative form the statistical properties and will occur in the time interval from 0 to t.
applicability of some common distributions Because reliability is defined as the proba-
used as models of failure (or repair). Distribu- bility of no failure from 0 to t, g(0,t)=
tions covered and their order of coverage are: R(t) = eat.

§ 5.2.1 Exponential Distribution The assumptions under which the expres-
§ 5.2.2 Binomial Distribution sion for g(x,t) is derived are:
§ 5.2.3 Normal Distribution 1) Component failure occurs when a ran-
§ 5.2.4 Lognormal Distribution dom external disturbance or shock induces a
§ 5.2.5 Weibull Distribution component failure.

In additi-on § -5.2--.6 identifies many other 2) The number of shocks during any inter-
distributions that have found application to val of time is independent of the number of
reliability and availability modeling in special shocks occurring during other intervals of
situations. time.

3) The probability of exactly one shock
5.2.1 The Exponential Distribution in a given interval of time is proportional to

the length of time, with a constant of pro-
5.2.1.1 Without a Warrantee Period portionality X.

An important feature of the exponential
failure model is that the constancy of the

2.0 hazard rate X implies that reliability is a func-
tion of time but not of the age of a compon-

1.5" ent. The component does not wear out, but
A= 1.5 fails only because of random shocks, i.e.,

1.0momentary concentrations of stress in ex-

cess of strength. There is, however, anotherA 0.5 aspect of the exponential which makes it0.5 applicable as a failure model even when the
Poisson assumptions are not fulfilled. It has

0.0 been shown that if a component is made of
0 1 2 3 4 many elements, each having a different fail-

t ure distribution, even a failure distribution
;eAt =(I/8)e t /6  , 0>0, exhibiting wearout, then the component will

PDF: f(t) = t > 0 tend to exhibit asymptotically a constant
hazard rate as time goes on 1491.

10 t<O0

Applicability of exponential distribution
CDF: F(t) = I - eA = i -1et/ t > 0 (without a warrantee period) as a hardware

failure model:
R(t): = e " = e-t /  t > 0 Applies to most electronic components

and complex systems (i.e., Central Navigation
NO: = X or 1/0 Computer, Ship Inertial Navigation System,

Guidance Systems, Electrical Interconnects,
MTTF: = I!X oro Power Distribution, Servo-Mechanisms, etc.

... ). Also applicable as a hardware repair
Variance: = 1/\2 or 8 2 model. Has been proposed for several soft-

ware failure models.
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5.2.1.2 With a WarranteePeriod, q. warrantee period qi during which no failure
can occur.

5.2.2 The Binomial Distribution

I -1.0 PMF:1.0J N)RN-x(I.R)f 0<R<I,

" - ' xx:0, 1,2,

0 .0 - N

-1-.0 .0 ,°3.0 0, otherwise

PDF: ft = Xe0- 3k, I?) , t> I? CDF: G(x) i XJ)RN -(1 -R

Mean: 
NR

Variance: NR(-R)or NRQ (Q = l-R)
NOt: = X for t > i

Process:
MTTF: usually not of interest The binomial density function arises from

a Bernoulli process, a process in which an
Variance: = 1/) 2  for t > i? event, such as a success, can occur with con-

stant probability R, or a complementary
Applicability of the exponential distribution event, such as a failure, can occur with con-
(with a warrantee period) as a hardware fail- stant probability Q, (Q = l-R). In each trial
ure model: under these conditions, the form of the bi-

Applies to the same components and sys- nomial PMF shown above, with R repre-
tems shown in § 5.2.1.1, but which have a senting the probability of success per trial,

.60D -60 AM._
" MO- N:10 .320 N 20
R.95 R -. 95 .280 R=.95

.400 -400 .240

N' .200~.300 - S.300 .6

200 .0 A20
.100 100 -0 .
.000 .L00 .00.

0 I 2 3 4 5 0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
x X X

.500 - N-5 .5m N-O .0 N. 20

.400 - . 400 21.9M0 .

S-30-- .2 200
'a .. 150.I

.200 - 200 - I0

.0 -A .00

1 2 3 4 5 0 2 A 6 9I 10 0 2 4 6I 1 10 U

BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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yields the probability, g(N-x), that exactly Process:
N-x successes are obtained in N trials. Ex- The failure process underlying the normal
amples of reliability calculations using bi- has been described in (91. It arises naturally
nomial tables are given in Appendix E, when a component's performance depends on
§ E.l .3. Figure E-3 provides Binomial Tables a critical parameter which, because of manu-
(80% confidence). facturing variability, has an initial value o

that is normally distributed. Assume also that
Applicability of the binomial as a failure this parameter varies during operation so that
model: its value a = u (a0 , t) is a function of time, the

Applies to one-shot devices, failed or suc- unit fails if it exceeds a value a, . Let r be
cessful items in sampled lots. One-shot de- the instant of failure such that u(Or, ao) =
vices commonly found in FBMWS/SWS in- &I or -r=# (a., a). It can be shown that under
clude: igniters, stage separation devices, these conditions r is also distributed normal-
energy transfer system harness, propulsion ly. If the mean life of the item is denoted by
devices such as rocket motors, launcher de- EfIrI = p and a is the standard deviation oft,
vices such as igniters or grain (propellant), with & << p, then the normal failure PDF
warhead fuzing devices, results.

5.2.3 The Normal Distribution Applicability of the normal distribution:
Critical parameters of hardware exhibiting

symmetrical variability, for example when
"..-2 . p-2 times to failure are normally distributed

about some mean value, p. This is often ex-
pected when hardware enters its wearout

aphase. Variables measurements are required.

5.2.4 The Lognormal Distribution
0

20.0 
.

0- 0. 2-0

a -0.3

ay 2 1. .0 .

J 0-1.0

PDF: f(y) =e
I LI~

0< 0t 1.5 2.0 2.S
o< y <0 o>0,

CDF: F(y) = 0(y) 01

% ( )20 f 7 fY e' d -.

/-1.0

Mean: p 2

Variance: o2  2 3
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Note: g and a are parameters of the log- 5.2.5 The Weibulg Distribution
normal distribution. They do not have (two parameter)
the usual meaning of mean and
standard deviation as for the normal
distribution.

FaA.. I

PDF: f(t) V tVT e a. > 0

CDF: F(t) = f fQ) d

R(t): I - F(t) o0__ 1o to 3

MTTF: exp 1(a2/2)+p)]

Variance PDF: I ptp-'e('(/) tO,,,,>O

of t: [exp (C2 + 2)] [exp (02)1 f(t) =t<0

Variance CDF: F(t) -I -

of ln(t): v2

Mean of R(t): e-11a)P
In~): / h(t): pto-,/Wp

Process: MTTF: ar((a+ l)/P)

The lognormal failure process is explained
[91 for a progressive fracture failure mechan- Variance: @2 [F((A e 2)/f) - r2((p + i)/f)J
ism. Let X, < X2 . . . < X. be a sequence
of random variables that denote the sizes of Process:
a fatigue crack at successive stages of its The failure process underlying the Weibull
growth. A proportional effect model is as- failure model has been conceptualized as a
sumed for the growth of these cracks such chain of links; the links are not all equally
that the crack growth at stage i, AXi = X, - strong but are chosen from a population
XiI, is randomly proportional to the size of having a single distribution of breaking
the crack, XW. , and that the item fails when strengths. Stress is applied to the chain as a
the crack size reaches X.. When AX, -. 0, whole and is assumed to be applied equally
as n becomes large, this model leads to the to each link. The chain breaks (component
lognormal failure distribution. fails) when its weakest link fails. Then the

probability distribution of the time to failure
Applicability of the lognormal distribution as of such a component is a Weibull.
a failure model:

Applies to component measurements when Applicability of the Weibull Distribution as a
the distribution of these measurements are failure model:
skewed and the distribution can be normal- Normally applied to strength of structures,
ized by using the logarithms of each measure- electrical connections subjected to physico-
ment. Used for assessing the reliability of chemical degradation. Simple devices which
structural components. Also used as a repair display IFR (e a> I) or DFR (a < 1) charac-
model. teristics.
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5.2.6 Other Distributions Used in and can be made to fit empirically equipment
Reliability Modeling exhibiting infant mortality and wearout.

n. The uniform and truncated uniform
Many more distributions have been used in prior on the Binomial Failure Model.

modeling reliability and availability. The fol- o. The Bivariate exponential model of
lowing list is far from exhaustive, reliability [261 which is applicable to com-

a. The Birnbaum-Saunders Fatigue Life ponents subjected to three different types of
Distribution [9] Applicable to Structures. Poisson disturbances.

b. The Competing-Risk Model 191. Appli- p. The three major types of Extreme-Value
cable to more complex elements, components Distributions 15, 9] used in corrosion prob-
where there is more than one mechanism for lems and in stress-strength interference
failure, models.

c. The Mixed Distribution Models [9). Ap- In addition, many other statistical distribu-
plicable to physical dimensions of mass pro- tions are used in software reliability and as
duced items. Reliability Growth models.

d. The General Distribution to time to fail-
ure 191. Applicable to truly complex el- 5.3 SELECTION OF A FAILURE MODEL
ements. components or equipments which
display a typical "bathtub" hazard rate. This paragraph treats the problem of what

e. The Piecewise Linear Models [24]. Ap- to do when failure data are available and one
plicable to complex items for which an empir- is confronted with a preliminary selection of
ical "bathtub" hazard rate is modeled by models for the data at hand. A suggested
means of linear segments of the form h(t) = procedure is presented next in the form of a
ai - bi (ti - ti. 1 ). roadmap.

f. The Polynomial Reliability Model 1241.
Applicable to complex items susceptible to 5.3.1 Roadmap for the Selection of a
being modeled empirically by a polynomial of Failure Model
high degree.

g. The mixed distribution method of Figure 5-4 shows the various factors and
Calvin 1251. This method makes use of a options involved in the selection of a failure
single continuous equation to describe a model when test data are available. The road-
"bathtub" reliability model. Known failure map recognizes that components placed on
mechanisms of the component are incor- test may fall into any one of three categories
porated in the model through an "additive" of design maturity, namely: (a) a fully mature
procedure. Up to two unknown failure proc- design, (b) a partially mature design and (c) a
esses can be considered to build up the bath- new, immature design. The roadmap also
tub curve, recognizes that test data generated and used

h. The Bayesian Beta prior and conjugate for point, interval and trend estimates of com-
Beta posterior of the binomial failure model ponent reliability may be any one of the
191. following: (I) times to failure, (2) cycles to

i. The Bayesian Beta prior and conjugate failure, or (3) pass/fail data; it may include
Beta posterior of the negative binomial failure also (or only) stress/strength or other var-
model 191. iables (parameter) performance data. The

j. The Bayesian gamma prior and conjugate type of equipment or component tested will
gamma posterior of the exponential failure normally dictate the type of data generated
model 191. and collected (also see section 9).

k. The Bayesian Inverted gamma prior and
conjugate inverted gamma posterior of the S.3.1.1 Test of Data for Homogeneity
Weibull failure model 191.

I. The General Failure Rate Function After data, e.g. failure, stress/strength
Model 1 26i which can be made to fit empir- parameters, etc. are at hand, one of the first
ically many types of data. questions to be answered is: Are the test data

m. The Mixed Weibull-Gamma Distribu- homogeneous? That is, did the sample data all
tion Model 1261 which has a bathtub shape come from the same parent population? In
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real life, a positive answer generally requires chronological order. If there is reliability
that all hardware items used in the test sample prowth, times between failures become larger,
have been built from the same drawing, and and the plot is concave down. If reliability
under manufacturing operations that were in decays, times between failure become smaller,
a state of statistical control. Items built to a and the plot is concave up (see figure 5-5).
mature design and under fully developed man- Fgr a quantitative trend- test for time to
ufacturing procedures and controls are ex- failure data, Laplace's test can be employed
pected to yield homogeneous failure data or as indicated in [ 11. Assume that x failures
stress/strength variables performance data have been experienced during a test.
under similar test conditions. Conversely, Laplace's test uses the u statistic of Equation
items built to a changing design or under (5-I) which is almost distributed as N(0, I)
changing manufacturing processes are expect- for x > 3.
ed to yield non-homogeneous data because of
inherent differences in the makeup of the test t1
items. In many instances the analyst may have 1i t 1
a high confidence, based on a review of the u=-\-- -- (12x)0 ' (5-1)
above factors and their relevance to a specific
application, that the test data are either T, which is generally unknown, is approx-
homogeneous or non-homogeneous. If any imated by the largest time to failure observed.
doubt exists, the analyst should find one or The null hypothesis of the test (see Appen-
more of the following statistical techniques dix C is that the data originates from a'
helpful in conducting homogeneity analyses: dimoe)es hat Proces fromis
trend analysis based on hypothesis testing (see Homogeneous Poisson Process (HPP). If u is
an example below), preparation of sample small, reliability growth is probably happen-
frequency distributions (see an example in ing. If u is large, reliability degradation is the
§ 5.4.4), or quality control chart analysis likely situation.
[501. Example:

Homogeneity Test by Trend Analysis Six failures occur at times 0.5 day, I day, 2
As stated in [11, the simplest means to days, 2 weeks, 6 weeks, and 16 weeks for an

detect a trend is visually, by plotting cumula- element which is replaced on tet.t after repair
tive number of failures versus cumulative and modification. Assume times to repair and
operating time, using data in its original modify are negligible. Testing terminates at

100 X

,90- X
x

q 80- X
U. Xo
0c - 0

Go- X 0o

so0- X 0
X0

>W- 0 X 0 RELIABILITY GROWTH
0 X

S20- 0 X X RELIABILITY DECAY
10- oxX

CUMULATIVE TEST TIME (WEEKS)

Filpe 5-5. Visual Reliability Trend Analysis
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20 weeks. Clearly this element has undergone For the purpose of further analysis and to
reliability growth. But how sure are we of indicate that time reordering by magnitude is
this? The ti's (interval between failures), in taking place, we relabel, such that:
weeks, are 0.07, 0.07, 0.14, 1.71,4, and 10;
x = 6;T = 10; u = -1.97. t(,) 2, t(2 ) = 5, 3) 6, t(4 ) = 7, t(s) = 8,

A cumulative normal distribution table t(6  II t = 12 t 14 () = 16 t
[131 indicates that the critical region to the , t(11) = '1 2)--9
left of -1.97 is 0.0244, so that the data pre-
sented fails the HPP (null) hypothesis at the Figure 5-9 shows a hazard sketch (ordinary
2.5% level of significance (since 2.5% is still graph paper) of these ordered times to failure
>0.0244), i.e. data is non-homogeneous. data. The usual approximation, based on the

Several additional methods of trend detec- mean rank, for the hazard rate at the ith
tion are presented in [21 and [3]. ordered failure time t (i) is given by:

Returning to figure 5-4, it is observed that
if the results of the homogeneity test indicate htv)]= l/t(i.,,- t(,] [x-i+ I) t (5-2)
the failure data to be non-homogeneous, the
use of a R growth model is warranted For small samples, however, say for x < 8,aubetteraapprximationobaseion thermedia
(§ 5.4.4). If the data are judged to be homo- a better approximation based on the median
geneous, the data should next be analyzed to rank (5, page 311 or (71 is given by:
determine the appropriate failure model. h jIt J-t,,,] [x-i+0.7] (5-3)

5.3.1.2 Selection ofa Failure Model Based Using equation 5-2 on the data above one
on Hazard Rate Sketching or encounters a problem. The last two to)s,
Hazard Rate Plotting tts) and t(12) are equal and the apnroxima-

u tion to the hazard rate goes to infinity in this
The next step to failure model selection is case at t(11 . Before deciding what to do

sketching or plotting the data. Hazard rate about it, one may sketch the hazard rate using
scetching which works for time to failure data (5-2) up to t(10 ) = 17 (see figure 5-9). The

reordered by magnitude, consists in sketching hazard rate thus drawn shows a rapid increase.
an approximation to the hazard rate of the One cannot include 3(t(,)) in the sketch but
failure data at hand and comparing visually (t(, I)) - - does not any longer seem odd
the sketch obtained with the theoretical when one attempts to draw a smooth dashed
hazard rates of the main probability models, line tvr represent a probable hazard rate
as illustrated in figures 5-6 through 5-8. through the points. Perhaps that line should

Notice that, for the three distributions con- be boldly inflected upward near t = 19 to
sidered, the following results are always true. indicate that "R(t(t,)) is not so much an

"outlier" as an indication of rapidly in-Exponential: The hazard rate is a constant creasing trend. However, 1(t )) could have
(O or I/O) been an outlier. Hazard rate s etching has the

Normal: The hazard rate increases drawback of being "noisy" in the sense that
Weibull: The hazard rate increases it magnifies the effect of a bad point. Should

(%3> I), remains constant such an "'outlier" be suspected, it is better to
I ), or decreases (P < I) include it in a preliminary sketch than to dis-

miss it as unrepresentative before viewing its
Example of Hazard Rate Sketching Based on effect.
Times to Failure Since the data sketched in figure 5-9 were

times to failure, reference to figures 5-7 and
Times of failure of the example of 5-8 indicate that both the Normal and the

§ 5.3.1.2 were originally labeled: Weibull are candidate distributions for times
to failure. At this point a Goodness-of-Fit

t I 12, t2a 6, t3 = 19, t 4 = 17, ts = 2, t6 test of the data could be made to check con-
8, t7 = 16, t= 7, t9 = 14, too = 19, t, = formance of the data to each of the two can-

I and to, 5. didate distributions. If neither distribution
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were rejected by the Goodness of Fit test, The data on this page have been gathered
the analyst should select that distribution or calculated:
more easily applied. The Weibull hazard plot corresponding to

these data points is shown in figure 5-10. The
Example of Weibull Hazard Rate Plotting plot is of ordered times to failure vs cumu-

lative hazard rate, and is a straight line for the
Special graph paper is commercially avail- Weibull on log-log graph paper.

able for Weibull Hazard Rate Plotting [201, The advantage of hazard rate plotting, as
1211. On this graph paper, the hazard rate expounded in (171, (181, and 1191 is that it
from Weibull failure times appears as a accommodates arbitrarily censored data.
straight line. The graph paper also allows the Hazard rate paper also exists for the Log-
estimation of e and P (see § 5.2.5) with normal, and is simple to construct for the
simple geometric constructions. exponential [ 181.

Ordered Failure Ordered Time Empirical Hazard Cumulative
No. to Failure h 4t(j)] 1t +0I''t(J] [n-i+ i1- Hazard
(i) t()

(1) 0.1 .00000 .00000
(2) 0.1 .08621 .08621
(3) 0.5 .08928 .17549
(4) 0.9 .12346 .24895
(5) 1.2 .01923 .31818
(6) 3.2 .02857 .34675
(7) 4.6 .02451 .37126
(8) 6.3 .03344 .40471
(9) 7.6 .00797 .41268

(10) 13.3 .00134 .41403
(11) 48.7 .00500 .46187
(12) 48.7 .04785 .50972
(13) 49.8 .00245 .51218
(14) 82.4 .03267 .54486
(15) 84.2 .00086 .54572
(16) 156.4 .01418 .55991
(17) 161.1 .01347 .57338
(18) 166.4 .00059 .57398
(19) 296.0 .00303 .57701
(20) 323.5 .00411 .58112
(21) 345.6 .00265 .58377
(22) 383.3 .00703 .59081
(23) 399.1 .00625 .59706
(24) 419.1 .00068 .59774
(25) 628.0 .01666 .61441
(26) 638.0 .00061 .61502
(27) 963.6 .00119 .61622
(28) 1173.0 .00043 .61737
(29) 1529.9 .00021
(30) 3833.9
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paper, the cumulative percentage points
should fall on or close to a straight line, as in
figure 5-15, § 5.4.2.3.2. If the frequency dis-

,,. tribution is skewed (as for Peak Pressure in
figure 5-14, § 5.4.23.2), one should plot the
data on another candidate probability density
paper, eg.. loinormal probability paper. If a
linear trend is observed (as in figure 5-16,
" 5.4.23.2), one may assume the sample data

! came from a Lognormal population.I

5.3.1.5 Verification (or Refutation) of the
Applicability of the Candidates
Failure Model by a Goodness-of-Fit
Test*

SfMO t a[I . . . . Il • t,. tt

...... The last step in the selection of a failure

Figrm S-10. Weibull Hazard Plot model (figure 5-4) is to perform a goodness-
of-fit test of the sample data to each can-
didate failure model. The two dominant

5.3.1.3 Selection of a Failure Model Based on goodness-of-fit tests described in statistical
Trend Plots of Failure Probability textbooks [31, [9) are the Kolmogorov-
(Cycles to Failure and Pass/Fail Data) Smirnov Test and the Chi-Square Test. These

The objectives of this step will generally tests are also discussed in Appendix C.

have been accomplished in the homogeneity A Goodness-of-Fit Test for the Weibull
tests of cycles to failure and pass/fail data
cited in the early steps of figure 5-4. If not A Goodness-of-Fit test applicable to un-
done previously, moving averages of the test censored or censored samples of the two-
data can be plotted to display presence or parameter Weibull is described in [46]. A
absence of significant trends. Absence of a more accessible presentation of the same
significant trend, plus random scatter of method is given in [5].
plotted points within postulated two-sided This method consists in calculating the
binomial distribution control limits, would statistic
support a conclusion that the test data came
from a population with constant failure
probability; hence the use of binomial failure In tO+,) - In t(i
model would be warranted. ______

5.3.1.4 Plot of Test Data in Frequency S= i:I2]+i (5-4)
Distribution Form K-I

A graphic portrayal of the test data in M,' I
frequency distribution form (Figure 5-12) is iin
very helpful in displaying symmetrical or
asymmetrical properties of the distribution 9Note of Caution: Confidence in the results of aof stress/strength/parameter performance goodness-of.fit test is influenced greatly by aple
daaf symmretical, bell-shaperfrquncy size. Sample sizes of the order of 100 or more are
data. A symmetrical, cell-shaped frequency generally required to be reasonably confident of
distribution (as for Action Time in figure rejecting a bad failure model. When ample sizes
5-14, § 5.4.2.3.2) would be considered as used are appreciably less than 100, the analyst
evidence that the parent distribution is Nor- may frd that no candidate failure model will be
real. Also, when sample data from a Normal rejected, irrespective of the number of models
population are plotted on Normal probability analyzed.
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(i) to) La t(j) u(f)-Ln t,,, I)-Ln to u(i)/M i Zu)/M1

1 0.1 -2.303 0 1.020551 0 0
2 0.1 -2.303 1.609 0.521285 3.087 3.087
3 0.5 -0.693 0.588 0.355415 1.654 4.741
4 0.9 -0.105 0.288 0.272945 1.054 5.795
5 1.2 0.182 0.981 0.223885 4.381 10.176
6 3.2 1.163 0.363 0.191578 1.894 12.070
7 4.6 1.526 0.314 0.168899 1.862 13.933
8 6.3 1.841 0.188 0.152286 1.232 15.164
9 7.6 2.028 0.560 0.139783 4.003 19.168

10 13.3 2.588 1.298 0.130219 9.967 29.135
11 48.7 3.866 0.000 0.122871 0.000 29.135
12 48.7 3.866 0.022 0.117274 0.190 29.325
13 49.8 3.908 0.504 0.113132 4.451 33.777
14 82.4 4.412 0.022 0.110268 0.196 33.973
15 84.2 4.433 0.619 0.108598 5.702 39.675
16 156.4 5.052 0.030 0.108124 0.274 39.948
17 161.1 5.082 0.032 0.108944 0.297 40.246
18 166.4 5.114 0.576 0.111289 5.175 45.421
19 296.0 5.690 0.089 0.115596 0.769 46.189
20 323.5 5.779 0.066 0.122683 0.539 46.728
21 345.6 5.845 0.104 0.134165 0.772 47.500
22 383.3 5.949 0.040 0.153650 0.263 47.763
23 399.1 5.989 0.049 0.191137 0.256 48.019
24 419.1 6.038 0.404 0.289773 1.396 49.414
25 628.0 6.443

where [x/21 denotes the greatest integer The hypothesis that the 1st 25 ordered times
• x/2, i.e. for x=25, [x/2) = 12. The Mi and of the given sample are Weibull is there-
the critical values of S have been tabulated fore accepted. If one wished to include the

5] for i= 3 ()25. 5 points which have not been considered, one
The test cannot be directly applied to the would also perform the test on the last 25

data of § 5.3.1.3 because it exceeds 25 data points.
points, but since the method is applicable to Goodness-of-Fit Tests for the Normal
censored data, it is at least possible to take
the first 25 ordered times and perform a Lilliefors modification of the Kolmogorov-
Goodness-of-Fit test on these points. Smirnov Test (16, 51 applies to distributions

which are assumed to be, under the null
From the entries in the last column of the hypothesis, normal with unknown p and a.
data on this page: Since this test applies to lognormal repair

times as well, if the logarithms of the repair
S = 49.414 - 29.325 = 0.407. times are considered instead of the repair

49.414 times themselves, an example of application
of this test to data transformed to normal is

The critical value of S at a = 5% level of sig- shown in appendix C j C. 1. Another
nificance is 0.65 in the referenced tables goodness-of-fit test for the normal is the
I5-Appendix 131. Even for a = 25% level of Shapiro and Wilks W- Test illustrated in
significance, the critical value of S is still 0.56. figure 5-17.
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Goodness-of-Fit Test for the Exponential (§ 5.1.1) from which failure data are ob-
tained and the mathematical technique used.

Lilliefors modification of the Kolmogorov- This point will be made clear in the following
Smirnov test for the exponential case is useful subparagraphs. As stated in § 5.1.3 the most
both in reliability and availability assessment desirable R and A estimator are the unbiased
and is illustrated in appendix C § C. I. and minimum variance ones.

5.4 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT 5.4.1.1.1 Maximum Likelihood (ML)
METHODS AND ILLUSTRATED Point Estimations of X, 9, R, and
APPLICATIONS Calculations of X. (upper

confidence limit of X).
Once the model (distribution) has been de- o

termined, the data must be analyzed to pro- Another method for obtaining reliability
vide reliability assessment. This subsection estimates is the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
contains basic descriptions of the principal Method. ML estimates for type II censoring
and current methods used for assessing hard- without and with replacement and type I
ware (and software) reliability. They include censoring without and with replacement
the following in their order of presentation: situations are presented.

§ 5.4.1 Classical Methods 5.4.1.1.1.1 Type II Censoring without
§ 5.4.2 Variables Reliability Methods Replacement

Based on the Normal Distribution
§ 5.4.3 R Assessment Method Based on It is shown by making use of order-statis-

Stress-Strength Interference Model tics in [91 that the ML estimator of 0 for
§ 5.4.4 Methods for Assessing R Growth failure truncated tests is:
§ 5.4.5 Rubinstein Method
§ 5.4.6 Bayesian Methods 0=( Ti +(n-x)i.') /x (5-5)
§ 5.4.7 Methods for adjusting R Estima- rpsn t

mation, Derating and Uprating. where n is the number of items on test, t,
represents the time to failure of each item on

Illustrated applications of these methods are test since the beginning of testing, andt x the
provided, time to failure of the last item to fail.

5.4.1 Classical Methods for Estimating Example Type II. Censoring Without Re-
Hardware (and Software) Reliability placement:

Classical methods used for estimating hard- Assume that 1 5 exponential items are put
ware (and software) reliability are loosely on test and the decision is made to stop test-
defined as those reliability point, interval and ing after the 8th failure. The recorded times
trend estimation techniques based upon fun- to failure in mission equivalents are:
damental statistical distributions including the ii = 2.504, i 2 

= 4.877, f - 7.657, f4 - 11.170,
Binomial, Exponential, Normal and Weibull. fs = 14.675, [6 - 25.423, f7 - 28.075, and
These methods are documented in summary
form in figure 5-1 1. Their applications are fs = 57.588.
illustrated on a sample basis below. Then, from equation 5-5:

5.4.1.1 Reliability Point and Interval 0= [ 151.%9 + (15-8) (57.588)]/8 - 69.385 missions,

Estimation Using the Exponential
Model

d =/Z = 0.0144123 failure/mission
Point and interval estimation formulas and and 0

results depend on the testing procedure R (For I mission) = et) = 0.9857
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It must be noted that, in the ML method actual X expresses the occurrence of one in
it is permissible to replace a parameter by its five chances of failing to do so from a random
estimate in a function to obtain a proper sample (80% confidence).
estimate of the function. Other methods do
not generally have this property. 5.4.1.1.1.2 Type I! Censoring with

The ML method does not guarantee un- Replacement
biasedness of the estimate, however, and
while f is unbiased for thistype of test with It is shown in [91, that:
exponential components, , is not. An un-
biased estimate of X is given by: = x/Nt, (5-8)

(x-l\ -XUnbiased = X) (5-6) ),U = X2s-;2/2~ 59
I -a; 2ed x /(4t (5-9)

For the data above: Jnbie = 0.0126 108 fail-
ures/mission. Example Type II. Censoring with Replace-

The upper confidence limit, )., for X, is ment:
given in [9] (also see Appendix D § D.I) by:

Assume N = 15 and the same data as in
)Lu = 'X 2 - ;21 /2x (5-7) § 5.4.1.1.1.1, then:

For a confidence -y = 0.8 = 1-,, from Ap- X = 8/(15) (57.588)

pendix E, figure E-1. = 0.00926119 failures/mission

4.8;16 = 20.465 and, at the 80% confidence level:

therefore X, = (20.465)/(30) (57.588)

= 0.0 118456 failures/missionA,, 0 .0 184341 failures/mission

5.4.1. 1.1.3 Type I Censoring without
If only N = 8 items had been placed on test Replacement

and the same times to failure had been ob-
tained, then the use of the same formulae Again from [9], we have:
would have given:

= (151.969 +0) = 18.996 missions I=x/(T" + (N-x) T) (5-10)
8

S= 054 flwhere T is the preassigned test duration.^ -0.0526427 failures/mission

0" is unbiased for this tyve of test with ex-
. = X- ponential components, but ? is biased.

x The problem of obtaining a theoretically

= 0.046062 failures/missions satisfying lower confidence limit on 0 is
shown to be extremely complex in [9, p. 173-

(0.0526427) (20.465) 174), where only a conservative solution is16 provided.

= 0.0673333 failures/mission 5.4.1.1.1.4 Type I Censoring with
Replacement

The uncensored test is of special interest
since the original data were obtained from a From 191,
Monte-Carlo simulation with X selected to be
0.07. The fact that Xu did not bracket the A = x/NT (5-11)
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Again T is unbiased but 90 I/T is biased. If N is large with respect to the population
An unbiased estimator of'fis M of components, i.e., N/M > 0.1, the hyper-

S 2) geometric distribution should be used, rather
Ub (5-12) than the binomial [ I , p. 40-431.x+1 If testing is effected on a variable number

of units N until x failures occur, then the
A conservative formulation for vw from appropriate PMF for N considered as a ran-

191, also derived from a different viewpoint dom variable is not the binomial but the
in Appendix D § D.1 is: negative binomial. This method of sampling

for defectives (which is sometimes preferred
X21 -_;2x+/ (5-13) because it is less costly than Bernoulli sam-

pling when expensive units are destroyed in
Example Type I. Censoring with Replacement testing, for instance) is called Pascal sampling

[121.
A test with a single replaceable item on test Reliability assessments which make use of

is to run for 100 missions. The ordered times the binomial PMF and CDF are illustrated
to failure, in missions, are: in this subparagraph by means of the follow-

ing examples.
fi = 0.045, i 2 = 0.538, f3 = 4.000, f4 = 8.303,
is = 12.518,t 6 = 23.962, and f7 = 32.350. Example. Pass/Fail or Bernoulli Data:

Then: Twenty-five one-shot items are test fired.
Test results show one item out of 25 failed

X = 7/(1) (100) performance requirements.
0.0700000 failures/mission Denoting the number of items on test by

N, the. number of successful items by s and

14.285 the number of failed items by x, then:'= = 14.2857 missions

R = siN (5-14)

'Unbised = 12.50000 missions or R = (N-x)/N (5-15)

A and the lower reliability limit satisfies the
And at the 80% confidence level, relation:

X . 4 .8 ;,,6 /(2)(100) n

.102325 failures/mission L( ) RLN'i(I-RL)i (5-16)

The data in this example were obtained For the data presented:
with a Monte-Carlo simulation of the ex-
ponential where the "true" value of X was set 24
to be 0.05 failures/mission. R =- =096

25

5.4.1.2 Reliability Assessment Point and and, solving iteratively for RL, L = .80,
Interval Estimation Using the
Binomial Model

0.8 = )RL 2S-i (IR )i.
The binomial is applicable in life-testing i=2 "

situations when times to failure are unknown
or irrelevant. Also, the binomial is applicable RL = 0.8849
in Bernoulli from large lots, or sampling with
replacement, so that reliability may be as- This value for RL can also be read directly
sumed to remain constant in successive trials, from figure E-3 in Appendix E.

5-25
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Note: The data for this case was actually f, = 2.6003, f 2 = 3.1467,13 = 3.0685,
Monte-Carlo simulated with a true R = 0.91. f4 = 3.2501, and f. = 1.8684.

Example. Cyclic Data: Assume that, even though it is difficult to

A replaceable item is put on test for 100 discriminate with only 5 failures between a
cycle. rEachable is u s if tetem s 1 normal distribution of failure times and other

cycles. Each cycle is a success if the item is distributions, the data is indeed normally
operating after the cycle. The test results distributed.
produce I failure in the 100 cycle test.

Equations 5-15 and 5-16 still apply to this Then a point estimate of MTTF is:
situation, but N becomes n, the number of
test cycles, s is now the number of successful (
cycles, and x, the number of failed cycles. I=; f /x (5-17)
Then:

= 99/100 =0.99, and also, as usual for the Normal:

RL = 0.9703 (from figure E-3) ?o = - 1 (f. - f)2 (5-18)

where L = 0.80
A lower limit at L confidence for MTTF is

Assume that a mission requires 10 cycles. The obtained by:
probability of completing a mission is I I
(PcYcie)' 0 where Porte is the probability of MTTFL = MTTF-t o/'x (5-19)
completing a cycle. Therefore,

where tL;a-I is the L-percentile of the
Pcyce = R and PcycICL = RL Student-t distribution with x-I degrees of

freedom.
r then RMISSIjfl = (0.-99)0 = 0.9044 For the given data:

kand RL 4-(0.9703)10 0.7397
MUion (0 3 .9 = 13.934/'5 = 2.7868 missions,

[Caution: The component lower bounds on a = 0.57048 and
reliability cannot be used (combined) in a (' .533) (0.5 7048)
system model to obtain a system lower MTTFL = 2.7868 - 22
bound.) 2.2361

= 2.3957 missions

5.4.1.3 Reliability Assessment for where L = 0.80.
Normal Times to Failure

A simple example will be given here to A simplistic approach to find an 80% lower
illustrate one possible application of the bound on reliability is to assume
Normal model (see § 5.2.3).

a =$and M'flF = MTTFL.
Example, When Times to Failure are Nor-

mally Distributed: This leads to

A single replaceable item is put on test RL * Normal (a 2.3457, a - 0.57048) * 0.993
until five failures are observed. The times to
failure in mission are: where L - 0.80.
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Note: The data were obtained from a Monte- here but an approximate equation [ I l I is
Carlo simulation of normally distributed used. This equation is:
times to failure with actual MTTF = 2.5 and
actual a = 0.5 KR =K/[0+ )1fr3/x:] (5-21)

5.4.2 Variables Reliability Methods
Based on the Normal Distribution In equation 5-2 1, KR is the normal deviate

for the reliability sought, K is the tolerance
An important use of the normal distribu- factor obtained as K = (X - LCLS)/s or

tion in the assessment of product reliability (UCLS - X3)/s, N is the test sample size and
is as a basic PDF for the "variables" method. X' is the chi-square CDF with o = I -3y.
The variables method applies when reliability
is best defined in terms of performance var- Example, Two-Sided Case
iables, such as a re-entry angle of attack for
a missile, or critical parameters, such as a Assume that n = 5, X is measured to be 8,
current or an applied difference of potential s 0.484, LCLS = 6, UCLS = 10, then
being within critical limits, rather than in K = 4.09. Assume also that the desired con-
terms of success of failure attributes. In most fidence - is 0.80, then X= 2 =

cases, the variables method assumes that the = 1.648 (for 4 degrees of freedom)-. Equat ion
performance parameter is normally distrib- 5-21 gives Ki, = 2.39 which is the normal
uted or can be normalized by transformation, deviate corresponding to RL = 0.992 at 80%
with a true unknown mean, A, and standard confidence. If another confidence level were
deviation, a. At the end of testing, the initial selected, the RL would not be 0.992. KR,
parameter sample mean, X', and sample devia- hence the reliability could also be specified,
tion, s, are available to estimate reliability at and the confidence of reliability computed if
the desired confidence level. With these desired.
sample statistics, reliability calculations are If LCLS and UCLS are not symmetric
performed using tolerance factors available in about X, the calculation of reliability and
many statistical texts [e.g., (1I, p. 311-318)1. confidence is much more involved 15 1).

5.4.2.1 Two-Sided Case 5.4.2.2 One-Sided Case

The two-sided case deals with the propor- Often, a parameter will lead to a failure
tion (reliability) of a parameter X that lies only if it exceeds or is below a critical value.
between X - Ks = LCLS and X + Ks = UCLS, In this case, a one-sided equation is formed.
at confidence ', where LCLS is the lower either P[P(X < X + Ks) < RI = -f or
critical limit specification, UCLS is the upper PIP(X < X - Ks) < R1 = -f. Tables of one-
critical limit specification, and - and s are sided tolerance factors 1131 tabulated against
measured from test data. It is assumed that R and ' permit combinations of R and y to
LCLS and UCLS are symmetric about X. be found which satisfy these equations.
Mathematically, Appendix E presents a table of one-sided

tolerance factors in figure E-5.
P(P(X-Ks <X<X+Ks)> RI = - (5-20) Alternately, an approximation formula

1141 can be used, as follows:
where R is reliability. KR = K- K. -+k 2 /2f (5-22)

Tables of two-sided tolerance factors 1131,
tabulated against R and ' allow combinations where K = (SL-X)/s, SL is the one-sided
of R and -, to be found which satisfy (5-20). specification limit, KI is the normal deviate
Appendix E, figures E-4 and E-5, provide at confidence y, K,, is the normal deviate for
tables of two-sided tolerance factors at the the reliability sought.
50 and 80 percent confidence levels. To illus- For example, if K equals 2.31 for N = 10
trate the method, tables are not employed items on test, and -y is selected as 0.95, then
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1.645, and KR = 1.274. From a table of reliability for each variable, where reliabil-
OK normal deviates: R = 0.899 (at 95 con- ity of the variable is defined as the propor-
fidence). tion of the parent population within the spec-

ified tolerance interval. Finally, the reliability
5.4.2.3 Demskey's Extension of the Variables estimates for all variables are combined by

Method means of a mathematical model to obtain
point and lower confidence limit estimates of

The variables technique (VAEP] proposed device reliability.
by Demskey [ 141 is applicable when reliabil- In many instances normally distributed
ity is defined entirely in terms of the prob- data are not to be expected and transforma-
ability that one or more performance var- tion is necessary or desirable. Efforts to
iables will jointly take values within specified establish or attain reasonable normality of
limits. In addition, the distribution of each variables data are justified by the mathemat-
variable must be continuous and definable by ical efficiency and ease of application of that
its low-order moments. Test data consist of distribution, by the availability of published
repeated measurements of the variables taken tolerance limit factors for that distribution,
under conditions pertinent to the mission. and because many statistical tests of hypoth-
The data for each variable are tested for eses presume normality of the parent popula-
goodness-of-fit to a normal distribution. If tions.
the fit is unacceptable, various transforma- Nevertheless, instances arise when error
tions of the data are tried until an acceptable associated with the use of normal theory are
normal fit is achieved. Then tolerance limit unacceptable and it is necessary to work di-
theory is applied to obtain point and con- rectly with untransformed data. Moreover,
fidence limit estimates of reliability for each tolerance intervals can be computed directly
variable. The calculated limits within which for many distributions of interest, including
a predicted proportion of a normal popula- the exponential, Weibull, extreme value,
tion will fall are defined by X ± KRcD(S, Cauchy and logistic [71. Thus, if there is an a
where the subscripts denote reliability, con- priori reason to believe that data are distrib-
fidence, sample size and degrees of freedom uted according to one of these forms, trans-
(usually n-1), respectively*, and where s is formation may not be necessary. Non-
the sample standard deviation, parametric (distribution free) tolerance in-

Quantitative data are obtained for each tervals may also be computed using tables
variable for each unit of a test sample. The provided by Somerville 181. However, reliabil
data for each variable are examined to esti- ity estimates based on non-parametric tol-
mate the distribution of the parent popula- erance intervals will be less precise than those
tion. Examination may include the prepara- developed from data derived from known dis-
tion of a frequency distribution of the sample tributions and should be used only if all else
data, a plot of the data on probability paper, fails.
a test for goodness-of-fit to an assumed dis- 5.4.2.3.1 Model for Independent Variabks
tribution, or a test for normality such as the
W-test[2] ,[3]. If the parent population isW-tet[2,13. Iftheparnt ppultio isLet the reliability of an equipment be de-
non-normal, a function is determined and ap-
plied to transform the sampling distribution termined by the numerical values taken by
into a normal distribution. The mean p and each of m continuously distributed inde-
the standard deviation a of the normal pop- pendent variables X,, X2 .... 'X with lower
ulation are then estimated from the normal- and upper specification limits Li and U, re-
ized sample data. Tolerance limit theory for spectively, where i=1. 2, ... , m. The equip-
normal distributions is applied to obtain a ment fails if any of the m variables fall out-
point estimate and lower confidence limit side its specification limits. The general

reliability series model then is:
__________R- IP(L, <X,<U1 )I IP(L2 <X2 <U2)J

*Tables of KRtcn t are provided in Figures E-S through (5-23)
E.7. ..... JP(L, ' X, <U.)
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or 5.4.2.3.3 Computation of Tolerance Factors

R 1i Ri  (5-24) The limits within which a predicted propor-
iF I tion of a normal population will fall are de-

Omission of one or more relevant param- fined by X ± KRCnfS, where X is the sample

eters from the model will usually result in mean and where the subscripts denote respec-

optimistically high reliability estimates; con- tively, reliability, confidence, sample size and

versely, inclusion of non-relevant parameters degrees of freedom (usually n-I), and s is the

in the model will often result in underesti- sample standard deviation:

mating the reliability.
If an equipment is in a success state when , (x i 

- )2
any one of its m variables takes a value within s = (5-28)
specified limits, the reliability model is that of -I
a parallel system. These limits converge to the familiar X ± Ks

= Ifor large samples, where the unsubscripted KR = 1 - n (I-Ri)  (5-25) is the standard normal deviate. A tolerance
i=1 factor may be estimated for a given specifica-

5.4.2.3.2 Model for Dependent Variables tion limit (SL) by:

SL-X
When reliability is high and t = I mission, KRc- f - (5-29)

Xi - I - R,. For this case equipment reliabil-
ity, when the variables are correlated (depen-dent, isestiate by he mdelOne-sided factors can be computed using the
dent), is estimated by the model relationships:

R= 1- I: - )TP (5-26) n 2f [(2(f)
i= I I m2  itIl i ji KRCnf= (5-30)

where:

in = number of performance variables in where K. and K, are, respectively, the stan-
the model. dard normal deviate for reliability R and con-

PU= significant simple coefficient of cor- fidence C, n is sample size and f is degrees of
relation between ith and jth variable, freedom. Two-sided factors are obtained

pi = significant coefficient of multiple using:
correlation for the ith variable, hold-
ing constant the effects of the jth, KRCnf /__ 5-3)R
kth, etc. variables. It may be inter- 2n\2h + K /
preted as the simple coefficient of
correlation between the actual valuer where 2 is the chi-square statistic for con-
of the ith variable and those predict- fidenceA with f degrees of freedom. In the
ed by regressing that variable against absence of tolerance limit tables*J201, these
all the others. equations can be used to estimate reliability

In the case where the model variables are or confidence by solving for KR or 4 and
mutually independent the correlation coeffi- referring these computed statistics to pub-
cents are all identically zero and the model lished tables of the standard normal distribu-
reduces to (see equation 5-24): tion or chi-square distribution.

R = I R" I - (5-27) *Limited one-sided and two-sided tolerance factors
are available in Appendix E.
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Having computed Y.Rcnf from test data by 5.4.2.3.4 Outliers
means of equation 5-29, point and interval
reliability estimates for the ith model variable Data classified as outliers by the Dixon test
are computed by reference to tabular values 191 or similar tests, and not explainable as
of Kafc. Ri is the reliability tabulated for test errors, can be treated as observations
Kac3 f at confidence C = .50. Ri is the reli- from subpopulations. When there are two or
ability tabulated at confidence C = .80. more outlier data points, the mean and var-

Then a series subsystem point estimate it is iance of the subpopulation are estimated in
obtained from equation 5-26 or 5-27 depend- the usual manner. A single datum is taken as
ing on whether the dependent or independent an estimate of the subpopulation mean; the
model is used. A confidence interval estimate subpopulation's variance is assumed to be
for a dependent serial system is: identical to that of the main population.

Statistics resulting from the main sample and
Sd,2 outlier sample are frequency-weighted.

R =For a single outlier, the failure rate modelRL - LlIi is:
R Li= i2(5-32) is: I- n-I

-X0 +- X P(5-37)

+ nd.I2L 1 faiur rate
+ 3 , Pioi+I)I )

where 1, and XP are the point failure rate
estimates for the outlier and main group

For an independent serial system: respectively. The weighted estimate of failure
rate is then used in the point and interval

r d21 reliability equations exactly as an unweighted
RL = R-R 2: (5-33) estimate would be used.

=IL RiJ Example, variables model

In both of the above: Fifty solid rocket motors are test fired;
r di = Ri- RL i  (5-34) thrust-time profile and chamber pressure

(psia) measurements are tabulated below as
peak pressure and action time (Figures 5-12

For a parallel system of identical independent and 5-13). The logarithms of peak pressure
elements. the point estimate is: values are added to the tables for subsequent

use in developing reliability estimates.
-- Frequency distributions using ordered test

R 1 1 - X i (5-35) data are shown in figure 5-14, parts l and 2.

Action time is plotted on normal probability
and the confidence limit estimate is paper, figure 5-15. Peak pressure is plotted on

log normal probability paper, figure 5-16.
(5-36) Several statistical quantities required forRL =R - n d* (5-36) analysis are computed.

When zero failures are observed, an adjust- nT So
ment can be made to obtain a finite estimate
of variance and hence of the confidence in-
terval. The adjustment is to redefine the com-
ponent point estimate as 9 = n/4 in the con- IT2 = 723,024.39
fidence interval equation 5-36.

Series-parallel configurations can be treated (6005.7)2
by stepwise reduction to an equivalent series (ZT)2 /nT = (6005"7) = 721,368.6498
model. 50
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Action KPvak Log I'. jk Action Peak Lot Peak
TsI Tin Preairv ,, resure Ordinal Time. Plenum. I N-urC
Unit T P . Inde% T P Z

Numbcr ( Iomh (plm) Io p-I i fseconds) (1,a) (log p141)

1 114.2 1136 3.05311 I 105.8 1080 3.03342
2 123.1 1186 3.14176 2 108s 11219 3.05269
3 103.& 1947 3.28937 3 111.9 1136 3.055311
4 11.4 1247 3.09587 4 112.8 1171 3.06856
$ 119.8 1256 3.09399 5 113.1 1214 3.03422
6 122.? 1672 3.223!4 6 117 1233 309096
7 115.3 1171 3.06356 7 113.8 1239 3.09307
8 117.4 1286 3.10924 8 1139 1247 3.09587
9 117.2 1214 3.08422 9 1139 1256 3.09899
10 1I20.7 1370 3 13672 10 114.2 1216 3.10924
II 118.6 1443 3.1 f597 . .
1 1148 1580 3.19866 12 1148 1345 3. 12872
13 113.9 1W52 3 13018 1 3 1158 1351 3 13066
14 122.5 1554 3 19145 14 116 5 1352 3 13098
Is 1204 2(,(b 3.42586 s I 117 2 1 364 3 13481
16 1:14- - 11, 33, 2552 - 3 16 1 370 3 :367 .
17 105 8 1532 3.18526 17 1182 136 3 14176
18 131 8 1578 3.19811 18 118 2 1387 3 14208
19 118.3 1408 3 14860 1) 118.3 1401 3 14644
20 1256 1761 3 !4576 20 1184 14018 3 1486,0.I 11.,8 15- 3 1F8,1:7-. 1196 1408 3 T4960

22 122.0 1222 3.34674 22 11I.2 1443 3 1 SY27
23 136.3 2059 3 31366 23 1196 1456 3.16316
24 I19 6 1233 3.090

1
)' 24 1 11 8 1458 3 16376

25 118.2 1387 3,14208 25 1204 1467 31641
26 115 2050 331175 26 1-04 1525 3 18327
27 113.7 1129 305219 27 1207 1532 3 Ia526
28 III

L
) 1401 3 1444 28 121,0 1541 3 18780

29 1U260 1662 3 22'063 29 1214 1554 319145
30 113.) 1080 3.03342 30 1220 1578 3 19l I
31 I13.3 1730 3.23805 31 I122 1580 3.19866
12 122.5 1456' 3.15311, 32 122 5 1623 3 2103-2
33 1204 1345 3 12872 33 122 5 1662 3 .063
34 123 I 1467 3.16643 34 1229 1672 3 22324
35 122.' 1351 3.13066 35 122') 1 1,76 3 .22427
3 _6 1220 1364 3.1.481 36 123.1 185 73.,60
3 72 113') 3.09307 .17 123 I 1730 3 2380538 1264 2408 3.381416 38 123.3 1761 3.24576

3') 124.t, I 775 .24920 39 123.4 1775 3.24920
40_ 1.'1 4 1676 3..'47 40 1246 1834 3.26340
41 1182 140X 3 14Xr,0 41 1 "l 6 1862 1 3. 9'1914
4 1 1,4 1,85 3 2264w, 42 12,0 1908 3. 2805843 121.0 1541 3 18780 43 1264 147 3 2813
44 19.2 I1,23 3 .1032 44 2t4 !050 3.3117€
41 112.8 IWIN 3 .2,0',x 45 1I-,, -0 '

i
5 3 313w,

41, I 4_, r, 2742 3 43807 4, 1267 2 4( 3 32552
47 114.5 148 3 106371, 47 12173 2222 3 14,74
48 1 7.3 1 8- 3.269018 48 27 8 240N 3 3811,6
4') 111.1 1I08 3 I 16,I 41 131 8 .61,4 3 42%f,,
;n 1'7 8 1x34 3 2,.140 30 1.1 2'42 343807

Figure 5-12. Sample Test Data (Hypothetical) Figure 5-13. Sample Data and Transformed
Data Presented in Order of
Magnitude, Low to High

2P 2 = 133,657,959
S2 (Sum of Squares) = IT2- T (1T)/nI = 1,655.7402 (PI n (79603)2

50 /n.] = 1 26,732.752

1,655.7402
ST -V__ - 5.81 S (Sum of Squares) =ZPI (P) 2 /ne]

-6,925,207.

6005.7
120.11 ,6,925,207

50 SP 49 = 375.9

n. =50

79603 1592.1
1P= 79603 50
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Figure 5-14. Frequency Distributions for Sample Test Data
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nz - 50 Interpolating linearly, using a Table of Kit c:

ZZ = 159.57021 KRc. t  R

ZZ 2 - 509.689050550 3.0902 .999
3.423 .9995-

(ZZ) 2/n z = (159.57021)2 509.253038389 3.7 190 .9999
50 3.0902 .999

S7 =ZZ - (Z Z)2 /n z = .43601216 3.461 .9996
3.7190 .9999

F43601216 Excluding .0005 on one side of the distribu-
z o , 49 = .09433 tion and .0004 on the other side, a reliability

of RT = .9991 is estimated for the action time
159.57021 variable. This process is repeated for the 80

T= log P = 50 = 3.19140 percent confidence limit.

XZT = 19,176.764081 KRCnf R

3.4031 .999
where P is peak pressure, T is action time, and
Z is log peak pressure. 3.423 9991

The degree of correlation between variable 4.0862 .9999
Z and T is expressed by the simple correlation 3.4031 .999
coefficient PZT where, 3.461

[ZZT - (XZ) (-T)/nI 4.0862 .9999
PZ[ (5-38)

4[ZZ2-(ZZ)2/n] [Z - ( -(ZT) 2/n Excluding .0009 on one side of the distribu-
tion and .0008 on the other, gives RT =

Inserting appropriate quantities from Figure .9983 at 80 percent confidence for the action
5-18, we have p = .4014. time variable.

All data are-rested for normality by the As an alternative, equation 5-30 could be
Shapiro and Wilks W-test, figure 5-17. It is solved for KR with respect to each specifica-
concluded that the variables action time, T tion limit separately. Rearranging equation
and log of peak pressure, Z are normally 5-30 and referring to a table of the standard
distributed. normal distribution:

Since the estimated correlation of action
time, T and log peak pressure Z is statistically KKRnf 1 (5-39)
significant at the .01 significance level, the KR = KRcnt- Kc 2f n
correlated model is applied to estimate rocket
performance reliability based on T and Z -4/3.423 1
data. 3.423.84, -

Using equation 5-29, compute two one- 98 - 50

sided tolerance intervals for action time T. = 3.320

ur -T 140-120.11 The corresponding R for the upper limit is
K r 5.-1 .9995, about as interpolated previously. For

the lower limit of action time:

LT-T 100.120.11 KC Kcf I
(K4C~f). ST 5.- a -3.461 Kit K c n
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Part 1: Action Time, T (Seconds) Part 2: Log Peak Pressure (log pia), Z
Descending Ascending Descending Ascending +I

k i Values i Values Ank + 1** k Values of i Value Of
of T* Of _* Z-3 Z-3

I 50 136.3 1 105.8 .3751 1 50 .43807 1 .03342 .3751
2 49 131.8 2 108.8 .2574 2 49 .42586 2 .05269 .2574
3 48 127.8 3 111.9 .2260 3 48 .38166 3 .05538 .2260
4 47 127.3 4 112.8 .2032 4 47 .34674 4 .06856 .2032
5 1 1 126.7 5 1 113-1 .11t47 1 46 . .i 2.2ML _.JML76 45 126.6 6 113.7 .1691 6 45 .31366 6 .09096 .1691
7 44 126.4 7 113.8 .1554 7 44 .31175 7 .09307 .1554
8 43 126.4 8 113.9 .1430 8 43 .28937 8 .09587 .1430
9 42 126.0 9 113.9 .1317 9 42 .28058 9 .09899 .1317

10 41 125.6 30 114.2 ) .22 10 41 .26998 IL .10924 .1212
11 40 124.6 Ii 114.5 .1113 11 40 .26340 II .11661 .1113
12 39 123.4 12 114.8 .1020 12 39 .24920 12 .12872 .1020
13 38 123.3 13 115.8 .0932 13 38 .24576 13 .13066 .0932
14 37 123.1 14 116.5 .0846 14 37 .23805 14 .13098 .0846
15 36 123.1 15 -1I7.2 .0764 15 36 -22660 15 _I48 ,0764
16 35 122.9 16 117.4 .0685 16 35 .22427 16 .13672 .0685
17 34 )12.9 17 118.2 .0608 17 34 .22324 17 .14176 .0608
18 33 122.5 18 118.2 .0532 18 33 .22063 18 .14208 .0532
19 32 122.5 19 118.3 .0459 19 32 .21032 19 .14644 .0459
20 31 122.2 20 118.4 .0386 20 31 .19866 20 .14860 .
21 30 122.0 21 118.6 .0314 21 30 .19811 21 .14860 .0314
22 29 1234 22 119.2 .0244 22 29 .19145 22 .15927 .0244
23 28 121.0 23 119.6 .0174 23 28 .18780 23 .16316 .0174
24 27 120.7 24 119.8 .0104 24 27 .18526 24 .16376 .0104
25 26 120.4 25 120.4 .0035 25 26 .18327 25 .16643 .0035

=.2 ..... n bz  = .64385118

k = n/2 = 50 Ihs- = .43601200

bI  = .3751 (136.3- 105.8)
+.2574(131.8- 108.8) +-- 2

+ .0035(0 20.4 - 120.4) = 40.44899 W = __ = .9508z S2"
Y = ZT 2 - (ZT)2 /n = 723. 024.39 -

721, 368.6498 = 1655.7402
P(Wz = .9508) 9! .075

40.448992
WT =T 1655.7402 =.988

P(W=.955) =.10

PIW=.974) =.50

and PIWT = .988) > .50.

* from Figure 5-13
"from Hahn, G. and Shapiro, C.S. - Statistical

Methods in Engineering-Wiley and Sons, 1967

Figure 5-17. W-Tests for Normality
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= 3.46 - 3141 r
=361.82 8 -0 RL~RR - +21

3.4 1 IJ [A' RQ A. RIJ
= .9973 - .9973 (.0024)

R for the lower limit is .9996 as previously
found. Therefore, IT = .9991, which agrees = .9949 at 80% confidence.
with the results obtained using tables.

Proceeding to the log pressure variable Z, 5.4.3 Reliability Ams.,ent Method Baed

U =.log 3000 psia - 3.47712 on Stress-Strength Interference Models

Uz-_ Reliability models for structures are usually

(K~cnVu - complex models of the Weibull or Lognormal
sz type, or stress-strength models.

3.47712 - 3.19140- = 3.028 5.4.3.1 Stress-Strength Interference, Normal
.09433 Distribution

Interpolation gives: In 1121, a model of normally distributed
.98stress and strength is presented with an ex-

Rz = .998 ample (see Figure 5-18). In the figure, s is a
normally distributed stress with mean IA, and

RzL= .996 at 80 percent confidence standard deviation a, and v is a normally
distributed strength with mean p and stan-

To estimate motor reliability equation 5;26 dard deviation ai,. The interference area is a
is solved. The approximations XT - ! - RT high-stress low strength area where failure is
= .0009 and p a I - Rz = .002 are used. likely to occur. In the example, burst pres-

sures of rocket chambers may be known to
be normally distributed with mean g, = 800

m = 2 i R If Pij  2 ZpiIm2  psia and standard deviation o, = 100 psia.
Twenty (20) test firings of a solid-propellant

1 .9991 .0009 .4014 .00036 .2007 rocket engine are made and the maximum
2 .998 .002 .4014 .0008 value of chamber pressure is evaluated for

.0029 .00116 each firing. The sample mean measured maxi-
mum pressure is found to be T= 400 psia and) mR =lI- i , -- X• + P) 1:Pij X

=1 ( m 2 /=

= 1-.0029 + (.2007)(.00116)
= .9973

The confidence limit is found using equation
5-32. T

m=2 i R, R1 di di/R .

1 .9991 .9983 .0008 .0008 FigureS 5-18. Siress-Srength Interference Probability
2 .998 .996 .002 .002 Density Functions
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the sample standard deviation ', = 25 psia. It a. The model should provide for reliability
is shown in the example that the reliability estimation and future prediction.
estimate for the engine is: b. The model should have minimum bias

and minimum variance.
-' 0.996c. A method for interval estimates should

= 0.9996 (540) be inherent in the model.
a', 0d. The model should be relatively insensi-

tive to external factors such as data grouping,
where * is the normal CDF. An approximate the range of reliability or rapidity of growth.
lower confidence bound RL , is given by: e. Estimation techniques should be com-

patible with digital computing methods.
RL = R -K0 .9 V (541) f. The model should reflect what is really

happening.
where K is the normal deviate for 90% con-
fidence, and V, the variance of R, is approx- To these desirable features of reliability
imated through a cojWplicated expression (see growth model critiera, can be added the quan-
[ 121), valid when R is high. The result is tiative criteria of goodness-of-fit of actual fail-
RL = 0.9993 where L = 0.90. Additional ure data.
point and interval reliability estimation ex- In [441, thirty-nine models of reliability
amples for structures (normal PDF case) are growth proposed in the literature were as-
given in 123]. sessed against the qualitative requirements

described in the previous paragraph. The5.4.3.2 Stress-Strength Interference, Weibull principal finding of the report was that the
and Other Distributions Duane reliability growth model was equal or

Reference [5] presents examples of relia- preferable to all others considered with re-
bility point and interval estimation for spect to the given critieria. Reference (451 in-
Weibull, lognormal, and exponential stresses dicates that while Duane is the preferred
and strengths, and for such combinations as modiel in many situations and is the most
exponential stress with normal strengths, nor- generally applicable model, other models may
mal stress with exponential strengths, and be better in specific applications. The Duane
normal stress with Weibull strengths. Point model is discussed here and is defined as:
and interval estimates of reliability for these )(t) = K(l-a)t °  (5-42)
cases are given only for situations where the
parameters of the distributions are known, where X(t) is the failure rate at time t, while
rather than estimated from test data. K and ot are parameters to be estimated. Other
5.4.3.3 Time Dependent Stress-Strength forms of the Dunae model are:

Models
Models have been developed to account 1. X, = Kt-", where X.; = cumulative

for repeated application of stresses, as well as failure rate, K and a are parameters to be esti-
change in the distribution of strength caused mated from data, and t = total ol. ;rating
by aging or cumulative damage. Details on hours, cycles or missions.
these models are given in (51. 2. qj; = KN"@ (applicable to attribute

data), where q,: = cumulative probability of5.4.4 Methods for Assessing R Growth failure, N = number of trials.
When hardware (and software) elements The Duane growth model plots as a straight

of a system are modified throughout the test line on log-log paper (see § 6.5). In order to
program, as failure modes are uncovered by test its validity for a particular set of failure
testing, product reliability should show steady data, it is recommended that a Cramer-Von
growth which can be measured and forecast Mises goodness-of-fit test be performed first.
by a mathematical model. The description of the goodness-of-fit test is

In (441, seven criteria are proposed for delayed until point and interval estimates are
reliability growth models. They are: presented in the next paragraph, because the
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test requires a knowledge of these estimates O(t), = L(27.1 ) (t) (5-49)
before it can be applied.

If, for instance, 10 failures have occurred in
5.4.4.1 Point and Interval Estimates in the failure terminated tests, then:u a e R e l i a b i l i t y G r o w t h M o d e l 0 t 0 9 0 8 ~ ) = 0 6 5 O t

The point and interval estimates presented
here are those of the Army Materiel Systems Example. Duane Growth Model for Time
Analysis Agency (AMSAA) model which is a Truncated Tests.
close relative of the Duane model and is de-
scribed in (471. It is shown in (471 that point Figure 5-21 shows synthetic failure data
estimates of la and K may be obtained from with corresponding calculations of (t) and
the simultaneous solution of the following 0L(t). It was assumed that testing was test
pairs of equations: time truncated with T after each failure half-

way before the next failure. The estimation
For failure truncated tests: was obtained with equations 5-45 and 5-48.

Notice that while the estimated ' and K show[,,-i 1increasing stability with x, indicating the
o- 1-(x-2)/ x-l) lnt X -Y lIn t (5-43) possibility of an adequate fit to the Duane

L model (see § 5.4.4.2 for a confirmation), F
and 0 L show the increased values with time
expected from the achievement of reliability

K x/t.('- (5-44) growth.

For time-truncated tests: 5.4.4.2' Goodness-of-Fit to Duane Reliability
Growth Model

=-(x-l)/ [(xlnT- z Int1  (5-45) A Cramer-Von Mises Goodness-of-Fit test
for the Duane R growth model is presented
in f47). The test statistic is, for failure-trun-

KxT( -  (5-46) cated tests:

In the expressions above, x is the total num- 2- I\ "
ber of failures, t,, the time to failure for the C I 2 I ii 2i-l
ith failure, and T the test duration. 1 2(x) j=1 , t. 2x)

The expressions above are valid even for
small samples. They yield a point estimate of (5-50)
failure rate in the Duane model given by:

and for time-truncated tests:
"X(t) = K(l --)t"  (5-47) ~

According to (47], an estimate of the MTBF, C" -1 ) + _T -

(t), is 2(x-1) 2 x_

Irt = l/X(t) (5-48) (5-51)

A lower bound on MTBF, 0LI can be calcu- The critical values of C2

lated 1481 from the two-sided tables of 47, 5-22. xi shown in figure

which are reproduced in figure 5-19, and Example, Goodness of Fit to Duane Model
5-20, as follows: For Time Truncated Test Data.

In order to find a y lower bound on 0,0 F

for instance, one should take the appropriate Equation 5-51 was used on the data dis-
L factor from the 27-1 column to obtain: played in figure 5-21 to generate the test
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.80 .90 .95 .98

L U L U L U L U

2 .8065 33.76 .5552 72.67 .4099 151.5 .2944 389.9
3 .6840 8.927 .5137 14.24 .4054 21.96 .3119 37.60
4 .6601 5.328 .5174 7.651 .4225 10.65 .3368 15.96
5 .6568 4.000 .5290 5.424 .4415 7.147 .3603 9.995
6 .6600 3.321 .5421 4.339 .4595 5.521 .3815 7.388
7 .6656 2.910 .5548 3.702 .4760 4.595 .4003 5.963
8 .6720 2.634 .5668 3.284 .4910 4.002 A173 5.074
9 .6787 2.436 .5780 2.989 .5046 3.589 .4327 4.469

10 .6852 2.287 .5883 2.770 .5171 3.286 .4467 4.032
11 .6915 2.170 .5979 2.600 .5285 3.054 .4595 3.702
12 .6975 2.076 .6067 2.464 .5391 2.870 .4712 3.443
13 .7033 1.998 .6150 2.353 .5488 2.721 .4821 3.235
14 .7087 1.933 .6227 2.260 .5579 2.597 .4923 3.064
15 .7139 1.877 .6299 2.182 .5664 2.493 .5017 2.921
16 .7188 1.829 .6367 2.144 .5743 2.404 .5106 2.800
17 .7234 1.788 .6431 2.056 .5818 2.327 .5189 2.695
18 .7278 1.751 .6491 2.004 .5888 2.259 .5267 2.604
19 .7320 1.718 .6547 1.959 .5954 2.200 .5341 2.524
20 .7360 1.688 .6601 1.918 .6016 2.147 .5411 2.453

21 .7398 1.662 .6652 1.881 .6076 2.099 .5478 2.390
22 .7434 1.638 .6701 1.848 .6132 2.056 .5541 2.333
23 .7469 1.616 .6747 1.818 .6186 2.017 .5601 2.281
24 .7502 1.596 .6791 1.790 .6237 1.982 .5659 2.235
25 .7534 1.578 .6833 1.765 .6286 1.949 .5714 2.192
26 .7565 1.561 .6873 1.742 .6333 1.919 .5766 2.153
27 .7594 1.545 .6912 1.720 .6378 1.892 .5817 2.116
28 .7622 1.530 .6949 1.700 .6421 1.866 .5865 2.083
29 .7649 1.516 .6985 1.682 .6462 1.842 .5912 2.052
30 .7676 1.504 .7019 1.664 .6502 1.820 .5957 2.023
35 .7794 1.450 .7173 1.592 .6681 1.729 .6158 1.905
40 .7894 1.410 .7303 1.538 .6832 1.660 .6328 1.816
45 .7981 1.378 .7415 1.495 .6962 1.606 .6476 1.747
50 .8057 1.352 .7513 1.460 .7076 1.562 .6605 1.692
60 .8184 1.312 .7678 1.407 .7267 1.496 .6823 1.607
70 .8288 1.282 .7811 1.367 .7423 1.447 .7000 1.546
80 .8375 1.259 .7922 1.337 .7553 1.409 .7148 1.499
100 .8514 1.225 .8100 1.293 .7759 1.355 .7384 1.431

Figure 5.19. Confidence Intervals for MTBF in the Duane Growth Model from Failure Terminated Test
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o .80 .90 .95 .98

x L U L U L U L U

2 .261 18.66 .200 38.66 .15Q 78.66 .124 198.7
3 .333 6.326 .263 9.736 .21 "  14.55 .174 24.10

4 .385 4.243 .312 5.947 .262 8.093 .215 11.81

5 .426 3.386 .352 4.517 .300 5.862 .250 8.043

6 .459 2.915 .385 3.764 .331 4.738 .280 6.254
7 .487 2.616 .412 3.298 .358 4.061 .305 5.216

8 .511 2.407 .436 2.981 .382 3.609 .328 4.539
9 .531 2.254 .457 2.750 .403 3.285 .349 4.064

10 .549 2.136 .476 2.575 .421 3.042 .367 3.712
11 .565 2.041 .492 2.436 .438 2.852 .384 3.441

12 .579 1.965 .507 2.324 .453 2.699 .399 3.226
13 .592 1.901 .521 2.232 .467 2.574 .413 3.050
14 .604 1.846 .533 2.153 .480 2.469 .426 2.904
15 .614 1.800 .545 2.087 .492 2.379 .438 2.781
16 .624 1.759 .556 2.029 .503 2.302 .449 2.675
17 .633 1.723 .565 1.978 . .513 2.235 .460 2.584

18 .642 1.692 .575 1.933 .523 2.176 .470 2.503
19 .650 1.663 .583 1.893 .532 2.123 .479 2.432
20 .657 1.638 .591 1.858 .540 2.076 .488 2.369
21 .664 1.615 .599 1.825 .548 2.034 .496 2.313
22 .670 1.594 .606 1.796 .556 1.996 .504 2.261
23 .676 1.574 .613 1.769 .563 1.961 .511 2.215
24 .682 1.557 .619 1.745 .570 1.929 .518 2.173
25 .687 1.540 .625 1.722 .576 1.900 .525 2.134
26 .692 1.525 .631 1.701 .582 1.873 .531 2.098
27 .697 1.511 .636 1.682 .588 1.848 .537 2.068
28 .702 1.498 .641 1.664 .594 1.825 .543 2.035
29 .706 1.486 .646 1.647 .599 1.803 .549 2.006
30 .711 1.475 .651 1.631 .604 1.783 .554 1.980
35 .729 1.427 .672 1.565 .627 1.699 .579 1.870
40 .745 1.390 .690 1.515 .646 1.635 .599 1.788
45 .758 1.361 .705 1.476 .662 1.585 .617 1.723
50 .769 1.337 .7!8 1.443 .676 1.544 .632 1.671
60 .787 1.300 .739 1.393 .700 1.481 .657 1.591
70 .801 1.272 56 1.356 .718 1.435 .678 1.533

80 .813 1.251 .769 1.328 .734 1.399 .695 1.488
100 .831 1.219 .791 1.286 .758 1.347 .722 1.423

Ffpme 5-20. Confidence Intervals for MTBF in the Duane Growth Model from Time Terminated Test
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X T A, 0 *, , testing at various assembly levels. The equa-_ _ at Kt $tions given in the following subparagraphs
1 125 so are derived in [ 101.
2 300 200 0.545 0.0746 529 106.
3 550 .400 0.464 0.0677 442 116
4 850 700 0.426 0.0625 455 142 5.4.5.1 Bias Arising from Mixed Truncation
5 1250 000 0.428 0.0677 497 175 of Tests
6 1600 1500 0.397 0.0585 517 199
7 1850 2700 0.35, 0.0456 462 190
8 2100 2000 0.313 0.0364 430 187 Tests may terminate either by failure or
9 2350 2200 0.283 0.0305 402 184 accumulation of planned test times. Gener-

20 2700 2500 0.279 0.0301 407 194 ally, both truncation policies are employed,
ii 3200 2N0 0.2" 0.0350 444 218 so that test data for components in a system
12 3750 3500 0.316 00396 488 247
23 4500 4000 0348 0.0496 552 287 are neither completely Poisson, nor complete-
14 5500 5000 0.384 0.0644 662 353 ly binomial. Under these conditions, the com-
15 6500 6000 0405 0.0752 755 411 ponent failure rate estimate, X = ZX/I~t,
26 8500 7000 045Q 0.1:24 958 533 where EX is total observed failures and Xt
27 13500 10000 0.48 0.2184 2585 896
28 18750 17000 0.5%7 0.2910 2519 1448 is total actual test duration in equivalent
29 21000 20500 0.5F3 0.2842 2760 1609 missions, is biased. The bias is most significant
20 22000 21500 0561) 0.2555 2652 1567 early in a test program when data are few.
22 23000 22500 0556 0.2304 2556 2531 The estimate given below, equation 5-52, con-
22 24000 23500 0.543 0.20_4 2470 2497
23 25000 24500 0.530 0.1890 2393 1467 tains a provision for correcting this bias.
24 26250 25500 0.521 0.2752 2345 1452
25 27500 27000 0.521 0.1626 2323 1452 5.4.5.2 Unbiased Estimation of Failure Rates
26 28500 28000 0.500 0.1486 2261 1427 and Their Variances
27 29800 29000 0_402 0.1392 2228 1417
28 31300 30600 0.486 0.1325 2232 2432
29 3'750 32000 0480 0.1258 2225 1437 An estimate, which contains a bias correc-
30 33750 33500 0470 0.1157 2189 1425 tion factor, is:

Figure 5-21. Reliability Growth Failure Data and N .2
Estimated Parameters ____ (5-52)T

statistic C2  shown in figure 5-23. As can be i=2 2

seen, from the fact that the calculated values
of C2.j in figure 5-23 are all smaller than
the 0.01 critical values of C . in figure 5-22, Equation 5-52 is valid when the failure rate is
the goodness-of-fit hypothesis is not rejected small. The summation
at the 0.99 significance level for large values
of x. N

Z Ti
i=-

5.4.5 The Rubinstein Method
is the sum of the planned test times for the N

This method termed the Basic Method in tests. As an example, assume three units of a
revision A of this manual, was developed by component are tested. The stress applied dur-
David Rubinstein in 1958. It treats the mixed- ing the test will occur for 6 minutes of the de-
censoring one-component-at-a-time test case, sign mission. Thus, I hour of test time is
and adjusts for multiple environments and for equivalent to 10 missions (or = 10). Two of
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Level of Significance, a

x-I .20 .15 .10 .05 .01 T 0
2 .138 .149 .162 .175 .186
3 .121 .135 .154 .184 .231 1 125 50
4 .121 .136 .155 .191 .279 2 500 200 0.0843 550 400 0.0514
5 .121 .137 .160 .199 .295 4 850 700 0.0424
6 .123 .139 .162 .204 .307 5 1250 1000 0.0291
7 .124 .140 .165 .208 .316 6 1600 1500 0.0383
8 .124 .141 .165 .210 .319 7 1850 1700 0.0170
9 .125 .142 .167 .212 .323 8 2100 20 0.0158

10 .125 .142 .167 .212 .324 9 2350 2200 0.0164
15 .126 .144 .169 .215 .327 10 2700 2500 0.0189
20 .128 .146 .172 .217 .333 A

11 3200 2900 0.0207
30 .128 .146 .172 .218 .333 12 3750 3500 0.0246
60 .128 .147 .173 .221 .333 13 4500 4000 0.0252

100 .129 .147 .173 .221 .336 14 5500 5000 0.0443

For x-! > 100, use values for x-I = 100 15 6500 6000 0.0571

16 8500 7000 0.0549
Figure 5-22. Critical Values of C2, - Parametric 1 7 13500 10000 0.1154

Form of the Cramer-Von Mises
Statistic for the AMSAA Model 18 18750 17000 0.2736

19 21000 20500 0.2827
20 22000 21500 0.2305

the three units complete the test without
failure; the third fails after 1 hour. Figure 21 23000 22500 0.1932
5-24 tabulates the test data for this example. 22 24000 23500 0.1678
The bias corrected estimate of failure rate ,s 23 25000 24500 0.1520

24 26250 25500 0.1408
2 N X  25 27500 27000 0.1370

= ] - 26 28500 28000 0.1375
Lti 27 29800 29000 0.1395

28 31300 30600 0.1385
" 5- 29 32750 32000 0.1400

= 1 (20)] - I) 30 33750 33500 0.1433

= (.842) (.010)

Figure 5-23. Goodness-of-Fit Statistic for the
.00842 failures/mission Duane Model
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(i), and combinations of environments (i) and

Unit Planned Actual Test test states (k) (see § 4. 1.2). If the j-environ-
sere Mssons TmeT T

2  
Timeo T Failures ments and the k-test states used to test a

HR. MSssions HR. Mssions given component are representative of oper-
10 3 30 900 3 30 0 ational environments and demands, the oper-

2 10 8 60 0 ational failure rate, X, of a given component
can be estimated by use of equation 5-54,

3 10 3 30 19 1 10 1 where i is a constant and identifies the com-
smN- 120 S400 001 ponent of interest.
Sum SQuared 14.400

X'i -- 2 : Njk (5-54)
jk

Figure 5-24. Hypothetical Set of Test Data
Equation 5-55 can be used in a similar manner
to calculate the variance of the estimated X

A simpler approximation to the bias cor- for component i.
rection factor, which gives a slightly conser-
vative result (exact when all Ti are equal),
does riot require storage of the planneA test a?...= = - (5-55)
time. This approximation of equation 5-52 is: j k ik j k tiuk

N
: X,. Finally, component reliability estimates are

i-l _+  ) 553) computed using the summed failure rate
2 N 3) estimates:

2;
R. = e'  (5-56)

where N is the number of tests. 5.4.5.4 Confidence Limits on Failure Rates

Since and Reliability

1  1 ~ 2N 6 All statistical estimates based on sampling
LI+N- 2N + 1 7 - 0.857. are subject to uncertainty, therefore, it is

Then: necessary to calculate confidence limits. Suchcalculations are not readily amenable to shifts

A= (0.01) (0.857) = 0.00857 failures/mission. from one assembly level to another, so con-
fidence limits for components are difficult to
translate to higher levels. The equation given

The variance of the unbiased estimate is esti-
mated by: here for confidence limits addresses this prob-

lem. It is based on normal distirubtion theory
and has been corrected to compensate for the

" =.00857 fact that failure rate, X, is usually a small
A10 0000857 value.

z ti In general, only upper confidence limits are
i I of interest for failure rates. The upper limit

for a conmponent is computed as:
5.4.5.3 Combining Estimates from Different

Environments and Test States

Failure rates and variance of estimate are 2
computed individually for each component (5-57)
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where
2 Numbe of Number Number o

Failures Beta Failures Beta j Failures Beta(5-58) xVal v -
- ( X Value Ve X Value

0 1.5074 10 1.1740 20 1.1297

and K is the standard normal deviate for 1 1.3694 11 1.1674 21 1.1270
2 1.3091 12 1.1614 22 1.1244specified confidence level (e.g., 0.842 for 807 3 1.2721 13 1.1561 23 1.1220

confidence, 1.282 for 90% confidence). 4 1.2471 14 1.1513 24 1.1197
While normal distirubtion theory is not 5 1.2280 IS 1.1469 25 1.11756 1.2130 16 1.1429 26 1.1155

completely appropriate for small values of X 7 1.2007 17 1.1392 27 1.1136
the procedures given above compensate for 8 1.1904 18 1.1358 28 1.1117
that difficulty. However, as the confidence 9 1.1817 19 1.1326 29 1.1100
level is reduced toward 50%, an additional
modification becomes appropriate. This bias Figure 5-25. Beta Correction Factors for 80 Percent
correction, called , is particularly important Confidence
when few failures have been observed. Thus,
the product PK is used rather than K in the
equations. For 100co confidence and X fail- Au is the larger of equations 5-57 and 5-60
ures, 1 is computed from the relationship: using the smallest tjk with zero failures.

X - x S.4.5.S Unequal Numbers of Tests in
- Ky' "  (5-59) Multiple Environments

w r The Rubinstein method can be used to
where assess reliability when data is from different

test states and multiple environments, as
u X: 2 x+2I2  shown in the following example:

Two stress environments are defined: high
Then, temperature (h) and vibration (v). In each of

these environments a component is tested
S= .(x~.2.2L Xnon-operating (a) and operating (d). Figure

KV'x 5-26 summarizes the mission exposure times
for the component where a provides the

For example, given zero failures and a speci- equivalent missions.
fled confidence level of 80 percent, it is
quickly found, using tables (e.g., Appendix E
figure E-1): Mission Mission/

Exposure Min.

xu = 0. 5 X2 s02 = (0.5) (3.219) = 1.6095 Environment Test States Time (Min) a

High Non-operating (a) 10.00 0.10
and Temperature (h) Operating (d) 0.50 2.00

! .6095-03 0 1.507 Vibration (v) Non-operating (a) 0.25 4.000.824  T3 Operating (d) 000 00

In figure 5-25, values of 13 for 80% confidence Figure 5-26. Mission Exposure times for a
are listed. Component by Environment and Test

When no failures have occurred, the upper States
limit of failure rate is defined as: For the component in high temperature

and non-operating (ha) four tests are per-
(1K)2  (5-60) formed with the following durations (in

smallest t(- equivalent missions) and the following results.
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Test 1: Component failed after 142 min- Point and interval reliability estimates for
utes of a scheduled 300 minute test (14.2 binomial test data (defective vs non-defec-
equivalent missions). tive classification of test results) can also be

Test 2: Component did not fail in 300 derived using the Rubinstein Method.
minutes of testing (30 equivalent missions).

Test 3: Component failed after 147 min-
utes of a scheduled 300 minute test (14.7 5.4.6 Bayesian Methods and Their Statistical
equivalent missions). Fornulation

Test 4: Component did not fail in 300 min-
utes of testing (30 equivalent missions). In principle, all of the component failure

These tests are summarized on the first line distribution models discussed herein can be
of figure 5-27. Three other sets of tests, in used for Bayesian reliability assessment. Tradi-
test states hd, va, and vd, were performed on tional (frequentist) statisticians consider the
the component. The test data are summarized parameters of these distributions as fixed,
in figure 5-27. X 's are calculated using though unknown, and estimable if sufficient
equation 5-53. test data are available. In Bayesian estimation

a degree of belief viewpoint about the possi-ble values the distribution parameters can

assume replaces the frequentist's assumption
Toinu N No. of of fixed parameters. This degree of belief.1k (Minutes) Q( Tests Fill . Raw

III k Xiik Nik can be based on engineering judgment or on
th, 889.0 0.10 1.s 4- 2 0.200 previous data in accordance with the rules

shown in § 5.4.6.9. It is embodied in the
lhdl 46.45 2.00 90.9 S 1 0.0100 values given "prior" parameters of a "prior"
Iva 21.425 4.00 88.7 3 1 0.0100 distribution, values which reflect the "weak-

e 2000.0 0.05 100.0 3 0 0.0=0 ness" or "strength" of the degree of belief.
As test data become available, the prior

distribution is modified by the data to form a
posterior distribution by the use of Bayes'Figure 527. Test Data Summary. Theorem. Bayes' Theorem can be written
generally as:

Estimates of the combined failure rate and re-
liability are: P,(OIu) = P,(uO) • P,(O)/P,(u) (5-61)

X = e + X Ihd + Xva + 
W lvd In reliability applications, 0 is an unknown

parameter of a failure model or a function of
= .02 + .01 + .01 + .00 = .04 the unknown parameter, such as reliability

itself. Pr(O) is some prior probabilistic degreeR(Mission) = e"- 04 = 0.9608 of belief about a value or a set of values of
the parameter 0, u represents a statistical sum-

Underlying these estimates are assumptions mary of failure data from a test, such as a
that the component is described by the ex- combination of ordered test failure times
ponential failure law, and that it is permissible tI, t 2 , t 3 I... t , or the number of failures x
to add the failure rates, (i.e., the failure rates among n units tested. P,(ul0) is the condition-in each environment and test state are inde- al probability that u is observed, given a par-
pendent). The assumptions are set forth and ticular value of 0. Pr(u) is the unconditional
fully discussed in [ 10]. probability of u, and P,(01u) is the posterior

The method also derives lower reliability probability of 0 given that u has occurred.
confidence bounds (LRCB) for components Although Bayes' Theorem can be used as
(and series-parallel groups of components) stated with prior probabilities ascribed to
using an approximate method consistent with discrete values of 0, in many cases of inter-
the mixed censoring, one-component-at-a- est prior probabilities are described as a con-
time method of testing (see Section 7). tinuous PDF g(O) over all possible 0.
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The form taken by Bayes' formula when 5.4.6.3 The Uniform Prior
u = (tl, t2, ... t) isa set of times to failure,
for instance as in I I I: Selection of a uniform prior on R, ex-

pressed as:
g(O1u) = f(u0) g(O)/f(u) (5-62)

I O< R I
where: f(uif) is the joint (PDF) of a sample g(R) = (5-64)
of size N from f(t 0), the sampling PDF of 0 elsewhere
the random variable t (time to failure). g(O)
is the prior PDF on 0, also called the mixing presumes complete ignorance, that is, that
or the compounding PDF. f(u) is the joint nothing is known a priori about R, so R can
density of the sample observations and is assume any value between 0 and I with equal
equal to f. f(u,9)dG. g(Olu) is the posterior probability.
PDF of 0 and is equal to f(u,0)/f(u). In this formulation, the sampling distribu-

tion of the variable y is:

5.4.6.1 Priors and Posteriors for Reliability
Model Parameters f(yl, ""Y. iR) = Rs(-R)" 1

Selection and justification of a prior is where s is the number of successes out of N
often difficult. In some cases selection has units on test and is equal to
been based on convenience, as in the case of
so-called "conjugate priors", distributions Yj
such that prior and posterior have the same
functional form. Ideally, a prior should be The posterior pdf of R is g(Rly 1 , y.)
selected on the basis of test data which, if which is a beta distribution with parameters
sufficient, permits inferences about the p = s+l and Q = n-s+l and is equal to:
parameter(s). When such data are scarce, more
or less arbitrary judgments must be made r(n+2)
about the prior if a Bayesian method is to be g(Rlyl,"- y,)= P(s~l) (n-s-l) Rs(I-R)"' (5-65)
used. This sometimes leads to the adoption
of a "flat or uniform prior", which embodies The posterior mean E[Rly,, y , y.]
the concept of minimum information about is the mean of the beta distribution, which
values the parameter can assume. yields a posterior estimate for R, Z = (s+l )/

(n+2 or l = (n-x+l)(n+2). Notice that the
5.4.6.2 The Bayesian Binomial Failure prior mean for R was E[R] = 1/2, and that

Model. Bernoulli Sampling the posterior estimate of R reevaluates the

The Bayesian binomial model corresponds mean on the basis of the observations.

to the frequentist binomial model where n
units are tested and x defectives are found in 5.4.6.4 Truncated Uniform Prior
the lot (Bernoulli Sampling). Each unit tested
in the Bayesian binomial model has a samp- For a truncated uniform prior it is assum-
ling distribution; ed that there is a basis for believing that the

component reliability R is at least as large as
f(yiR) = RY (I-R)'Y, 0< R < I, y = (0,1) (5-63) Re.but that it can assume any value from Ro

to I with equal likelihood. Mathematically.
where y = 0 indicates a defective unit, and the Prior on R is:
y = I a non-defective unit. In the Bayesian
binomial model R is not considered fixed, but
a random variable, assigned a prior distribu-- R  > 0. RO 4 R < I
tion g(R). Several choices of a prior are avail- g(R) 0 (5-66)
able. Additional information is given in 191. 0, elsewhere
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The mean of the posterior PDF of R yields: A. Prior and Posterior Data

(14RO(&+2, n-sl)) The data, obtained for an ejector gas gen-

R =E Sly0,, )1 erator, were:
(5-67) Prior number of successes: R - 3500

Prior number of failures: m - 1.30

where s is the number of successes among n Number of test successes: s - 90

units on test, and !R is the cumulative beta Number of test failures: x = 0.00

distribution evaluated at Ro. B. C

5.4.6.5 The Beta Prior
s' =Q+s=3500+90=3590

The uniform prior and truncated uniform x' = m + x = 1.30 + 0.00 = 1.30
prior on R are less often applied than the beta
prior, which has two advantages. The beta (I) Reliability Point Estimates:
distribution has two extra fixed parameters,
Q and m, which allow a greater flexibility in (a) Prior:
fitting test data, and the beta PDF is the con-
jugate for binomial test data, i.e., the poster- = 3500 99963
ior PDF on R is also a beta distribution. The wim 3500 + 1.30
prior is:

r(Q+m) (b) Posterior:g(Rm Q m = Re-- .- ,?

I-Q)P( s'+x' 3590 +.30.99964
V,m>0,O<R 

I35

The posterior is: (2) Reliability one-sided confidence esti-
mates

, (Q+m+n) 

m t

v g(O IX i,"X.) = l'(R+s)l(m+n-s) R1*1 ( I-R)mn"
(5-69) (a) Prior PDF at t = .99:

Q ,m>0,0<R<1 r(!13 R

e I r (3501.3) p(3SOO-J)(1.p)(l. 3 0 -l)dp. 1-.99

where s is the number of successes out of n F (50) ['(1.3) J0
units tested. The posterior mean yields an
estimate of R: solving for RL, RL .99852

Q+s
R =Q+m+n At a = .95:

Example. Bayesian Method r (3501.3) ( R L p(3S00"l)(i.p)(I.30"l)dp. 1-95
R r (3500) r (1.3) Jo

In the following example, R is rewritten
in the form solving for RL, RL = .99900

= +s - __+s+s+m+n-s Q+m+s+x At a = .80:

where x is the number of failures. In this ex- 1(3501.3) kR L p(3500"I)(I.p)(i.30"I)dP- I-.80
pression for 'Z, e represents the number of r Mow r (1.3)
prior successes, and m the number of prior
failures. solving for RL, RL .99942
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(b) Posterior PDF: In 142,351 a case is made for the employ-
men( of discrete empirical priors, where prior

At a = .99: probability assignments are made for discrete
ranges of reliability. The posterior reliability

F_(3591.30) fRL 3  -9 0 1)(I-p)( 3 0 -1)dp n-.99 in this case is also discrete and empirical,
r(3S90) r 0.30) that is, both prior and posterior estimates

appear as tabulated functions rather than
solving for RL, RL = .99855 as analytic expressions. In many cases poster-

ior reliability estimates are more realistic with
At e= .95: empirical priors than when beta priors are

used with binomial component test data.

r (3591.30) fRLp(3 S90"I)(1.30I)dP = 1-.95 5.4.6.7 The Pascal Process
I" (3590) I" [' .30) J o

This case corresponds to the negative bi-
solving for RL, RL = .99902 nomial model. The test sampling process is

Pascal and consists in testing units one after
At = .80: the other until x = n - s defectives have been

nL found. The number of units tested n, is a
r(3591.30) 0) Lp(3S90"1)(I'p)(I'30"l)dP = I-.80 random variable, while x is a constant selectedrO (3590) 1- 0.30 before testing. With a beta prior on R the pos-

solving for RL, RL = .99944 becomes:

C. Ca('ulation Summary Rin n R9+Sl(1-R)m+ Eni-s. I•* n ys)= '1t $ (m+Zni-s)

Prior Posterior (5-70)

1. Reliability Point which is also a beta PDF. An estimate of R
Estimate .99963 .99964 is the posterior mean:

2. Reliability One-Sided
Lower Confidence +S
Estimates: (5-71)

0= .99 .99852 .99855 Q+m+Zn(
a= .95 .99900 .99902
, = .80 .99942 .99944 In the above equations, s is the number of re-

quired successes or survivals, ni represents the
5.4.6.6 Empirical Priors number of units actually tested to obtain one

survival for each i, and Zn is
Certain objections to beta priors on the

reliability of binomial components have led 2: ni =n.
to the use of empirical priors. Strong beta ,-
priors used in conjunction with binomial
component data can lead to unrealistic poster-
ior estimates of reliability, when a string of As an example, assume that a total of 15
failures occurs. For instance, 1351 shows that survivals is required and that a sequence of
if 99 prior successes with 100 prior trials are defectives d, and nondefectives , is as fol-
assumed for the prior with a corresponding lows:
estimate R = 0.99 for prior reliability, a
string of 10 successive failures would yield a
posterior estimate K = 0.90. This high value d d d d d d d d d d d d d
of component reliability after such a string n, n, n3 n. n. n. n7  n. n9
of failures is hardly credible. It is also shown
that use of very weak priors gives unrealistic d d d d d d
LRCB's in the no failure case. n 0 n 1n n1 2 Tn, 3n4 1n5
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then: In either censoring case, an estimate of ). is
given by the posterior mean:

n2 =n 4 =ns5 =n 6 =n 8 =n9=nO=n1 1 --n. Z n4 n 1- n s n. ag n"0 n,,#+T (5-74)
n,, n, 3' n, 4 n,,= r+T

n, n3 = 2 A problem with prior data, such as # and
r, and actually observed data, such as x and

n7 = 3 T, is that they may be incompatible. A test
of hypothesis at a significance level a (see

If Q= m = 0, then Appendix C) has been devised for the accept-
ance or rejection of the prior = #/7 after

s= I.0789 x and T have been observed. This test is:

This point estimate of R is the same as for the X (2x, a/2& X X (2x+2, l-a/2)
corresponding frequentist case. If, on the 2T 2T
other hand, R = 1, m = 2, where Q and m (5-75)
embody some prior knowledge of R, using
equation 5-71, we have: If '1o lies between the indicated X2 ( )/2T

limits, it is accepted, otherwise it is rejected.
727 Only after this test has been performed and=£+ m + n i -3 + 19 -T""o has been accepted is it permissible to com-

pute an upper limit on failure rate, using prior

5.4.6.8 Exponential Reliability Model, data, as follows:
Poisson Process X2 (2[0+x ]+2, l-a)

A Poisson process is characterized by con-

stant failure rate N. If the prior on X is select- Also:ed to be Gamma with parameters r" and 0,

then RL = e-U (5-77)J "X0 e- x r,o,) > 0 Example, Bayesian Process, Poisson:

ese r (5-72) Assume that the prior failure rate has been

0 estimated to be 0 = r = 2/600 = .00333.

Then, the posterior is also Gamma, regardless Assume also that the failure data observed
of whether the test is Type I Censored (fixed later was the same as given in the example
test time T) or Type I1 Censored (fixed num- of § 5.4.1.1.1 with x = 8 failures and T =

ber of failures x). 555 hours. Selecting & = 0.2, we have:
Letting T represent the fixed testing time

in Type I censoring, and 2
x2 (16, 0.1) X 2• (18, .9) (-8

n <X<(5-78)
T = Z ti  1110 1110

i= 1

in Type 11 censoring where the t1 's represent or:
the time of failure of the ith unit, and x is the
number of failures, the posterior on X is given 0.00839 • ), • 0.02341
by: Since To is outside the interval, the prior data

g(XIx) e gQ IT - ? ) - e-(t+T) and the test data are deemed to come fromr (0+x) separate populations and should not be com-
(5-73) bined. Both the prior and the test data should
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be examined for error. Unless an error is that 0, which is defined as the number of
found in the test, normal practice is to dis- prior failures, is uniquely determined when r
card the prior and accept the test data. is selected. It should be noted that # need

not be a whole number.
5.4.6.9 Prior Strength Two key points should be noted when

using these techniques to set prior parameters.
The fixed parameters of a prior distribu- When the prior information is somewhat sub-

tion embody its strength. For instance, the jective (Categories 1-4) the weight it will bear
posterior estimate of X, XJ, has been given as in the final joint estimate will vary from 1/32
(0+x)/(v+T). The corresponding prior 'o is to at most 1/4 the weight of objective test
readily seen to be 0/r from the form of the data. This is a control against overemphasis of
conjugate gamma. a prior judgement that may be somewhat in

# can be construed as pseudo-prior test error. When frequency data are used fully,
failures, and 7 as pseudo-prior test time. Then (Category 8), the Bayesian framework, al-
the prior is weak when small values of # and though still formally employed, is equivalent
r are selected, and strong when large values to treating prior information as though it
of these fixed parameters are used. Strong were early objective test information on the
priors are harder to "wash out" as test data component in question.
accrue.

Predicted reliability can be used as a basis Categor Description
for establishing a prior best estimate. It fixes
the ratio #/v and the selection of r establishes I Informed Qualitative Judgement 1/32M
prior strength and defines the entire. prior
distribution. If r is large, the prior is strong 2 Based Primarily upon Generic
and relatively difficult for test data to mod- Part Handbook Data 1/16M
ify. Small r yields a weak prior easily dis- 3 Partly based upon Generic Part
counted by test data. Handbook Data; partly upon

Figure 5-28 presents informal rules for Similar Part Handbook Data I/gM
choosing r. They have been found by ex- 4 Based Primarily upon Similar
perience to yield acceptable results for many Part Handbook Data 1/4M
types of subsystems. The factor M is total 5 Frequency Data Solely: Similar
expected program test time expressed in Parts, Similar Applications O.1t
equivalent missions. The factor t is total 6 Frequency Data Solely: Identical
historical test time. Parts, Similar Applications 0.2t

To use categories 1-4 of figure 5-28, it is 7 Frequency Data Solely: Similar
necessary to analyze the proposed test pro- Parts, Identical Applications 0.3t
gram for the component under study to deter- 8 Frequency Data Solely: Identical
mine the expected number of equivalent mis- Parts, Identical Applications l.Ot
sions, M, that will be derived from testing.
After this number has been determined, select
the category that best characterizes the infor- Figure 5-28. Decision Rules for Estimating Prior
mation available for the component. The Strength
number of expected missions is then multi-
plied by the accompanying fraction to obtain 5.4.6.10 Point and Interval Estimation of
the number of prior missions r. The failure Bayesian Parameter
rate that has been predicted becomes the esti-
mated prior failure rate 7 0. For categories 1-4 In Bayesian analysis, it is assumed that
of the figure, the product of the multiplier [101:
and M provides the number of prior missions a) A prior PDF on 0: g(O), has been select-
". In categories 5-8 of the table, prior data ed. It is desired to estimate the value of 0
consist of a total number of equivalent from the observations (t1, t2 , .-. t,) each
missions r. This completes the selection of drawn from f(u1). Many different estimates
the prior parameters 0 and r; T.= /r, so exist, but a commonly used method to obtain
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a --best" estimate is to require that the loss reasonable assurance that a prior, even if

function ('-O)2 be minimized. This leads to weak, is positioned close to the subsequent

a point estimate of 9, V, by the means of the performance of the equipment under test,

posterior PDF. Therefore: Bayesian methods are likely to give misleading
results. Great caution should therefore be

g= E(0, u) = f 9g(elu) dO (5-70) exercised in utilizing Bayesian methods. It
" -is important, in particular, not to use Bayes-

To obtain an upper bound 0, or a lower ian methods as an excuse for not collecting

bound 0 L for 9 at confidence I - o, it is only data. The penalty is, of course, that the prior
necessary to calculate: estimate will be given too much final cred-

ence, when in fact, it should be used only as

f kOlu) d =aor fOL  (lu)d0=a (5-71) an initial educated guess to be confirmed or
"" denied in due time by newly collected data.

Other interval estimates for 0 are also easy to 5.4.6.12 Summary Chart for Bayesian
obtain by similar integrals. Once the posterior Methods
is known in Bayesian methods that use dis-
crete empirical priors. point and interval esti- Figure 5-29 provides a summary chart of
mates of the parameter of a failure model can Bayesian methods for assessing R, MTBF,
be obtained directly from the discrete pos- failure rate, and other distributional param-
tenor parameter histogram. eters.

b) One random observation is obtained An explanation of the headings of figure
from the prior distribution on O-. 5-29 is:

c) A random sample is drawn from f(ul0).
Figure 5-29 provides a summary chart of eReferencel

Bayesian methods for assessing R, MTBF,
failure rate, and other distributional param- Exhibit # Refers to corresponding Figure 5-11

eters. classical models

Item Classification Refers to corresponding Figure S- I!

5.4.6.11 Assessing Validity of Bayesian classical models and § 5.4.1

Methods in Presence of Erroneous Failure/Reliability Refers to corresponding Figure 5-11

Priors Model classical models and § 5.4.1

In (43] a study was performed to show the Raw Data & Refers to corresponding Figure 5-11

influence of erroneous prior point estimate Type of Test classical models and § 5.4.1

and strength on Bayesian reliability estimates. Assumed Prior Prior Distribution § 5.4.6
The errors studied in the model were: a) in-
correct distributional form of the prior, b) Posterior Posterior Distribution § 5.4.6

incorrect mean for the prior, and c) incorrect Point Estimates Point Estimates § 5.4.6

number of failures, set to be zero or three (Posterior Mean)
times the expected number. On-Sided Con- interval Estiates 15.4.6

The errors were investigated by Monte rence Limns
Carlo simulation, using weak, moderate and
strong priors. It was concluded that when the S.4.7 Adjustments to Reliability Estimation,
test data distribution is correctly identified, Derating and Uprating
but the strength of the prior is incorrectly
chosen (usually too strong), a Bayesian pre- Systems that operate in space, undersea or

diction may seriously overstate reliability in other extreme environments may be tested

early in the program. The degree of over- in ground test environments which may not
statement is both a function of the size of the be able to simulate the mission environment
error and the assigned strength or degree of realistically. For example, it may not be pos-
belief in that prior. Error in the estimated sible to simulate the heating and stresses ex-
mean is particularly important. Without perienced by a re-entry vehicle at maximum
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deceleration. Derating has been used to b. Arrhenius Reaction Rate Model
address such problems. As stated in [271 The Arrhenius Reaction Rate Model (9)
"Data for the generation of derating curves has applicability to semiconductor materials.
come from several sources, such as life tests It is given by:
of component parts, system life tests, or field
operation." A family of curves of failure rate = e(A' sl r) (5-73)
versus thermal stress is derived, with electrical
stress as a parameter of each curve. Given where ), is the hazard rate at absolute temper-
mission thermal and electrical stresses, failure ature T, and A and B are empirical parameters
rates can be derived from the curves. to be estimated from multiple sets of test

For state-of-the-art systems, derating curves data.
for particularly stressed environments, such as c. Eyring Model for a Single Stress [9).
re-entry, may not exist, or may be based on In this model, the hazard rate, X, from the
engineering studies or a few readings of Arrhenius Reaction Rate Model [91 is related
thermal and stress sensors in flight tests. to operating temperature T by:
Under these conditions, the curves may be
highly conjectural and subject to appreciable X = Te(A-BIT) (5-74)
errors. Moreover, the failure process for stress-
es outside the range of observation may be d. Generalized Eyring Model [91
known only from a set of possibly inaccurate This model is applicable to items subjected
curves. to two types of stresses, a thermal stress, T

In 1281 k-factors are introduced for de- and a non-thermal one, such as an electric
rating components. They are defined as voltage, V. The hazard rate, X, is then given
weighting factors used to convert time in by:
ground test into pseudo-flight test time. To
make the k-factors as realistic as possible, it is ), - AT elcv + (DV.B)/KTI (5-75)
necessary to have test data from both ground
tests and flight tests. The accuracy of the A, B, C, and D are empirical constants to be
derating method is dependent on the amount estimated.
of flight test failure data available. See (301, Use of these models to develop derating
[311, [321 for applications of k-factors to and uprating data has often proven difficult
reliability estimation. 1331.

Uprating may apply when systems are pur-
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Section 6
SOFTWARE EVALUATION

This section examines the nature of soft- it is necessary to review briefly certain char-
ware errors and describes methods of assess- acteristics of software and its failure modes,
ing software reliability which have been which are not exhibited to the same extent
tested in service. Software is playing an in- by hardware.
creasingly critical role in military and in- A major difference between hardware
dustrial systems and software errors can be and software, which seems at first to pre-
the cause of system failures, clude a probabilistic definition of software

reliability, is the fact that software is un-
6.1 DEFINITION OF SOFTWARE changeable during repeated operation, in

contrast to hardware which may exhibit
Software has been defined[ I I as: written degradation leading to failures or random

or printed data, such as programs, routines, operational failures best described in proba-
and aymbolic languages, essential to the bilistic terms.
operation of computers. Software, once delivered for operation,

Another more general definition12] has does not degrade due to wear or fatigue.
been quoted in 131 as, "Software is informa- But Whether stored on tape, disk or cards,
tion that is: a) structured with logical and software command and control and appli-
functional properties, b) treated and main- cation programs are identical to themselves
tained in various forms and representations until deliberately changed. Very occasional-
during its life cycle, c) tailored for machine ly, a tape or disk may be subjected to a stray
processing in its fully developed state." magnetic field which may damage the stored

The tangible elements on which software data or instructions, but by the intangible
is stored, printed or displayed, such as mag- defimition of software, this is considered a
netic or paper tapes, disks, or punched hardware failure.
cards, are not considered software, but part Duplicate software systems yield identical
of the system hardware. results, whether correct or not, when op-

The distinction between intangible soft- erated with a particular set of inputs. Thus.
ware and the tangible media on which it is itplication does nor confer the reliability
recorded is useful for purposes of reliability benefits of redundancy as is true for hard-
analysis because the storage media are amen- ware, and there is no component variability
able to treatment by conventional h.rdware to contend with. Moreover, physical environ-
reliability methods, while the intangible ment does not affect the performance of in-
software displays characteristics that pre- tangible software.
€iude such methods. In complex programs conditional branch-

ing (IF, GOTO, THEN, ELSE . . . in FOR-
6.2 SOFTWARE FAILURES TRAN, PL/I, or ALGOL) often reflects

the whole gamut of possible decisions which
Software does not break down as hard- a human might make under various con-

ware components do when operating or tingencies in an operational situation. The
stored for any length of time. Yet software loops and feedback paths in even the simplest
failures in operating systems often occur. programs lead rapidly to astronomically
Since software failures often occur randomly, large numbers of contingencies, which cannot
and in order to understand how this random be enumerated or checked individually by
occurrence of software failures takes place, even the fastest computers. As an example,
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LOOP (< 12 TIMES) LOOP ( 12 TIMES)

Figure 6-1. "Simple" Logical Flow Chart

the simple program flow-chart[4] of fig- value of gravity over the earth's surface. It
ure 6-1 can be shown to contain about was found that the algorithm used for trajec-
1020 distinct paths. If a computer could tory calculation made use of the tangent of
check one billion paths per second, well latitude, which either overflowed the com-
over 3,000 years would be required to check puter register or was not calculated accurate-
the program exhaustively. ly enough for values of latitude close to 900.

When operations begin, with real, as op- Software may interface with other pro-
posed to constructed, input data, there is no grams or computers, receive data from input
way to know precisely which of the many sensors, service hundreds of users on an in-
possible logical paths will be exercised. If terrupt basis in timesharing systems, drive
the logic in the exercised path is defective at tapes, disks, plotters or CRT's, and be em-
any point, a software failure may occur. ployed in a multiprocessor environment,
Experienced software designers recognize with added time phasing and logical com-
these facts and seek to limit the effects of plexities, thus encounter many opportunities
errors, since the number of errors can be for failure.
reduced, but generally all errors are never
totally eliminated.

Military software depends on numerical 6.2.1 Software Failure Modes and Random
algorithms to solve linear c-r non-linear Occurrences of Software Failures
integro-differential equations ot dynamics
necessary to steer maneuverahle systems, Examples of software error modes and
evade enemy anti-missile systems, filter re- some of their possible causes are given below:
dundant and error-contaminated multiple- a. One of the logical paths is in error for
sensor data, etc. These algorithms are only certain operating modes or inputs. This may
approximations of physical laws. In many be due to a coding error, misunderstanding
cases, real-time computational speed con- by the programmer of the required logic, or
straints compel the use of simplified al- an error in the program performance specifi-
gorithms, which are in effect approxima- cation.
tions of approximations of the physical b. The computations in application pro-
laws. While these algorithms are supposed grams are wrong for certain functional argu-
to be valid for a specified range of opera- ments or input parameters. The cause may be
tional conditions, they may not be valid for error in coding, in units defined, in algorithms
all conditions within the range, thus a soft- used or in numerical techniques. Sometimes
ware error may occur. The following ex- the analytical expression which the program-
ample is from an earth orbital simulation mer started with is incorrect, and the basic
program which was "thoroughly" verified mathematics is in error.
and performed flawlessly until, years later, c. A program "hangs up" when directing
North polar trajectories were specified. The the activities of multiprocessing equipment.
program produced trajectories near the North The cause may be found in an error in sub-
Pole exhibiting strange positional errors routine calls, programmed interface, or tim-
that could not arise from the slowly varying ing and phasing of interrupts.
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d. A program displays none of the failure program, other enou may be found. Fre-
modes cited above, but aborts nevertheless. quently, a new error is introduced during the
The cause may be either internally computed correction process. This happens so frequent-
quantities become too numerous to be ly that some statistical software models have
accommodated in core memory, that the attemp.ted to quantify this source of pro-
phasing of overlaid programs is incorrect, gramn ng errors.
that the supporting compiler is in error, or Some errors are not immediately corrected
simply that a very large or very small quan- in the high level language used to write the
tity (> 1099 or < 10- 99 , for instance) over- program, but are corrected for expediency
flows or exceeds the permissible limits of at a lower language level after the high level
_the hardware or compiler, language has been assembled or compiled.

e. A program does not hang or fail but it Such a correction is termed a "patch." As
keeps running without doing anything. Under the number of patches increases, the likeli-
a particular set of input variables or corn- hood of introducing errors into a program
mand instructions, the program may be increases greatly. This has become such a
looping endlessly along a faulty logical path. problem that MIL-STD-1679 (NAVY)f9]

This brief list of software error modes is specifies that the total number of patch words
by no means exhaustive, but it gives an idea in a program shall not exceed 0.005 times the
of the kinds of errors often encountered. total machine instruction words in the pro-
It also helps to explain the basis of the gram.
random distribution of software failures in The three terms, Criticality, Severity, and
time. Errors in operational programs are Priority are in common use to describe
latent; they manifest as failures only when the impact of software errors on a task
certain combinations of input parameters, or mission. For example, MIL-STD-1679
commands, options, or data exercise the (NAVY)[9I, employes Priority as the tech-
defective parts of the program. Under a large nique for error classification. There are
variety of circumstances, these inputs may five levels of Priority in MIL-STD-1679
be considered to be random sets from all (NAVY)[9 which are defined as:
possible sets of inputs. Random sets of inputs, 9 Priority I is assigned to an error that
in turn, cause randomly distributed failures prevents the accomplishment of an opera-
in the corresponding outputs. These random tional or mission-essential function . . . or
output failures which can be analyzed statis- which jeopardizes personnel safety.
tically, constitute the statistical basis for * Priority 2 is assigned to an error that
the concept of reliability as applied to soft- adversely affects the accomplishment of an
ware. operational or mission essential function...

There is unfortunately no concensus in the and for which no alternative work around
literature as to definitions or distinctions solution exists . . . or which interferes with
among commonly used terms such as software an operator . . . so as to degrade perform-
bugs, errors, faults, or failures. In this manual, ance ... etc.
the term error is used to denote any latent * Priority 3 is the same as Priority 2,
or hidden defect in software. except that there is a reasonable work-

A software failure is the occurrence or around solution.
revelation of a software error. A failure can e Priority 4 is assigned to an error that
be obvious as when the computer stops op- is an operator inconvenience or annoyance
crating, or more subtle as when the results of and does not affect a required operational
a computation appear suspiciously large or mission essential function.
or small to an analyst and are verified to be * Priority 5 is assigned to all other errors.
in error by a percentage which may be of
little significance in some applications, but 6.3 QUANTITATIVE DEFINITION OF
may be critical in others (e.g., 2% of the SOFTWARE RELIABILITY
true value).

When an error has been uncovered in a pro- Commonly found quantitative defini-
gram, it is generally corrected before testing tions[ 2,5,6,71 for software reliability cover
resumes. In the process of correcting the a wide spectrum of concepts. The most
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useful closely parallel the definition of removal. The failure rates of interest are the
hardware reliability: software reliability is rates observed at various points in the devel-
the probability that a given software program opment program, and also the rate forecasted
will operate without failure for a specified to apply at the beginning of system deploy-
time in a specified usage environment (i.e., ment or service.
using actual mission data). The very validity of software reliability

measurement methods in existence today
6.4 SOFTWARE RELIABILITY is still strongly debated, with certain

PREDICTION authors[411 quite opposed to the develop-
ment of software reliability measures pat-

While the literature|5,6,35-39 pertaining terned after hardware reliability measures
to software prediction is extensive, as yet no and with methods which attempt to combine
accurate and generally applicable method hardware and software "failures" in assessing
has been validated to predict the reliability system reliability. Among others who accept
or availability of software. There are no a more conventional view of software re-
accepted instruction error rates analogous to liability, there are fundamental differences of
the piece part failure rates of MIL-HDBK- opinion about the form of the hazard rate
217[40], from which software reliability can h(t) in software reliability. According to
be predicted. Attempts to derive such ele- Myers[61, "Proponents of the constant h(t)
mental rates on the basis of selected attri- agree that the inputs appear to be random
butes of a particular program, such as its because the input domain is so large. How-
"maturity level"35] or "complexity"|391, ever, others argue that h(t) increases during
have been inconclusive to date. In fact, the time between errors, using the rationale
studies have shown that the most complex that the program's inputs gradually close in
modules in a software system frequently on the remaining errors. There are others[ 101
contain the least errors. But this finding who believe that h(t) decreases with time,
could be explained by the fact that software arguing that the longer the program runs with-
managers often assign the most difficult out encountering an error, the lower the
modules to the most experienced program- probability of encountering one. Based on the
mers. earlier axiom that every time an error is

encountered, the probability of encountering
6.5 SOFTWARE RELIABILITY one increases, one could postulate that

MEASUREMENT h(t) decreases between errors and it increases
whenever an error is detected."

Software reliability measurement can begin The Duane model which is consistent with
as soon as the software module or program a decreasing hazard rate seems to show
completes initial debugging, but should promise of being applicable to many kinds of
certainly encompass formal software valida- software. It has, therefore, been selected for
tion. Reliability is normally measured during description in this section. In case it proves
acceptance testing before the software is to give poor forecasts for a particular soft-
turned over to the user to determine if re- ware project, then other methods such as
liability requirements have been met. This Shooman's[13,141, Jelinski-Moranda's De-
value can also be used to determine the Eutrophicationi 15,16), Lloyd-Lipow's Modi-
effect on reliability of different develop- fled De-Eutrophicationl17, 181, Jelinski-
ment and testing tools and techniques. The Moranda's Geometric De-Eutrophicationl 191,
measurement also allows a forecast of when Shick and Wolverton's[22,231, Littlewood
testing will be completed and whether a and Verralls[ 101 (which reflects program-
reliability goal can be met. The measurement ming environmental factors), may be tried.
must take into account differences from the The Duane Growth Model[ 261 is a non-
operational environment including test data homogeneous Poisson process which has been
selection and reliability growth. used to model the improvement of many

Software failure rate is not a constant industrial activities. It has recently been
parameter, but decreases continuously as a applied with success to software reliabil-
result of progressive error detection and ity( 271. Its functional form is
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WE = X, T-- (6-1) This is a valid descriptive statistic under the
assumption that growth will continue in the

where future as in the past. Typical values of a
range from .2 to .7 with the average being

WE = observed cumulative failure rate close to .4.
(total failures - total running time) When software experiences reliability

growth, the cumulative failure rate, WE, is
X, = estimated initial failure rate (X at a pessimistic index, biased by early unreliable

T= I) performance, which is weighed equally with
more recent performance. The current failure

T = 2t = observed total operating time rate, X(T), is defined as the derivative of the
(hours, cycles or missions) number of failures, X, with respect to operat-

ing time, T. Note that this is an unconditional
a = estimated growth rate parameter rate, not a hazard rate conditioned on survival

to T. It is representative of future perform-
Alternatively, the model can be expressed ance allowing only for growth that has al-

in terms of MTBF, defined as X- I ready taken place. In terms of the growth
The model is fitted to the data by comput- model,

ing the value of X at each successive soft-
ware failure and plotting the data points
WE and T on log-log paper (or log X and a" =  (a ,T
log T on arithmetic paper). Data described
by the Duane model will invariably show ac- a T-T)
ceptable linearity as measured by standard W T
correlation indices (e.g. r statistic), and will
become progressively more linear because = (1-a)
of the smoothing process inherent in plotting = (I-a) X
successive averages of an increasing sample.
This accounts for the excellent visual fit
achieved in most Duane plots. It can be seen that the current failure rate

In some programs it has been noted that improves in parallel with the cumulative
very early test data (i.e., the first few fail- failure rate. It is important to remember
ures) do not exhibit satisfactory linearity on a that this estimate is valid only after several
Duane plot. This effect, when it occurs, re- failures have been observed; X(T) should not
suits from the limited ability of early verifi- be computed until a pattern of reliability
cation testing to simulate operation of the growth has been established.
software in a fully developed system. Thus, Cumulative failure rate. ? , or MTBF.
early verification testing may be viewed as a ex. can be computed at any time but is
"benign use environment." Some analysts normally computed immediately after every
omit this early data from reliability growth relevant failure, in order to provide proper
computations; others have successfully fitted data points for the growth model. The esti-
the Duane model to such data by applying a mates arell. = X/T or 0,; = T/X, where X
constant multiplier, determined empirically, is total number of relevant failures and T is
to test time accrued in early tests. When this total operating time. These estimates may be
is done, T/k replaces T in the model. Usually made for subcategories of failures as de-
k falls in the range I < k < 5. Contractors scribed above; as a minimum, they should be
may adopt either approach as applicable, made for relevant failures of priority I and
but must fully justify the validity of their priority 2 taken together as a group.
reasoning in doing so. When a clear growth pattern has been

The location parameter XI and the slope a established, the current failure rate or MTBF
of a Duane curve are estimated directly from should be estimated at the same time the
the graphic plot. Forecasts are made by cumulative failure rate or MTBF is calcu-
linear extrapolation of the best-fit line to give lated. The estimates are " (T) = (I-a) ".
a point estimate of X. for future values to T. or (T)= I /l-a) X.
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The parameter a is the logarithmic growth Cumulative
rate, the slope of the Duane plot. A conse- Time Failures Failures Failure Rate
quence of a growth process having constant
a is that whenever the total test time T XE
doubles, the cumulative failure rate is de- t (days) x Ex (Failure/Day)
creased by a constant factor m = 2-. . Growth
or learning models are sometimes referred 5" 16 16 3.2000
to by m rather than a. Thus, if a = .3, m = 10" 8 24 2.4000
.812 and the model could be termed an 81 15" 6 30 2.0000
percent learning curve. Measured values of a 200 5 35 1.7500
in software programs usually fall between .2 25 10 45 1.8000
and .7, corresponding to learning curves of
87 and 61 percent. It can be seen that the 30 9 54 1.8000
arithmetic rate of improvement declines 35 8 62 1.7714
steadily, corresponding to the diminishing 40 10 72 1.8000
returns property exhibited in most growth 45 9 81 1.8000
processes. 50 11 92 1.8400

The rate a is computed as 55 6 98 1.7818
60 6 104 1.7333

In X - In. 65 6 110 1.6923
a= In (6-2) 70 5 115 1.6429

InT 75 6 121 1.6133
and should be reported as an indicator of the 80 7 128 1.6000
intensity and effectiveness of project manage- 85 6 134 1.5765
ment relative to software reliability improve- 90 5 139 1.5444
ment. It should be noted that a depends, at 95 6 145 1.5263
least in part, on the level and consistency of 100 5 150 1.5000
management stress on reliability improve-
ment. Therefore, management can improve 105 4 154 1.4667
a by intensifying efforts aimed at detecting i16 6 160 1.4545
a,4 correcting software failure, the primary 115 7 167 1.4522
tiaans by which reliability growth occurs. 120 5 172 1.4333
Routine recalculation of a after each failure
will quickly identify changes in this important *Benign Testing Environment
trend parameter.

Other software models of failure known Figure 6-2A. Software Failures from Weekly
as the seeding and tagging models have re- Summary Reports
ceived a great deal of attention in the past were fixed by competent personnel before the
few years[31,32]. Inasmuch as they do not, next reporting period.
at present, provide time-dependent reliability During the first 4 weeks (see asterisks in
measures of software, but only am estimate of Figure 6-2A), the testing environment was
the number of failures remaining in a com- benign. When ), = Ex/Xt is plotted vs T
puter program, these models are not recom- on log-log paper, figure 6-3 results. Notice
mended for reliability assessment. the break after t = 20 days, and the two trend

lines exhibiting different slopes.
Example of Duane Modeling of Software A test environment factor, k, found em-
Dora pirically to be equal to 2 is now applied to the

test time up to 20 days, so that the original
The data in Figure 6-2A is derived from Et = 10 days becomes the corrected Etc =

weekly summary reports (5 days testing) 5 days, and the original -t a 20 days becomes
for priority I and 2 software failures during the corrected Etc = 10 days. For Etc = 5,
the software development program. Failures x = 16 + 8 = 24 failures are accrued, and for
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Etc = 10, x = 6 + 5 = 11 failures and Ex = that the data given is not entirely suitable
35 failures. Et = 25 then becomes Et c = 15 for a Duane analysis. The 24 failures, for
with x = 10 failures, and the last time Xt = instance, do not occur at time Etc = 5, but
120 becomes Etc = 110 with x = 5 failures in the interval 0-5 days. One may obtain
(Figure 6-2B). Corrected values , = Exitc somewhat more accurate results by using
are recomputed and plotted on Figure 6-4. mid interval time markers at 2.5, 7.5, 12.5
The Duane plot is now approximately days, etc., instead of 5, 10, 15 days, etc.,
straight, with a value of At estimated from but in any event, one loses information and

the intersection of a visually fitted straight obtains reduced accuracy when one must use
line and the T = I axis. This gives X 1 5.95, summary results.
and from 6-2): For a more thorough treatment, including

confidence limits on X, the expressions of
O n In (10) 0.284 9 5.4.4 can be used.In (1 10)

Cumulative 6.6 COMMENTS ON SOFTWARE-
Time Failures Falrs Failure Rate

Failures HARDWARE RELIABILITY
?,z ESTIMATION

Yt (days) x (Failure/Day)
Some care must be exercised if one is to

5 24 24 4.8000 incorporate software reliability in a system.
10 11 35 3.5000 Assume, for instance, that the program
15 10 45 3.0000 described in the example of § 6.5 is to be
20 9 54 2.7000 incorporated in a serial system of compo-
25 8 62 2.4800 nents. First,,its reliability must be com-

puted. Using, = (l-)' 1 T- at T= 1l0days,
30 10 72 2.4000 we obtain:
35 9 81 2.3143
40 1I 92 2.3000 = (1-0.284) (5.95) (l0)- o.284

45 6 98 2.1778 = 1. 12 failures/day
50 6 104 2.0800

Assume now that a mission consists in run-
55 6 110 2.0000 ning the program for 3.863 minutes, or
60 5 115 1.9167 0.002683 days. Then
65 6 121 1.8615

70 7 128 1.8286 = e-\ = e-1. 12)(. 0 026 8 3)
75 6 134 1.7867 0.997.

80 5 139 1.7375 The system is shown in figure 6-5. R rep-
85 6 145 1.7059 resents a radar with mission reliability 0.996,
90 5 150 1.6667 1 represents a mechanical/electrical interface
95 4 154 1.6211 with mission reliability = 0.998, S represents

100 6 160 1.6000 the software with reliability = 0.997, C is
the computer hardware with mission relia-

105 7 167 1.5905 bility = 0.999, and L is a launcher with mis-

110 5 172 1.5636 sion reliability = 0.995. In this simple case,

the syster. reliability, assuming independenceFigure 6.211. Adjusted Software Failure Data
of the components, would be simply: (0.996)
(0.998) (0.997) (0.999) (0.995) = 0.985,

In this example, it is difficult to justify and the unreliability would be 0.015.
the factor k = 2 used to correct the benign Assume now that the computer-software-
testing environment, except if it is arrived at interface subsystem is inexpensive compared
before a Duane plot is evolved. Notice also to the radar and launcher, and that it is
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Figure 6-5. Radar System with Software

decided to reduce the unreliability by adopt- the same point in both programs and would
ing the redundant configuration shown in never be able to perform that function (get
figure 6-6. past the error). Figure 6-6 however, ignores

It is not difficult to calculate that the re- the particular characteristics of "redundant"
dundant system of independent components, software which contains identical latent er-
with two interfaces, two programs and two rors. It is then very probable that SI and S2
computers has an unreliability of 0.009, will succeed or fail identically if they receive
which represents an improvement of 40% nearly identical inputs II and 12. Under these
in unreliability over the simple series con- conditions, effectively figure 6-7, SI and S2
figuration. But such a calculation would, in are practically totally dependent, and the sys-
this case, be incorrect for the reasons dis- tern unreliability in this case is 0.012 which
cussed below, represents an improvement of only 20% in

If SI fails, then by definition S2 would fail unreliability over the simple series configura-
since software is identical and would reach tion (Figure 6-5).

1 ',, ' 1 , ! c,--
,." , r' (0-998? r 10.997) 1 0,999)

(0.995) (0.997)

Figure 6-6. Radar System with Computational
Redundancy

Fie R C1..-----.-.- (0,g981 (0.999)

R S L
10.996) (0.9971 (0-9gs)

12 C2
(0.9081 (o.9O)~

Figure 67. Radar System Without Computational
Redundancy
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Section 7
ASSESSING SYSTEM RELIABILITY

AND AVAILABILITY

Methods for point and interval assessment For a parallel system of n independent com-
of the reliability of individual components ponents, the system model yields:
have been described in Section 5. In that con-text, the term component was understood to n

apply to any assembly level, provided that the R,(t) = I- In [i-R(t)] (7-3)
test data were taken at the assembly level of
the component being assessed. In this section,these methods are extended to perform sys- If R1 (t) are estimates of Ri(t), then an esti-

tem level reliability and availability assess- mate of system reliability is
ment. This assessment is also based on the
data being derived at the component level, -t - - (7

R,(t) =I nI [-R, (t)](-4where the components are the constituent R=I
elements of the system, but these component
assessments are combined to provide esti- For mixed series-parallel systems of inde-
mates of system parameters. pendent components, all series combinations

Point estimation of system reliability and and all parallel combinations of elements are
availability is by far the simpler and is dis- reduced to single elements through the equa-
cussed briefly first. System interval estimation tions given above, to yield a point estimate
is more complex and is discussed at greater of system reliability. The same procedure is
length. applied to the availability model to obtain a

point estimate of system availability [§ 4.2.2
71 POINT ESTIMATES FOR SYSTEMS discusses modeling].

An example illustrating the above tech-
Point estimates for the reliability and avail- niques, used in the evaluation of missile

ability of systems can be obtained by insert- flight reliability, is provided in appendix B.
ing the point estimate for each component
into the reliability or availability model of 7.1.1 The Rubinstein Method, Serial Systems
the system, and solving the system equations. of Exponential Components
Some examples are given below.

For a serial system, the reliability of a sys- The Rubinstein method fully described in
tem composed of n independent components I I provides an estimate of each component
is given by: failure rate Xi and its variance o. Because the

components are independent and follow an
n exponential failure law, the point estimate of

R'(t) = nl R,(t) (7-1) failure rate for a serial system of n com-J= ponents is:
where R(t) is the reliability of the ith ele-
ment. If estimates R1 (t) of the R(t)'s have n
been obtained from test data, then a point k . k (7-5)
estimate of R,(t) is: k

where the subscript i indicates component,n

I' = i(t) (7-2) j indicates environment and k indicates test
j=, state. Then:

7-1
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(t e (7-6) Test 1. Component failed after 142 min-
utes of a scheduled 300 minute test (at =

Because the components are independent, 14.2 equivalent missions).
the estimate of the variance of5Z, is: Test 2. Component did not fail in 300

minutes of testing (at = 30).
Test 3. Component failed after 147 min-
utes of a scheduled 300 minutes of testing

S . k (7-7) (at= 14.7).
i i k tuk  Test 4. Component did not fail in 300

minutes of testing (at = 30).

Then:
and i, a quantity needed in the sequel is:

+' X ihs / 2 Nih.

' 7 where:

Example, Point Estimate for Two-Component Xh& is the total number of failures on
System - Rubinstein Method component 1, environment h, and

test condition a.
tl ,  is the total test time in equivalent

A two-component serial system is modeled missions on component 1, environ-
in figure 7-1. Each component is tested sep- ment h, and test condition a.
arately. For component I in high temper- Nih= is the number of units of component
ature, non-operating (subscripts I ha), four I tested in environment h and test
tests are performed with the following results: condition a.

_ COMPONENT COMPONENT

1 2

Mission
Component Environment Test Exposure Time Missions

Condition (Min.) Minute

High Temp (h Non-Oper (a) 10.00 0.10
Operating (d) 0.50 2.00

Vibration (v Non-Oper (a) 0.25 4.00
Operating (d) 20.00 0.05

High Temp (hI Non-Oper (a) 10.00 0.10
Operating (d) 1.00 1.00

Vibration (v) Non-Oper (a) NONE -

Operating (d) 5.00 0.20

Figure 7-1. Serial Subsystem Block Diagram and Test Data
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T = (1+0+1+0) . *2x4 number can be interpreted as a valid point
(14.2+30.0+14.7+30.0) (2x4)+1 estimate of a statistical parameter, but rather

8. 8as an indication that such an estimate cannot
= (8.) 18 be made until at least one failure is observed.

For this reason, engineers sometimes omit
= 0.0200 failures/mission reporting an estimate of unit reliability or re-

duce it arbitrarily to .9999+. These pre-
Figure 7-2 summarizes the test data and cautions are unnecessary if the users under-

failure rate estimates. stand that such an estimate is not an asser-
tion of certain success. It should be noted

t
lk Test Time Uk N.. that confidence limits computed for the zero

(minutes) 0 (M.E.)* Uk Xk Uk failure case are valid.
Ila 889.0 0.10 88.9 4 2 .02 At component level:
Ihd 45.45 2.00 90.9 5 1 .01

Iva 21.425 4.00 85.7 3 1 .01 '= h +' v = .04 failures/mission

Ivd 1000.0 0.05 100.0 3 0 .00 T'2 =T'2h +T2V = .01 failures/mission
2ha 923.0 0.10 92.3 6 1 .01 At system level:

2hd 100.0 1.00 100.0 6 0 .00

2vd S00.0 0.20 100.0 4 0 .00 T, = T, +T2 = .05 failures/mission

*M.E. = Mission Equivalents = e ' s 9512
Figure 7-2. Test Data and Failure Rate Estimates

7.1.2 The Rubinstein Method, ParallelPoint estimates are built up by progressive Sy ste netho p oe
summation: System of Exponential Components

S+T =.0 .Figure 7-3 models a two-element active
h Aiha ~"hd ----" "02 "+" .01 parallel system consisting of two of the com-

= .03 failures/mission ponents examined in the previous example.
The failure rate of each component has been

T1 v = iVa +'lVd = .01 + .00 estimated as .05 failures/mission.
-. 01 failures/mission

T 2h 1.+2hd 1- .01 + .00

and the corresponding reliabilities are (where

t = one mission):

1 h = e..0 3 = .9705 Figure 7.3. Two-Component Parallel System
l~iv = 0. 1  .9901
t2h - e" =01 .9901 From equation (74),

12v = e 00 = .9999+
Perfect reliability, as reflected in the final R = I (l.I 1 )(l.1 2 )ze "I +e'- e

calculation, is acknowledged to be unattain- and
able. It appears as a consequence of the pre-
ceding failure rate estimate X2v = .00. Neither R, - .9976
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7.1.3 Bayesian Approach Used with the is to employ the harmonic mean of the
Rubinstein Method applicable test times. It is given by:

The Bayesian formalism makes use of prior
knowledge about each component. When the tE = n -
prior failures are o and prior test times are E j= tljk/

r, the ratio O/r determines the mean of the
prior failure rate ).0. with ejo = 0/,r2 . If the tIE = number of effective equivalent mis-
gamma distribution is chosen as a prior, then sions for ith component
the posterior distribution will also be gamma
with posterior parameters 0 + X and T + t. tjk = number of equivalent missions in the
Posterior failure rate for component i is: ith environment and the kth test

condition
S= (* + X,)/(r + t1 ) (7-9) The value tIE is added to 7, and the number of

is given by: actual failures x, is added to 0i for each one
and the variance of iveof the components of the system. Then the

- (i + X,)/(r, + t,) 2  (7-10) system reliability is recomputed from the
system model equations.

Predicted reliability is used as a basis for
establishing the prior point estimate. But Example, Point Estimate of Four-Component
Bayesian methods require a statement of con- Series System Reliability. Bayesian - Rubin-
fidence in the estimate. This is achieved by stein Method
specifying the variance of the prior estimate.
The point estimate fixes the ratio 01r. Sub-
sequent selection of 7 defines the variance Assume a four-component series system,
0 7/2. If 7 is large, the prior is strong and rela- with the prediction results set forth below
tively difficult for test data to modify; if (Figure 7-4).
7 is small the prior is weak and easily dis- Fi
counted by test data. Figure 5-28 gives empir- For Component , prior information con-
ical rules for choosing 7. sists of similar handbook information (Cate-

Bayesian methods require that predictions gory 4 of figure 5-28), estimated failure ratebe vaiabletods rquit e the computations is 0.0004 failures per mission, and tests plan-
Since test data are normally generated for ned for the component will total 200 equiv-

individual component-environment-test state alent missions. [Note the symbol X. indi-
combinations, predictions must be made sep- cates a prediction.]
arately for each such combination. This is a = 0.0004 failures per mission
departure from the usual practice of making
predictions for components, in which the i= (1/4)(200)= 50 prior missions
effects of environment-test state combina- 0 = rt=(0.0004)(50)
tions are tacitly aggregated. In most cases, I
however, the availability of published de- = .02 prior failures
rating curves and similar application factors
allows predictions to be carried down to the Component 2 has information of a fre-
necessary detail. When this cannot be doneCopnt2haifrminofarencerdly dth is fed wth cante pole quency nature that best fits Category 7. Itscredibly, the user is faced with the possible prior values become:
need to discount some of the test data that
will subsequently be obtained, usually at sub- X,02 = .0067 failures per mission
stantial cost to the program. In that instance,
the most conservative but least efficient pro- 7 2  = (0.3) (600) = 180 prior missions
cedure is to employ in the component calcu- 02 = (.0067) (180) = 1.20 prior failures
lations the minimum test time accrued by
that component in any environment-test Component 3 also has frequency data avail-
condition combination. A better procedure able from a previous program where both the
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Category Planned Test Time Prior
Component Selected in Equivalent Prior Freq. Parameters

Failure Rate , Missions Data 7

1 0.00040 4 200 N/A 0.02 50

2 0.00670 7 N/A 4/600 1.20 180

3 0.00600 8 N/A 6/1000 6.00 1000

4 0.00011 3 720 N/A 0.01 90

0.01321

*See Figure 5-28
Figure 7-4. Bayesian Prediction Results

component and the mission are judged iden- To recompute the system estimated X
tical to the new program (Category 8). and R. after the 1st report, for instance, one

starts with the prediction model,

03 -.0060 failures per mission
73 - (1.0) (1000) = 1000 prior missions 0.02 1 20 6.00 + 0.01

03 = (.006) (1000) = 6 prior failures AO 50 180 1000 90

Information on Component 4 consists of = 0.0132 failures/mission
generic data only (Category 3). Analysis of
tests planned for component 4 indicates that which is updated with the Report No. I data
720 equivalent missions of testing will be con- from figure 7-5 as follows:
ducted with a predicted failure rate of
0.00011. Then: 0.02+0 .20+1 6.00+0

S(eport)- 350+20 + 180+10 + 1000+15
X04 = .00011 failures per mission

14 = (1/8) (720) = 90 prior missions + 0.01+0

04 = X04 74 = (.00011) (90) 90+20
= 0.0 1787 failures/mission= .0099 9! .0 1 prior failures

The component failure rates are added to "(Repoft ) = s () = e-.0 0 17 = 0.9823
give a prior estimate of system failure rate and
system reliability is estimated. These values
are:

Report No. 1 2 3
= = 0.0132 failures/mission

Component X t X t X t
Ros = e". 0132 - .9869 1 0 20 0 50 0 200

Assume that three successive reliability 2 1 10 1 20 1 100
reports are prepared during the program, each 3 0 15 I so 3 500
embodying calculations of reliability. Cumu- 4 0 20 0 100 0 400

lative test and failure data at each report are
tabulated below. Note that the rate of testing Figure 7-S. Test and Failure Data for Bayesian
is not uniform throughout the program. Analysis
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Prediction Report I Report 2 Report 3
A A A A

ko Ro R R R

Component I 0.00040 .9996 0.00029 .9997 0.00020 .9998 0.00008 .9999

Component 2 0.00670 .9933 0.01158 .9885 0.01100 .9891 0.00786 .9922

Component 3 0.00600 .9940 0.00591 .9941 0.00667 .9934 0.00600 .9940

Component 4 0.000I .9999 0.00009 .9999 0.00005 .9999 0.00002 .9999

System 0.01321 .9869 0.01787 .9823 0.01792 .9822 0.01396 .9861

Figure 7-6. Prediction and Posterior Estimates of
Failure Rate and Reliability

Proceeding in the same manner for the components or stages to form the system, but
other reports, the point estimated values of is itself composed of components or serial
failure rate for these reports are shown in strings of components arranged in m-of-n
figure 7-6. active parallel redundancy. For example, fig-

ure 7-7 depicts a system consisting of two
7.1.4 Point Estimate of Steady-State serial stages. The serial structure that re-

Availability for Series and Parallel mains after estimates have been obtained
Systems for all stages, permits system availability to

be estimated as the product of the stage avail-
A point estimate of steady-state avail- abilities, or: = I A5  A 2 .

ability for a serial system of n independent
exponential components is the product of 7.1.5 Reliability and Availability Assessment
the estimate of availability for each coin- of Redundant Non-Repairable and
ponent, or Repairable Systems

n 9The reliability and availability assessment
A1  ;z (712) of many systems more complex than series

i=I X, + and parallel can be obtained by considering

Birth and Death processes and solving the
where u, and X, are respectively the repair differential equations which arise from a
rate and failure rate point estimates for the state transition matrix formulation of these
ith component. processes. A few cases are solved in Appendix

For a parallel system of n identical com- D, § D.3, with the results indicated in
ponents, m of which must be operable for the § 7.1.5. 1, § 7.1.5.2 and § 7.1.5.3.
system to be available, the point estimate is: 7.1.5.1 MTBF of a4 of6 Repairable System

n n with Restricted Repair

As (7-13) Out of 6 identical components in parallel,
4 must be operating for the system to be
operational. For such a system with a single

In series-parallel systems of components, repairman available (restricted repair):
this equation can be used to obtain a point
estimate of availabifity for any serial stage.U +I pX+3O2A serial stage is a group of components MTBF = [ 2 "2 _]
which may combine in series with other

7-6
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STAGE 1($1) STAGE 2(S2)

Figure 7-7. System of Two Serial Stages, Each with
Identical Components

Thus an estimated MTBF is: Again an estimate of R(t), (t), is obtainedby replacing A2 and AD by 5 and O respec-

l -- 2 + 12 "i+ 30 _i tively, in the expression for R(t).
L -- Appendix A provides an example of an

A"- " 120( ')2  availability analysis of a Fire Control Sub-

A,

7.1.5.2 Reliability of7a .of 3 Standby stem .

System with Dormant Hazard Rate 7.1i.5.3 MTBF and MTTR of M of N Identical
and No Repair Repairable Components in Parallel

Thus an etimated MB is: A ith Restictedo M Ra ir btie d

OPERATING UNIT Eingorn Approximations

STANaBYUNIT Only one component is under repair at
.any one time. If p is large compared to :

OPEANGYUNIT with Resriced epi - The

x, 0 MTBF = V () (1) /N

Assuming perfect switching, A = operating (7-14)

failure rate, AD = dormant failure rate, then: and

R(t) + - e ' ) - e MTTR = /(N-M+I) (7-I5)

2 (X+ e 2 A 1)) CM Then, point estimates of MTBF and MTTR

A0 2AD are:

(TF N) - /N
AD M.2-L

7-7
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and _ software-hardware system assessment in
MTTR = /(N-M+I) § 6.6.

A vas: source of information on Birth and 7.2 INTERVAL ESTIMATES FOR

Death processes applied to reliability and SYSTEMS

availability system assessment is available [2]. 7.2.1 Series, Parallel and Series-Parallel
Tables for m and n configurations are provid- Systems of Exponential Components
ed in appendix E, § E.4, figure E-1 1. - The Rubinstein Method

7.1.6 Reliability Point Estimates for It has been indicated that for a serial sys-
Complex Systems tem the Rubinstein method provides a point

estimate of system failure rate by solving:
For logically complex systems as illustrated T. = (7 .jk)

in § 4.2.2.1.2.2 through § 4.2.2.1.2.4, bi- = ij k
nomial modeling, conditional modeling or Also, the estimate of the variance of
minimal cut modeling allows one to express Aaso t e
system reliability in terms of the individual was shown to be
component reliabilities. To obtain an estimate
of system reliability, it is only necessary to - .ia (7-7)
replace known component reliabilities by s i j k tijk
their estimates in the expression for system
reliability. A good approximation for the upper limit

In § 4.2.2.1.2.2, for instance, the esti- at confidence -f for failure is given by:
mated expression for Rs , Rs , becomes:

2
+ ACRD ( +IcE)A+CDE k = max (6K) 27. (7-16)

smallest tijk (with no failures)

7.1.7 Reliability Point Estimates for where
Software-Hardware Systems s (7-8)

Only when different versions of software As
are operated together is software truly re- In this expression, K is the standard normal
dundant. Replicated software and the fre- deviate for specified confidence level (e.g.,
quently used "casualty programs", which K = 0.842 for 80% confidence), and 0 is a
are simply subsets of the primary 'system soft- bias correction factor tabulated in figure 5-25
ware, are not redundant from a reliability for a confidence ' = 0.80. The upper limit on
viewpoint. Non-redundant software is gen- failure rate in the no-failure case is:
erally represented as a single block in the
main sequence of a system reliability block (pK)2 (7-17)
diagram. a smallest tijk

When software is incorporated in a system
model, the procedure to obtain point esti-
mates of system reliability proceeds strictly A lower confidence limit is of principal
as it would if only hardware were involved, interest when reliability is estimated. It is
That is, the reliability of each block of obtained by substituting the corresponding
the diagram is estimated from test data, upper limit for failure rate into the reliability
and the system equation is solved, equation;

See an example of software reliability
assessment in § 6.5 and of a "redundant" RL = e Au Again, t = one mission. (7-18)
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With increasing test time the lower reli- 2(.03) + [(I.272)40.842] 2 (.011))+/ 6-7338
ability confidence limit RL approaches the 2

best estimate, R, asymptotically. But R may
itself increase when corrective actions are = .0568 falureslmiion
effective in eliminating failure modes. If oper-
ating experience subsequent to corrective RLih - Auth -O S6S = .9448

action gives convincing evidence that a
failure mode has been eliminated, past fail- Similarly the calculation for X.
ures in that mode may be deleted from the

data base used to compute reliability. Under
these conditions successive estimates of 1 I;Tlvk/tlvk
made during a development program will IV _ k _ .01/85.7+0/100= 0.0117
form a growth curve. Such a curve is of value .6 .1
for visualizing program progress, and with

care, it can also be extrapolated to predict Using equation 7-16:
future reliability growth.

Example, Interval Estimation for Series Sys- 2
tem Reliability, Exponential Components - = max.
Rubinstein Method [(1.5074) (0.842)12

10.0740.4

The example of § 7.1.1 used the test data 1

from figure 7-2 to calculate point estimates 0.0325
of failure rate and reliability. I= max.

The example is continued to obtain the 0.0161 in failures/mission
upper bound on failure rate and the lower Therefore:
bound on reliability at the 80% confidence
level for each of the two components and the X , = 0.0325 failures/mission
system.

Equation 7-16 is used to calculate the 0.9680
upper bou'i on failure rate [Equation 7-17
is the no-fa lure case].

In order to use equation 7-16, X, K, 1 and By similar methods:
are required. The T" values were obtained

in § 7.1.1, K, the Normal Deviate, is 0.842 ,2 h = 0.0312 failures/mission
since we selected the 80% confidence level,
p may be calculated using equation 5-59 RL 2h= .9693
or read directly from figure 5-25, and C of
o (Equation 7-8). And for the zero-failure cases, using equation

7-17:
2+ 1.01

k ( I ahk/t
l

hk) t8 90.9t!,h - 'h = .03 Oil1 w. _ Ze)2

lb n t2vK

1.2725 for 3 'ailures and 80% con- [(1.507) (0.842)1'
fidence (Figure 5-25). Then, using equations = [(1)
7-16 and 7-18:

= .0161 failures/mission
rA Ih + (p K)2c~I h IIW1 h (OWK2C, i h+ 00 4, h2 R e-06 94

Ulh 2 2 RL = e"tel = .9840

7-9
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Figure 7-8 summarizes the above results at I2(.01)+(1.3694)(.342)1' (.010834)4fU5
component-environment level. I

DoBut Est. W0%Conf. ka 2  max. [1.04(82)2
Component Eniv. 'F It k RL =[ 1040.821

I Hih Temup. .0300D .9705 .0568 .9448
Vi. .0100 .9901 .0325 .9680 j0.0312

2 tT,.0DJ0 .9901 .0312 .9693 U2 =max.
Vi hm. ODO ..999 .0161 .9 = 0.0161 in failures/mission

Rimur 7-8. Component Environment Data Therefore:

To obtain component estimates, using figures 2= 0.0312 failures/mission
7-2 and 7-8:

T,=k,, +TI v, = .03 + .01 = .04 failures/mission RL 2- 0.9693

T2 =T2,, +T2, = .01 + .00= .01 failures/mission Subsystem estimates are calculated:

And from equation 7-6, with t = I mission:

=e- .04 = .9608 Ts = T, +T,2 = .04 + .01 = .05 failures/mission

1 2 -O =.9901 Its = eOs= .9512

Using equation 7-16, with Ci and :.0
0' +8.9 0. 85.7 +100 9 2.3 300 +0 =OO .0 112002

.02 + .01 + .01 + .00
88.9 90.9 85.7 100.0 = 011292 ZN ^2"-,(.5 (0100)=0.05

.040 = ss=(.5.0102 0.06

01+ 1000 + .00),. = .0812 failures/mission

010. = 010834 RLS = e .01 .9220

2(04': 247I)0842Wi' 011292).T00I4

=max. In summary,
[0l.5074) (.842) ]2_________________

100 Mission

max. 0.64Component Best Est. '80% Conf.
0.0 161 in failures/mission

Therefore: 1 .0400 .9608 .0694 .9330

A. .094 aiurs/msson2 .0100 .9901 .0312 .9693

RL= 0.9330 Subsystem . 0500 .9512 1.08121.9220

Similarly: completing the example.
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Example. Parallel Subsystems with Exponen- These approximations permit subsystem
tial Components - Rubinstein Method reliability to be estimated. In the example,

quantities previously found are:
Returning to the two-subsystem parallel

system of § 7.1.2 which consists of two of = 0.05 failures/mission
the subsystems described above, the follow-
ing point estimate was obtained: = 0.00056

.- (1-R) 2 = I - (I - 0.9512)2 From equation 7-20:

= .9976 "
.997 = (.05)2 -. 00056 = .00194

A conservative approximation of system From equation 7-19:
reliability in the two-identical-element parallel
case, which is reasonably close for low failure p 4 failures/mission

A relatively bias free estimate of Rp (from
RP =e-' " e-' s)2  (7-19) equation 7-19):

where'Zp - ( s)2.In the above example, for = eP= e-- 0 0 1 9 4 = .9981
instance,

To compute the lower bound on failure rate
Rp = e-COs) 2 = .9975 an estimate of CP is required. From equation

7-8:
In the examples given above, the implicit

use of Ri2 or the explicit use of'T as biased C2= / "iP
estimators D I do not seriously affect the tp XP
fimal value of R. If, however, one were to
need many such estimates to estimate the
system reliability of a system composed of
series-parallel subsystems, then a unidirec- CP 4(
tional biased estimate for each of the sub-
systems could accumulate to a large bias for - 4(.05)2 (.05056)/.00194
the system. It is therefore preferable, if the
illustrated parallel subsystem is only a portion - .002887
of che total system, to calculate parallel
reliability and parallel reliability bounds as Then from equation 7-16:
follows:

S,+ (OK)2C~ + 4XP(lK) + (OlK) P

Reliability Lower Bound. Parallel Subsystems P. 2
with Exponential Components - Rubinstein
Method where

A relatively bias-free estimate of X,2 is (OK) 2 Cj, = f(l.2280X.842)j 2 (.002887)
given [1, p. 2-141 by: - 0.0030865

- a (7-20) Solving:

This estimate has approximately the variance: .P= 2(.00l94)+0.0030865+4V003348

4(T 2
(7-21) ,, 0.0064 failures/mission

7-Il
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Therefore: As previously estimated, the variance of
the series portion is:

RL = e 0 0 64 = .9936LP 
= .00056

The approximation can be extended directly .
to an n-element parallel configuration p, To this must be added the variance of the par-

allel portion, estimated as (Equation 7-2 1):
T i 14' = 4(-),,)2 4' = 4(.05)2 (.00056)

or, for n identical Xi. .
-. = .0000056

p

Bias correction equations for parallel con- gig,

figurations of three or more elements are 1-5 + 61= .00056 +.0000056
cumbersome and of little overall effect in - p
system calculations where many other ele- =.000566
ments are in series. Therefore, the estimates
(6)3, (')4, etc. may be used directly in most Then,
such applications.

Series-Parallel System. Interval Estimation =Ls = +p
Exrponential Components - Rubinstein

. Method = .01090

Consider the following series-parallel sys- and,
tem composed of components l and 2 in the
example of 7. 1. 1. 21 051941* 141.174)(0.842)1 (.Ol090)+V OW_1r rg

+ = .0814 failures/mission

Rsp=e - 081l4 = .9218
COMPON4ENT' COMPONENT RL e 0+ 4

=.91

7.2.2 Interval Estimation for Systems of
This system's structure reduces to Exponential Components Using

Bayesian Rubinstein Method

GFor systems, Bayesian estimates combine
with test data in a mannei precisely analog-

Best estimates are: ous to the Rubinstein riethod; that is, the
posterior estimates of T, = (0+x)/(r+t) and of

",p -- +5 = .05 + .00194 q (O+x)/(r+t) 2 are used in the equations:
To p Ir=.0 .09

= .05194 failures/mission

P = e- 0 5 1 94 = .9494

where the subscripts indicate the series and (8K)2= + /4rN (PKrai + (PK)4 2

parallel groups, respectively. T1 2
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Since non-integer numbers of failures can = e XU O = 0.9774
appear in the Bayesian formulation, it may be e = 9 4
necessary to compute P by linear interpola-
tion between values given in figure 5-25. Final Estimate (after report 3 - figure 7-5):
Note that the zero failure case is not usually
applicable since in the Bayesian case 0, the k
pseudo failures, is never zero. _ I t-- n

ksysterm

Example. Interval Estimation, Exponential
Components, Bayesian Rubinstein Method From figures 7-4, 7-5 and 7-6:

The Bayesian upper bound on failure rate
is calculated in essentially the same manner
as just illustrated for the Rubinstein method. 20008 + .00786 + .00600 +. 00002
For example, using the information con- C. 200+50 +1 0 500+1000 400+90.01396
tained in figures 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6 and § 7.1.3
the sample calculation at the system level is C = 0.00232
illustrated for the prediction and final (re-
port 3) calculation.

_S +~ +K) 2C +41,(PK)2t + WK)4C.2
Prediction 2

S o'0 i = 1.1660 by interpolation in figure 5-25 at i 1.23 failures

CPrli: l
*° Xasystem =u = 2(.OI396)+1(1.166X.842)]](.O0232)+vf OUT W"

Ua 
-

from figure 7-4 we have:
X. = 0.02078 failures/mission

.00040 .00670 .00600 .00011
= 50 + 180 1000 90 RL = e- .0 20 7 8 = .9794

cplo 0.01321
0.00397 Failue Reb.

Rate abilityFailure Reli- Upper Lowe
Rate ability bound bound

= 2 A (+ )T P,,,, + 4 X' (K )2'e pr. , + (K )'? C m,, - u , RL$
U 2

Prediction .01321 ."69 .02281 .9774

and K is 0.842 for 80% confidence, p (1.1983) Report 1 .01787 .923 .02859 .9718
is found by interpolation in figure 5-25 at Repo t 2 .01792 .922 .02779 .9726
7.23 failures, (E ). Reot 3 .013 % .9361 .02078 .9794

2(.01321 H'11.1983)(.842)12(.00397)* 5/U7 "R
a 2 Figure 7-9. System Results (Estimate and 80%

Confidence Bound)
The predicted upper bound on system failure Figure 7-10 shows a comparison of the
rate is: Rubinstein and Bayesian Rubinstein methods

0.02281 failures/mission for the example given above. It can be seen
that for both the best estimate and upper
confidence limit, the earlier estimates of

The corresponding lower bound reliability reliability using the Bayesian formulation are
prediction is. higher than by the Rubinstein approach

7-13
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alone; as test data increase, the measured systems, d) complex systems, e) binomial
reliability using the Rubinstein method c 0 ietpobetialcomponents, S)
increases. Weibull and other distributional components,

h) multiple environments, i) multiple test
1.0 states, j) mixed truncation testing, and which

are k) tractable, and i) valid over all ranges
of component reliabilities. Unfortunately,

-• such a method does not exist. The best which
can be hoped for is that a method will include

0.95 as many as possible of the attributes a)
through I).

The Rubinstein method presented in
-00 -§7.2.1 and derived in [I] includes all at-

4 tributes except d) and is untested for g).
0.90 The Approximately Optimum -(AO) method

/ of Mann and Fertig [3, p. 517-5241, 141 and
Mann and Grubbs 15], makes use of their
discovery that -In R., where R. is a series

, fsystem reliability, can be well approximated
< 0by a non-central chi-square distribution.
w The AO method does not include attributes

d), g), h), i) and j), but is applicable to mixed
binomial-exponential components. These two
methods seem to be the very best among

11__ approximation methods.
0.X0 •If only very reliable systems are considered,

and thus if attribute (1) is not a requirement,
and if prior engineering knowledge is avail-
able, then it can be used in a non-Bayesian

_ _sense as a weighing factor in the method
0.75 presented by Myhre, Rosenfeld and Saunders

[6]. The authors have shown that their re-
suits are insensitive to fairly significant

0 1 2 3 changes in the weighing factors and claim
REPORTING PERIOD applicability to attributes a), b), c), d), e),

and f) (type I censoring only].

A PREDICTION
O BEST EST. 7.2.4 Serial System of Exponential
X 80% CONF. Components - The Fagan-Wilson

BAYES-RUBINSTEIN Simulation Procedure
---- RUBINSTEIN

The procedure [ 7], which is Monte-Carlo,
Figure 7-10. Comparison of Rubinstein and Bayesian assum e that e h ic i follo

Rubinstein Techniques of Reliability assumes that each component i follows an
Measurement exponential failure model Ri(t) - e - hi ,

and that n independent components form

7.2.3 Serial, Parallel. and Complex Systems a system with reliability model,
of Exponential and Binomial
Components - Approximation Rs(t) = f((R I (t), R2(t),. . . R(t), ..

Methods
Tests are assumed to be terminated either

Ideally, one would like to avail oneself at a fixed time t, (type I censoring), or
of a method which can handle a) serial after a particular failure occurs (type 11
systems, b) parallel systems, c) serial-parallel censoring). The estimator I is selected to

7-14
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be x,/t o in type I censoring. The distribution where E stands for expected value of
of i is known to be X 2x 2 /2to-

The procedure consisis of generating by
computer N chi-square samples for each "(S.-U.) = f PDF(r)dr-ft ' PDF2 ()dr
component, which transform into as many
simulated sets of 1,(t) = e-t(t), i I, 2,
3,. . . n. The R(t) are stored in memory, R = f g DF,()dr - PDF
and N simulated values of 1ts(t) are gener- (Par--ci) J- Dod 20dr
ated through the closed form system relia-
bility model [71. These N values of R,(t) are Step 3 - For each Monte-Carlo pass, re-
ordered and 80% system reliability confidence dte MTBFos ad te -rps.
bounds are obtained from the 20 percentile cord the MTBF s and the R's.
of the resulting histogram. Step 4 - Construct a histogram of MTBFs

and Rh. The means of the resulting PDF's

7.2.5 Interval Estimation for Systems of are TBIT and I s. (As stated before, 1~
Components with Non-Exponential or is not really needed since it can be obtained
Different PDF's - Monte-Carlo directly from It, and R2 ) The 20th percen-
Simulation tile of the resulting PDF's are the respective

80% bounds on MTBF, and 1.
The results of the Monte-Carlo simula-

Even for simple systems of two serial or tion are tabulated in figure 7-12.
two parallel components, closed form or
approximation formulas are cumbersome or 7 2
lacking when the components PDF's are M6Stem A ilai n
non-exponential or different. Monte-Carlo MonteCarlo Simulation
estimates are then used to obtain a lower
reliability bound, an upper bound on failure A Bayesian Monte-Carlo simulation method
rate, and even a MTBF, even though it is only to estimate the lower availability bound at
a point estimate. (Point estimates of relia- confidence y for a serial system of N inde-
bility, however, can still be obtained readily pendent components is presented in this
by the methods of Section 7.1.) paragraph.

The Monte-Carlo procedure which may While a point estimate of availability for
take many different forms requires a great such a system can be obtained by multiplying
deal of sophistication [31, (71, (8]. For the inc' idual estimates of component availa-
the simple two-component systems illus- bility, such a procedure would be incorrect
trated in figure 7-11, the procedure selected if performed with interval estimates. That is:
is as follows: N

Step I - Draw a vector of random param- A N * 11 Ai

eters from the joint PDF of PDF, and PDF 2, =, r
the PDF's of component I and component 2,
respectively. Where As, represents a system availability

Step 2 - Find numerically, with the vector bound at confidence y, and Ai,, the ith com-
drawn at step I as parameters: ponent availability bound at confidence -y.

aAn interval estimate of system availability
MTBF(sos) 2 EIPDFI (t) I PDF 2 (r)dr can be obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation

ft based on data taken at component level.
+ * PInput data consist of , the point estimate

+ PDF 2 (t) PDF, ("idvi of failure rate, Jr, the point estimate of repair
rate, x, the number of failures, and m, the
number of repairs.

MTBF(Potal) = EIPDF, (t) PDF 2(t) dr The core of the simulation technique is a
Bayesian view which considers the true
availability as a random variable and synthe-

+ PDFt) PDF, (")dfl sizes its distribution g(A IT, P, x, m) condi-
2 tioned on the estimate or, more correctly,

7-15
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RL MTBFL
A (80% - (80%

Case # Configuration Components RS Confidence) MTBFS Confidence)

(1) Serial Exponential 0.8755 0.8525 8.030 5.191
Exponential

(2) Serial Exponential 0.9441 0.9291 2.655 2.260
Normal

(3) Serial Exponential 0.8679 0.8463 15.97 10.55
Weibull

(4) Parallel Exponential 0.9961 0.9448 27.69 17.65
Exponential

(5) Parallel Exponential 0.9997 0.9998 21.67 10.69
Normal

(6) Parallel Exponential 0.9957 0.9945 516.1 277.7
Weibull

Figure 7-12. Results of Monte-Carlo Simulation

on the data generating the estimate. It has simple task to sample from any desired F
been shown that if u and v are independent distribution, beginning with random numbers
random variables having chi-square distribu- R[ 0,1 distributed uniformly on the interval
tions with 2x and 2m degrees of freedom zero to one, or beginning with random
respectively, then the ratio (u/2x)/(v/2m) numbers N[0,11, distributed normally with
has an F distribution with 2x and 2m de- zero mean and unit variance. The trans-
grees of freedom. Therefore: formations are

Fx,2m N = (f-2 In )(Cos 2 r R2)

k

and an upper confidence bound on /p v =
i= I

(.2_m "! where v is a chi-squarv variate with k degrees
F2x'2m' of freedom. Two chi-square variates are

formed by sampling normal variates as fol-
Since a lower confidence bound on availa- lows:
bility is given by 2x

v = - N2

A.,I 1 In '

I + () !+F2..2 and
2m

u = 2: N?=1

Then an F variate is formed as:
it is apparent that sampling from F .2 m is
equivalent to sampling from g(AIl, p2. x. m) VI2X
by the transformation shown above. It is a = u/2
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Note that y is a F2,,2m variate and v and u As in Appendix C, 02 = a is assumed.
are independent x and X2m variates [81. Successive samples of A and p are inserted
Thus 2x+2m independent normal variates into the expression for A and its histogram
must be drawn to construct one F variate, is built up. Operating arithmetically with
which is then transformed to a sample value A limits computed for each parameter separate-
of availability for the component by: ly will give a much larger "at least" type in-

= _terval. For example, if AL is computed using
A 80% limits on X and p, the resulting limit

I +i defines a 64% interval for A.
ir It is easy to read from the histogram a

The computer executes the above algorithm variety of relevant statistics with standard

for each component, stores the results, then errors which are entirely under control,
since they depend only on the number ofuses the stored values to solve the system passes n. Specifically, one can read the mean

model for system availability. That repre- or expected value, the mode or maximum
sents one pass through the simulation pro- likelihood value, the median or fifty percent
cedure. Repetition of the process builds up a confidence limit, any desired percentiles in
histogram of the sample values of system order to construct one-sided or two-sided
availability which approaches the shape of interval estimates, and the range. The
g(AI " , , x, m) as the number of passes standard error of each of these estimates,
increases. The desired interval estimate is except the mode, are computable by refer-obtained simply by reading the appropriate ence to Kendall [9). Briefly, the standard
percentile values. errors are, for the mean

When the repair time variable is log-
normally distributed, the inverse function
p-I (u) = R can be solved for the coefficient = O -
a in the denominator below by numerical where n is the number of passes, and for the
integration on each pass, then substituted pth and (1 00-p)th percentiles,
into

A=

T (ae.2/2 Kendall tabulates a few values of the1 + ratio 0, which is symmetrical about the
median. When simulating is done often, it

Note that a in the denominator is the coef- is useful to fit a smooth curve (Figure 7-13)
ficient of figure E-9 of Appendix E, not and express * as a function of the desired
availability, percentile [7]. The standard error of the

Or, much more simply, a log-normal inter- mode is available with somewhat greater
val can be formed by sampling the , anid ,' effort by use of Yasukawa's method [101.variables independently and forming their
quotient. 0 - 1.9X37 - 2.S43p + 2.64o3p2

A - X 2 /2x . 9U4

lA (,-~

Where A is the log-normal distribution func- .48

tion, M is the mean of the corresponding .i. 1.310
normal distribution, v is the reciprocal of1
geometric mean corrective maintenance time
and z is the standard normal random variate. 1.2m

1.01 1 ~1-.L II-I

In0 .20 .40O .0O .0 1.00

PEACENTILE. p

a, exp Fin - z +-02 Fipie 7-13. Standard Error of a Percentile a a
Multiple of Standard Error of Mean
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Section 8
RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION

8.0 INTRODUCTION in the tests. It also depends to some extent on
how well the demonstration model reflects

Reliability demonstration is appropriate for the actual factors that influence system per-
newly designed equipment, equipment that formance.
has been modified, and equipment that is of The measure of reliability most applicable
unproven reliability or of previously unac- to a particular system and mission should be
ceptable reliability. It is best performed at the the specified reliability parameter and the
highest feasible assembly level using equip- basis for the reliability demonstration. For
ment as close to the production configuration systems having constant failure rates (ex-
as possible. ponentially distributed failure times) the cus-

Selection and scheduling of the demonstra- tomary measures are MTBF or failure rate.
tion test(s) should be an integral part of Other measures, such as probability of failure
the Integrated Test Program (ITP), with or reliability, are customary for oneshot
completion of the demonstration tests and if devices, cyclic equipment, and systems with
applicable, retests, to occur prior to starting failure times not exponentially distributed.
the production program. Traditionally, reliability demonstration has

This section provides guidance for ap- been implemented as hypothesis testing.
proaching reliability demonstration in an When this approach is taken, it is possible to
orderly and timely way by giving stepwise estimate the sample size necessary to achieve
information on the conduct of a reliability reliability demonstration with the agreed
demonstration program from categorization upon risks. Although interval estimation and
of equipments for demonstration through hypothesis testing are related, interval estima-
reporting the final results of the demonstra- tion cannot address the determination of
tion test. sample size to satisfy specified decision risks.

Minimum contents of the demonstration These risks are commonly referred to as the
test plan are provided (§ 8.2.2) along with a producer's risk, o (the probability of a test
"road map" of the reliability demonstration rejecting an item which complies with the
process (Figure 8-1). Additional details on design objective), and the consumer's risk. 0
content requirements of the demonstration (the probability of a test accepting an item
test plan are provided in § 10.1.1.2 and which has the minimum reliability). These
NAVORD OD 42282. two specified reliability parameters, design

A brief discussion on the background of objective and minimum reliability, are equiv-
reliability demonstration is also provided. alent to specifying MTBFs (0. and 0 ) for
8.1 BACKGROUND equipments following an exponential dis-

tribution. The relationships of 0 and 01 to
The validity of any demonstration depends r and 0 are represented in figure 8-2.

on the statistical regularity of the process When demonstration consists of hypothesis
observed, that is, on the variability of the testing, the reliability measure of interest is
sample system(s) in repeated tests and opera- treated as a constant system parameter not
tions, similarity of later systems to those com- known with precision. The hypothesis test-
prising the sample, control of test or opera- ing approach is useful when an adequate test
ting conditions, accuracy of performance sample is available and when schedules permit
measurements, integrity of test results and the extended testing typically needed. More-
consistent definition of failure and success over, hypothesis testing is conceptually valid

8-1
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[CATEGORIZE EQUIPMENT

CATEGORY A CATEGORY B AEGRMIL-STD-781 [NON MIL-STD-7811 CATEGORY C

SCHEDULE TEST PER SCHEDULE TEST PER 1 PROVIDE
INTEGRATED TEST INTEGRATED TEST PROGRAM SUBSTANTIATING
PROGRAM (ITP) (See 042282)(See OD42282)

DEMONSTRATION
MAY BE WAIVEDDEVELOP TEST PLAN DEVELOP TEST PLAN BASED UPON

§ 10.1. § 10.1.1 REVIEW OF DATA

QUANTITATIVE QUANTITATIVE
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS

TEST ENVIRONMENT TEST ENVIRONMENT

TEST ARTICLE SELECTION TEST ARTICLE SELECTION

TEST TYPE AND LENGTH TEST TYPE AND LENGTHS(§8.3) (§ 8.4 & 8.5)

FAILURE CRITERIA FAILURE CRITERIA

SAMPLE SIZESIZE

TEST SCHEDULE TEST SCHEDULE

DETERMINE FACILITIES, DETERMINE FACILITIES,
CAPABILITY AND CAPABILITY AND
AVAILABILITY IN CON- AVAILABILITY IN CON-
JUNCTION WITH ITP JUNCTION WITH ITP

MODIFY PLAN AS MODIFY PLAN AS
APPROPRIATE AND APPROPRIATE AND
SUBMIT TO SSPO SUBMIT TO 0SPO

CONDUCT TEST CONDUCT TEST_

REPORT RESUT REPORT RESULT
§ 10.1.2 10.11.2

ilpfe 8-1. Reliability Demonstration Process
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OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
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Figure 8.2. *,o,,9 1 Relationships
when the system design is fixed and no acceptable (lower test) MTBF (01). Both
product improvement program is underway. demonstration approaches of MIL-STD-
Military specifications such as MIL-STD- 781111 are discussed in § 8.3.
781(11 embody the hypothesis testing ap- When a standard test of MIL-STD-781 (I)
proach to demonstration, is invoked by specification, it is general prac-

MIL-STD-781 (11 applies to devices having tice to specify the minimum acceptable reli-
constant failure rates (exponentially distrib- ability (RL *) or MTBF (0 1), the test selected,
uted times between failure). It provides fixed and the environmental level at which testing
length tests based on the chi-square interval will be performed. This constitutes a corn-
method and sequential (variable length) tests plete specification because the test selected
based on Wald's sequential testing method. In contains the discrimination ratio (0./0) and
the C revision of MIL-STD-781[l], fixed the c and 0 risks.
length tests vary in length frum 1.1 to 45 Trade-off studies, based on such things as
times the minimum specified MTBF, and have cost, schedule, test samples, need to deter-
of and 0 risks ranging between 10 and 30 per- mine design stability and risk, should be con-
cent. Sequential tests select between two ducted to determine the type of test to be
alternate hypotheses but do noi provide an selected.
estimate of the MTBF expected in service. A more recent concept of demonstration,
Thus, sequential tests are not directly ap- which is gaining increasing favor, applies to
plicable when such estimates are needed, how- systems undergoing progressive modifications
ever, the data from the tests can be used in which are taken in response to design im-
other models to obtain the MTBF estimate. provements and corrective actions for early
The total test time (hence also cost) of a failures. Reliability and availability measures
sequential demonstration is a random (though are treated as variable system properties that
bounded) variable. Usually, however, sequen- improve or grow primarily as a result of
tial tests require less time to complete than progressive weeding out of failure mechanisms
fixed length tests of equal power. The highest by corrective actions as time and failures ac-
risk sequential test plan of MIL-STD-781C[ I] cumulate. A basic growth model was de-
requires from 1.72 to 4.5 times the minimum scribed empirically in 1964 by J.T. Duanet2),

8-3
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has subsequently gained wide acceptance, and Equipment Defition
is reflected in standards such as MIL-STD- Category
1635131 for test-analyze-and-fix (TAAF) pro-
grams. Statistical limitations of Duane's Equipment to which MIL.STD-
model were addressed by Dr. Lawrence 781[1 ] testing (§ 8.3) applies:
Crow[4]. Dr. Crow derived more rigorous A I. Equipment contract re-
estimates of the model's parameters, which is quires test
discussed in § 5.4.4. Additional detail is pro- 2. Exponential distribution
vided in draft MIL-STD-781 D[ I applies

3. New Design
8.2 DEMONSTRATION TESTING 4. Modified Design

5. Existing Design with un-
proven or previously un-

Reliability demonstration testing consists acceptable reliability
of three major steps: Equipment Categoriza-
tion, Test Plan Development, and Test Im- Equipment to which non-MIL-
plementation. Figure 8-1 outlines the dem- STD.781 11] testing(§ 8.4)
onstration process and the following par- applies:
agraphs provide discussion of equipment B I. Equipment contract re-
categories, test criteria, and test plans. quires test

2. Expor'ential distribution
Procedure does not apply

3. New Design
4. Modified DesignThe first step in the demonstration process 5. Existing Design with un-

is the determination of the equipment for proven or previously un-
which demonstration is required. This is often acceptable reliability
clearly defined in contractual specifications.
Reliability demonstration equipment cat- Equipment now in use aboard
egories are indicated in figure 8-3. Equipment submarines which has exhibited
included in category A should normally be C reliability levels equal to or ex-
subjected to MIL-STD-781 [ 11 testing. Equip- ceeding requirements of the
ment in category B (e.g. one-shot devices) re- TOG or the subsystem spec.
quires alternate demonstration plans which
meet the intent to demonstrate required Figre 8-3. Reliability Demonstration
reliability prior to the production program. Equipment Categories
Equipment for which there are sufficient
patrol data to document and substantiate mature (category B) systems and equipments
that the required specified reliability has been are covered in § 8.4. A reliability growth
achieved may fall in category C. Equipment demonstration procedure is discussed in
in category C should not be required to have § 8.5.
a formal demonstration of reliability. The third step in the demonstration process

The second step in the demonstration proc- is to conduct the test in accordance with the
ess is preparation of the Reliability Dem- approved plan and report the results. Report-
onstration Test Plan (§ 10.1.1.2). In all cases ing is discussed in § 10.1.2.3.
this plan must discuss at least:

Quantitative requirements, § 8.2.2.1, 8.2.2 Development of Test Plan/Test Criteria
Test environment, § 8.2.2.2,
Test article selection, § 8.2.2.3, 8.2.2.1 Quantitative Requirements
Test type and length, § 8.2.2.4,
Failure criteria, § 8.2.2.5, and Design requirements for reliability are de-
Sample size, § 8.2.2.6. rived from the top level requirements for the
Test methods are described in § 8.3 for system which contains the equipment to be

mature (category A) systems and equipments tested. Such requirements are based on
with constant failure rate. Non-exponential strategic (mission) objectives and the system
reliability demonstration procedures for reliability objective as apportioned to lower1&4
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indenture levels. This process establishes MIL-STD-78 1[,7 categories must be mod-
meaningful reliability objectives for design ified, then a unique test level shall be estab-
to achieve the weapon system objectives. lished and documented in the test plans and

Minimum acceptable reliability objectives procedures. The Reliability Demonstration
are established by the user (operator) and are Test Plan must address any differences be-
based on operational constraints such as avail- tween test environment and mission environ-
ability, reliability and logistics capabilities ments and the effect of these differences on
which affect the user's ability to successfully demonstrated reliability.
accomplish the mission. Minimum acceptable
reliability is understood as the test require-
ment to be demonstrated with statistical con- 8.2.2.3 Selection of Test Article
fidence.

The FBMWS/SWS and constituent subsys- Reliability demonstration tests should be
tems reliability design objectives are specified performed using samples of intended produc-
in the pertinent TOG/I I1. Subsystem values tion (i.e., manufactured to production draw-
are subsequently allocated to lower level sys- ings using production tooling on production
tem elements, as required, and documented in lines, and inspected and tested to approved
product specifications. The minimum accept- procedures using production test and mea-
able reliability for the FBMWS/SWS, estab- surement equipment).
lished by the CNM[ 12], is also allocated to The demonstration plan should clearly
lower system elements as required for dem- specify the configuration which will enter the
onstration test planning. Realistic values for test. The test plan should identify any dif-
a and P are determined by coordinated con- ferences between the production configura-
sideration of producer/consumer needs, test tion and the test sample, and the effect of
costs, and other program constraints, e.g. these differences on demonstrated reliability.
schedules. A complete specification for
reliability demonstration is established when 8.2.2.4 Test Plan Selection
quantitative values are assigned to the four
parameters shown in figure 8-4.

For equipment in Category A (Figure 8-3)
a test plan is selected from MIL-STD-781 [1].

Quantities Specified It is recognized that when values specified for
R* and R* (Figure 8-4) are converted to 00

Design Producer's Minimum Consumer's and 01, they will not, in general, yield dis-
Objective Risk Reliability Risk crimination ratios (0 /0 1) which correspond

exactly to the ratios contained in MIL-STD-
a R 78111.] Therefore, some adjustments may be

(TOG or Sub. (Coordinatedp (NAVMAT) lCuordinatcd) required in selecting the test plan which best
system Spec) satisfies the requirement. Since MIL-STD-

Figure 8-4. Complete Reliability Specification 78 1111 has variable length [ probability ratio
sequential test (PRST)J and fixed length test
plans, trade-off studies should be conducted

8.2.2.2 Test Level to determine the type of test which should be
performed. Bases for the trade-off studies

Results of the mission analysis should be include cost, schedule, need to determine
used to determine the environmental condi- design stability, and risk. PRST plans have
tions and duty cycle to be proposed in the generally been preferred to fixed length test
demonstration plan. If a MIL-STD-781! ) plans. Category B equipment is discussed in
test is to be performed, the results of the mis- § 8.4.
sion analysis enables the selection of the ap-
propriate test cateogry I e.g., Category 3A, 8.2.2.5 Failure Criteria
Shipboard Equipment Sheltered of M IL-STD-
781CI I I orjustil'cation for a nlodified test Failure criteria for each equipment to be
level. If the mission analysis indicates that the tested during the demonstration test must be

8-5
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included in the demonstration plan. The fail- alternative hypothesis is 0 = 0, (the min-
ure categories defined in MIL-STD-781l l imum specified value). If0 00 the series of
should be used to guide this effort. Particular observations x, , x2, x3 .... x. is distributed
consideration should be given to the recogni- with probability density,
tion and treatment of procedural erron- (,-.g.,
operator induced, inadequate documentaton) p.(n) = Hf (x, 60)
and software errors. All failures are relevant
failures unless proven otherwise. where fAx, 00 ) is the density function appli-

cable to the variable x with parameter 00.
8.2.2.6 Sample Size Likewise, if 0 = 0,

Determine the quantity of each equipment
to be used in the reliability demonstration p (n)= nf(x, o)
test program. The sample size required should
be based upon the expected duration of the Thus Wald's method is applicable to any at-
test for each equipment, required completion tribute or variable the density function of
date, possible number of test articles avail- After each observation the ratio p(n)[
able, and test facilities capability. It should Atee o n the rati
also consider statistical variability (i.e., it is Po(n) is tested in the inequality
desirable to test a sample large enough to of- p(n) 14
fer some assurance that the tested items are < -<
representative of the population) and the 1--a po(n) c
need to establish design stability (the effects
of time and environments (not considered where a and P are type I and type II risks
life tests)]. Equipments characterized by long respectively. Testing is continued until p, (n)/
operating times and comparably high times p (n) fails to satisfy the inequality. The test
between failures should be tested in quantity always converges to a decision and generally
to obtain the maximum amount of test time requires about half the test time of a fixed
and information in the shortest calendar time. length demonstration of equal power.• Note that MIL-STD-781[I] requires that
each test sample operate at least one half the 8.3.1.1 Accept and Reject Criteria
average operating time of all equipments on
test. A frequent drawback in reliability dem- When t is time to failure and f(t,0) is an
onstration testing is that a sample size o. one exponential density function, the following
is often used. Better test planning could test values are computed.
alleviate this problem in many cases.

8.3 MIL-STD-781 1l1 DEMONSTRATION -i
TESTS -In

Accept y intercept (+h,) =(8-1)

The test methods described in this par- ( 1
agraph are for equipment that exhibit an 01 00
exponential distribution of time-to-failure.

8.3.1 Hypothesis Testing (Wald's Probability In
Ratio Sequential Method) Reject y intercept (-ht) -

Reject ~ ~ y1necp - (8-2)
Sequential tests permit one of three deci- ", 60

sions to be made after each observation-
accept the test hypothesis, reject the test
hypothesis and accept an alternative hypoth- Slope n(o/)
esis, or continue testing. Sl(s) =1 (8-3)

Typically the test hypothesis is 0 ( the true
MTBF) = 00, (the design value of MTBF). The 81 go

8-6
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The equations for the accept and reject Using equation 8-3:
lines are respectively:

T=h +sx (8-4) In 01)

T-h,+sx (8-5) - I -+201 In2 where 0 o 201

01 201
After total unit test time T with x failures

observed, decisions are made in accordance s = +1.386301
with the criteria

Therefore the accept line is
Reject ifT<(-hI + sx)

T= ho + xs
Accept if T > (ho + sx)

=1.3863(x+2)0,
Continue testing if(-h + sx) < T < (ho + sx).

and the reject line is
The expected total test time to a terminal

decision point is: T = -h i + xs

0 = 00 = 1.3863(x-2)0,

.(I In + MIL-STD-781[I] plots failures on the y([T] I- ( 8 n axis and test time on the x axis. Solving equa-E[T 0 10 ln(9o6 1) + I -(0/,)/ (8-6) tion 8-4 and 8-5 for x

0=e 0T - ho0=01 = (8-8)

E[T 0 1 n n T+h,
ln(8 0 1)I(616 00)) (8-7) s (8-9)

Figure 8-5 is an example of a sequential plan and inserting the values for ho, h, and s gives
with discrimination ratio (00/0 1) = 2.0:1 and
decision risk (ci = = 20 percent). The plan is T- ho  T
obtained as follows: x -2

s 1.386301
From equation 8-1:

.20 Ti+h, T
-In- x = - +2

1-.20 s 1.38630+h -l =+1"3863(26, )
This information is plotted in figure 8-6.

T, 0O Figure 8-7 is sequential test plan IVC of
MIL-STD-781C[l]. This is similar to figure

since 00 = 20, 8-6 except that the equation for the reject
line used in the MIL-STD is

+h= +2.772601 T

Similarly, from equation 8-2: 1.386301

+h= +2.772601 (i.e., the reject line dropped 0.5 failures) and
truncation lines have been added.

8-7
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DISCRIMINATION RATIO 2:1
DECISION RISKS 20%

601

ACCEPT

501

CONTINUE TEST

II

4 011

w*

) 361 REJECT

01

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

FAILURES

Figure 8-. Sequential Test Plan Test Time Versus Failures
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DISCRIMINATION RATIO 2:1
6 DECISION RISKS 20%

REJECT
5

U. -
0

i

0

Lu
co

z

- l-p.O /CONTINUE

TO

TEST

2

t,

+ ACCEPT

0 21 31 41 S1 601

TEST TIME
Figure -6. Sequential Test Plan, Failures Versus Test Time
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DECISION RISKS (NOMINAL) 20 PERCENT

DISCRIMINATION RATIO 2.0:1

8

7

REJECT6

LU

5 . CONTINUE
U.

0TEST
wu 4

3

000

'EXPECTED DECISION POINT
1 FOR MTBF = 00

2 4 6 8 10

TOTAL TEST TIME (IN MULTIPLES OF LOWER TEST MTBF, 01)

TOTAL TEST TIME*

NUMBER OF REJECT ACCEPT
FAILURES (EQUAL OR LESS) (EQUAL OR MORE)

0 N/A 2.80
1 N/A 4.18
2 .70 5.58
3 2.08 6.96
4 3.46 8.34
5 4.86 9.74
6 6.24 9.74
7 7.62 9.74
8 9.74 N/A

*Total test time is total unit hours of equipment on time and is ex-
pressed in multiples ot the lower test MTBF. Refer to § 4.5.2.4
of MI L-STD-781C 1 ] for minimum test time per equipment.

Figure 8-7. Sequential Test Plan IVC ofMIL.STD-781(I -

8-10
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0. 99 - 3

0.9,

o 0.7 N
x 0.6
0. 0.43% • - ,

-0.6 . -_ -0 0.5
> 0.4
t 0.3

:-J

-0.2

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 2 3 4510 20 30

VALUE OFm = np =n~i

Figure 8-8. Thorndike Chart

MIL-ST '91 ; does not indicate the proce- - FIUE
dure used .,, developing these truncation lines. FAILURES
A method for truncation is provided in o i2[3 4 5 ] 6 7
NAVORDOD41146I8] and in § 8.3.1.2. 02, 2 080. o 1o .0o230 3,00 3.80o14.60 5,.,0

8.3.1.2 Truncation Criteria 150 300o 4.20 4066 .0 9.10.00oo

Figure 8-8 is a Thorndike Chart which is .r± 1, 26 0) 0 45 45 .1.6
used to establish truncation lines according 0|602703702 .0450Sm .6

to the following steps:
I. Define "Probability of x or Less Fail- Figure 8-9. Failures Required for Truncation

ures" ordinates for Figure 8-8 corresponding
to (1-a) and %3. For this example the ordi- this case 01/60o  .50 and the corresponding
nates will be 0.8 and 0.2 respectively, value of x is 6 failures. (See figure 8-9, value

2. Determine from figure 8-8 abscissa 0.511!).
values of up corresponding to tle ordinates 4. Truncate the test at the number of fail-
of step I and values of x (number of failures). ures (xo ! equal to one plus the value deter-
Enter these values in a table (figure 8-9 for mined in step 3. (In the example xo = 7 fail-
the example) starting with x = 0. ures).

3. Calculate the ratio of np(,. 4 )/nlp 9 for 5. Test time is truncated at x0 times the
each value of x used in step 2 until you find slope of the accept/reject lines, in this exam-
the smallest value that will give a ratio of pIe 7 x 1.38630, or 9.761. Figure 8-7 shows
np(, . )/np 3 that is greater than 6,160 used in that MIL-STD-781[I] truncated this test at
the sequential test plan being considered. In 9.740, and 7.1 failures.

8-Il
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Another criteria sometimes used for trunca- which may be described by the X2 distribu-
tion is to use three times the number of tion:
failures required in a fixed length test
(§ 8.3.2) with the same risks. P(x)= P(x + >2Xt)

8.3.2 Chi-Square Method (Fixed Length where 2x+2 is the number of degrees of
Tests) freedom of the X2 variate.

MIL-STD-781l[I has nine fixed lengths Therefore, if X > X2 (I P). 2 X 2 /2 t, then
and three additional high risk fixed lengths P(x) < 3. Here X2 1-,2x-+2 is the 100 01h

tests. The chi-square method can be used percentage point of the X2 distribution with
when other fixed length test plans are to be 2x+2 degrees of freedom and the entire ex-
developed for reliability demonstration. Spec- pression is a null hypothesis which we seek
ifications such as those in § 8.1 or figure to test. Having observed x failures, we may
8-4 can be used to determine these tests. then associate 100 (1-P) percent confidence

Demonstration consists of collecting suffi- with the alternative hypothesis that
cient test or operational data to accept or
reject statements about the levels of the X2 0:2 x +2
parameters; thus it is basically a hypothesis X • (8-10)
testing procedure. A demonstration plan can 2t
be developed from the applicable statistical Epstein [71 has shown that equation 8-10
formula for interval estimation. The planning stei [ o n thteqaton 8-10
task consists of determining combinations of is a one-sided confidence interval on X. It is
test time, sample size and the maximum customary to define
number of failures which will satisfy the
hypothesis test. X (1-):2x+2

The chi-square method applies when all of 2t
three conditions are met:

I) Demonstration is performed at the same as a 100 (1- ) percent upper confidence limit
assembly level at which interval estimates are on X.
to be made (i.e., the entire device is tested as If MTBF (0) is the parameter of interest,
a unit). the corresponding one-sided interval is

2) The device is not cyclic or "one shot",
but operates more or less continuously in 2t
time, so that failure rate or MTBF is the 0 (8-11)
parameter of interest. X2 (1-0):2x 2

3) The device is described by the exponen-
tial failure density function f(t%) = ,e-x", and from equation 8-11 we define:
(t > 0, X >0) (i.e., the device has a constant 2t =
failure rate X). 2t1=_ _ -0

Given that the foregoing conditions are (1-0):2x+2
met, the best (point) estimate of failure rate
is T = x/t where t is the sum of the operating as a 100(1-) percent lower confidence limit
times accumulated by all devices in the tests on 0.
and x is the number of failures observed. If reliability for a mission of length T is to

For a test with a fixed truncation time, be demonstrated, we define
where t units of operating time are accu-
mulated, it can be shown in 161 that the R(,.#) (T)-e "N(',)T =e-T('a
probability of observing x or fewer failures
is given by the cumulative Poisson distribu- as a 100(1--4) lower confidence limit on R(T).
tion In computing upper confidence limits on

X (XAk X, or lower limits on 0, the degrees of free-

P k-- W e-.t dom are 2(x+l) since the test time is fixed in

k7- k advance.

8-12
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The test time t may be accumulated in a 8.4 NON-EXPONENTIAL RELIABILITY
replacement or non-replacement test, or from DEMONSTRATION
combined, interrupted or sequential tests.
Mathematically, sample size and test duration Two procedures for reliability demonstra-
are directly exchangeable. All that is required tion are presented in this paragraph; one is
is that t = Iti, the sum of operating times of taken from NAVORD OD 41146181 and the
all items tested, and that x = -xi, the total other is based on a binomial method.
number of failures observed in the tests.
Demonstration is complete when the interval 8.4.1 NAVORD OD 41146 (Sequential
estimate encompasses OL*, the minimum ac- Ratio Test) Method
ceptable MTBF, or R*, the minimum accept-
able reliability. Procedures for demonstration (i.e., accept-

From an engineering viewpoint however, it ance of a hypothesis, HO, or the alternate
is desirable to test a sample large enough to hypothesis, H, ) when the exponential as-
offer some assurance that the tested items are sumption is not valid are found in NAVORD
representative of the population. It is also OD 41146181. Equipment designs that em-
desirable, though not always feasible, to con- ploy redundancy and those which must bc
tinue testing long enough to show that wear- judged on an attribute basis are in this class.
out (time and environment) effects are not These procedures are illustrated by exam-
significant in the period during which reliabil- pie for a complete reliability specification
ity is of concern. Both wearout and infant (figure 8-10) for a hypothetical launcher
mortality effects tend to prevent a system system.
from exhibiting the exponential distribution Step 1. Establish the Hypothesis and the
of times between failures on which the chi- alternate.
square method depends. In this example the design requirement is

0.98. The hypothesis is therefore
Example, Reliability Demonstration with
Interval Estimation, Chi-Square Afethod Ho :Qo < 0.02 at t = T

Given t 300 hours, x = 3 failures, 3 = .20 %here

Find: O L ,(1) and RL (1) Q0 
< (l-R0 ) 

= (1-.98)

S= = 100 hours and T is the defined mission time.

x 3
The alternate hypothesis

and using equation 8-11 and figure E-: H1:Q, 0.07 at t =T

2t (2)(300)
eL =0. 80  = . = 54.397 hours. where

S.80:8 I11.030

Q, >, (Il-R, ) =0 1-.93)

Indicating that the MTBF estimate is 100
hours and its 80% lower bound is 54.397 and T is the defined mission time.
hours. Continuing.

Step 2. Define the Accept/Reject Decision
() e-T ) = e".°t°°° = 0.9900 Boundaries.

RL ( 1) = e" (1) = eO1838 = 0.9818. The accept and reject lines are defined:

Indicating that the reliability estimate for a Accept Line x" =-1 0 +ns

one hour mission is 0.9900 and its 80%/r lower
bound is 0.9818. Reject Line x, = +I + ns

8-13
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Reliability Specification

Minimum
Reliability Producer's Acceptable Consumer's

System Objective Risk Reliability RiskRo  R, 0
p?

Launcher .98 .20 .93 .20

Figure 8-10. Launcher Reliability Objectives

3WI -

250 -

ACCEPT

2w0

CONTINUE
TESTING

2 4'
100

CUMULATIVE FAILURES.

Figure &-II Sequential Test Plan (Non-Exponential) R0 = 98 R, .93 e =20%
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where Number of Minimum Sample Maximum Sample
Failures to Accept to Rejectn = sample size

X nA n

s = slope
0 27

then: 1 52 -
2 77 23

Ln103 102 48
L - 4 127 73

(8-12) 5 152 98
h Q (1-Qo)1 6 177 123

Ln I _ O-Q 7 202 148
8 227 173
9 252 198

Ln Ln 4.00010 277 223

h r 0 0 7 ( -0.02)I Ln 3.688 Figure 8-12. Acceptance and Rejection Sample Sizes

Therefore, (1-007) This test could be terminated (§ 8.3.1.2)Thore1.02 at seven failures and 175 samples. (Truncation
= i.062 would change the lower portion of figure

also, ]I-.20 ]  8-12.)

[ LL.0j 8.4.2 Binomial Interval Estimation Method

S1-0 02 (1-.07)] missile) or is tested and used in missions of

uniform length, and if its performance in any
h, = 1.062 mission may be characterized unambiguously

as a success or failure, and if its reliability isand, Fl-Qo F-.02]  stationary over successive missions, then each

Ln II Ln 1-.0 mission may be viewed as a Bernoulli trial
__sL-1 L '-(1 and the device reliability as a binomial

s Q (1-Qo T Ln 3.688 parameter.
Ln[' (IQ ]Terming the reliability R and the failure

)n O-Q, probability Q = I-R. the probability of ob-
serving x failures in n tests is

s = 0.040

The Decision boundaries are: p,(x) (l1-R)(R)n -  (8-15)

Accept Line xn = -1.062 + 0.040 n where

(n) n
Reject Line x. = +1.062 + 0.040 n x x!(n-x)!

These lines can be converted to accept/ If p is the true parameter, the probability
reject criteria by solving for n: of observing as few as x failures in n trials is

Accept when n > 26.55 + 25 xp

Reject when n <-26.55 + 25 x, -o

These two lines are plotted in figure 8-1 1 Having observed x failures in n trials we may
and further illustrated in figure 8-12. associate 1000% confidence with a statement

8-15
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that the true failure probability is equal to or Find: ' and RL
less than the upper limit p,, necessary to
satisfy the equality =s 0.90

i n 20

It has been shown 191 that an upper bound RL 1 +1(n-s+I ) F, 0:

on failure probability is given by
f, = 2(n-s+) = 6

Q n-x f2 = 2s = 36
+-
x+l F, .0:11 . fL I

:  2 RL l+[(20-18+l)1181 F2. 0 6 ,3 6

where F, 5 ;f I 2 is the 100 (1-) percentage
point of the F distribution with degrees of From figure E-8; F = 1.5188
freedom f4 = 2(x+l) and f2 = 2(n-x). The reli-
ability is then bounded by RL = I-Qu with I
100(l-00Z confidence. Therefore: RL = I+(.1667)(1.5188)

A lower bound on failure probability,

usually of less interest in demonstration test- RL = 0.7980
ing, is given by

8.5 DEMONSTRATION IN THE PRESENCE
Q1 OF RELIABILITY GROWTHQL --

I + I(n-x+l)/xI Ff. f2  A complex system as initially assembled
will generally contain a number of incipient

where f, = 2(n-x+l) and r = 2x. A 00 failure modes. The most serious modes com-

(l-a)% upper bound on reliability is then mand first attention and, as they are cor-
Ru =-QL" rected, unmask progressively less significant

Using s = n-x as the number of successes, defects. Reliability grows by this process,
the (100 x 0)% lower limit or bound for which is activated and continued by testing,
reliability is observing failures and correcting their causes.

The failure analysis and corrective action
activities required by government develop-

RL (8-16) ment contracts are a closed-loop process de-
R + [(n-s+l)Is] FI -:frl 2 signed to ensure that reliability will, in fact,

increase with increasing program time. The-
where f, = 2(n-s+1), f2 = 2s oretically, once a failure occurs, testing

and stops, failure analysis and corrective action
is performed and the test continues after cor-

RI rective action implementation. Monitoring of
n-s i reliability growth begins early in the develop-

I + - ment test program. Data to be used in the
s+! F. :r, f2  measurement of reliability growth will be

determined from a review of the integrated
where f, 2(s+ I), f2 = 2(n-s). test program but should start with early engi-

neering evaluation testing.
Example: Given, Reliability theory recognizes early growth

but the hypothesis testing methods discussed
n = 20 x = 2 s = 18 P = .80 abovc treat only mature systems of constant

8-16
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failure rate and constant failure probability, improvement is obtained; it nearly always
Experience has shown, however, that a large lies between .2 and .5, the average being close
and complex system may require several thou- to .3.
sand system-hours of testing and operation The form of presentation shown in figure
before its failure rate stabilizes sufficiently 8-13 has two practical advantages; it provides
for a static model to represent its reliability a reasonable visual fit of test data to the
accurately. growth model, and it provides a best estimate

Under these conditions, the measurement line for past, present and future observations
or demonstration problem is one of esti- with minimum computational effort.
mating the current values of changing reliabil- Today, the Duane model is embodied in
ity parameters. Analogously, the prediction MIL-STD-1635 (31, the proposed MIL-STD-
problem becomes one of forecasting future 781 D[ 13], and other military standards.
values, particularly ultimate static values.

In order to monitor the progress of reliabil- 1..

ity growth, a model of the growth process is
needed. The model proposed by J.T. Duane
[2] in 1964, and already described in Section I:cUMULATI

V E)

5, was based on empirical analysis of aero- a-0.32

space equipment failure data. It is applicable cc
to measurement at the same assembly level 0.1 "CURRENT VALU."

for which data are collected. -

L

As noted in Section 5, the model is

Xx = KT-a (8-17)
0.01 a a a . I * * I I

where X, is cumulative average failure rate, 2 3 4 o 0 3040 W90

the ratio of total failures x to total operating CYCLES

time T. In Duane's model the instantaneous Figure 8-13. Reliability Growth Model
failure rate X changes at the same rate as X,
and is displaced from X, by the constant
factor (I-a). 8.6 REFERENCES

dx d(X T) d(KT' - ) (8-18) 1 MIL-STD-781, Reliability Design Qualifi-
dT dT dT cation and Production Acceptance Tests:

Exponential Distribution.
I (-)KT - 1 I (--a) X E
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assume K at 10 times the predicted failure
rate (or 10 percent of the predicted MTBF, 5. MIL-STD-756, Reliability Prediction.
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to the exponent a than to K. The exponent neering Applications, Wiley, NY, 1952,
reflects the intensity with which reliability Chapter 22.
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Section 9
RMA DATA SYSTEM

NAVSEA OD 2154911] requires the estab- can be implemented without difficulty if
lishment and maintenance of an Integrated data entries are standardized.
Data System (IDS) whose primary purpose The RMA data system, as an element of
is the implementation of a cost effective and the IDS, must have explicit definitions of
comprehensive data program to support all tasks, responsibilities and required coordi-
engineering activities. This section addresses nation. Development of the system requires
a subset of the IDS, the data which is primar- an analysis of program measurement and
ily used for RMA evaluation and the quality assessment objectives to establish the program
of that data. data needs. Extensive interface between the

IDS and the integrated test program (ITP) is
9.1 INTRODUCTION required to assure that all RMA measurement

and assessment objectives are fulfilled, that all
data needs are defined, that necessary tests

The data system is required to collect, con- a ned, a nd that nsfr oes-are planned, and that provisions for collec-
trol, process, distribute and store essential tion, control, and processing data into useful
information. The system must provide for output reports are properly coordinated.
data maintenance and be capable of timely Data control procedures should be prepared
data retrieval. The system must support the to monitor the completeness, conciseness,
needs and objectives of the RMA (hardware legibility, accuracy, and validity of reported
and software) evaluation program. data, and to format and input the data for

The data system should be flexible in
output formats (Sorts) to aid the analysis computer and/or manual use. Computerprograms for data processing are written toeffort and be able to distinguish between enable accurate test history files to be gener-
the many types of data inputs required to ated and for analysis assistance. Data utili-
satisfy data users' needs. Simple analysis zation procedures are developed to make use
assistance (computer) programs such as. of the summaries and reports compiled from
time counting, failure counting, repair the history files. Development of data system
counting, threshold alarms, point estimates, functions is discussed below as related to the
"white space" analysis,* plotting, etc. can be hardware and software portions of systems
of great assistance to the analysis effort and undergoing development, production. and

fleet service.
Once established, the RMA data system

"White Space" Analysis - A failure data should be applicable to any hardware or
analysis technique, such that part, equip- software system or program (upon definition
ment, subassembly, etc. failures are sorted of requirements and mission information
by the part number, for example. Rather unique to a program) and it should be able to
than listing a part number, such as Ri (for handle multiple programs concurrently. The
resistor R I), repetitively for each failure contractor should strive to make operation
of RI, the sort program or manual listing of the data system straightforward, self-
should print only the first RI, blanking the regulating and largely routine.
remainder off the listing. The created Figure 9-1 is an analysis of RMA data
"white space" between the listing of RI needs.
and the listing of the first R2 alerts the A Flow Chart for RMA data is shown
analyst to the magnitude of a problem. in figure 9-2.
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9.2 DATA COLLECTION most error-free recording of information

Detailed procedures and instructions must since personnel interpretations of infor-

be issued to all organizational units and mation from meters and other measuring

operations personnel who participate in tie devices are minimized. Figure 9-4 illustrates

generation and recording of basic (raw) a sample form for collecting attributes data
RMA data. Theio procedures must define during a test which was provided to the test

the data to be reported, the forms to be used, operator with the preprinted program stan-
the instructions for completing the forms, dard information. Test personnel wouldand the approval process necessary to assure complete the serial number, the date of test,

data quality. Reporting forms should include length of test, test result (pass or fail), failure
as much preprinted information as possible report number (if applicable), calibration

with emphasis placed on ease of entering data dates/status, remarks and the personnel

such as "'check" box usage. The use of pre- information.

printed information leads to the reduction of
transcription and recording errors, saves time.
and if mechanized data processing techniques 9.2.1.2 Variables Data Collection
are used, standardized forms reduce errors
and programming budgets. Collecting variables data permits the ana-

The forms should encourage participating lyst to make more efficient use of the data.
personnel to record concise infornation by For example, data taken on the critical per-
providing sufficient choices and avoiding the formance parameters of six samples of device
use of "'other", "none of the above", etc. A and six samples of device B are shown in
However. while encouraging concise infor- figure 9-5.
mation, the form and instructions should not The Specification limits for the critical
require information which cannot be provided performance parameters are provided in
without guessing, such as, asking for the figure 9-6.
"reason for failure" (vice symptom of failure) In both cases (A and B) we have six tests
before failure analysis is performed. with no failure. Therefore, attribute analysis

Some aspects of and sample forms for yields the same result. Variables analysis indi-
hardware and software data collection are cates that design B is superior (and also raises
discussed below, the estimate for design A) as shown in figure

9-7. The result obtained using variables
9.2.1 Hardware Data Collection analysis is in agreement with our intuition

which tells us that design B is less apt to ex-
Data collection by means of test and oper- ceed the specification limits. The attribute

ation logs, test result forms, failure forms or analysis indicates the designs are equally good

others must be comprehensive and accurate. anays int itign are hqulgood

Deveopmnt f lgs nd frmsandthein- contrary to our intuition and highlightingDevelopment of logs and forms and the in- the value of making effiient use of the data.

structions and training for proper data record- Since it is more difficult (probability of
ing has a significant, impact on the data Sinesoe d t (proabiit ofcollecting erroneous data increases) and
collection effort and is essential to accom- costly to collect, process and analyze var-
plishing the measurement of RMA. Basic ables data and to relate probability of oper-
information needed for hardware RMA evalu- ation within specification of a number of
ation is listed in figure 9-3. Information pe cmncation of annumustcategories A. B and C are, needed for reli- performance parameters. the analyst must
ciiyevaluation. Categories A through D trade-off the requirements to collect variables
ari ededafor atainability Aton, data versus the cost of obtaining this infonna-
are needed for maintainability evaluation. to.TeeouinO uoai eteupCateoris E nd proidenecesar anay- tion. The evolution of automatic test equip-
Categories E and F provide necessary analy- ment. with "result" measurements and
tical and reference data, respectively. printout capability, has provided the ability

9.2.1.1 Attribute Data Collection to collect variables data more accurately.
Also. the use of preprinted information.

The collection of attribute (go/no-go) especially minimum and maximum limits, is
operational and test data can provide the of value in reducing errors in collecting

9-11
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A. Test Description
1. Test Report Number
2. Test Level - Component, Equipment or Subsystem
3. Test Type - Qualification, Acceptance, etc.
4. Test Site
5. Test Environment
6. Date of Test
7. Test State - Operating, Non-Operating or Cycling
8. Test Plan Number
9. Test Procedure Number

B. Hardware Identification
1. Hardware Name
2. Hardware Drawing Number
3. Hardware Serial Number
4. Hardware Level
5. Sub-hardware Actually Involved in Test
6. Subcontractor
7. Project

C. Test Results
I. Sample Size
2. Operating Time or Cycles
3. Operating Mode
4. Test Environment (Temperature, vibration, etc.)
5. Failures (Number of)
6. Failure Report Numbers
7. Failure Classification

D. Maintenance Data
I. Corrective Maintenance Functions
2. Corrective Maintenance Time Components
3. Delay Time Components
4. Modification Time
5. Time-to-Failure

E. Relevant Anal% tical Data
I. Apportioned Hardware R&M Requirements
2. Predicted Hardware R&M
3. Failure Modes Predicted by FMECA
4. Previously Implemented Corrective Action
5. Mission Profile (Environment and Duty Cycle Profiles)
6. Math Model
7. Generic Failure Rate Data

F. Reference Information
I. Date of Entry (Data Information Reaches Computer File)
2. Test Report Number (References a High Level Test from Which Record

Was Generated)
3. Failure Report Number (References a Higher Level Failure Report)
4. Project Code (Identifies Data Used from Another Contractual Program)

Figure 9-3. Information Useful for Reliability and Maintainability (Availability) Evaluation
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PROGRAM TEST REPORT NUMBER
Poueidon P42735

NAME DRAWING NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER
Recovery Propamnmer 69213912P003

LEVEL TYPE TEST SITE
Component FAT Factory Test Lab

TEST INSTRUCTION (TI) TEST LEVEL SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

SYS 3793 Component Unclassified

STATE LENGTH PASS/ FAILURE REPORT
TI I DATE ENVIRONMENT MIUE FAIL NO.

3.1.1 Bench D ___ _______

3.1.2 Bench C ____________

3.1.3 High Temp A

3.1.4 
High Temp 

D ___ __ 
__ __

3.1.5 High Temp C ___

3.1.6 Bench D ________________

3.1.7 Bench C-
3.1.8 Vibration A _________________

3.1.9 Bench D ____

3.1.10 Bench C ______________________

EQUIPENT AME ODELCALIBRATION
EOUIMEN NAE MDELDATE STATUS

Test Set TS 4273
Brush Recurder BR 418

TEST Vibrator MB 11I
EQUIPMENT Temperature

USED Chamber TC 4823
Voltmeter V 234

__________ Oscilloscope TECT 4817

REMARKS

TESTER DATE OC ENGINEER APPROVAL/DATE DATE TO DATA SYSTEM

*State A -Non-operating but must survive and be operational in a later mission phase.
B Non-operating but must not operate prematurely and must be operational in a later mission phase.
C -Operating. Duration countable in cycles or discrete events.
D -Operating. Duration measurable in units of time*.

Figure 9-4. Performance Data Sheet - Attributes Data

DATADESGN~ #1 *2 -: 3 #4 I5 # 0

A 1.30 3.5 5.35 7.55 9.50 11.75

B 15.95 6.15 6.40 6.60 6.90 7.20

Figure 9.S. Dta Taken on Devices A and B
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RELIABILITY

ATTRIBUTES VARIABLES
DESIGN

LIMITS Point 95%. Lower Point 95%, Lower
Estimate Conf Limit Estimate Conf Limit

LSL 0.0
Nominal 73 A .8909 .6070 .9355 .8899

USL 14.6 B .8909 .6070 .9999+ .9999+

Figure 9-6. Specification Limits Figure 9-7. Comparison of Results

variables data. Figure 9-8 is an example of to fully describe each equipment test state
a form that can be used for this purpose. and the duration of the state. A new log

entry should be made to document each
9.2.1.3 Operating Data Collection change in conditions of the test such as fail-

ure occurrence, state of the equipment under
Operating data (time meter readings, test or change in usage mode. Note, the

operating mode, operating environment, oper- log should provide for any requirement to
ating results, etc.) at the system and subtier record variables data, along with the recorded
level can be reported by means of test opera- or measured parameters minimum and max-
tion records or logs such as figure 9-9. The imum values. Responsibility for maintenance
design and information content of these of logs should rest with the test supervisor
logs should be tailored to the system under during periods of testing, training, or experi-
evaluation (Figures 9-9 and 9-10 are exam- mentation, and with the system maintenance
pies). Typically, line entries should be made supervisor at other times.

PROGRAM TEST REPORT NUMBER TYPE LEVEL

POSEIDON PV42736 FAT Component

NAME DRAWING NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

Recovery Programmer 692D912P003 Unclassified

TEST INSTRUCTION ITO TEST LEVEL DATE TO DATA SYSTEM

SYS 3793 (omponen

TI Descr " y' Urst of Class of Specification Actual* Date
Paragraph of Tes. Environment Measure Character Limits Read~ngs of Test

2.2.1 Visual Inspection Bench P/F M Pus/Fail

2.2.2 Light Indica:,on Bench P/F M Pas/Fail
2.2.4 Beacon Vo, -age Bench Volts M 13.2-15.6
2.2.5 Timer 1 T . Bench Seconds C 0.6 1.5

2.3.4 Beacon Vocage High Temp Volts M 13.5-16.0

2.35 Timer I T.-e High Tamp Seconds C 0.4 12

REMARKS

TESTER DATE OC ENGINEER APPROVAL DATE

'Ci, le all Out or Specificatior readings

Figure 9-8. Performance Data Sheet - Variables Data
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9.2.1.4 Failure Data Collection and software error data to be collected.
evaluated, and reported, so that management

holde aeeaitred occh a fleort can measure the growth of software reliability
should be generated with the following and forecast the test time needed to reach a
information recorded: Failure symptoms and satisfactory level of software reliability.
circumstances, identity of the failed hard- Software errors, once detected, are defined as
ware, conditions at the time of failure, cause failures. All errors detected after internal
of failure (if known) and the disposition release of software modules should be re-
recommended or made of the failed hardware, ported, analyzed and classified not only to
Figures 9-1I and 9-12 are examples of typical measure reliability, but to evaluate the
failure reports. If the failure occurs during a software development tools and techniques
test, the test document number should be in use and to provide information for plan-
referenced on the failure report and vice ning and improving future software develop-
versa. Other information will then be added ment projects.
to the report: the failure classification desig- Many organizations that develop large scale
nations (catastrophic, critical, major, minor),
relevance classification (include or exclude military software employ multiple forms tothlefaile classfrarelibil o m easue) collect software data. However, a single fonnth e fa ilu re fo r re lia b ility m easu rem en t), c n b s d s t s a t rl o c l e t s f w r
fault isolation data (identification of failed can he used satisfactorily to collect software
elements), and the environment (the test reliability data if the form includes infonna-
environment, if applicable) in which the tion on the occurrence of errors (i.e.. detec-
failure occured. tion of software errors and omissions). infor-

Failure reports and other source docu- mation gained by subsequent analysis of de-
ments originating in test or service areas tected errors and omissions, documentation
should be routed promptly for processing. of corrections and modifications, and verifica-
Failure reports should go directly to failure tion of them, together with certain category
investigation for review and classification; data needed for statistical analysis of software
then reproduced and distributed. Test data development progress.
sheets and completed log sheets should go to Figure 9-13 is an example of a compre-
data control for screening, reproduction, hensive software trouble report (TR). Data
recording in computer files and distribution. are reported on the form as indicated below.
Some reports cannot be totally completed The form is initiated by test or operating
by the personnel responsible for detecting personnel who detect a software error Fields
a failure. Information, such as "repaired/ marked with an asterisk are filled in by the
replaced item" may require another acti- analyst or review team who investigate the
vity's input. Methods for handling these error.
situations should be addressed in the data i. Date - the date the trouble report (TR)

system procedures. Techniques such as the fo; in is prepared.
use of multilayer, multicolor chemically *-2. Error aegry - Three-character crror
treated forms are available such that addi- code from list given on back of TR form.

tional information can be added to th,. final *3. Criticality - Circle appropriate severity
copy of the form while all data originating code. H = High. M = Medium, L = Low.
activities can keep a copy of their own NA = Not Applicable.
inputs. *4. TR Number - Test report number.

5. Title - A brief description of the
9.2.2 Software Data Collection problem.

6. Program Designation - The official
Software is defined as computer programs designation of the computer program against

and data processed in a computer. It is a which the TR is written (NA for documenta-
major element of many current military tion troubles).
systems and may be the reliability-limiting 7. Program Document - The official
element in a system because of its complex- designation of the program document against
ity. When software is part of a system devel- which the TR is written: include page. para-
opment, the contractor's reliability data graph number, etc. (NA for program and logic
system should permit software running time troubles).
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10.1101RT 110. I''l,'wrific; ICTIVITY

LTEIr ~ ;;L OF DAV' (44 ,otiS.)

mmtml DAY YEAR

IMATFLD REPORT (S)

SYSTEM UU:;YSTLM

I Ul I3 SIN

TIMC flMA READIN; LFrLCT ON
SYSTEM SUBSYSTEM rQUIPMUET

LCATION Or TIMe READING 3 C3 CATASTROPHIC

0 0 0 CRITICALC] 0 ED ,MUGo.
17 13 0 MINOR

PROSLEM oIscovE DURING PROBLE U4IOIC.TED BY PROBLEM POBERM ISOLATED TO--

O3 OPERATIONIAL MISSION C0 OPERATOR PAIUL, [3 HARDWARE CAD/OMNETBY7O ACCEPTANCE TEST C3 TEST SET Q SOFTWARE CARDS/CONPONDJTS BY QTY
C DEVELOPMENT TEST 0 PERIPHERAL DEVICE 0 EITHER C' DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAM

INCO 0 PM/FL 14ANUAl TROUBLESHOOTING
SCHEDULED DOWN TIMe Q FACT
OT"ER CORRECTIVE MAINTENAN4CE Q VISUAL OBSERVATION

P OBLEM CORRECTED BY DOWN TIME HOURS MINUTES SUPPORT ADEQUATE

o3 ADJUSTMERT/TINING /ALI(24MWIT DIAGNOSTIC PROIC;k [ r ( -] YES NO
O3 REWIRING MANUAL TROUBLESKO.JTING C=SPARES 0 0
C) CARD/COMPOCtJNT REPLACEMENT DISASZ'EMSLY fHAflING 3 El

3 MONREPETITtVE PROBLEN REPAIR PM/rL
RESOA POGAMASSEMBLY SOFTWARE o

0 OI IE CKkEC)OUT TOSTS
TOTAL DOWN TIME( g EQUIPMENT 0 (

DOCUISTATIO4 (3 C
.7,VIRONDI2TAL CONDITIONS

Tue. VIRAT. -SHOCK HUMIDITY

ALT. SALT OTHER

RZPAIRZD/REPLACED ITEM

NAME PART NO. F ANUrACT"i R W iERIAL OLZ SERIAL DISPOSITION
,PTN.A:NO. RETURN4ED REPAIRED THROWN AWAY

ADDITIONAL DATA

ORIGINATO41 DAvTE - 1 SUFCRvISOR DATE

FIure 9-12. Sample Failure Report
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~ ~ RINTAstwbi FiSI wil be fiftd in

SSEA. NO. OF TAPE REL 10. REFERENCE DOCUMENT II. FUNTION AFFECTED VLD LE PRTO

*12. RESPONSIBLE MODULEIS' 13. TEST */STEPC3 MOD. VERIF. C3 INTERMOD. COMPAT.

1.ORIGINATOR IWrint nwo m ivew org.TR 15. CIT/e1. EX.

17 TROUBLE DESCRIPTION DAT DETEO 0 LAP-SED I-1ME INDICATOR READING NOPs

IS. RUN TIME 119. SIMULATION USED 20. LINKING WITH

Il 21. CONFIGURATIONITRANSIENTS IN CORE

22. PROBLEM NO 23. DUMP DATA 24. SPCIAL DATA
DUPLICATED

pDURING RUN RE

AFTER RESTART PROGRAM CN

AFTER RELOAD DUMP CN

25. COMP SN... COMP F UNTOES 5 26. COMPSN -.. COMP FUNT.DS._ 27. COMP SN - COMP FUNT.DES....
P-REG -FAULT TYPE_ P-REG __FAULT TYPE_ P-REG __FAULT TYPE_

STOP CUNOER CONTROLO INFLOOP STOP CUNOER CONTrROLE3 INF.LOOP STOPOM UNDER CONTROLD0INF.LOOP

C P.POINTER OUT 0 OTHERA CRASH [:P.OINTER OUT [Q OT04ER CRASH C3F.POINTE R OUT OOTHER CRSHi
SR.IR- RI - R- -

SR-2 R4 S- 4 R2R

A-0 R-R-9RO -

R.I R-10 IA-0R -0

R-2 A-1R- -1 -2A1

A-3 P-12 P- -2R3R1

Rd4 11-13 4A1RA-3

P-5 N-IdR6"I*RsR1

A-1 N-lB5 4 -1

Figure 9-13. Software Trouble Report Form
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Software Trouble RapW (Reiive SMd)

2L ANALYSIS DATE RECEIVED

4RROR PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ON TR tifll) or P/M REPORT SIGNATURE DATE

23. CORRECTIONS Re No

CODE CHANGES

DOCUMENTATION CHANGES

CORE AND TIMING CHANGES

CORRECTIONS VERIFIED By DATE

ERROR CATEGORIES F-0 INTERFACE ERRORS

A-0 COMPUTATIONAL ERRORS F I Wrong subroutine tolled
F-2 Call to subroutine not nude or nade in wrong Place

A-.I Incorrect operand ins equation F-3 Subroutine arguments not consistent in tV Pe, units. order.
A-.2 Iacorect use Of parenthesis etc.
A-3 Sip conention oeror F-4 Subroutine called is nonexistent
A-4 Units or data conversion error F .S Software/data bate interlace error
A-$S Computation produces an over/under nlow F-6 Software user interface error
A-6 lncoerec/utccwaole equation usind F-7 Software/aofswvan interface erroe
A..? Precision lots due to mixed mode
A11 Misig computation GO DATA DEFINITION ERRORS
A-.9 Rounding or truncation error

3.0 LOIC RRRSG-1 Pata not properly defined/dinmenuioned
90 OGI ERORSG-2 Data referenced out of bounds

G-3 Data beingl referenced at incorrect location
U.. Incorrect operand in logical expression G- 4 Data pointers nor incremented properly
3.2 Loglcactivitieenout of sequence
3.B3 Wrsrgvariable being checked H-0 DATA BASE ERRORS
24 Mixing logtic or condition tes
3.6 Too aniy/few statements us loop H-1 Data not initiied in data beax
B-6 Loop Woasted incorrect number of tunes H-2 Dais iilizedl to incorrect value

(includig enles looip) H-..3 Data units are incorrect
3.1 Duplcate Isgi

1.6 OPERATION ERRORS
C.0 DATA INPUT ERRORS

-I Operating system error (vendor supplied)
C-1 I healid inpat rind from correct data file IL 2 Hardware error
C-2 Input toad from incorrect data file 13 Operator error
C-3. Incorrect input format 1.4 Test execution error
C-4 Incorrect format statement referenced 15 User misanderstandinglerror
C... End of file encountered prematurely 16 Confilarstion control error
CA6 End of file missing

J-0 OTHFR
D-0O DATA HANDLING LRRORS

I- Time limit exceeded
D-.0 Data file nor rewound before readinig J-3 Core storage limit exceeded
D-1. Data inttiation not donse J-3 Output line limit excee-d
D-32 Data initialization done improperly J-4 Compilation err
D-..3 Variable used as a flag or ide% not stl properly J -5 Code or design inefficient/not necessary
D-.4 Variable referred to by the wrong name J-6 User/programmer requested enhanoretn
D-5 ONt manipulation done incorrectly J-7 Design nonresponsive to requirements
D-6 Inorrect stuibble type )-a Code delivery or redelivery
D-.7 Data poakbu/imaeig error J-9. Software not compatible with project standards
D-8 Sont error
0.6 Sobl 1t0111erot K-0. DOCUMENTATION ERRORS

E..0 DATA OUTPUT ERRORS I-l Us" Manuel
K-2 Interface specification

E-I Domawritimsonwmn nkf K-3 Designspqecliiain
E. 2 Data written aeooedlif to the wrong format statement K-A Requirements speciication
E... Dol vom Ietsi wrong formi K- 71T1st doansnetation
E-4 Data wrion with wrong erurinse control
E..S Incomplete or nmiasing output XXO PROBLEM REPORT REJECTION
E-6 Otpu t doe Noo meN
27 L& allw or pip ejcs problem XX I No problem
ES ortpst glried an .tlldisg XX2 Voli/wsthdrows

XX) Out of scope - man pert of appeovedl desig
XX4 Dupliatos santher proablem report
XXS IS!ata

Figure 9-13. Software Trouble Report Form (Continued)
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8. Unit/Site - Ship or test site at which logic troubles). Indicate interfaces with test
trouble was detected. programs and tools.

9. Reel - Serial number of tape reel used 21. Configu ration/Transients in Core -
(NA for documentation and logic troubles). Identify con figuration/transients loaded when

10. Reference Document - The document trouble occurred (like patches) (NA for
which provides the basis for determining that documentation and logic troubles).
trouble exists. 22. Problems Duplicated - Check duplica-

II. Responsible Function - The opera- tion attempts/success/failures for problem
tional function of the computer program troubles (NA for documentation and logic
affected by the trouble. troubles).

"12. Responsible Module (s) - Designation 23. Dump Data - Write in serial number
of module(s) affected. of reel containing dumped data; enter loca-

13. Test # Step - The test designation and tion of each program call number on dump
step eing executed at the time the trouble tape (NA for documentation and logic trou-

was discovered (NA for documentation and bles).
logic troubles). Check off appropriate box 24. Special Data - Enter data from special
for stage of testing being performed: module entrance cells that will aid programmer in
verification testing, intermodule compatibility isolation of trouble (NA for documentation
testing, system validation testing, fleet oper- and logic troubles).
ations. 25,26,27. Stop Data - Designate physical

14. Originator - Printed name of the indi- computer, function designation, and type of
vidual originating the TR. stop and failure when applicable. Check

15. Activity Code - The activity and code appropriate box to indicate if stop was under
name or number of individual originating normal control or abnormal; if abnormal,
the TR. indicate whether infinite loop, program

16. Tel/Ext - The office phone number pointer out of bounds, or other crash condi-
and extension of the individual originating tion. Write in the register content if relevant.
the TR. (NA for documentation and logic troubles).

4 17. Trouble Description - Enter date *28. Analysis - Indicate date TR received
trouble was detected, elapsed time meter for analysis and write a brief summary of
reading and equipment having the meter findings. Indicate original TR number if TR
which was read. In absence of elapsed time is found to be duplicate, that is, if the same
meters, estimate or reconstruct running error has already been reported. Indicate
time from system logs. Then write a sen- failure report or failure/maintenance report
tence defining the trouble, and develop number if problem first appeared on a hard-
a word picture of events leading up to and ware reporting form or is associated. Enter
coincident with the problem. Structure printed name of person conducting analysis.
statements so that a programmer/test ana- Enter data of analysis.
lyst can recreate the situation. Cite equip- *29. Corrections - Give brief summaries of
ment being used, unusual cabling, etc. Indi- code changes, documentation changes, core
cate console on line. modes, etc. if applicable, and timing changes resulting from analysis.
If continuation sheets are required, fill in Enter number of any ECP resulting. Enter
page- of -at top of TR form. printed name of person verifying correc-

18. Run Time - Elapsed time from pro- tions and date of verification. As a minimum.
gram start until trouble occurred in hours/ identify the block (level) of code. Detailed
quarter hours (NA for documentation and explanation of code changes may be included
logic troubles). in the appropriate engineering change pro-

19. Simulation Used - Program/equip- posal.
ments used to simulate operational condi-
tions. Indicate tape reel number if applicable 9.2.2.1 Coding Software Error Source and
(NA for documentation and logic troubles). Type
Indicate test tools used if applicable.

20. Linking With - Write in other link The error code list given on the reverse of
sites/programs (NA for documentation and the TR form was recommended by research-
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ers who studied many military software pro- basis to derive project-specific definitions
grams. It is reduced from a much longer for use in block 3 of the TR form, are:
initial set of categories and is adequate for the HIGH (H): An error which significantly
majority of programs. degrades user's mission or prevents its corn-

There is a blank character in the 3-charac- pletion.
ter alphanumeric error category designator. MEDIUM (M): An error for which a
This blank is for the error source. Five error workaround is available, so that mission
source designators are defined, performance is not significantly degraded.

LOW (L): An error which does not af-
Error fect performance.

Source Code Error Source Description NOT APPLICABLE: A program enhance-
ment or an error which cannot be verified

0 Requirements Source of problem is or repeated, or is a secondary error, or is the
changing, ill con- result of a documentation error or dupli-
ceived or poorly cation.
stated performance
requirement. 9.2.2.3 Collecting Software Development

Coding Source of problem is Cycle Data
an error in imple-
menting the design Block 13 of the TR form provides space
as code. for recording the stage of software testing in

which an error was detected-module verifi-
2 Design Source of problem is cation testing, intermediate compatibility

in preliminary or testing, system validation testing, fleet oper-
detailed design. ation. This information is helpful for anal-

. .................. 3.... Maintenance, Source of problem is • zin reliability, growth durin development.
an error introduced otware reliability measurement should
in process of trying properly begin after internal release, when
to fix a previous the debugged module is first placed under
error. control of a formal configuration manage-

ment policy (i.e., prior to module integra-
4 Not Known Source of error not tion).

known.
9.2.2.4 Collecting Software Timing Data

As an example of categorization using the
3-character designators, A03 would be a sign The TR form provides block 18 for run
convention computational error traceable to time at error detection. While this informa-
an origin in the software requirements. tion is often of value to the error analyst.

The error categories when completely the validity of run time or CPU time sta-
recorded, define both sources and types of tistics for real time systems is questionable,
errors. Even if analyses of software errors since typically all computers are running
prove inadequate to support assignment of whenever the system is in use. Moreover,
the final character, a considerable amount of these are not the time data needed for reli-
useful statistical analysis can be done using ability measurement. Cumulative module
only the first two characters. A category use time from date of internal release is
is included for elective enhancements 0-6). needed. This information must usually
making the categories compatible with a be synthesized from knowledge of internal
single-form system in which not every TR release date and cumulative system oper-
reports an error. ating time after that date. Thus the time

data needed at occurrence of an error is the
9.2.2.2 Coding Software Error Severity cumulative system operating time. which is

available from elapsed time indicators (ETI)
A general set of software error criticality in many computer systems. In the absence

categories, which can be used as is or as a of ETIs, cumulative operating time can often
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be reconstructed roughly from system oper- hardware failures and software errors regard-
ating logs. less of cause, 3) identifies significant trends,

The TR form provides space adjacent to patterns, interactions, 4) focuses attention on
block 17 to accept ETI readings from a repetitive failures, 5) provides measures of
system computer; in military systems having relative problem importance, 6) provides
more than one computer, the computer measures of maintenance capability or prob-
from which the reading is taken should also lem resolution, 7) evaluates effectiveness of
be completely identified when the reading corrective actions, and 8) responds quickly
is recorded. These readings should be capa- to current experience.
ble of rough verification (and resolution of Contractors' data systems should be struc-
disparities) by reference to the system oper- tured to support the evaluation of the reliabil-
ating log. ity and availability of systems in fleet use to

the extent provided by contract. Such a data
9.2.2.5 Collecting Software Error Analysis system must be able to accept inputs from

Information ship's maintenance and operating logs, and
from the Fleet Ballistic Missile Weapon Sys-

A brief narrative explanation of findings tern and Strategic Weapon System Trouble
about the cause of the error should appear and Failure Report Program (SSPINST 3100.
on the TR form. A summary of analysis IF21). Data from fleet service (e.g., figures
results is also needed to audit the accuracy 9-14 and 9-15) can be used directly in the
of the error category assignment in block 2. reliability and availability measurement mod-

els given herein and can be analyzed and re-
9.2.2.6 Software Error Correction Data ported by the methods of this manual.

The data collection function must assure
Corrections fall into five general cate- that codes developed to represent data ele-

gories: 1) code changes, 2) documentation ments (failure modes, "when discovered",
changes, 3) design changes, 4) core size initiating activities, etc.) are sufficiently

. changes and 5) timing changes. A brief comprehensive to represent any permissible
narrative explanation of correction changes, information item that may be reported con-
if any, should appear as part of the complete cerning an operational system. This may in-

" TR after investigation is complete and cor- elude information never evolved in the
rective action determined, factory, such as failure modes unique to the

installed environment, interfaces, utilization
9.2.3 Data Collection from Fleet Service of spares, generation of scrap, elapsed time in

service, manhours used in maintenance
During a development program, interest or operation, and compliance status with

centers about the inherent reliability and respect to engineering modifications.
availability of the system, since that is gener-
ally the characteristic for which the supplier
is accountable. The measurement process 9.2.4 Training for Data Collection
is principally concerned with accurate assess-
ment of failure and error rates, but the Personnel who test and repair hardware
majority of system problems that engender may be reluctant to record all of the informa-
concern in fleet service center about failure tion available to them unless they understand
events, particularl. repetitive failure events, the need for the data. Therefore, a program is
rather than failure rates. It is a consequence necessary, however informal, to explain the
of the definitions of inherent reliability importance of test data to the program and
and availability that many of these failures are to motivate personnel at the data source.
properly excluded, by reason of their causes. Test personnel must be helped to realize that
from consideration in computing develop- their functions are important in fulfilling con-
ment type inherent reliability and availability. tractual requirements. To accomplish this. a
Their presence in an operational system re- program should be instituted which trains and
quires a form of evaluation that I) centers motivates test personnel. The training should
about discrete failure events, 2) considers all include a review of all data collection forms
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FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE WEAPON SYSTEM
ELAPSED TIME METER RECORD

315 IN) 40 CLASS WEAPON DEPARTMENT

V FORM 3100 IBIS (645)
HULL NO. AND PATROL NO or Acriviy amej DATE Dar. MotrA Vow) TIME

INSTRUCTIONS

Record all indceated releasd ties a appoesiraletaly the sel tim on Monday of each week Be sue Hull No. an Patrol No. or activity nese dae atn time hae
bean filled .n. As soon as posible. a. mail original to:

Offimr in Cha,e (TFR). U.S Naval Fleat Mistile Systerna ns se and Evaluation Group. aonai Cal torn,& )1720.
METER READING METER READING

DGBC CH I TPRS MK 133-9
DGNC CH 2 TPRS MK 133. 10

F C TACTICAL TPRS MK 133.11

F C TEST T%G TPRS MK 133.12

MOTS TPRS MK 133.13

CLOCKS TPRS MK 133.14

MTRF MK 6 CH I TPRS MK 133-15
MTRE MK 6 CH Z TPRS MK 133-16
%ITRL MK 7 TPRS MK 133-17
ALIGNMME %T COTROLLE RI PORT I ULCER PREDICTOR P.S.
8lLIGNMENT COTROLLERISTBD) ULCER SS CONTROL AND SYNC

ALTOCOLLIMATOR CONTROL ULCER WV TRANSMITTER
L%IT

TPRS MK 133-1 MTRE MK 6 SIN
TPRS MK 133.2 MTR

I 
MK 6 S/N

TPRS %tK 133-3 MTRI ktK 7
TPRS MK 133.4
TPRS MK 133:5

TPRS %iK 133-6
TPRS M.K 1337

TPRSMK 133-8

DGBC CH I DGbC CH '. P C TACTICAl. I C TItST/T%(,. .OTS. ClOCKS. MTRI MA A CH I. MTR. MA A C/2. end MTRh
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Figure 9-15. Elapsed Time Meter Record

and a discussion of the information to be re- testing is recorded and all forms are for-
corded on the forms. To promote the record- warded to data control. Block-controlled
ing of information accurately, completely and serial numbering of data collection forms is
legibly, a procedure should be established for one technique for preventing test personnel
immediate review of completed forms for from omitting any data (forms) ,"rom the
errors, omissions, or poor legibility, and to data system; another is to submit to the
return forms promptly to the originator for data control activity a checklist containing
correction with follow-up, and to assure the drawing numbers and serial numbers of
forms are corrected and forwarded to data items scheduled to be tested. The checklist
control within permissible time frames. is compared against the data subsequently

processed. Disparities are referred back to
9.3 DATA CONTROL data originators for resolution.

All completed forms should be manually
Personnel assigned to data control must screened for gross errors in the data control

have access to test areas, to assure that all area. Screening includes verifying legibility,
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correct system identification, correct record- control must designate pick-up and delivery
ing of data, and compliance with signature points, schedules, distribution and account-
requirements. Errors in these categories are ability for data received for processing within
returned to the originator for correction, the data system. Procedures must be estab-

In addition to the manual checks made on lished for reproducing, distributing, collec-
the data, a computer program to edit the data ting, editing and filing data forms emanating
should be developed. The computer should be from test areas and fleet service. These pro-
programmed to perform accuracy, validity, cedures should include the manual and
and completeness tests on the data and to automatic methods for screening the reported
issue an error list. The error list should em- data for compliance with requirements and
body diignostics to identify the type of error. providing for corrections of errors in the
Errors should be returned to the responsible reported data.
operation for correction. Experience has Working with the data processing activity,
shown that this technique provided motiva- data control should determine those data
tion to personnel involved and that the quan- fields that can be checked by computer pro-
tity of errors rapidly diminishes, grams, the applicable checking logic, and

Computer tests for accuracy should assure information apart from the data itself needed
numeric data does not appear in columns to check for errors. Such information must
reserved for alphabetic characters and vice be furnished by data control, using specific
versa. It should also check ranges where project requirements established by analysis.
appropriate (e.g., day I to 3 1, month I to Information needed to check for errors
12, year 00 to 99, minutes 00 to 60, level I in collected data consists of all acceptable
to 7, etc.). The computer completeness hardware identifications and test descriptions,
check should assure that all required data is alpha-numeric fields, identification of varia-
present for each entry (additional data is bles including durations, ranges of variables.
required when a failure occurs). The validity and criteria for determining when specific
checks are used to monitor the test results data fields should appear or remain blank on
(time or cycles), permissible ranges for. the the originating documents (e.g., if a failure
time for states A, B and D and cycles for is recorded on a test form, it should be
state C may be inserted into the computer. accompanied by reference to a failure report
Data reported outside these limits would be number). For externally originated data,
returned to the test activity to be verified, complete correction of errors may repre-
e.g., test personnel might report four hours sent a difficult problem for a contractor's
for a vibration test when the permissible data control office. Thus, attention should be
range for the test is 15 to 30 minutes. given in data processing to rendering the sys-

While an error list is capable of detecting tern outputs as insensitive as possible to data
errors in reported data, it cannot detect the elements having high error rates, and to
complete omission of data. The purpose of synthesizing descriptive statistics that are
the check list is to check periodically to deter- likely to be approximately correct despite
mine if all data is being reported. A list of all undetected errors in the data base.
serialized hardware scheduled for test should Source documents should be marked to
be prepared and fed into the computer. The indicate that essential information has been
output report indicates the test data which extracted; this can be accomplished by stamp-
have not been received. A study can then be ing the source document or punching a hole
addressed to determine why the data were at a designated location. Data fields or blocks
omitted. Corrective measures to close the in the documents that are not properly filled
loop can then be instituted, in, or that contain information that cannot be

interpreted, can be circled in red. Processed
9.3.1 Hardware Data Control documents should then be copied and originals

returned to the originating activity for error
The general data control function monitors correction as required. A suspense file must

reported data for timeliness, completeness, be provided to assure that all detected data
and accuracy, and then converts the data for errors are corrected prior to final processing
machine processing when appropriate. Data and that no data are lost from the system
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in the error correction loop. The file should 9.3.2.3 Normalization of Software Operating
contain a record of all errors that have not Time Data
been corrected. When the data are to be used
as inputs to a computerized processing Cumulative operating hours following re-
function, formatting instructions and tabular lease is also an essential data element for soft-
information for automatic error editing and ware reliability calculations. In general, it
validity checking must be established, must be computed because not all of the

Management provides a key role in the software comprising a system begins testing at
data control process by actively reviewing the same time. And it has been found that the
the data system (at least weekly) and em- concepts of mission stress and duty cycle
phasizing the importance of the data. Manage- which apply to hardware, have analogs in the
ment should carefully monitor the suspense progressive testing environments of software
file and correct personnel deficiencies. development programs. Thus, it is sometimes

necessary to apply multipliers to system oper-
9.3.2 Software Data Control ating times accrued in various test phases,

multipliers that account for the varying
effectiveness of the test phases in detecting9.3.2.1 Review of Software Troublelaetsfwrero.

Repots a Clo-Outlatent software errors.
Another problem stems from the frequent

The process of documenting software presence of multiple elapsed-time meters,The rocss o doumeningsoftare which in a real-time system should, but do
errors is itself prone to numerous errors, as not inwasa ltime t he sam rt

is the process of documenting hardware not always, accumulate time at the same rate.

failures and operating time. Thus it is essen- Often, too, a meter is not read when a failure

tial that an editorial review of each completed occurs, due to oversight or because test per-

software trouble report (TR) be included as a sonnei consider their reliability data genera-

formal step in the process of closing out the tion function ancillary to their other duties.

report. Particular attention should be given Sometimes times are not continuous because
i(4 athe meters are an integral part of a removable
to assuring the accuracy and completeness of subassembly (poor design practice). Thus, an
figure 9-13 blocks 2, 3, 12, 13, 17, 25 through subantlpor di ti c ntrol
27, if applicable, 28 and 29, which contain important part of the editing and controldata needed for reliability assessment. function is to compute the applicable cumula-
dtive operating time when a software error was
9. Efirst detected. Because of the project-unique
9.3.2.2 Editorial Review of Software Error ntr fti opttoadbcueiCategory and Severity Assignments nature of this computation, and because it

may require cross-references to system logs, it

The three-character error category code is best performed manually by data control

assigned to the error by the analyst or anal- personnel editing the TR. In any event, an

ysis team must be re% iewed for correctness at actual or estimated cumulative time at occur-

close-out. The criticality score assigned in rence must be available for each software
block 3 of the TR should be reviewed for ac- error entered in the data system.

curacy. While reliability indices can be com- As in hardware data control, management
puted relative to criticality categories indi- must actively evaluate the software data

vidually or in combination, as a minimum, system.
a single set of indices should be computed 9.4 DATA PROCESSING
using high and medium criticality error events
taken together (or a judicious combination The data processing function formats
of the highest priority levels of MIL-STD- screened data, records it on machine readable
1679131 if the software errors have been media, and generates and maintains a data his-
categorized in accordance with that standard). tory file on a storage media for hardware
This gives meaningful metrics for character- items at component level and above, and for
izing the reliability status and growth of the software items at the "module" level and
software relative to its intended mission above. It uses the accumulated data to
requirements. generate summary reports which are used by
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the reliability analysis activity to evah. ate and 9.4.1 Format Standardization
report the reliability and availability of the
system under development or in fleet service. The data input formats must be rearranged

When errors are detected in the data during into a standard record format for future
processing, listings are prepared explicitly de- processing. This permits the testing areas
f'ming the errors and are sent to data control. to use the forms most suitable to their needs,
Data control must then secure correction of providing they furnish the common and con-
the errors, either by making the corrections sistent information required by the data.

directly or by forwarding the source docu- collection activity. A standard fixed-length
ments to their originators. This action must record format provides ease of processing and
be expeditious so that the originator can ac- eliminates the need to correlate information
curately resurrect the reported occurence. A items later with their locations on the record.
suspense file of such errors is maintained in
data control to assure that no data are lost
from the system in the error-correction loop.
Corrected data are again prepared for proces- 9.4.2 Preliminary Processing
sing and entered into the next processing
cycle. In this step, test and failure data are re-

It is essential that the data processing func- viewed to verify the accuracy, conciseness,
tion provide the capability to sort on all fields completeness and validity of the information
of data, the capability to delete old data (sort processed. Review may be manual or by
by date, lot, type of test, etc.), and the capa- EDIT routines or both. Error listings should
bility to correct errors in the data base. be designed to be easily readable by personnel

Tasks involved in establishing the data pro- who will do manual error corrections. Be-
cessing function are: I) determine types and cause test results collected for a particular
quantities of information to be processed, system under test may also be applicable to
2) determine the amount of auditing (corn- other systems employing the same types of
puterized and manual error checking) to be hardware, provisions and criteria should be
performed on data, 3) perform data proces- included in the data system for transferring
sing systems analysis, 4) issue computer test data among development programs.
programming specifications, 5) prepare and In some instances, reliability or availabil-
verify computer programs, 6) issue operating ity assessment may be required on hardware
instructions and procedures. In accomplish- at subcomponent levels, but these subcom-
ing these tasks, the data processing activity ponents may never be tested as separate de-
should work with groups providing inputs vices, only as portions of larger devices.
to the data system and with groups that Therefore, the preliminary processing step
utilize outputs of the data system. may need to provide for estimating test

Generation of a history file, formulated results from component level down to sub-
and sequenced for use in preparing RMA component level. To accomplish this, the
reports, may require multiple computer runs, computer must be furnished information on
because of limitations imposed by the size the subcomponent population of the affected
of the computer or by the number of storage components (configuration information).
units available. Typically, five runs are For example, if component type A con-
needed: i) format standardization, 2) pre- tains one each of three types of subcompo-
liminary processing. 3) project selection. nents (Al, A2, A3), and if a test is performed
4) updating and compiling, and 5) a final involving two of the subcomponents. AI and
computer run to provide output reports A3, but not A2, then only those two subcom-
as defined by the data utilization function. ponents are assigned operating time or cycles.
Development of data manipulations to be The third subcomponent, A2, is assigned an
performed in each of the computer runs is amount of non-operating time equal to the
discussed below. Descriptions of typical operating time assigned to the responsible
output reports can be found in section 10. subcomponent.
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9.4.3 Project Selection 9.4.6 Failure History

In this step the processing program selects The failure summary report (§ 10.2.2) pro-
and groups data b% development project, vides one line of information for each failure
e.g., POSEIDON, TRIDENT. that occurs. Special consideration should be

given to the following concerns.

9.4.4 Updating and Compiling
9.4.6.1 Repetitive Failures

Processed test data records will be used to
update the existing test history file. Regard- Contingency tables and other forms of sta-
less of the effort expended to assure accuracy tistical analysis can be programmed into the
of test data, errors are to be expected in the processing function to evaluate the signifi-
history files. It is necessary, therefore, to cance of recurring failures and failure modes.
provide a means for correcting errors in the The predicted partial failure rate of a system
files during this step. with respect to a specific mode of failure

Since a history file is updated only when or a specific location as predicted during
reports for its project are required, provisions system analysis, is an a priori estimate of the
should be made to generate several optional relative frequency to be expected of the mode
reports in addition to the composite reliabil- or of the part in that location. By comparing
ity and availability status report, which is the the expected frequency with the observed
basic output. Optional reports will usually frequency in a contingency table, the signi-
consist of summaries of test results across or ficance of a repetitive mode can be assessed
within various categories; examples are sum- using the chi-square (X 2 ) statistic. A listing
maries within each serial number or across all of repetitive componeht br" parts "filures,
test environments. especially multiple usage components or

Data processing functions also include parts, provides the analyst with a necessary
computation of summary statistics for soft- tool to detect reliability problems not neces-
ware errors, as well as reliability indices for sarily detected by utilizing other printouts.
individual modules and for the software
system. Summary st3tistics are of value to 9.4.6.2 High Failure-Rate Components
management in evaluating the software devel-
opment process and identifying areas in need The data processing activity should provide
of extra attention or control. Analyses of programming to highlight components that
value include frequency plots of software experience failure rates significantly higher
error categories, error sources, and error than predicted. Provision should be made
severities for each software module, inter- to rank these items in order of importance.
module error rate. ar.4 percentage of abnor- System performance uses a combination of
mal terminations, problem criticality and probability of occur-

For systems in fleet service, the data pro- rence ranking, while the maintenance burden
cessing function should provide certain data is based on cost, spares, maintenance man-
manipulations and outputs beyond those hours involved, etc., impacts.
provided for systems !n development. These
additional outputs may include computed
operational reliabilit% and availability, listings 9.4.6.3 Effectiveness of Corrective Actions
of repetitive failures. e% aluations of the effec-
tiveness of corrective ac.tions, and ordered list- Availability of a continuous time and fail-
ings of high failure rate components. ure history enables a cumulative failure inci-

dence curve to be plotted for a system in ser-
9.4.5 Operational Indices vice. Such a curve is simply a graph of cumu-

lative failures versus cumulative operating
Operational RMA indices are computed us- time in service-a no,-decreasing step func-

ing models selected from Sections 4 through tion. The effective date of specific corrective
7. actions or system modifications can be noted
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on the curve, permitting ready visual compar- desired. For examp'e, a compendium of fail-
ison of performance before and after such ure rates (§ 10.2.7) can be prepared by sum-
actions. The height of the risers, or the aver- marizing failure and test data against general
age slope in various regions of the curve indi- environment categories for specific or general
cates performance trends, an effective correc-, types of hardware. To do this, the data base
tive action program tending to be reflected in must be sufficiently extensive, and certain
a curve that is concave downward. additional information must also be available,

in order to consolidate environments and
9.5 DATA UTILIZATION hardware items into valid general categories.

Since management actions by the contrac-
9.5.1 Hardware Data Utilization tor or user may be major objectives of much

of the output of RMA evaluation, the data
The data utilization function defines and utilization function should emphasize graphic

uses the outputs of the data processing to presentations and other techniques to high-
provide various summary reports and corn- light problems requiring action. In particular,
posite reliability and maintainability status actions requiring long lead-times or having
reports. Function flow for each type of broad system impact (e.g., on logistic support
output is discussed below, or manning needs) should be singled out and

highlighted to data system users at the earliest
9.5.1.1 Composite RMA Data Output possible moment.

Data processing must provide outputs (e.g.,
computer), as requested by the user activity, 9.5.2 Software Data Utilization
to support the reliability, maintainability and
availability measurement program. The out- 9.5.2.1 Summary Software Error Statistics
puts must enable solution of the system
statistical models. Reliability, maintainability Summary statistics should be computed
and availability indices are needed for each monthly or quarterly, as warranted by the
type of hardware in each mission environ- quantity of data processed, for reporting to
ment. Processing must relate test data from management. During periods of intense
the history files to the mission file: this may software development activity, weekly reports
require use of the "alpha" conversion factors may be desired. In addition to the summaries
described in § 4.1.2.3 (multipliers. in units discussed below, management may benefit
of mission per unit time, used to normalize from error breakdowns by software function-
test information to a standard mission as a al area and other categories.
common time basc). Confidence limits on the
calculated indices may also be required.
Apportioned and predicted reliabilities, main- 9.5.2.2 Frequency Analysis of Software
tainabilities and availabilities stored in the Error Categories
computer are recovered for comparison with
measured indices. Errors experienced and reported in devel-

opment should be summarized by major
9.5.1.2 Summary Data Outputs category (Ist character in block 2 of figure

9-13) aid reported in tabular form as percent-
Data processing must be capable of re- age of total errors or in histogram form. Both

trieving data and providing summaries of forms of presentation are based on the simple
data in the history files. Figure 9-16 provides statistic Xi/ZX i where Xi is the number of
a data flow for processing data from the his- errors classified in the ith category and 2-Xi
tory file to provide summaries. Summaries is total error events reported. Figures 9-17
that use file data directly should he generated and 9-18 provide examples of both forms of
during file maintenance and updating. and summal111dr. report. (Statistics presented in
made available at users' option. At times. figures 9)-17 and 9-18 are examples used to
special purpose data summaries may be .llustrate reporting format.)
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Applications Simulator Operating Test
Software Software System Tools

Major Error Categries (%) (%) (%) (%) Total

Computational (A) 13.5 19.6 2.5 0

Logic (B) 17.1 20.9 34.6 43.5

Data Input (C) 7.3 9. 8.6 5.5
Data Output (E)9

Data Handlinq (D) 10.9 8.4 21.0 9.3

Interface (F) 9.8 6.7 7.4 0

Data Definition (G) 7.3 13.8 7.4 3.7

Data Base (H) 24.7 16.4 4.9 2.8

Other (J) 9.4 4.9 13.6 35.2

Code Change

Trouble Reports 275 225 81 108 689

FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY

Figure 9-17. Example of Percentage Breakdown of Major Error Categories

80 AS = Applications Software

SS = Simulator Software
) OS = Operating System

W TT = Test Tools

'" 50

S40

U. 30

~20

10 _V IFI
COMP. LOGIC I/O DATA HANOL. INTERFACE DATA DEF. DATA BASE OTHER

FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY

Figure 9-18. Example of a Histogram of Major Error Categories
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9.5.2.3 Frequency Analysis of Software shows 8% high, 31% medium, 41% low and
Error Sources 20/ not applicable.

Similar frequency statistics should be sum- 9.5.2.6 Software Reliability Statistics
marized and reported by error source code
(2nd character in block 2 of figure 9-13). Figure 9-23 illustrates a report of software
Figure 9-19 illustrates a typical presentation reliability growth status. Tabular reports
format for a large software system comprised may be supplemented by graphic reporting
of four major functional areas-applications formats depicting reliability growth history.
software, simulator software, operating sys- 9.5.3 Failure Data Utilization
tern and test tools.
9.5.2.4 Intermodule Error Rate Both hardware and software failure data (a

software error when detected is a software
Intermodule error rate is computed by failure) are essential inputs to the corrective
cuntermodue nubero ra t acompue b action system. Each failure must be reported

couningthe umbr ofsofwaremodles and investigated. The results of the investiga-
affected by each error, as entered in block 12 aindetine The ne for anl sa -
of figure 9-13. The summary statistic re-
ported is the percentage of errors involving rective dction.

Reports such as those described in § 10.2n modules, where n = 1, 2 . . . Figure 9-20 are useful in ensuring that failures are proper-
shows the form of the reported statistics. yrepoed n followed (ivesgtinpna-
As shown in figure 9-20, 84.8 percent of the ly reported and followed (investigation, anal-
project A errors affected one module, 10.4 ysis, corrective action) until properly closed
percent affected two modules, etc. (The Out.

percentages shown are an example computed 9.6 REFERENCES
from actual test data for highly modular
military software developed using top down 1. NAVSEA OD 21549A: Technical Pro-
programming techniques.) gram Management Requirements for Navy

SSPO Acquisition, 1981.
9.5.2.5 Termination and Severity Statistics

2. SSPINST 3100. iF: Fleet Ballistic Missile
The percentage of normal versus abnormal Weapon System and Strategic Weapon

terminations should be tabulated and re- System Trouble and Failure Report
ported, using data from blocks 25, 26, 27 of Program.
the TR form (figure 9-13). An example is
given in figure 9-21 which shows 90.3% nor- 3. MIL-STD-1679(NAVY), Military Stan-
mal and 9.7% abnormal terminations. The dard Weapon System Software Develop-
level of severity is shown in figure 9-22 which ment, AMSC No. 23033, 1/12/78.
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Error Source Applications Simulator Operating TestSoftware (AS) Software (SS) System (OS) Tools (IT) Total
% C/r % %

Requirements 5.I 7.2 7.4 0.9

Design 41.1 38.3 43.3 32.4

Code 52.0 47.3 40.7 61.1

Mainteannce 1.6 3.7 0 2.8

Not Known 0.2 3.5 8.6 2.8

Total Errors 280 232 99 131 742Reported 280_23_99______ 74

Percentage ofTota o 37.7 31.3 13.3 17.7 100Total Errors

FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY

Figure 9-19. Example of Source Frequency Breakdown

Number of Modules Percentage of Total Errors
Affected By Each Error

Project A Project B

1 84.8 85.9

2 10.4 11.6

3 3.4 1.4

4 1.1 .7

5 .2 .2

6 0 0

7 .1 0

8 .I .2

Figure 9-20. Cumulative Error Rate Report

Severity % Errors

Item Percentage High 8
Medium 31

Normal Termination 90.3
Low 41

Abnormal Termination 9.7 Not Applicable 20

Figure 9-21. Example of Percentage Breakdown of Figure 9-22. Example of Percentage Breakdown of
Software Errors by Type of Termination Software Errors by Severity
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Section 10
RMA DOCUMENTATION

The documentation described in this sec- 0 Reports:
tion will normally be generated by the prime 0 Reliability Prediction Reports (Initial,
contractor to fulfill RMA requirements stipu- Intermediate and Final)
lated in NAVSEA OD 21549111. This docu- * Reliability Status Reports
mentation provides for the planning, record- * Maintainability Status Reports
ing, compiling, analyzing and reporting of
pertinent RMA data and information. The de- Since Appendix B of NAVSEA OD 21549[ l
velopment of this documentation should be and the Contract Data Requirements List
accomplished in a systematic and timely man- and DD orm 1423 Requsedet t
ner. This means that RMA documentation (CDRL) DD Form 1423 are used to tailor
needed for system design decisions and pro- NAVSEA OD 21549 requirements to each
gram management decisions is available in specific procurement, contractual require-
time to facilitate and support those decisions, ments for a given project may not require

all of the above documents be submitted toand that documentation which reports RMA SSPO. Nevertheless, the general contents ofevaluation program results is available at each of the above documents are described
scheduled time points to effectively monitor ei oc the ost strientse ofsre-progam rogrss.herein to cover the most stringent set of re-
program progressqurements.

The documentation described in this sec-
tion is divided into two categories; those
prepared by the contractor for submittal to 10.1.1 Plans
SSPO for approval or information, and those
prepared by the contractor for "in-house" Availability is inherently a function of a
use, including those containing information system's reliabihty characteristics, and if the
needed to prepare reports for SSPO. system is repairabie it is also a function ofthe system's maintaingbility characteristics.
10.1 DOCUMENTS FOR SUBMITAL Since SSPO establishes stringent reliability

TO SSPO and availability objectives, contractor ap-
proaches to the achievement of these objec-

RMA evaluation program documentation tives are of vital interest and concern to
and subsequent changes thereto normally SSPO. Accordingly, SSPO requires the con-
submitted to SSPO for information or ap- tractor to document his plans for meeting
proval include: specified RMA system objectives. The con-

0 Plans: tent of these plans are described in § 10.1.1.1and 10.1.1.2 below. The content of con-
* Reliability Evaluation Plan tractor plans for verifying achievement of
* Maintainability Program Plan RMA objectives are described in § 10.1.1.3
* Reliability Demonstration Test Plan and 10.1.1.4.
* Maintainability Demonstration Test

Plan
* Test Procedures: 10. I. 1. 1 Reliability Evaluation Plan

* Reliability Demonstration Test Pro- The Reliability Evaluation Plan should
cedure delineate those approaches and methods

0 Maintainability Demonstration Test which the contractor proposes to use to ful-
Procedure fill contractual reliability evaluation program

10-1
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requirements. These requirements will nor- tainability program should establish realistic
mally include: (I) the preparation of reli- maintainability design criteria, provide peri-
ability block diagrams; (2) apportionment of odic assessments of achieved maintainability,
system reliability objectives and minimum identify significant maintainability problem
acceptable reliability for mission phases to areas, and provide evidence of compliance
system elements; (3) during the development to contractual maintainability program re-
phase, periodic predictions of the reliability quirements. The plan should relate maintain-
expected in the system design eventually re- ability program activities to system program
leased for full scale production; (4) the iden- milestones. Specific tasks to be discussed in
tification of failure modes that could abort the plan include: (1) apportionment of sys-
the system's mission using the technique of tern maintainability objectives to system ele-
failure mode, effects and criticality analysis ments to be maintained during the system's
(FMECA); (5) provisions for the collection of operational readiness phase; (2) providing
essential reliability data; (6) assessment of periodic predictions of the system's main-
system reliability during the development tainability characteristics under tactical condi-
phase and continuing through subsequent life tions; (3) the examination and evaluation of
cycle phases; (7) the provision of evidence proposed and actual designs, including soft-
by demonstration testing that the system ware, in order to establish the most effective
meets specified reliability objectives, and last- and efficient design for preventive and correc-
ly; (8) provisions for the periodic reporting tive maintenance; (4) the provision of a sys-
of system reliability status, problems, and tern for the collection of essential maintain-
trends. The plan should include a descrip- ability data, i.e., data necessary to support
tion of the system and equipment operation system maintainability design, and main-
related to the mission phases for which reli- tainability analysis and assessment functions;
ability is to be evaluated, and should relate (5) assessment of maintainability; (6) dem-
reliability evaluation tasks to system program onstration of the achievement of maintain-
milestones. ability objectives; and (7) the periodic report-

Primary information needed to develop the ing of maintainability program status, prob-
reliability evaluation plan, such as the results lems, and trends. Additional details on the
of Mission Analysis and System Analysis (e.g. nature of the above tasks are provided in
environmental and duty cycle profiles for sys- NAVSEA OD 21549111 paragraphs 3.3.2,
tem elements, configuration baselines, etc.) 3.3.2.1,.. 3.3.2.7.
must be developed, documented and provided
to personnel charged with the development of 10.1.1.3 Reliability Demonstration Test Plan
the plan. This and other essential supporting The contractor should provide evidence
information are identified in § 10.2. that the system meets specified reliability

All information needed to complete the objectives. When stipulated in the contract,
plan is not normall) available early in the pro- the contractor should prepare a plan for the
gram, however submission of the plan should formal demonstration of the reliability of the
not be delayed because it is incomplete in system. System reliability should be demon-
some of its details. Instead, tentative or pre- strated at the highest assembly level practica-
liminary information, with a schedule for pro- ble using units that represent the production
viding mission details, should be submitted configuration. Test units should be subjected
for review. The plan should be completed as to environments and operational demands
early in the development phase as possible. similar to those anticipated in tactical use.
Minor revisions and task schedule updates The test plan should inchlde, as a minimum:
should normally be done on an annual basis. a. Identification of hardware and quantity

to be tested.
10. 1. 1.2 Maintainability Program Plan b. Identification .4' software to It' tested.

c. Test objectives and type of test plan
The Maintainability Program Plan should selected.

delineate the approach and methods the con- d. Test plan criteria for each assembly of
tractor will use to fulfill contractual main- hardware/software undergoing demonstration
tainability program requirements. The main- testing:

10-2
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* Values for R', R, a and 0. d. Identification of special equipment or
0 Demonstration pass/fail criteria, facilities.
* Character of underlying failure dis- e. Method to be used in test performance,

tribution: exponential, binominal, normal, including sequential steps. Military standard
etc. test methods shall be used when applicable.

e. Test requirements including parameters f. Verifications to be made before con-
to be measured, environments to be simu- duct of test.
lated, test time, facilities, test and measuring g. Instructions for data recording.
equipment and related software. h. Actions to be taken in the event of test

f. Requirements for data collection, anal- interruptions.
ysis and reporting. i. Pass or fail criteria.

g. Criteria for continuing test in the event j. Applicable safety precautions for per-
a failure occurs. sonnel and facility protection.

k. Diagram or detailed description of the
10.1.1.4 Maintainability Demonstration Test test set-up such as interconnection infor-

Plan mation, relative equipment placement, mount-
ing of sensors, and grounding points.

The contractor should demonstrate achieve- I. Identification of calibration and pre-
ment of system maintainability objectives ventive maintenance requirements for items
when required by the contract. This dem- under test or test facility equipment.
onstration should be conducted using tools, m. Descriptions of test conditions; en-
diagnostic and support equipment, docu- vironments, duty cycles, work space con-
mentation and software as will be used during straints, etc.
shipboard maintenance. The approach and the
details of demonstration, including the selec- 10.1.3 Reports
tion of demonstration personnel should be
described in a Maintainability Demonstration 10.1.3.1 Prediction Reports
Test Plan. The plan should also include re-

( quirements for data collection, analysis and Starting early in the design phase, Reli-
reporting, and demonstration pass/fail cri- ability and Maintainability* Predictions
teria. should be utilized in the design process.

These predictions should be updated as the
10.1.2 Reliability and Maintainability design progresses and continue through- the

Demonstration Test Procedures completion of design. Prediction techniques
should also be utilized to evaluate the impact

The contractor should prepare detailed test on reliability and maintainability of proposed
proceuures to assure full and controlled corrective actions to correct deficiencies.
implementation of the demonstration plans Final predictions should be updated to re-
for system reliability and maintainability flect design changes resulting from corrective
described above. These procedures should action and R and M improvement activities.
provide clear and specific instructions on the Formal prediction reports should reflect
completion of each step in the testing process. the design and knowledge available at each
They should be tailored to the special features report date. However, the working file should
and elements of each of the demonstration be kept current (updated, for example.
test plans. The following information should monthly). The report should provide suf-
be included in the test procedures, as appro- ficient information (worksheets, data source,
priate: etc.) to permit results to be verified and to

a. Characteristics to be measured, includ-
ing tolerances. *Maintainability Predictions are covered in this para-

b. Input and load values, including tol- graph, however. Maintainability Prediction Reports
erances. are not generally submitted to SSPO for approval or

c. Identification of test and measuring information. Maintainability analysis material is re-
equipment, recording equipment and sup- viewed during program evaluations at contractor
porting software. facilities.
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provide traceability. Figures 10-1 through or maintainability are below the required or
10-12 are examples of the content required apportioned values, the cause(s) of the
for various prediction worksheets. Each pre- shortfall, the proposed corrective action, the
diction report should also include a summary date or serial number effectivity of the cor-
of the prediction results, to include as a mini- rective action, and the anticipated effective-
mum, a discussion of parts, subassemblies, ness of the corrective action. Subsequent re-
etc. not meeting the design stress guidelines, ports should monitor the effectiveness of the
repair actions not being within the time con- corrective actions taken.
straint allocations, problem areas (such as b. A discussion of potential problems un-
overly complex circuitry), comparison of re.- covered by analysis or test, that although
suits with requirements, any corrective not totally verified by test or operation, may
actions required, proposed corrective action, degrade product reliability and maintain-
and reason for significant changes in pre- ability if not resolved.
dicted values. When Bayesian evaluation c. The status of the evaluation tasks versus
is contemplated and the predictions are to be the schedule in the approved Reliability Eval-
(or are being) used as prior information, the uation Plan or Maintainability Program Plan
prediction report should discuss the assump- with a discussion of each slippage, its impact
tions made and the procedure used for estab- on program schedule and its impact on sys-
lishing the strength of the prior and its sen- tern reliability and maintainability.
sitivity of contravening data. d. A discussion of the data inputs to the

R and M predictions should be an integral R and M models, including the number of
part of the design review fide. The contractor successes, the number of failures, the oper-
may incorporate reliability prediction updates ating time, repair times, downtimes, and the
in the Reliability Status Reports (RSRs), data sources, as applicable. A discussion of
if advantageous to do so and if not in con- the prior distribution should be included in
flict with required data item submittals. the RSR when Bayesian methods are em-
Maintainability predictions should be a part ployed. (The basic description would appear
of the Maintainability Status Reports (MSRs). in the reliability evaluation plan or main-

tainability program plan, however, a discus-
10.1.3.2 Status Reports sion of the similarity of the test data and the

prior may be appropriate in this report.) In
Reliability and maintainability status re- early reports, the data used for prediction is

ports are submitted periodically, usually stressed, whereas in later reports the measure-
quarterly to SSPO throughout the life cycle ment and demonstration data are emphasized.
of the product. The reports should present This transition should be acknowledged and
an assessment of the system reliability and discussed.
maintainability. An availability assessment, as e. A table of the current apportioned, pre-
necessary or as required, should be provided dicted, and measured (best estimate and 80%
in the reliability status report (RSR). The lower bound) reliability indices for the sub-
contractor should utilize qualitative and quan- system, equipment, components, and soft-
titative techniques in the analysis of the ware for each mission phase (operational read-
present status of the program. Each report iness, launch, and flight), as appropriate (e.g.,
should indicate the current status compared figure 10-13), and an explanation of any sig-
to requirements and projected growth thereby nificant changes since the last report.
isolating problem areas. The reports should f. Growth curves showing measured reli-
address the problem areas and the corrective ability versus program time for the subsystem
actions, both planned and accomplished, and new equipments. These curves should

Each report should contain, as appropriate: show the objective, the previous four status
a. A management summary, perhaps the points, the present point, and should project

most important portion of the report, con- at least one year into the future the expected
taining program status, problems, corrective reliability status.
actions and a discussion of significant trends, g. A brief description of any changes to
events and achievements. The discussion of the system, subsystem and equipment opera-
problem areas should include, as a minimum, tion, and of the mission for which reliability
all items for which the estimated reliability and maintainability is being reported.
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h. A discussion of any changes to the reli- Interchangeability, Function or Safety
ability and maintainability block diagrams (CLIFS) of System Elements
and mathematical equations including any in. Controlled and Limited-Life Items
assumption changes. (3.2.7)

i. A detailed explanation of any changes in * Determination and Identification of
methodologies and their impact on calcula- n. Software Verification (3.2.8)
tions. o. Integrated Test Program (3.4. 1)

0 Integrated Test Program Plan (3.4.2)
10.2 CONTRACTOR IN-HOUSE * Integrated Test Program Status Re-

DOCUMENTS ports (3.4.3)
* Test Reports (3.4.6)

Documentation of the type listed or de- p. Qualification Test Program (3.4.9)
scribed in this subsection of the manual q. Software Tests (3.4.10)
should be prepared by the contractor to con- r. Configuration Management Program
trol and support the overall system design (3.5)
and evaluation effort. Additionally, these 0 Configuration Identification (3.5. 1)
documents are used to organize and prepare 0 Configuration Baselines (3.5.1.1)
RMA reports (§ 10. 1) submitted to SSPO in 0 Design Disclosure Documentation
accordance with the CDRL. This documenta- (3.5.5)
tion (indexed to the relevant paragraph of 0 Development Documentation
NAVSEA OD 21549111 includes, as a mini- (3.5.5.1)
mum, information developed for or contained * Production Design Disclosure
in the following: (3.5.5.2)

a. Program Plan Matrix (3.1.2.1) For those readers who desire more details on
b. Internal Audit Reports (3.1.4.2) the documentation cited above, these details
c. Integrated Data System Plan (3.1.7) may be found within the relevant paragraphs
d. Corrective Action System, Description of NAVSEA OD 21549111 identified in

of (3.1.8) parentheses following each type of documen-
* Problem/Failure Reporting, Investiga- tation.

tion, Analysis and Corrective Action In the paragraphs which follow, additional
* Trouble Failure Reports (TFRs), description and comment are provided in

contractor use of selected documentation areas that relate
e. Government-Industry Data Exchange closely to RMA evaluation program activities.

Program (GIDEP) (3. 1.11) The information documented in these areas
0 Utilization of GIDEP Data, especially have many uses, such as in:

GIDEP ALERTS 0 Spares provisioning (estimating spares
f. Analysis for Design (3.2. 1) usage and logistic support requirements).

* Mission Analysis: Environmental and * Evaluating the limits for the infant mor-
Duty Cycle Profiles tality or burn-in period, the useful life

" Software Functions Analysis period, and the wearout period.
g. Design Practices and Documentation 0 The development of objective criteria for

(3.2.2) the removal, replacement, and disposi-
h. Parts, Devices. and Material Selection tion of Limited-Life items.

Guide (3.2.3. 1) • The establishment of a compendium of
i. Project Parts, Devices, and Materials List R and M data based on actual test exper-

(3.2.3.2) ience.
j. Design Review Plan (3.2.4) 10.2.1 Test History File

0 Results of Design Reviews
k. Parameter Satdies (3.2.5) This file contains an entry (see figure 9-3)

0 Parameters Document (3.2.5.b.) for each test conducted. It provides a coin-
1. Identification and Clasdification of Char- plete record of all test data in a form that

acteristics (3.2.6) enables various reports to be generated quick-
0 Identification of Characteristics That ly and efficiently (e.g., see figure 9-16, Data

Could Affect the Coordination, Life, Flow).
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Data in the test history file may be sum- Serial Number
marized (sorted) over any or all fields as de-
sired. For example, by using a control on date A six character field for the contractor
of test, reports can be generated relative to serial number.
program periods of interest (e.g., the last two
years). By sorting on level of test, reports Vendor Name Code
can be generated which contain only data ob-
tained in equipment and higher level tests. A A six character field for identifying the
control on type of test permits reports to be vendor. The Federal Stock Code (FSC) num-
generated using only qualification or flight ber is often used for this purpose.
test data. The flexibility to develop any de-
sired summary should be readily available. Vendor Serial Number
Figure 10-14 is an example of a typical test
history file format. A six character field for the vendor serial

It is essential that the data in the test number.
history file be as accurate and complete as
possible since it forms the basis of all other Level
reports. See § 9.3 for data control procedures
and techniques to improve data accuracy. A one character field for the level of the

The following provides a description of the test being performed as above. I - system,
columns of figure 10- 14: 2 - subsystem, etc.

Name Type

A twenty character field for the name of A one character field for the type of test
the item. (e.g., acceptance, qualification, demonstra-

tion, flight).
Level

Environment

A one character field for the indenture
level of the item. e.g., A two character field for the environment

of test (e.g., ambient, temperature, vibration,
Hardware Software salt spray).

I - system 7 - software Test Site
2 - subsystem note: Contractor may
3 - equipment break software down to A six character field which identifies the
4 - component lower indenture levels location at which the test was performed.
5 - module when advantageous. The
6 - part Evaluation Plan must Date of Test

fully identify the cate-
gories used. A six character field for the day. month,

and year of test.
Drawing Number

Test Reprrt Number
A fifteen character field for the drawing

number. e.g., A seven character field for the test report
number.

four eigit prefix
letter indicating drawing size State
four digit suffix
letter P - part or G - group A one character field for the state of test
three digit part or group number (A and B - non-operating. C - cycling, and
two characters for revision identification D - operating; see § 4.1.2).
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Time or Cycles Cbrrc'tive Maintenance Time

A six character field, which for states A, A six character field, the first four are the
B, and D, the first four characters represent hours, and the last two the minutes required
hours, the next two characters represent nin- to perform the corrective maintenance. (Cor-
utes of test, for state C, the six characters rective maintenance time includes fault loca-
represent cycles of operation. Consideration tion, isolation, correction, adjustment, cali-
should be given to including time recording bration, and repair checkout times.)
device (ETI, ETM) readings, when available,
in an added column. Delay Time

Failures A six character field, the first four are the

hours and the last two the minutes of delay

A one character field indicating that a (delay time includes administrative and sup-
failure or discrepancy (such as the failure of ply delay times).
one element of a redundant configuration)
occurred in the test. (Note a number is enter- Project Code
ed for all failures or discrepancies, not just
reliability failures; applicable failure classifi- A four character field which indicates the
cations, failure report numbers, and main- project on which the test was run (used only
tenance data are entered when a failure or when data from another project is being used
discrepancy occurs.) to supplement data on the current project).

Failure Classification Associated Test Report Number

A two character field permits classification A seven character field which references a
of failures. The first character defines the rele- higher level test from which the record was
vance of the failure for reliability calculations. generated.

0 - not relevant
I - relevant Associated Failure Report Number
2 - previously relevant, corrective action

reduced classification to non-relevant A seven character field which references a
Reliability calculations are based upon the higher level failure report,

failures classified one in this column (except
for reliability growth models which should Date of Entry
use failures classified as one or two). If cor-
rective action is not effective on a particular A six character field which indicates the
item the two classification must be changed day, month, and year that the data is entered
to one for affected failures. into the data system.

The second character is the FMECA classi- 10.2.2 Corrective Action System Reports
fication (1 - minor, 2 - major, 3 - critical.
4- catastrophic. see § 4.2.5.2). The contractor must have a closed loop

corrective action system. This system must
Failure Report Number consist of complete problem and failure

reporting. investigation, analysis and correc-
A field (seven characters) for the failure tive action. The corrective action process

report number. should result in an effective resolution of
problems and failures. Failure Summary Re-

Sparc.s ports for hardware and software failures are
valuable documents to assure a positive

A one character field indicating the status corrective action program. The use of the
of spares for the particular failure ( 0 re- term failure in the remainder of this discus-
quired and available. I - required and not sion should also be taken to include prob-
available, 2 - not required). lems.
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Each hardware failure summary report piece of hardware tested. The primary pur-
should present a complete record of all open pose of the serial number report is to keep
hardware failures and those that were closed track of time accumulated on critical and
since the last report. The report provides a time- (or cycle-) sensitive equipment. The
tool for assuring: 01) that failures are identi- accumulated test time is compared with the
fled and reported to cognizant engineers, to allowable maximum test time (e.g., the red-
management, and to SSPO; (2) that sig- time line of figure 2-2). If the test time ex-
nificant and repetitive failures are analyzed ceeds the red-time line, a determination
in depth; (3) that the causes and modes of should be made if the item should remain in
failure are determined correctly and; (4) that operation or be replaced or overhauled. This
effective action is identified and taken. determination should be made following an

The report is normally issued monthly and analysis of the reasons for the overtesting (see
contains hardware identification, including figure 9-16).
nomenclature, drawing number, serial num-
ber, part vendor, and program code; test de- 10.2.4 Environmental Summary Report
scription including test type, environment, The environmental summary report con-
site or reporting activity, and date of test; tains a one-line summary for each environ-
test results including failure report number, ment within a drawing number. The number
failure classification, and description of fail- of items tested, the number of failures and
ure, to include visual observations; indication the test time accumulated in states A, B and
of whether formal failure analysis board )D and the test cycles accumulated in test state
action is required along with results of the C are provided. The entries in this report are
analysis including corrective actions recom- not normalized to equivalent missions. The
mended and taken; and responsible personnel information in this report is useful in prepar-
including the design and quality control ing the failure rate compendium (see figure
engineers A separate tabulation of repetitive 9-16).
failure modes should be included and dis-
cussed. A sample of Failure Summary Report 10.2.5 Mission Simulation Report
is included as figure 10-15. Failures can be
either hardware or software in origin. Certain The mission simulation report is similar
failures may be identified immediately as to the environmental summary report. The
software or as hardware, however some fail- primary differences are that only mission en-
ures may not initially be identified as such. vironments are carried and the results are pre-
The tracking of this "unknown" type of fail- sen:ed in equivalent missions rather than time
ure presents problems which the system must and cycles.
handle. When a failure is entered on a sum- The mission simulation report arranges test
mary report, analysis should have identified data in a form convenient for calculating reli-
the type of failure. ability. In order to save computation time at

A software failure summary report pre- this stage, all hardware, software and environ-

senting a complete record of all software mental data which is not required for the reli-
failures that have occurred provides an ana- ability status report is eliminated from com-

logous report for software reliability, putation. This report contains one line of in-

A Failure Analysis Follow-Up Report formation for each mission environment in

should be issued as required (normally month- which the hardware and software are tested.
ly) for internal action and information. It This report is used as an input for preparing
should list each action item generated by the reliability status report (see figure 9-16).

failure analysis and show the status of action 10.2.6 Hardware and Software Summary
items, cumulatively. This control provides for Report
a closed loop on failures and corrective
actions Figure 10-16 illustrates this report. The hardware and software summary re-

port contains a one-line entry for each draw-
10.2.3 Serial Number Summary Report ing number tested. It also contains a summa-

The serial number summary report contains tion of total test time and failures accumu-
a one-line entry for each selected serialized lated on each drawing number. This report is
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useful in logistic (i.e., hardware spares, soft- Analysis of test effectiveness, and improv-
ware maintenance, support personnel, etc.) ing it when required, is an essential element
planning. The report can be expanded to in- of the overall evaluation process. For ex-
clude failure rates for early spares provision- ample, the effectiveness of procedures em-
ing if these rates are not produced as part ployed by the contractor to eliminate poten-
of the reliability evaluation plan (see figure tial defects from a subsystem can be evalu-
9-16). ated using summaries of the experience repre-

sented in the data file.

10.2.7 Failure Rate Compendium Report A subsystem can be depicted, as in figure
10- 17, in its flow through successive analyses,

A failure rate compendium report can be reviews and tests intended to detect and
a valuable by-product of a reliability data sys- divert defects from passing downstream to the
tem. Typically, a compendium is a compila- operational use phase.

tion and summary of the hardware test re- Defects that are present in the subsystem
suits contained in the test history files of the and eligible for detection are shown entering
data system. Data from all projects are sum- the test block. Within the block some defects
marized by various hardware groupings to are generated in the course of the test. Flow-

provide a reference document for failure rates ing out of the block are those defects that are

and failure frequency analysis. The failure detected and diverted and those that escape.
rates are based on actual test experience and Defects that will enter the next screen down-
are valuable in making predictions for new stream are the sum of the escapes plus any de-
systems. They are also useful in making de- fects that may have completely by-passed the
sign decisions for component and vendor block for reasons of ineligibility (e.g., the
selection. The failure frequency data sum- test is not designed to detect the failure mode
maries are useful for indicating the relative or an equipment containing defects that were
severity to environments, and the contribu- detectable was not installed when the test
tions to unreliability from design, manufac- was run) or management decision (e.g., a
turing, and testing activities, decision to by-pass the test to meet schedule

A compendium report can also be used to or other commitments).
summarize failure experience due to design, Effectiveness of a test block can be char-
manufacturing, test, handling, or unknown acterized by a variety of indices such as:

a u.js,-s; failure rates by criticality of failure
ki.e., no failure, catastrophic failure, or out-of- E = - Defects Presented
specification failure); failure rate by test type
(i.e., qualification, acceptance, field). failure It should be noted that the ineligible defects
rates by level of test (i.e., component, equip- reduce the test block efficiency, the manage-
ment, or subsystem); and failure rate by test ment decisions, however, do not enter the test
environment (i.e., vibration, bench, high block.
temperatures, etc.). Summaries may be gen- The effectiveness of the test block shown
erated for generic component types and broad in figure 10-17 is then:
equipment classes.

A separate compendium report should be E = -3 = .902.
developed for software items providing similar 133
analysis. The effectiveness of the screening process

(E) is less since the management decision
10.2.8 Test Effectiveness Reports permitted ten defects to by-pass the screen.

It would be measured as
Since test cost represent a significant per- 23

cent of project resources, the contractor EP = - 839
should be monitoring the effectiveness of the 143

integrated test program. NAVORD OD 10.2.9 FMECA Summary Reports
42282 121 discusses the planning, integrating,
optimizing, monitoring, control and reporting As discussed in § 4.2.5, a FMECA shall be
necessary for this purpose in detail. performed to identify potential failure modes
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TO THE NEXT SCREEN

GENERATED 1

PRESENTED

TOTAL DEFECTS

Figure 10-17. Test Screen Model
and assess the effects of these modes on the 10.3 REFERENCES
system, personnel and mission. The results of
the engineering analysis, as illustrated in the 1. NAVSEA OD 21549A: Technical Pro-
worksheets in figure 4-27, shall be provided gram Management Requirements for Navy
to the design community in a FMECA Sum- SSPO Acquisitions.
mary Report or series of reports. The sum- 2. NAVORD OD 42282: Integrated Test
mary report shall delineate the results of the Program Manual.
analysis, to include a discussion of significant
findings and a detailed description of design 3. NAVSEA 0967-LP-597-1011 : Parts Appli-
improvement recommendations for preclud- cation and Reliability Information Manual
ing or reducing impact of potential failures. for Navy Electronic Equipment.
Each potential failure being evaluated shall
include its criticality, as emphasis shall be 4. MIL-STD-1629: Procedures for Perform-
directed toward eliminating severe (catas- ing a Failure Mode and Effect Analysis for
trophic. critical, major) failure modes. The Shipboard Equipment.
summary report(s) shall be tiriely and require 5. MIL-STD-781: Reliability Tests Exponen-
rapid resolution of design improvement tial Distribution.
recommendations from responsible manage-
ment and engineering personnel. Figure 10- 18 6. MIL-HDBK-217: Reliability Prediction of
is an example of a FMECA Summary Report. Electronic Equipment.
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TO:_ Report Number:

FROM: Date:

Subject: FMECA Summary Report for the Track Signal Controller 6766300.

A failure mode, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) has been conducted on the Track Signal Control-
ler (TSC) 6766300, two of which are used in PAC VAN M46. Highlights of the analysis are provided below.
The analysis was performed by Reliability, Maintainability and Systems Engineering personnel.

I. UNNECESSARY USE OF A 28VDC REGULATOR. The design makes unnecessary use of +28VDC
Regulator for energizing relays on the two 8131000 PWAs RA3-108 and RA3-1 10. This function--the
only one it performs in the unit-can be performed by the +26.5VDC input to the unit from the PAC
VAN 26.5VDC Power Supplies. Because energization of the relays when required is an essential internal
function of the TSC, elimination of the +28VDC Regulator would remove a source of failure from the
unit, reduce the heat generated inside the unit, and cut the cost of the unit and its support. It is recom-
mended that the +28VDC Regulator be eliminated from the unit design.

2. DIODE CRI. The design uses a forward biased diode CRI (on PWA 8229000) in series with the +26.5
VDC power output to the Receiver Frequency Selector unit. The output is returned so as to light the
appropriate three lamps of the front panel frequency indicators. In the first place, the diode serves no
purpose whatsoever. In the second place, the diode is not correctly rated for this application. Each of
the three lamps uses a nominal steady state current of 25 milliamperes. or a total of 75ma for the three
lamps in parallel. CRI has a rating of 75 ma. This is not sufficient to handle current surges which can be
up to ten times steady state during lamp turn-on. The misapplication of CR1 can be seen from field data
against the TSC 6610800 used in M33 which shows that all four failures of PWA 822900 in that unit were
the result of CRI failing open. This problem is addressed in RFI No. 4730-070. Because CRI performs
no useful function and is a proven source of unreliability, it is strongly urged that it be deleted from the
circuit.

3. SIMPLER CIRCUIT NEEDED FOR OUTPUT OF RF RCVD SIGNAL. The relay circuitry used to send

contact closures to the Events Processor and Antenna Position Indicator (signifying the event that a suit-
ably strong rf signal is being received) can be made more reliable through simplification. The circuit under

f discussion here appears in Zone A2, page 2 of 3 of EL 6766301. The recommended change would improve
unit reliability by reducing the number of active components involved in the design. Note that the simpli-
fled design gets rid of relay K8 (as well as K8's driving and control components) and does away with the 5-
VDC pull-up scheme.

The back-up worksheets for this report are on file in Reliability Engineering.

Copies: Systems, Design, Maintainability, Reliability, Components, Software Diagnostics and Test Engineer-
ing, Program Manager

Figure 10-18. Example of a FMECA Summary Report
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Appendix A
ANALYSIS OF A FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

This appendix presents an example of the A.2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS
analysis of a hypothetical Fire Control system
which is represented by its system block di- Returning to the system block diagram of
agram in figure A-I. In the diagram each figure A-1, one can construct an idealized
block represents an equipment or group of reduced block diagram from it which reveals
equipments. The directions of functional the possible "up" or "down" states of the
flows are labeled and inputs and outputs are system. This reduced block diagram is shown
identified. Thus the block diagram is a graph- in figure A-3. At first it would seem that as
ical representation of the dependence of sub- many as 219 states can be identified from the
system performance on the operability of possible "up" or "down" combinations of
its hardware elements. The analysis is sim- each one of the 19 equipment blocks. If one
plified for the sake of brevity, however, the assumes, however, that all equipments oper-
procedures used in each step are illustrated. ate, fail, and are repaired independently, and

that the minimum system configuration for
A.I MISSION ANALYSIS functional capability are three independent

stages in series, S consisting of a single block,
The mission consists of two availability C consisting of two blocks in parallel and M

.phases,, des gnated (a) .and. (b), and. a launch consisting .of .16 .blocks. in .series, then. the
phase. System functions in phase (a) are lim- problem becomes much simpler.
ited to monitoring and regulation of tempera- Corrective maintenance functions are anal-
ture and electrical power in each of 16 yzed in figure A-4.
missile guidance systems. Maximum duration The equation for system availability is de-
of phase (a) is 4,000 hours. Phase (b) func- rived in accordance with the principles pre-
tions include those of phase (a) plus functions viously set forth in § 4.2.2.2 and Appendix
necessary to control the assignment jand erec- D § D. I and D.3. The system consists of
tion of the missiles. The system is defined as three independent stages in series and is avail-
fully up if it can perform the phase (b) func- able when all three stages are up. Thus,
tions and initiate the launch phase for all 16
of the missiles. Maximum duration of phase 3A i = n a(b) is 1,500 hours. Functions during the JJ
launch phase are those required to control
the preparation and firing of the missiles. The where a is the availability of ith stage. The
launch phase has a maximum length of 3 availab ity of a stage consisting of n equip-
hours, during which no failures are permitted. ment blocks in parallel, any m of which are
Minimum acceptable availability is 0.85 in required to be up for the stage to be up, is
phase (a) and 0.99 in phase (b). A reliability given by
requirement of 0.95 applies to the launch
phase. The system can function in several a, = : an-((lna))
modes; however, the illustration will be lim- 1=0 X
ited to the tactical mode and to availability 0-M
phase (b). Figure A-2 shows the development (n) (n X
of the mission profile. X \ x O,).
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SYSTEMIZED STAGE CHANNELIZED STAGE MISSILIZED STAGE
IS) (C) (M)

M ISSI LIZED
Be EQUIPMENTS

CHANNELIZED (1)
-- W EQUIPMENTS

MISSILIZED
SYSTEIZEDEQUIPMENTS

EQUIPMENTS(2

CHANNELIZED
"-W EQUIPMENTS MISSILIZED

(2) L EQUIPMENTS
(16)

Figure A-3. Fire Control System, Reduced Block Diagram

Svstrm: Fire . to

IC.Predicted Predicted

SarloakEuimn Partial Recovtery Action MlTIA Uj iI
A. IWalfl'r) Repair Rpi CC

Syslarmized Control & DiWlav .0020 X 1.2 .024
IS)

Peripheral Equipnt .0015 X .8 .0012

X -U .0351C .03 1.0036 .03

CDGSC .00271. 3

DOISS .0010 .03 X .0 .0030

FAS .00 x2.0 .0016

CSS .0020 x 1.1 .0022

A ..0096 I 1-.16 .0100 .009 .901

M.iaaiizod 0/A .002S x .8 .W20
IM)

ES .0020 X .8 WIG1

CASS .0016 x 1.5 .0024

FSS .0022 X 1.0 .0022

1-.0063 am__ - ~ 6 06 .0061 .0019 g

Figure A-4. Analysis of Corrective Maintenance Tasks
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where MC Ai

x n'[(n-x)! xl] BLOCK .0035 1.03 .9964

and x is the number of failures. S STAGE .0035 1.03

Then stagewise, BLOCK .0086 1.16 .9901

Ai = Ai s " Ai c  AiM STAGE * 1.16 .9999

Blockwise, BLOCK .0083 0.99 .9919

A I /ks P2A+2c _M STAGE .1328 0.99 .8780

K S IS (kC + ;C)2 XM + am)
=L JL -  SYSTEM 0.998 .8750

where
*The failure rate of an n-block parallel stage is not

; = Mct constant but is a function of time. For small X it is
approximated by (t)n/t.

Data required to support measurements are
implicit in the parameters of the equation. Figure A-S. Summary of Predicted Parameters

They are the uptimes and downtimes of each
equipment block from which statistical esti- indicated by the prediction. Then the failure

mates of the failure rates and repair rates can rates of the C and M blocks can be expressed
be obtained, in terms of the S failure rate.

Since the prediction does not indicate that
the system will initially meet its specified _ .0086 =
availability (.99 in phase b), it is necessary to .0035
apportion requirements to elements of the
system. Before this is done, the system should .0083
also be analyzed with respect to its reliability XM .0035 XS = 2.37XS
requirements since that requirement deter-
mines the upper limit of allowable failure Given these relative magnitudes of block fail-
rate. Figure A-5 summarizes the system pre- ure rates, the system model becomes
dicted parameters.

The reliability requirement for the system R(3) = 2e-4" 1 IS(3) - e -4 3.84 \s( 3) = .95
is R(3 hours) >' .95. Then, in terms of blocks
(not stage), the system model is which is easily solved graphically to yield

RS,= S Rs] [ I -(I-R, )2 ] R. 16] Xs = .00044. Then, by the ratios previouslystated, XC = .00108 and XM = .00104. These

R16 (2 Rc) are the highest permissible block failure rates
= Rc RM (consistent with the system reliability require-

ment. They correspond to MTBF's of 2280
= 2e-3( s + M - 2 16-'M) hours, 930 hours and 960 hours for the S. C

and M blocks respectively, and they represent
= .95 bounds on the tradeoff regions available for

meeting the system availability requirement.
If the prediction accurately reflects the rel- The system MTBF is found by integrating
ative complexities, stress levels, state-of-the- the reliability function. It should be noted
art factors, etc. that characterize each equip- that the reliability of electronic, mechanical
ment block, it is reasonable to apportion fail- and electro-mechanical devices can usually be
ure rates among the blocks in the same ratios characterized in terms of constant failure

A-5
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rates (implying exponentially distributed fail- rate but 2Wc /3 = .0057, the reciprocal of the
ure times), provided the devices are complex stage MTBF I I.
and consist of parts of varying ages or mix- Thus, it is apparent that the availability re-
tures of part types having different mean quirement can be met by improving the sys-
lives and failure distributions I U. Therefore: tern MTTR to 28 minutes while meeting the

minimum MTBF consistent with the reliabil-
MTBF = 0 = fJ- 2e- -0138t dt - fo e- 0 1926 tdt ity requirement, or the availability require-

ment can be met with the predicted MTTR of
2 1 one hour if the system MTBF can be raised

- -- = 58 hours. to 124 hours. Between these extremes there.01818 .01926
are an unlimited number of combinations of

Apportionment of availability can be begun MTBF and MTTR that will also satisfy the

by considering the system as a whole, then requirement.
In order to apportion reliability and main-tainability goals in an optimum manner, it is

desirable to predict the relative difficulty ofimproving each. In this example, the predic-
An optimum combination of system param- tions take the form of cost functions,
eters 0 (MTBF) and Mc (MTTR) is sought although the actual resources involved may
set to tBFe aolon MonsTtris sought include engineering and manufhcturing man-

hours as the major or sole variables. It is not

realistic to formulate reliability and maintain-I
A. = ability as deterministic functions of the re-

AI M, sources expended for their realization. At0 best, the analyst can invoke past experience

to predict the functional relationships in a
Mc 1- At .008 largely subjective manner. Feasible improve-
.. . - = .00806 ment actions may be listed, and engineers
0 Ai .992 asked to make optimistic, expected and

pessimistic predictions of the costs entailed
Several approaches to apportionment of in each and the degree of change each would

goals for the improvement of reliability and produce in the reliability and maintainability
maintainability are available and are discussed of the system. The actions can then be listed
in the literature. One of the simplest is to de- as scaled sets and the distributions of the cost
termine the magnitude of improvement need- versus improvement relationships estimated
ed in each characteristic alone in order to 12).
satisfy the system A, requirement. The im- For purposes of illustration, let it be as-
provements requiret' are: sumed that such an analysis is performed for

(a) MTR required at minimum MTBF: the Fire Control System and that the follow-
ing expected cost functions are obtained over

Il-A, '.008\ limited ranges of 9 and M. The unit of cost
cr ,U frd O9-2-5. (A-1) C is dollarsX 10'.

= .464 hr. 28 min. C (M)

(b) MTBF required at predicted MTTR: C (0) = 02/3600

A_1 .992\ The method of Lagrange multipliers is em-
.99 . 124 hrs. ployed to minimize the total cost function,

rR. in the above equation is computed from /1_ -A,\
equation (A-1). The frequency weighting G C(Mc) + C(6) + a ---
factor for the C-stage is not really a failure A A

A-6
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where a is a Lagrange multiplier. The partial each C block and 1432 hours for each M
derivatives of the cost function are set equal block. For purposes of illustration, the ap-
to zero: portionments are:

3G - Of, M
-

--  °
d 138, 4 1 4k,

- .0002941., - 3393 hr.

aG atMc -c 
• 2.46, - .0007250. - 1379 hC' =c(a)--- =o0

59 02 X. - 23"Ds - 000694. Ou - 1432 It.

~ M~ (I-A1)693 + ki~j 16k L +~/k 1k.

-= 0 2 -5& - A, -. 002947i, .3.00072 ),.13 .,+ 16 (.000694)(0.96)M,

.0002947 +-(.0007250) + 161.0006984)

and the resulting system is solved simulta-
neously for the optimum values of 0. and Mcs.6707 hr.40mites

Mco yielding: 1 . ( 1316) 1 7579 hr 45muutes
\1.031 's 1 S .

00 = 86.6 hrs. Q, - - 0.96]Vc - .6439 hr.- 39 minutes

Mco = .693 hr. = 42 minutes
0A.3 REFERENCES

These optimum system values can then be

apportioned in a convenient manner back to 1. Bazovsky, I., Reliability Theory and
block level and ultimately to equipment level. Practice, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961, pp.
Since all of the blocks have roughly the same 52-58.
predicted maintainability, the apportioned
MTTR would be close to 42 minutes for each 2. Goldman, A. S., and Slattery, T. S.,
type. Apportioned MTBF's would be about Maintainability, John Wiley and Sons,
3393 hours for the S block, 1379 hours for New York, 1964.
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Appendix B
DEMONSTRATED FLIGHT RELIABILITY (DFR)

AND RAW SCORE METHODS

This appendix presents two of the meth- malfunction will be counted as No-Test
ods currently used by the Lockheed Missile (i.e., neither the attempt nor the result
and Space Company to assess the flight phase will be counted).
reliability for POSEIDON and TRIDENT mis-
sile subsystems. c. Failures of instrumentation and destruct

components will be excluded from
consideration.

B.I RAW SCORE METHOD
d. The failure/anomaly caused by a non-

The material in this paragraph is taken missile subsystem will be counted on
from [ I. the following basis:

B.I.l Raw Score (1) No-Test if the occurrence precludes
the completion of the missile exer-

Raw score is a measure of flight success cise, and
based on the ratio of re-entry bodies (RBs)
successful over the number launched. Certain (2) Success to the extent that the mis-
events which interfere with the completion siil performed properly to the'
of the flight may cause the exercise to be input/stimuli.
declared a No-Test (does not count as at-
tempt or outcome), e. For missile body raw score, additional

Raw Score for the missile may be pre- exclusion of guidance and RB failures
sented based upon many criteria. In the are taken on the same basis as described
MRR, Raw Score is presented both for the in d. (I) and (2) above.
missile system and for the missile body.
The missile system Raw Score includes guid- B.2 DEMONSTRATED FLIGHT
ance and RB component flight performance, RELIABILITY
but excludes nontactical hardware and other
FBM subsystem problems, the missile body The material in this paragraph is taken
Raw Score additionally excludes guidance from (21 which was not changed except for
and RB problems. The general rule for han- paragraph and figure numbering.
dling excluded problems is that if the oc-
currence precluded the completion of the B.2.1 Background of Demonstrated Flight
flight it is a No-Test, whereas if it merely Reliability
perturbated the result the performance is
considered successful. Reliability assessment models which at-

tempt to integrate data from a number of
B.1.2 Groundrules for Cakulating Raw Score sources (e.g., flight, system testing, package

testing) usually are cumbersome to use and,
a. Calculations are based upon the RBs more importantly, are dependent upon a

launched and represent a success ratio. number of assumptions. For use with flight
data alone, a model is needed which is simple

b. Inadvertent actions (such as command to use, is easy to understand, and uses a mini-
destruct) not precipitated by missile mum of assumptions. The Demonstrated

B-I
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Flight Reliability (DFR) was developed by B.2.2 Definitions
MARC 121 to provide a method more realis-
tic than Raw Score but still simple to calcu- Mission
late and relatively assumption-free.

Demonstrated Flight Reliability is de- The mission profile consists of a first boost
fined to be the estimate, using flight data phase, a second boost phase, and a deploy-
only, of the expected percentage of successful ment phase. The deployment phase in turn
re-entry bodies. DFR is based on mission consists of the continuous functioning
phases rather than missile segments; this of a portion of the equipment section
reduces the complexity of the calculation concurrent with the release, at given inter-
and simplifies the process of attributing vals, of the re-entry bodies. These con-
failures to the proper sources. stitute the horizontal deployment phase

The derivation of DFR is simple enough to and several individual vertical deployment
facilitate modification in several ways. For phases. See figure B-I for an illustration of
example, suppose the deployed population this.
consists of two (or more) sub-populations
of missile, with presumably different relia- N
bilities (e.g., POMP and pre-POMP missiles).
Unless the numbers of flights from each sub- The number of re-entry bodies in a tactical
population are roughly in the same propor- configuration.
tion as the fleet mix. a DFR computed on the
basis of all flight tests combined might not Reliability
accurately represent the fleet reliability.
However, DFR's can be computed for each It should be noted that the reliabilities
of the sub-populations on tne basis of its defined below are all conditioned by the
flight data alone, and these DFR's can be successful completion of the relevant pre-
combined as a weighted average to give a ceding portions of the mission. For ex-
DFR representative of the fleet mix. Another ample, the reliability of the horizontal
modification is to compute one DFR for the deployment phase between the planned
missile system and another for the missile times of the first and second re-entry
body alone; in the latter case failures of the body releases (R, 2 in figure B-I) assumes
guidance system, destruct system, and re- the successful completion of the first and
entry bodies are not counted against the second boost phases, and the horizontal
missile body. deployment phase through the planned

SECOND BOOST HORIZONTAL DEPLOYMENT PHASE
PHASE

FIRSTBOOS R11 R 12RIN

PHASE Rl,.62__ _

N VERTICAL DEPLOYMENT PHASES

Fimre a-I. Mission Profile

B-2
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time of the first re-entry body release. only that portion of the missile common
However, it is independent of the success to the functioning of all re-entry bodies).
or failure of the first re-entry body's
vertical deployment phases. RI(N+,)

It should also be noted that the terminol- For notational convenience, this is defined
ogy in the definitions is common to both to be zero.
missile system reliability and missile body
reliability. When discussing missile body Conceptually, this can be interpreted as
reliability, the reliabilities of the guidance meaning that there is probability 0 of a
system, destruct system, and re-entry body tactical missile deploying N+! or more
are excluded where appropriate, re-entry bodies.

Rai Reliability of the first boost phase. Rv Reliability of a single vertical deployment

phase.
This is the probability that a missile which
enters the first boost phase will not fail This is the probability of successful opera-
during it. tion of that portion of the missile which

is unique to the functioning of a single
R. 2 Reliability of the second boost phase, re-entry body. Errors in accuracy (i.e.,

given successful completion of the first re-entry bodies off target) are attributed
boost phase; to the phase which was responsible, not to

the vertical deployment pnase (unless
This is the probability that a missile which appropriate). Rv  is assumed to be the
enters the second boost phase will not same for all re-entry bodies on a tactical
fail during it. missile.

R1 , Reliability of the horizontal deployment B.2.3 Expected Percentage of Successful
phase from initiation through the planned Re-Entry Bodies
time of deployment of the first re-entry:/body, given the successful completion of The expected percentage of successful
body givntha sccessfutond b s pre-entry bodies out of N re-entry bodies on athe first and second boost phases. tactical missile is defined as

This is the probability that a missile which
enters the horizontal deployment phase R-L kNPr lexactly ksuccessful (B-i1
will not fail before the planned time of the R N k1 r-ety koucess
first re-entry body release (considering re-entry bodies[
only that portion of the missile commoi For exactly k re-entry bodies to be success-
to the functioning of all re-entry bodies). ful, the first and second boost phases must

be successful, the horizontal deployment
Rj for i = 2. 3, N this is the reliability phase must be successful through the planned

of the horizontal deployment phase be- deployment time of i > k re-entry bodies.
tweept the planned times of deployment of and of these i re-entry bodies exactly k must
the (j-l)-st and j-th re-entry bodies, given be successes and i-k must be failures.
the successful completion of the two boost The probability of the missile operatinpphases and all preceding portions of the truhtepanddpomn ieo h
horizontal deployment phase. through the planned deployment time of the

i-th re-entry body and failing prior to the

These are the probabilities that a missile planned deployment time of the (i+l)-st is
which enters the horizontal deployment
phase and successfully passes the planned (' \ nB
time of a given re-entry body release will 2H R I R1j) RII14 I

not fail before the planned time of the
next re-entry body release (considering for i=  . . . N.

B-3
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Also, the probability that exactly k of i re- where in the first step we used the fact that
entry bodies successfully complete their Rjoe+1 ) - 0 by definition, and in the second
vertical deployment phases is step we recognized that the summation in

the second term was just the definition of
Rvk(l-R, tYk for kO,.., i. (B-3) the expected value of a binomial randomvariable with parameters N and Rv.

Combining (B-2) and (B-3), the probability We will now show that (B-5) and (B-6)
that exactly k re-entry bodies are successful are equivalent to
is

N (i N 1RBRa ,,I R R N 2RR R flR1; . (3-7)
k N i=1 JPI

(B-4)

LI-RI,(.I+] Rvk(l-R,)'- k  First, when N = I, using (B-5) we obtainR,,R 2 R1 (I-RI2 )Rv  and since R12 =
where the summation is needed to take into Ri(.1) = 0 by definition, this in turn be-
account all possible missile operating success comes Re1 RB2 Rv R which is clearly
times long enough to deploy at least k re- (B-7) with N = 1.
entry bodies. Substituting (B-4) into (B-1) Next, we will assume that for N = n (B-6)
yields the expected percentage of re-entry and (B-7) are equivalent, and use this to
bodies show that they must be equivalent for

N =n + 1. When N =n + I (B-6) becomesR= RBI RB2 1 k Z I Rt4
NR k~ kk j--t (B-5) R - -jR IRk2 z (I R.)

n+l R R  k=1 ik UliD-R,,,- (k) R (I-Rv t -

Simplifying, we obtain, when N> 1, Rl.(A,)] (' ) Rvk(l-Rv)I- k

N-i N-i 1R RB R82 2: k Z JII R) n+J
R k=RiR k =1 + RBIRB2 Rv Ij

P~I

-I-R,,,.,,] ( Rvk (I-Rv) -k

N k I n-i (' 1 R,)
N k=k i-k =jt1-L RBI RB2 H,_ Rt,

, IRI(jI)3 ( Rvk( -Rv Y
-
k

I1 k (N) Rvk(l-Rv)N-'
k I k

-I N-i N-u /+ -~RB R82 k1 1~

N-l N-,n ~ J
R ="L RBIIRB k E Ii R) (B-6)N R8 2 k = k /1

El-R,,.,,- ( ,).,,', -I,, '-n l-.,- , k (, Rv k'I -Rv )-
I-RI~j+I-1 R IA, k

E kk

N 0+1
+ Ru.R.2Rv ,n R1  + Ra.R.2R, n

B"4
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time of the first re-entry body release. only that portion of the missile common
However, it is independent of the success to the functioning of all re-entry bodies).
or failure of the first re-entry body's
vertical deployment phases. RIN t)I

It should also be noted that the terminol- For notational convenience, this is defined
ogy in the definitions is common to both to be zero.
missile system reliability and missile body
reliability. When discussing missile body Conceptually, this can be interpreted as
reliability, the reliabilities of the guidance meaning that there is probability 0 of a
system, destruct system, and re-entry body tactical missile deploying N+l or more
are excluded where appropriate, re-entry bodies.

R9, Reliability of the first boost phase. Rv Reliability of a single vertical deployment

phase.

This is the probability that a missile which
enters the first boost phase will not fail This is the probability of successful opera-
during it. tion of that portion of the missile which

is unique to the functioning of a single
R. 2 Reliability of the second boost phase, re-entry body. Errors in accuracy (i.e.,

given successful completion of the first re-entry bodies off target) are attributed
boost phase- to the phase which was responsible, not to

the vertical deployment phase (unless
This is the probability that a missile which appropriate). Rv is assumed to be the
enters the second boost phase will not same for all re-entry bodies on a tactical
fail during it. missile.

R1, Reliability of the horizontal deployment B.2.3 Expected Percentage of Successful

phase from initiation through the planned Re-Entry Bodies
time of deployment of the first re-entry
body, given the successful completion of The expected percentage of successful
the first and seconci boost phases. re-entry bodies out of N re-entry bodies on a

tactical missile is defined as

This is the probability that a missile which
enters the horizontal deployment phase R-!
will not fail before the planned time of the k Pr exactly k successful (B-I)

first re-entry body release (considering re-entry bodiest
only that portion of the missile common For exactly k re-entry bodies to be success-
to the functioning of all re-entry bodies). ful, the first and second boost phases must

be successful, the horizontal deployment
Roi for ij = 2, 3 .... N this is the reliability phase must be successful through the planned

of the horizontal deployment phase be- deployment time of i > k re-entry bodies,
tween the planned times of deployment of and of these i re-entry bodies exactly k must
the (-)-st and j-th re-entry bodies, given be successes and i-k must be failures.
the successful completion of the two boost The probability of the missile operating
phases and all preceding portions of the truhtepanddpomn ieo h

horionta depoymet phse.through the planned deployment time of the
horizontal deployment phase. i-th re-entry body and failing prior to the

These are the probabilities that a missile planned deployment time of the (i+l)-st is

which enters the horizontal deployment
phase and successfully passes the planned I I2
time of a given re-entry body release will 1 (
not fail before the planned time of the
next re-entry body release (considering forl, .... , N.

B-3
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Also, the probability that exactly k of i me where in the first step we used the fact that
entry boissuccessfully complete their RI(N.1) -0 by definition, and in the second
vertical deployment phases is step we recognized that the summation in

the second term was just the definition of
It) Rvk(l-Rv)-k for k0,...,i. (B-3) the expected value of a binomial random

(i ) variable with parameters N and Rv.
Combining (B-2) and (B-3), the probability We will now show that (B-S) and (B-6)
that exactly k re-entry bodies are successful are equivalent to
is

R a j R B2  RI s v 2 1= 1 1 R ( B 7
RZk RDRN 2RVN

(B-4)

FIR(i+)] ()Rv(l-Rv)Y-k First, when N = 1, using (B-5) we obtainE k RBIR 8B2 R11(l-R1 2)Rv and since R12  =

where the summation is needed to take into RI(N+I) = 0 by definition, this in turn be-
account Al possible missile operating success comes RB R,,2 1Rv R, which is clearly
times long enough to deploy at least k re- (-)wihN=1
entry bodies. Substituting (B-4) into (B-1) Next, we will assume that for N = n (B-6)

the xpeted ercntag ofre-etry and (B-7) are equivalent, and use this to
yoies show that they must be equivalent for

boie Nn +.WhenN =n + (B-6) becomes
N N

N B2kIiI a
R=B1 -R RR RIB RI RB "

[1RI(iIl] () Rv k( Rv Y- n+1 R kR3  I i=k R)

Simplifying, we obtain, when N > 1, [l-R(i+i)] k~ Rvk I-Rv)i-k

R LR R N-i N-i

N Bi 2 k1 ik kj 1 Ru + RDIRB 2 Rv nfl~

[I-Rli"4 "] (1)RV (I Rv Yk_ k::( R)
L~1 1 3  ( It1  nnlRDIRD I

= k (RJ R Zkk v)NRI

N- N-i Raj RB2 R32 Rl u
N BJa 3 - \J a

[N I I. ) (N ) k (1Rvk [1-RI(.. l] ik ) Rvk( lRv ) k

EN k 
+,

+ Raj R82 Rv ni R, + Raj R82RvH n
0* 1 .
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ai RR2 Rv no R,,j' R31 Rv 1i - L - (- Q+( Q2

i+ I RU1  
() Q + () Q

+ Raj R" 2 Rv l R1i) " (NQ -- Q) /NQ

where the first term was simplified using =
the inductive hypothesis and the second term
was simplified in the same fashion as the -
second term of (B-6). Algebraic simplifi- (I _Q) 2

cation of this expression leads to
N-I

R- Re1 RB 2 Rv 7+ I Rl2 (B-9)n+l = j=1

which is (B-7) with N = n + I Figure B-2 below summarizes the ac-
curacy of this approximation for selected

B.2.4 Simplification for Equal Horizontal values of N and RI. We can see that in gen-
Deployment Phase Reliabilities eral the approximation is accurate to three ormore significant figures for realistic values

Next, we make the assumption that Ri, = of N and R,. Substitution of (B-9) into
R13 = ... = SIN ME R,; that is, that the hor- (B-8) yields the approximation for the ex-
zontal deployment phase reliability is equal pected percentage of successful re-entry
between each pair of successive deployments, bodies
In this case, (B-6) becomes N-i

R" RaIRB2 RvRIR, 2 (B-10)

N -i I.R1N N-IR R 11R 2 Rv(Ri" + 2 R,, n R,)
=2 j=2 R1  N NII-R I) R - 2

R Rv R;+R, 990 8 .9657 .9654BI 2 L Rl'2 ,. 10 .9652 .9558

12 .9468 .9462

RI RB2 Rv R11 (1-R, )/(]-R I ) (B-8) 14 .9375 .9368

.995 8 .9827 .9826
10 .9778 .9777
12 .9730 .9728

When R, is close to I, which must be the 14 .9681 .9679
case for the missile to be at all reliable, we 999 3 9965 .9965
can simplify (B-8) further with the aid of .9 .995 .995

a pair of approximations. Setting Q = I-Re  I0 .95 9945
for notational ease, we have 12 .9945 .9945

14 .9935 .9935

/ (lRn") /(lR 1 ) = [I_ (I.Q)NIJ/NQ Im -2. Accuracy of Appoximatiom for SelectedN and Ri

B-s
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B.2.5 Simplification for Constant Failure this phase), and if the second stage motor
Rate for Horizontal Deployment Phase failed, then the first boost phase would be a

success, the second boost phase a failure, and
The nature of the horizontal deployment the remaining phases all no-tests.

phase makes plausible the assumption of a Let S., and FBI be the number of first
constant failure rate for the duration of the boost phase successes and failures for the
phase. This means that the probability the flights under consideration. SB and F82 are
phase will not fail before time T+t, given that defined similarly for the second boost phase,
it has not failed before time T, is e- kl, where as are S, and F, for the horizontal deploy-
X is the failure rate. If the time from thrust ment phase. We also let T, be the total op-
termination to the deployment of the first erating time (time until failure) for those
re-entry body is A,, and the time between horizontal deployment phases which failed.
deployments of any two successive re-entry Finally, we let Sv and Fv be the number
bodies is A, we are led to of vertical deployment phase successes and

failures. A value for Sv + Fv other than N is
R11 = e- kA i and R, = •-k A . (-Il ) possible for missiles flown in other than the

tactical configuration. These numbers are
Substitution of (B-11) into (B-10) yields then used to calculate the following estimates.
the formula used for the expected percentage
of successful re-entw bodies, R, = SaBn/(Sen + FBI)

R -- RR Rve R 2- 2 (B-12) .-1 = 2/(Sv +F (3-13)RR2 = S82 !(SB2 + FB2

B.2.6 Calculation of Demonstrated Flight X -=F,/ISA, +(N-1)A] + T,Reliability

Substituting the estimates (B-13) into for-
To calculate Demonstfated Flight Relia- mula (B-12) for expected percentage of

bility, we need the following data for each successful re-entry bodies gives the formula
flight test: defining Demonstrated Flight Reliability:

0 Whether the first boost phase was a N-)
success, failure, or no-test. DFR e-T Eat - N ]

0 Whether the second boost phase was a (1- 14)
success, failure, or no-test.

0 Whether the horizontal deployment
phase was a success, failure, or no-test, B.2.7 Example and Comparison with
and, if a failure, the operating time Raw Score
prior to failure.

Suppose the tactical configuration has
* For each re-entry body, whether its N = 8, A, = I minute, and A = 2 minutes,

vertical deployment phase was a suc- and assume the following flight results (Fig-
cess, failure, or no-test. ure B-3):

When calculating missile body DFR, fail- These results yield the following statistics:
ures attributed to the guidance system, de-
struct system, or re-entry body are excluded
from consideration. For example, if the S,, =  8, S| =6, Fv = 3
missile went off course during the first boost Sa2 - 7, F9, - I, F, - I
phase due to the guidance system (but other- 1  - 1
wise the missile functioned correctly during Sv a 49, F,2 - !, T -2

B-6
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first sWINd horizontal vertical DFR = (.889)(.875)(.942e {I'~
boost boost deployment deployment

pl~ _ __ _ _______= .676

succss uccss umpe 8 scceses By comparison, the Raw Score (RS) is de-
success success uccess 7 sucse finied as the ratio of the number of suiccess-

1 failure ful vertical deployment phases to the total
teiCCeisuJcess succss 6 suicewsS number attempted. For this example, we
failure no-test no-test 4 no-tests have
success success success 8s51Cs RS = 8+7+6+0+8+5+7+0+8
success; success failure 5 successes RS-8+8+6+4+8+8+8+4+8

at 12 min. i failure
2 no-tests = .790.

success success success 7 success
1 failure In this case, RS is higher than DFR. Other

success failure no-test 4 no-tests examples can be constructed in which the
sces success sticcess 8 successes reverse is true. The conclusion is that it ie

S4JI5 I___I incorrect to attempt to interpret the Raw
Figlure B-3. Flight Results Score as a measure of the percentage of

re-entry bodies which would be expected
Substitution of the above into (B- 13) yields to be successful.
the estimates:

II= 8/(8+ 1) .889 B.3 REFERENCES
1102 M 7/(7+1)= .875 1. LMSC - D368002D Reliability Evalua-

Rv= 49/(49+3) a .942 tion Plan for TRIDENT I (C4) Missile,

rFinally, substituting the estimates into (B-14) 2. Methodology for Demonstrated Flight Re-
gives the Demonstrated Flight Reliability liability; Mathematical Analysis Research
for the given data: Corporation (MARC), January 1977.
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Appendix C
STATISTICAL TESTS OF HYPOTHESES

This Appendix provides an introduction to power function P(8) of the test [ I, p. 54)
some methods of Statistical Tests of Hypothe- which is the function of the parameter 0
ses which are useful in Reliability and Avail- that gives the probability that the sample
ability assessment. § C.1 considers the point will fall in the critical region of the test
Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit-test, § when 0 is the true value of the parameter.
C.2, the X2 test for Compatibility of Bayesian Since P(O) = I - 0, where now 3 is a func-
Prior and Posterior Estimates in the Expo- tion of 0, seeking a test that minimizes the
nential Model; § C.3, Laplace's test for type I error 0 is equivalent to seeking one
homogeneity; and § C.4 the "label test" for that maximizes the power function P(0).
independence.

Very generally, a test of hypothesis is a C.I THE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV
procedure for deciding whether to accept or GOODNESS-OF-FIT-TEST
reject some assumption or hypothesis about
a PDF, CDF or its parameters on the basis of There are many goodness-of-fit-tests, with
available test data. In goodness-of-fit-tests, the X2 [ 1, p. 3471 test one of the most popu-
for instance, the decision is to accept or lar. The X2 method, however, is not an exact
reject the hypothesis that a sample origi- method and requires the classification of data
nates from a preselected CDF, F(t). A very into cells with at least five data points per
common type of simple hypothesis test is cell. Thus, the x2 test requires. fairly large
a decision rule to accept or reject an assumed samples. This is not the case with the
value 00 (the null hypothesis Ho ) of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test described in this
parameter of a distribution against another appendix, which is exact and is applicable
specified value 0, (the alternate hypothesis to small samples. A note of caution. however,
Ht ). In composite hypotheses, not all param- is in order. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov testeters of a frequency function are specified. may not always provide accurate results

In this case, for a two parameter distribution, where small samples are involved. It is shown
an example would be: Ho (the null hypothe- in [21 specifically that at least 40 samples
sis), = I, po 0. H, (the alternate hypoth- are required to distinguish between fairly
esis), o, 0.5, P > 0. close members of the Lognormal, Gamma,

Many tests can be constructed for given and Weibull distributions by means of the
hypotheses but, just like estimatior, tests are Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit-test at
expected to display certain desirable qualities, the 0. I level of significance.
A "best- test for a simple hypothesis. for Let t( ). t( 2 ). t( 3 ).... t(%) denote an
instance, is one which, for a given type I ordered sample of size x from a population
error (ore, the probability that Ho is true but with CDF F(t), and let S,(t) denote the
will fall in the critical region of the test and empirical distribution function of t(0,
be rejected) minimizes the type il error (or t( ) " defined as follows:
3, the probability that H, is true but will fall
outside the critical region of the test and be 0 t < tqz
rejected). The Neyman-Pearson Lemma
1I, p. 2141 permits the construction of S(t) k/x t(k) < t <t(k I)
best tests of simple hypothesis. For corn-
posite hypothesis, the choice of a best test is I t ; t1,)
often based on the consideration of the

C-I
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KOLMOOOROV-

1.0 41r2SMIRNOV 
LIMIT
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t

Fill C-. Te EpircalCDFandtheKolmogorov-Sirnov Limits (dashed lines)

Thus, S. (t) defines a functional ladder as
depicted in figure C-I for a particular am- Critical Values
ple of size 10.

If F(t)- were known, then it would be X a-0.2 0-0.1 a - 0.05 a *0.01
possible to calculate the value of I F(t) - I-
S. S(t) I for any desired value of t and thus 5 AS .51 .56 .67
to determine the maximum vertical dis- 10 .32 .37 Al .49
tance between the graphs of F(t) and S. (t) 15 27 .30 .34 .40
Over the range of possible t values. Let us 20 23 .26 .29 .36
denote this maximum distance as: 25 .21 24 .27 .32

30 .19 22 .24 .29
D, =max I F(t) -Sx(t) 1 35 18 .20 23 27

t 40 .17 .19 21 25

Kolmogorov and Smirnov have shown that.6 .1 0 .4
the distribution of D, does not depend on 50 .5 .719 2
F(t), and have proceeded to tabulate critical >60 I1.07/Vt-l 1.20IVrx 1.34/A_7 1.63Wx
values D'* of D. as shown in Figure C-2. Fixine C-2. Critical Values for D, in the Kolmogorov-

Often F(t) is not so much known to the Smimno Test
data analyst, as it is selected as a candidate
CDF for the data at hand. As such, F(t) often and the "known" CDF becomes the estimat-
includes one or two (more rarely three) un- ed CDF F00*) - I-01'. For such estimated
known parameters, say 9 and y and is re- CDF's, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov values of
labeled F(t;9) or F(t9O,y). Such parameters D.' are no longer strictly valid, but depend

*can be estimated from the data itself. If, for on the functional form of the estimated CDF.
instance F(t,O) is the exponential, that is, The procedure, then, to test the hypothesis

*F(t;9) I-we'f, then, of goodnesn-of-fit of a hypothetical distribu-
tion to data at hand is:

tS. z x a) Select a significance level, of. The lower
ja,(iIX a significance evel (e.g., 0.01) the more likely

C-2
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a good fit to any candidate CDF will be dem- The times have been ordered in preparation
onstrated. The higher a significance level (e.g., for the goodness of fit test.
0.20), the less likely anr CDF will be shown An appropriate ML repair rate estimate
to fit the data, but also the greater the likeli- from the sample is:
hood of rejecting a particular CDF as false
when it is actually true.

b) Draw the empirical CDF Sx (t). u =n / I MCI
c) Draw the values of D.0 about Sx (t) to i-i

form an acceptance region.
d) Draw the candidate CDF F(t), F(t,O), where n = 10, the repair sample size.

or F(t,, '), if the appropriate D*. has been The sample data is plotted as a cumulative
tabulated. distribution of observed repair times. An ex-

e) If the candidate CDF remains within pected distribution is also plotted from the
the acceptance region, the hypothesis of a relation
good fit is accepted at the selected critical
value, otherwise it is rejected.

As an example, assume that for the empiri- P(M = I -e-
cal CDF of figure C-I, one shows the Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov limits corresponding to a =
0.2 at a distance of 0.32 (see figure C-2) of as shown in Figure C-3.
SI 0 (t). These limits are the dashed lines on
figure C-I. Assume also that the candidate
CDF for the fit is F(t) = l-e-t/O = l-e' tI s . .0
In this expression, 0 = 5 is not estimated
from the data. It is assumed to be known. .0
F(t) is drawn in figure C-I and seen to cross
the Kolmogorov-Smimov acceptance region. .7 MEAN /_
Thus, F(t) is rejected as a possible CDF for - / " 0
the given data at the 0.2 level of significance. V /

The two examples which follow are useful a i
in reliability assessment where it is desirable 5

to know whether times to failure are expon- >/ i0 , 1..e-O.O2145Mc

ential, and in availability assessment where . -K(49:.10) - M.137

times to repair are to be tested for lognor- 3 ' / Ax 0.03

mality.

Example of Curve Fitting the Exponential .2

Model .1__

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit o
Test specifically applied to the exponential 0so t ISO
by Lilliefors [31 will be used as an illustra- MINUTES

tion. The model to be fitted is F(t)= l-eut Figure C-3. Cumulative Distribution of Repair Times
where p is the repair rate. with Kolmogorov-Smimov limits

It is assumed that the following repair (Exponential)
times data are available.

M W 7.0 b. M,6a 2.3 br. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, as modified
M,2a 5.0 hrs. M, - 2.0 hrs. by Lilliefors, is then applied to test the

hypothesis that the data are from an exponen-
M6 3  a3.9 hrs. MS .7 hrs. tial distribution with mean V. The statistic
M.4  3.0 hrs. M,, - 1.0 hr. evaluated is D, the largest absolute deviation

a2.5 brs. M 0.5 hr. between the observed and expected ordinates
M0 of the cumulative distribution.

C-3
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Therefore ABSOLUTE VALUES OF THE MAXIMUM
DIFFERENCE D BETWEEN SAMPLE AND

D max P(M,) S(M,) POPULATION CUMULATIVE FRACTIONS
we SIGNIFICANT AT THE 20, 15, 10, 5 AND 1wh~ere PERCENT LEVELS

M, measured repair time n - smple site
P(MC)= the computed cumulative fre- sample Size Level of Significance a

quency
S(M,)= the observed cumulative frequency n 20o .1 .10 .06 .01

The sampling distribution of D is known 3 A51 A79 .511 51 600
(figure C-4). Given a sample of n observed 4 96 .422 .440 .487 .548
repair times and a significance level a, the re-
sult D > K(na) supports rejection of the 6 359 .382 .406 .442
hypothesis with confidence (l-a); otherwise a .331 51 .375 .408 .470
the hypothesis is not rejected.

From our given repair data, the hypothesis 7 .309 .327 .350 .382 .442
of exponential distribution with mean 2.89 8 .291 .308 .329 .360 .419
hours is not rejected. 9 277 .291 .311 .1 .3 0

Example of Curve Fitting Lognormal (Nor- 10 .263 .277 .296 .325 .380t maR) Data.
11 .251 .264 .283 .311 .365

Assume ordered observed repair times in 12 .241 .254 .271 .298 .351
hours are as follows:

13 .232 .245 .261 .267 .338

M.= 6.1 M. 6 
= 2.5 14 .224 .237 .2M2 .277 .326

M' 2 = 4.6 M,7 = 2.2 15 .217 .229 .244 .209 .315

NI 3 = 3.5 Mto = 2.0 26 211 .222 .236 261 .30

me4 = 3.0 M19 = 2.0 17 .204 .215 .229 .253 .297

Mcs = 3.0 KJo = 0.6 18 .199 .210 .223 .246 .289

If the exponentiality goodness-of-fit test 19 .193 .204 .218 .239 .263
of the previous example is applied to the data, 20 .188 .199 .212 .234 .278
the null exponentiality hypothesis would be
rejected at the 0.1 significance level. 25 .170 .180 .191 .210 .247

This is seen in figure C-5. Thus, it becomes 30 .155 .184 .174 .192 .226
necessary to fit a lognormal distribution to
the observed data. First the data points are Over 30 A L f 106 125transformed to their logarithms (x, - In MC )f V "n n-n ,,rn

then, in a procedure following exactly thm
previous example, but using 0.1 level of sig- F~aueC-4. Kobnogorov-Smimov LimDit Factors

nificance entries from figure C-6 instead of wfoh Estimated iean

C-4, one sees that the null hypothesis of log-
normality is accepted at that level, estimate of A is"Wo = #/r where 0 are pseudo-

failures, and 7 pre pseudo test hours. The
C.2 TEST OF HYPOTHESIS FOR estimate of X is X- x/T, where x are actual

COMPATIBILITY OF BAYESIAN failures and T is actual test time. The prob-
PRIOR AND POSTERIOR ESTIMATES lem is to construct a test-of-hypothesis to
IN THE EXPONENTIAL MODEL accept or reject H o 1o = /r. The hypothesis

test, based on the distribution of X for ex-
In the case of exponential data with gamma ponential data (See Appendix D I D.I) is

conjugate prior (see 1 5.4.6.8), the prior as follows:

C-4
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1,00

j. ASSUMEDR " L' '

.60 1 3o 6 7

so •also

/4/
.40 

, 1

whr0hrh c v a 4

M, (HRS.)

Figure C. Cumulative Distribution of Repair Times
with Koimogorov-Smirnov Limits

Xw(2it/) 2x (2x+2. dee o2) E(T) = reo (T/t) dT t o22T 2T(-2
also

where the X2 's are the chi-square values at ( ' : '
the (a/2) 100% and (1-/2) 100% percentiles o(T) = I(T- dT/t o
with 2x and 2x+2 degrees of freedom, re-2
spectively.

The decision rule is: if o is included with- = to.
in the confidence interval given by inequality
(equation C-2), accept the hypothesis that X0  Using the Central Limit Theorem, and
is compatible with the observed test data. If theorems on the calculation of moments of
X. is outside the confidence interval, reject
the hypothesis that X is compatible with the r.v. s which are the sum of x identical in-data and consider an appropriate non-Bayes- dependently distributed r.v.'s, then

ian reliability assessment model.

v= T

C.3 LAPLACE'S TEST OF HOMOGENEITY ' I

is approximately normally distributed e.g.
In a homogeneous poisson process (HPP), x > 3. with expectation xto12 and standard

successive times. T,, of failure of the HPP are deviation t.k/T'. and
identical independent uniform random vari-
ables (r.v.) over the interval (0, t.) 141.
Denoting any of the T, variables as T, f(T) =u = IL T,/(xt. ) -
l/t0 , then the expected value is:

C-5
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ABSOLUTE VALUES OF THE MAXIMUM
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SAMPLE AND

POPULATION CUMULATIVE FRACTIONS
SIGNIFICANT AT THE 20, 15, 10, 5 AND

1 PERCENT LEVELS

Sample Size Level of Significance

n 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.01

4 0.300 0.319 0.352 0.381 0.417

5 0.285 0.299 0.315 0.337 0.405

6 0.265 0.277 0.294 0.319 0.364

7 0.247 0.258 0.276 0.300 0.348

8 0.233 0.244 0.261 0.285 0.331

9 0.223 0.233 0.249 0.271 0.311

10 0.215 0.224 0.239 0.258 0.294

11 0.206 ,0.217 0.230 0.249 0.284

12 0.199 0.212 0.223 0.242 0.275

13 0.190 0.202 0.214 0.234 0.268

14 0.183 0.194 0.207 0.227 0.261

15 0.177 0.187 0.201 0.220 0.257

16 0.1/3 0.182 0.195 0.213 0.250

17 0.169 0.177 0.189 0.206 0.245

18 0.166 0.173 0.184 0.200 0.239

19 0.163 0.169 0.179 0.195 0.235

20 0.160 0.166 0.174 0.190 0.231

25 0.142 0.147 0.158 0.173 0.200

30 0.131 0.136 0.144 0.161 0.181

Over 30 0.736 0.768 0.805 0.886 1.031

Figar C-6. Kolmogorov Limit Factors K(nq) for the Normal Distribution with Estimated Mean and Variance
(Lilliefors)
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is approximately normally distributed with 2. Liittschwager, H. M., Results of a Gamma,
mean 0 and standard deviation 1. If the Lognormal and Weibuil Sampling Experi-
HPP is selected as a null hypothesis, then u ment, Industrial Quality Control, 9/1965.
can be selected Pr a statistic to test the 3. Lilliefors, H. W., On the Kolmogorov-
hypothesis of homogeneity. The test is best Smirnov Test for the Exponential Dis-
used by considering two-sided critical values tribution with Mean Unknown, American
on the normal curve since under wearout or Statistical Association Journal, Vol. 64,
growth the T will tend to occur after or be- pp. 387-389,1969.
fore, respectively, the midpoint of the ob-
served interval. In other words [41, signifi- 4. Ascher, H. & Feingold, H. "Is There
cantly large or small values of the standard- Repair After Failure?", 1978 Proceed-
ized variate u show significant evidence of ings Annual R&M Symposium, page 1524.
wearout or growth, respectively. This test 5. Bates, G., "Joint Distributions of Time
has been shown to be an optimum test against Intervals for the Occurrence of Succes-
two plausible models by Bates [5] and Cox sive Accidents in a Generalized Polya
161. As stated in [41 Laplace's Test is not Scheme", Annals of Math. Stat.. Vol.
consistent against alternatives where the rate 26, pp. 705-720, 1955.
of occurrence of failure is non monotone in 6. Cox, D., "Some Statistical Methods Con-
such a way that the expected value E is: nected with Series of Events", J. R.

Statistical Soc. Series D, Vol. 17, pp.
E T/(to) )  129-164, 1955.

E = Tt2 7. Hollander, M. & Proschan, M., "A Test for

Superadditivity of the Mean Value Func-In this case a test developed by Hollander and tion of a Non-homogeneous Poisson
Proschan [7] Is superior. " "Process", Stochaitic Processes and Their

C.4 REFERENCES Applications, Vol. 2, pp. 195-209, 1974.

1. Hoe], P. G., Introduction to Mathematical
Statistics, John Wiley & Sons, 1963.
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Appendix D
DERIVATIONS

This appendix contains: are recorded. The operating times between

D. I Derivation of Availability Confidence the (i-I)th and the ith failure are denoted by
Limit Formulae for exponential failure ti"
and recovery times, and for exponential
failure times and lognormal recovery The ML estimate l of ). is obtained from
times. the likelihood function of the observations:

X

D.2 Derivation of the Poisson Process of the L = f(ti ) f(t2 ) ..... f(t ) = X e-j'j a
Exponential Reliability Law.

D.3 Introduction to Birth and Death Proc- Differentiating with respect to 'A and setting
esses. to 0 yields

D.4 References. X/2xI tj (D )

D.A DERIVATION OF AVAILABILITY
CONFIDENCE LIMIT FORMULAE (b) N identical items can be put on test

without replacement until x of them fail.
The two cases considered under this head- If the t,'s represent the times t* between the

ing are (a) failure and recovery times are (i-l)th and the ith failure multiplied by the
both exponential, and (b) failure times are number of operating items between the
exponential but recovery times are lognormal. (i-1 )th and the ith failure, that is multipled by

N+I-i, thenT is given either by
D.I .1 Confidence Limit for Exponential

Failure and Recovery Timest 11. "= x/1 (N+I-i) t

For exponential failure and recovery times
the failure PDF of operating times between
failures (t) for an item is f(t) = Xe-ht and the or I= x/I t1. (D-l)
PDF of times to repair (Me) is f(M,) = i=1

pe "aMc In the exponential model, the in-
stantaneous failure rate X and the instanta- These formulas are consistent with the for-
neous repair rate p are constant. mulae given in section 5

D.1 .1.1 Test Truncated by Failure ' X= xi i + (N-x)ih)

In the test truncated by failures case, the
number of failures x is decided in advance, where i, represents the time of each item on
Several Scenarios are possible. test since the beginning of testing and f. the

(a) An item may be placed on test and as time to failure of the last item to fail.
soon as it fails it is replaced with a new or (c) N identical items can be put on test
good as new item, and so on until x failures with replacement until x failures are observed.

Di
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If the t1's now represent the times t* be- (I_) X+

tween the (i-l)th and the ith failure mul- g3( =) exp [-Xx/m/(x-l)
tiplied by the number of operating items
between the (i-I)th and the ith failure, that The variable of interest in finding con-
is multiplied by N, then I is given either by: fidence limits on availability in § D.1.1.3 is

T= x/ (Nf t V2x orV = 2X Ex ti,

Using k.(u) or g1 ), one finds that the PDFor by T=x/i ti .  (D-1) of V is:
i=1

This is again consistent with the formula from h1 (V) = Vx-1 exp (-VI2)I12 x (x-l)! (D-2)

Section 5 which is a chi-square (X2 ) PDF with 2x de-

= x/Ni1  grees of freedom.

where i. represents the time on test of the D. 1.1.2 Test Truncated by Time
item failing last.

In all cases, under the appropriate defini- In the case of time truncated tests, the
tion of t, total time on test T is decided in advance of

testing. The test scenarios of § D. 1.1.1 still
= t (D-l) apply provided the estimator of X used is

= x/T instead of x/ X ti.
In order to find the PDF of , one may

first consider the PDF of the variable In the expression = x/T, x represents the
number of failures occurring in T

T= ti
i=1 where T= I ti t+,

which, as the sum of x identically distributed i= '

exponential r.v.'s of the form f(t1) = Xe i, is
gamma: and t, represents the operating time between

the (i-I)th and the ith failure, and t,+t the
,Y) (T) = Tx -  x exp (-)T)/(x-)! . operating time, not necessarily ending in

failure, between the xth failure and the end of
test time T.

The transformation In § D. I.l.I the distribution of
! •

ti/x = T/x =:Tyields: V =2X ti orV.=2x/"

= x,(xu) = xu) -I x exp (-Xxu) was derived. This distribution could be readily
(x-l)! obtained under the assumption of times end-

ing in failure. It is not possible to use a
and since and parallel argument for V = 2XT in the case of

' tests truncated by time since both ), and T are
constant, and V is not a random variable in

g, =k. u(T) ,then this case.For tests truncated by time, x, the numberdT of failures is actually the random variable of

D-2
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interest. One can, nevertheless, arrive at a is also distributed as x2 with 2x+2 degrees of
reasonable treatment of )T as a random var- freedom.
iable if one accepts the Bayesian argument
that the value of the probability density func- D.I .1.3 Confidence Limit on Availability
tion for )T is proportional to the probability for Exponential Failure and
of observing N failures under that value for Exponential Repair Times
XT.

For example, suppose I failure was ob- For exponential repair times, f(M)
served. p e-s' m c where M, is repair time and p is the

21 e-2  constant instantaneous repair rate.

For AT = 2, P(x) = P() = - = 2e- 2 . The maximum likelihood estimate of iA is
IM

31 e-3  jr= m 2- M,

ForXT = 3, P(x) = P(1) = - 3e 3 . i= i

where m is the number of repairs observed

Therefore, the ratio of the ordinates of the and M. is the time required for the ith repair.

PDF for XT, which we will call f(XT) is given The density function of " is obtained by a

by the equation *rocedure identical to that for the density of

f(2) 2e- 2 = 2e I1l-.'

f(3) 3e- " g() = (J)m mm exp (-mu/,u).

2e
or XT is -

Let the random variable v = 
jMA

times as likely to be in a small neighborhood
near 2 as it is to be in a same size neighbor-
hood near 3. If this reasoning is carried out It is assumed that each repair time is
for all values of XT then for one failure: teinated a repairtterminated by a repair. Then:

f(XT) = f(u) - -I
Vm -1 2

and for any number of failures, x, g(v) =- (D-4)
2re(m-I)!

fO T) = f(u) - uxe
x! is a X2 density with 2m degrees of freedom.

c fS, then For failure truncated tests it was shown in
Since f f(u)du § D. 1.1. 1 that u = 2xW/, is distributed as X2

Xe-ulx! uwith 2x degrees of freedom for tests trun-

f(u) = uex =ue-_/x! cated by failure. Since u and v are indepeno-
f ule-udu/x! ently distributed with 2x degrees of freedom,

the quantity

If we substitute u = 2XT for XT, we find: u/2x

f(2Xt) = f(u) = ule-U/2 / (x!2 x + ) (D-3) v/2m

which shows that 2AT is X2 with P = 2x+2 has the variance density ratio F with 2x and

degrees of freedom. Also, since 2m degrees of freedom. But
u/2x AX/ X/P

T' Slv/2m p

D-3
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and since the itli component availability fs2

A 1  
n(y;, 2). - "i\"

a 100 (1-,y) percent lower confidence bound The cumulative lognormal distribution is de-on A, is obtained where test is terminated Tecmlbellom it'uini e
by failure from the relation: noted A (z; #, U2). An expression for it does

not exist in terms of elementary functions but

, ;(D-5) by the simple transformation y = In z it is
F -7; . X, .. transformed into the normal integral

F -7.2,, is the (1-7) fractile of the cumula- A (Z;, 02) - N (In Z;p, 02)

tive P distribution with 2x and 2m degrees of and by a further simple transformation to the
freedom. It is tabulated in Appendix E, figure standard normal variate
E-6 which gives FM;f,,f, for f, = 1(1) 80,
and f2 = 1(1)80. x = y

0

For tests truncated by time, it was shown

in § D.1.1.2 that under a particular assump- Cumulative probabilities of the lognormal can
tion 2x)/S was distributed as X2 

2X+2* In this be found numerically from tabulated values
case the 100(1-,y)% lower availability con- of the standard normal N (x; 0, 1).
fidence limit is obtained by using A - ,(z;, o2) N(nzP ,

=\x/ !F ,-2x+ 2. (D-6)
, The parameters ;L and a can be estimated

from lognormal data by means of the trans-
I

in A,= (I7) formation

p = lnz n

A special case is needed for the case x = 0
since (In zi -In Z)2

a~~~ s lzl(x+l)A __=s i=1 -

is indeterminate, since= 0. One can use: D.1.3 Confidence Limit for Exponential
Failure Times and Lognormal

( _) x+I (D-8) Recovery TimesPT =- 3 -7;2x +2.2m
Gray and Lewis 131 have shown that if o2

D.1 .2 Estimation of the Parameters of a (the variance of In M,) is assumed to be

Lognormal Distribution 121. known, then for a random sample of m repair
times

A random variable z>0 has a lognormal dis-
tribution if it has the density function McG

I /1MnIzMsA22

?(z; , 2 )a=-ef xp 2 ay 7 db ~oi/z", L7 ,- I/~
wire M4 , is the geometric mean and 7 is

Then its logarithm y = In z has s normal dis- I . or purposes of analysis q2 is as-
tribution sumei to equal the variance estimated from

4-4
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the sample. For exponentially distributed then a exp W /2)
failure times 2xX PW<a PL <- ae 2x 1 -*.

X2 (2x). Then a one-sided 100 (1-a) percent con-
fidence limit for A, is

Then a confidence interval for X/p can be
found by finding the distribution of AIL= .a.

(2)L/( //ue 702X2
Figure E-7 gives selected values of the coeffi-

cient

In general then, letting U X2 (k) and a2.0 ,--. , x, foru2o2
V--A(o )

--- exe-M '02 2-/ -- nwvx-l oa

eM/ 1 i,)/. 12 r(x) 2"v/r [2&2 2U / O<u<- .2.(D- 10)
f (U. v) = q01v o %/Is-v.20.<

elsewhere D.2 DERIVATION OF THE POISSONPROCESS AND OF THE

Let W = U/V and Z = V; then EXPONENTIAL REUABILITY LAW

It D.2.I Assumptions
1foex n

2 - w11z,0<< The assumptions underlying the Poisson

failure process g(x,t) were presented in
0 elsewhere § 5. 1. 1 and will not be repeated here.

where D.2.2 Derivation of the Poisson Failure
-~Process

iV2 From the assumption, the probability of
c = .occurrence of 0 failure-inducing shocks prior

r V2) 2A V to the time t+&t is given by:

Hence P[a<W<bJ is given by: g(O,t+&t) = g(O,t) (l-,t). (D-! 1)

=Cg(w)dw =p The probability of x failure-inducing
[a <W <b )dshocks prior to the time t+At is given by:

Let gX,t+At) = u(x,t) (i-kAt) 4 (x-I~t) okt). X>0. (D- 12)

W ej xx, From equations (D-I 1) and (D-12). the
following differential equations arise:

D-5
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g' (0,t) = -g(0,t) A state transition matrix can be formed
from figure D-1. It is shown in figure D-2.

g' (x,t) - X,[g(x-it) - g(xt)), x > 0

with g(0,0) = 1, and g(xO) - 0 for x > 0. Stat at

The solution to this set of linear first-order State ttime t+At U D

differential equations is:
U 1-)~ltA~x,t) - OWt) e- '/x!, x - 0, 1, 2,...W~

D.2.3 The Exponential Reliability Law D 0 1

By definition, R(t) = g(0,t) = e- k '. The
corresponding PDF is Fi= D-2. State Transition Matrix for One Element

fit) = - ±(e' ,=Xe- "t . I
dt In the state transition matrix, the entry ).At,

for instance, represents the probability ofDEATH PROCESSES going from state U at time t to state D at timet+At.

A set of difference equations are readilyThe reliability or availability of many sys wrtten for the graph of fiqgure D-i, or for the
tems, particularly redundant and repairable stte trto mati of figure D-1 f
systems, may be derived by considering Birth state transition matrix of figure D-2.
and Death processes as expounded initially in
141 and comprehensively developed for Pu (t + At) = (l-At) Pu (t) (D- 13)
RMA application in 151. A single element
is considered first, then, more complex
structures are treated. PD (t + At) PD (t) + At Pu (t) (D-l 4)

D.3.1 Reliability of Non-Repairable Element In the equations above, Pu and PD stand for
the probability of states U and D, respectively.

Figure D-I shows an example of a death Under the assumption that the unit is up at
only process as applied to a single non- time 0,
repairable element. The element can only be
in two states. up (U) or down (D). The hazard PU(0) = I, PD(0) = 0.
rate X is assumed to be constant and is shown
directed toward the absorbing state D. D is Rewriting (D-13) and (D-14) as:
termed an absorbing state because once the
element has reached this state, it cannot leave Pu (t+At) - PU (t)
it and remains there with probability 1.0. A at + XPu (t)= 0 (D-i5)
graph such as is shown in figure D-1, called
a Markov graph, depicts the states and transi- PD t+at) - PD (t)
tion probabilities between them. At= )PU (t) (D-16)

1.*At I Letting At-m0, the following differential equa-

U () )At tions are obtained:

P (t)+ Pu(t)0 ,PU(0) = 1 (D-17)
FIlure D-I. Markov Graph for a Single

Non-Repairable Element P6 (t) = Pu (t) PO(0) 0. (D- 18)

D-6
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Solving for Pu(t) in (D-1 7): States at
S time t+At U D
8d atimet

Pu (t)/Pu (t) - -X, ± In (Pu (t)) =-X
U t-RAt )At

ln(P U (t)) =Xt + C1
D ja~t I

Pu (t) = Ce- k, and the condition Pu (0) 1= C D Pat __ __ _

leads to Pu (t) = •" t. Figure D4. State Transition Matrix for a Repairable

Element

Similarly, from equation (D- 18): The difference equations for the states

Pb(t) = XPu (t) = Xe-XI depicted in figure D-3 and D-4 are:

PD (t) = f Xe' dt=e) + C PU(t+At) = (-XAt)Pu(t) +IAt PD(t) (D-19)

and since PD (t+At) = X"t Pu (t) + (1-uAt) PD (t)(D-20)

with
PD(O)= 0 0  -e-"()+C,C= 1

then: Pu(0) = 1, PD(0) = 0 as in § D.3.1.

PD (t)= I -e". Equations (D- 19) and (D-20) lead to:

D.3.2 Availability of a Repairable Element Pu (t+At) - Pu (t)
At = -).Pu (t) + P PI)(t)

Figure D-3 shows a birth and death process
as applied to a repairable element. Again, the PD (t+At) - PD (t)
element can only exist in two states, up (U) = XPu (t) - A PD (t)
or down (D). The hazard rate X and repair At
rate p = (MTTR)-I are assumed to be con-
stant. State D is no longer absorbing but is a and, letting At-O, we have the differential
reflecting barrier, because it is possible for equations:
the element to go back to state U by repair. (t + W ( = PD (t)

P ( ((D-21)

PD (t) + JAPD (t) - XPu (t) (D-22)
X~t )PU (0) = 1,1 PD (0) =0.

Equations (D-21) and (D-22) can be solved a
Pat number of different ways, but, choosing the

Fipre )3. Markov Graph for a Repairable Laplace Transform method, gives
Single Element s -(L))-1 I +) L(Pu) =ag L (P0 )

The corresponding State Transition matrix is
depicted in figure D-4. (PED) + / L(PD) , L (Po)-

D-7
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Solving for L (Pu):

2 + s6,80) O,-'x) s ax) (S+#Ai.)

then

A(t)=-Pu=-L' (L(Pu) =  + el+~
IL I

JL+W 51+).

This expression for A(t) is identical with an k 1A
expression obtained earlier by a different
method.

D.3.3 Mean Time Between Failure for a
Repairable Redundant System ",

D.3.3.1 Unrestricted Repair

Consider a parallel active redundant system
consisting of six operating elements, four of X 1
which must be "up" for the structure to be
o".rational (see figure D-5). The exponential
law applies to failures and repairs, that is the
failure rate A and repair rate u are constant. k,
Repairs are unrestricted, in the sense that
there are as many repairmen as needed to re-
pair failed elements. Each repairman works
on a single element and repairs it with rate p. Figre D-$. 4 of 6 Parallel Redundant System

Figure D-6 shows a Markov Graph for the
structure.

Four states are shown in figure D-6; states 0 0
6, 5, 4, and 0. State Six is the state: "Six
elements are up," state 5 is the state "Five
elements are up," state 4 is the state "Four a2
elements are up," and state 0 is the state Fipre )-6. Markov Graph for 4 of 6 Repairable
"Fewer than four elements are up." States System with Unrestricted Repair
6, 5, and 4 are system success states, state 0
is the system failure state. The 2p shown be- with the solution R4 (t)=• - 4 Xt

tween states 4 and 5 reflects the fact that 2
repairmen are available to work on the 2
failed elements. and MTTF = f e 4 tdt = 4X

If only states 4 and 0 existed, then one
would be able to write the following dif- Assume, however, that R4 is in a steady-state.
ference equation: Then R4 is a constant and the failure rate

R 4 (t+At) = R. (t)- 4XR 4 (t)At. becomes

Letting At-+O, this leads to 4R 4 with MTTF (instantaneous) =4

R4 (t) + 4XR 4 (t) -0, R4(O) 1 ! (D-23)

D-8
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R4 is actually unknown but can be calculated D.3.3.3 4 of 6 Repairable System-Transient
under steady-state conditions, as follows: Solution

At state 6, i& (6X) = Rs (u). (D-24) Thus far the treatment of the 4 of 6 repair-
able system has assumed that steady state

At state 5, Rs (5)) = R4 (2). (D-25) conditions had been attained. This means, in
particular, that the MTBF calculated was the

Also Ro  0 (since this is the failed state) MTBF of the structure after the Ist failure
and after subsequent failures (when only 4

R4 + R5 + R, = i. elements need be up at the start of opera-
tion), not the mean time to first failure, or

R4 A R4 + 2# 2 R4MTTF (when 6 elements are up at the start
KXR4 + 3- 2 R4 = of operation).

Although it is still possible to derive the

I 2p 2 MTTF starting with 6 elements up, by a
!- + 2 . method similar to the one already shown, a
R4  5) 15X2 full Markov formulation is presented below

for illustration. We will consider, however,
1 1 2 W

2 + 121A + 30X2 only the restricted repair case.
MTBF z - = -X7R4  L 20X2  - From the transition matrix of Figure D-8, the

following difference equations can be written.

D.3.3.2 Restricted Repair

Under restricted repair, only a single failed s,.....
element can be worked on at a time. Figure mt-, IAt 0 3I4IIj

D-7 shows a Markov Graph for the system. , t., 0 0
4 0 4W1 I A PAI*Jt 0

5 0 WA, kf*.A ht

5 0 0 PA. t ,

Figure D-8. Markov Graph for 4 of 6 Repairable
System with Restricted Repair

Fipre D-7. Markov Graph for 4 of 6 Repairable P6(t+At) (1-6At)P6(t) + Od&tPs(t)

System with Restricted Repair
PS(t+&t)"' (1-(S,+1VAt)P 5 (1) + (6?,At)P 6 (t) +/VAtP 4 (t)

To calculate the MTBF, P4 (t At) (i-(4O+'v)At)P 4 (t) + (SAkt)P 5 (t) + .a&tP 3 (t)

Equations (D-24) and D-25) are rewritten as:
P3(t+At) = (1-(3A+41)At)P 3(t) + (4kAt)P4 (t)

R6 (6)= Rs (p).
Po(t At) = Po(t) + 3X tP3(t)

Rs (5)- R4 ()).
The initial conditions are: P6(0) = I, PS(O)=
P4 (0) = P3(0) = PO(W) = 0. The difference

Then: R 4 + ! R4 + = I. equations lead to the following differential
equations:

MTFzI R4 I P2+ 61A+ 30 P + 6 1 P PG(O) - (D-26)MTBF- -

12( 2  ._L . (Sx.)P s - 6+ P4  Ns(O)w o (D-27)

D-9
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P. + (4?,+i)P 4 ' $?,PS + .a P4 (O) = 0 (D-28)

Pi+ (3x)P 3  40P4  P3 (0) = o (OPERATING UNIT

t- 30 3  P.0(O) - o. (D-30)

Using Laplace transforms to solve (D-26)
- (D-30), we have: XD

s 16) + I + 6kL(P6) I x L(Ps) (D-3 1) STANDBY UNITS

XL(Ps) + (S"01,.P 5) + 6KULP 6) + pL(P4 ) (D-32)

sL(P 4 ) + (4h P)L(P4 ) = S.L(Ps ) aLA(P$) (D-33) k XD

SL(P 3) + (3A+,)L(P 3 ) - 4AL(P4 ) (D-34)
Figure D-9. I of 3 Structure: One Operating and

=LPO -?U10 3) (D-35) Two Standby Elements

It is now a simple matter to solve algebra- -

ically for L(P6 ), L(PS), L(P 4 ), L(P 3 ), and
U(P.), and to ind the inverse Laplace trans-
forms P., Ps, P3 . and a 1 , I

The reliability of the structure at time t is 0 0 0 o o

then given by: , __, ,-*, 0 0
0 (t mIA 1-I0*,41al 0

R(t) = P6 (t) + PS (t) + P4 (t) 1 3 0 0 (1.21, I-M'

while the mean time to frst failure or MTTF Figure D-1O. State Transition Matrix for I of 3
is given by System with Dormant Hazard Rate

fo R(t) dt The differential equations formed from the
state transition matrix are:

D.3.4 Reliability of a I of 3 Standby System
with a Dormant Hazard Rate and No Pi(t) - -(h+2D)P(t) P3(0) - 1 (D-36)
Repair

In standby redundant systems, standby pi(t) - -QX+7\)P2 (t) + (A+21)P3 () Pm - o (D-37)

units may have a positive hazard rate X P;(t)= -XPI(t) + (D)P 2 (t) P(0) =0 (D-38)
before they replace a failed operating el-
ement, and an operating hazard rate X > X D (t)- kP(t) Pe(O) o (D-39)
after they replace a failed element. Such
standby elements are said to display a dor- Solutions of differential equations (E-36 -

mant hazard rate. D-39) are:
Consider a I of 3 standby parallel system

with perfect switching, such as depicted in P3(t)-

figure D-9. \+2h D I

Defining state 0 as "'all three units down," D-
state I as "the operating unit up," state 2 ( ( -- - .
as "the operating unit and a standby up," and________________
state 3 as "the operating unit and two stand- P1 (t)- ' 2'D
by units up," the state transition matrix is as

depicted in figure D-10. Po(o)- I -p3m -Pam -Ps t).

D10

D-10~
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The reliability of the system, based on the If M is small compared to 0, equations (D-41)
occurrence of either one of the states 1, 2 and (D-42) can be simplified to:
or 3 is:

R(t) - P3 (t) + P2 (t) + P1 (t). MTF - (RNI) OR- MN-RaI/N (D-45)

D.3.5 MTBF of R of N Identical Repairable MTTR - M/(N-R+I) (D-46)
Elements in Parallel with Restricted
Repair - The Einhom Equations Equations (D-45) and (D-46) are the Einhorn

[61 approximation which were derived orig-
The birth and death equations are a natural inally by their author from considerations of

tool to obtain the MTBF of R out of N iden- quorum probabilities.
tical repairable elements in parallel. A special
case (4 of 6 restricted repair) has already D.4 REFERENCES
been calculated. We develop here the re-
stricted repair solution for the general R of N 1. Keesee, W.T., A Method of Determining
case. a Confidence Interval for Availability,

A Markov graph for this situation is shown Misc. Pubi. No. NMC-MP-65-8, U.S.
in figure D-1 I. Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu, CA,

Under steady state conditions the reliabil- 9 July 1965.
ity R of state R (R elements up) is con-
stant. The MTBF of state R is 2. Pangborn, C.E. and Arabadjis, C., The

1 Lognormal Distribution, TIS R67-
* R SIPDI 2, General Electric Co., SpecialRXR R  Information Products Dept., Syracuse,

Since under steady state conditions all reli- NY, 18 April 1967.
ability rates are zero,

3. Gray, H. L. and Lewis, T. 0., A Con-
at state N, RN(NX) = RN_ I (u) (D-40) fidence Interval for the Availability

Ratio, Technometrics 9: 1967, pp 465-
at state N-I, RN.! ((N..l))= RN 2z p (D-41) 71.

R+ 1, RRi. I((R+ I)A) = R (p). (D-42) 4. Feller, W., "An Introduction to Probabil-
ity Theory and Its Applications", John

Solving these equations recursively and letting Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.,
0 = I/A, M = I/p be the mean time to failure 1957.
and mean time to repair, respectively, of a
single element, gives: 5. Kozlov, B. A., & Ushakov, I. A., "Reli-

-1 RN ability Handbook", Holt, Rinehart and

MTBF: j)MN - ( RMN-R (D-43) Wilson, Inc., 1970.

6. Einhorn, S. J., "Reliability Prediction
IR- .... . 1// -t\ (D-44) for Repairable Redundant Systems",

MTF",~J = i' " -Proceedings of the IEEE, Feb. 1%3.

NA (N-1I) IN-2lk (R+ I)

N

Fiure DI I. Markov Graph for R of N RepairableElements in Parallel, Restricted Repair
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Appendix E
STATISTICAL TABLES

This Appendix contains tables useful in confidence bound for exponential time to
reliability and availability evaluation and ref- failure data.
erences to more extensive tables. It is organ- Since figure E-1 provides chi-square values
ized: at the 80% confidence level, 80% upper

bounds on failure rate or 80% lower bounds
E.1 TABLES USEFUL FOR RELIABIL- on MTBF are obtained:

ITY CALCULATIONS
X2 .sofE. 1.1 Chi-Square Tables so 2T

(80% Confidence Level) (E-T
E. 1.2 Reliability Lower Bound Tables 0.8o - 2T (E-I)

(80% Confidence Level) X 2 o:r

E. 1.3 Binomial Tables Where f, the degrees of freedom is 2x+2
(809 Confidence Level) when the test is truncated by time (Type I

E.2 TOLERANCE FACTORS FOR THE life censoring tests § 5.1. .b and f = 2x whenNORMAL DISTRIBUTION the test is terminated at a predetermined
number of failures (Type 11 life censoring test

E.3 TABLES USEFUL FOR AVAIL- § 5.1.1.c).
ABILITY CALCULA1IONS Example

E.3.1 The F Distribution
(80% Confidence Level) In a Type I test 5 failures are observed in

E.3.2 The a Distribution 500 hours of test, find the upper bound on
(807o Confidence Level) failure rate (80% confidence level)

calculate f = 2x + 2 = 2(5) + 2 or 12
E.4 MTBF TABLES FOR m OUT of n

WITH AND WITHOUT REPAIR find X2.so value in figure E-1 = 15.812

Solve equation E-1
E.5 REFERENCES

E.I TABLES USEFUL FOR RELIABILITY =X .80:12 = 15.812
CALCULATIONS 2T 2(500)

This paragraph provides tables useful in = .015812 failures/hour
calculating 80% lower bounds on reliability
when the underlying process is Poisson, Ex- 0.8 = 2T 2(500)
ponential, or Binomial. X2.80:12 15.182

E.1 .1 Chi-Square Tables = 63.24 hours

Figure E-I presents chi-square tables at the
80% confidence level. These tables may be The reliability lower bound for a one hour
used to obtain the failure rate or MTBI 80% mission would be calculated as

E-I

I .
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f CHI-SQU f CHI-SQU f CHI-SQU f CHI-SQU

2 3.219 102 113.786 202 218.693 302 322.466
4 5.989 104 115.903 204 220.777 304 324.534
6 8.558 106 118.020 206 222.860 306 326.602
8 11.030 108 120.135 208 224.943 308 328.670

10 13.442 I10 122.250 210 227.025 310 330.738

12 15.812 112 124.363 212 229.107 312 332.806
14 18.151 114 126.475 214 231.189 314 334.873
16 20.465 116 128.586 216 233.270 316 336.940

18 22.760 118 130.697 218 235.351 318 339.007

20 25.038 120 132.806 220 237.432 320 341.074

22 27301 122 134.915 222 239.512 322 343.140

24 29.553 124 137.022 224 241.592 324 345.207

26 31.795 126 139.129 226 243.671 326 347.273
28 34.027 128 141.235 228 245.750 328 349.339
30 36.250 130 143.340 230 247.829 330 351.404

32 38.466 132 145.444 232 249.907 332 353.470

34 40.76 134 147.548 234 251.986 334 355.535
36 42.879 136 149.651 236 254.063 336 357.600
38 45.076 138 151.753 238 256.141 338 359.665
40 47.269 140 153.854 240 258.218 340 361.730

42 49.456 142 155.954 242 260.295 342 363.794

44 51.639 144 158.054 244 262.371 344 365.859
46 53.818 146 160.153 246 264.447 346 367.923
48 55.993 148 162.251 248 266.523 348 369.987
50 58.164 150 164.349 250 268.599 350 372.051

52 60,332 152 166.446 252 270.674 352 374.114

54 62,496 154 168.543 254 272.749 354 376.178
56 64,658 156 170.639 256 274.823 356 378.241
58 66.816 158 172.734 258 276.898 358 380.304
60 68.72 160 174.828 260 278.972 360 382.367

62 71 125 162 176.922 262 281.046 362 384.429
64 73 276 164 179.016 264 283.119 364 386.492

66 75 424 166 181.109 266 285.192 366 388.554
68 7-571 168 183.201 268 287.265 368 390.617
70 o 15 170 185.293 270 289.338 370 392.679

A i x57 172 187.384 272 291 410 31' 394.740
74 83 997 174 189.474 274 293.482 374 396.802

76 86.135 176 191.565 276 295.554 376 398.864
78 88271 178 193.654 278 297.626 378 400.925
80 90.405 180 195.743 280 299.697 380 402.986

82 Q2.538 182 197.832 282 301.768 382 405.047
84 94669 184 199.920 284 303.839 384 407.108
86 96.799 186 202.008 286 305.910 386 409.169
88 98927 188 204.095 288 307.980 388 411.229
90 101.054 190 206.182 290 310.050 390 413.290

92 103.179 192 208.268 292 312.120 392 415.350
94 105.303 194 210.354 294 314.190 394 417.410
96 10 425 196 212.439 296 316.259 396 419.470
98 10 .547 198 214.524 298 318.328 398 421.530

100 111.667 200 216.609 300 320.397 400 423.589

Figure E-1. Chi.Square Distribution at 80% Confidence Level, Degress of Freedom from 2 to 400

E-2
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R.90 = e-.'. where:

=-(.015612)(1) N = Number of trials
X = Number of failures

= .9843 S = N-X

More extensive chi-square tables are avail- H = Z

able from many sources, e.g., 1.+

E.! .2 Reliability Lower Bound Tables .8416 /H 2
The reliability tables shown in figure E-2 w = H

solve the problem illustrated in § E. 1.1 di-
Figure E-2 is entered at 5 failures and a - - 4514 -

test time of 500 hours. The 80% lower bound
on reliability is read directly as: lel < .0008

R.o = .9843 For example, if equation E-3 is used for
N= 120andX= 5 then

which agrees with the result obtained in
§ E.I.I. R.so = 115

A complete discussion of the uses and I15 +(5+1)e2(0J469)
derivation of the reliability tables and a far
more extensive set of tables are available, R.go = .9347 (figure E-3 gives .9349)
e.g., [2].

More extensive binomial tables are available,
E.l.3 Binomial Tables e.g., I 11.

Figure E-3 presents binomial tables at the E.2 TOLERANCE FACTORS FOR THE
80% confidence level. The 80% lower bound NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
on reliability is read directly from these tables
at the intersection of the sample size (N) Figures E-4 through E-7 present one-sided
and the number of failures (x). For example, and two-side !-)leranf 1.ttors for the Nor-
if 2 failures are obtained in 40 trials the mal Distrit'a' ] -at 50% amd 80% confidence
estimate is = 38/40 = 0.9500 and the 80% levels.
lower bound R., = 0.8960 (from figure E-3). As an example of the use of these tables,

Some extensions of the tables are dis- the method of § 5.4.3 will be used.
cussed: Assume, as a parallel to the example con-

nected with expression (5-41), that n=5,3=8,
(a) For N > 40 and N < 120 linear inter- s=0.484, LCLS-6, UCLS=I0, then K=4.09

polation of the table in figure E-3 for and the two-sided table of figure E-7 yields a
odd N will yield a maximum error of reliability of .975 for K=3.8403, and of .99

0.0001 for K=4.4133. Linear interpolation yields
R=0.982 for K=4.09. More extensive tables
are available, e.g., (3).

R0  - (0.20)' /N (E-2) E.3 TABLES USEFUL FOR

(c) For N > 120 and X # 0 AVAILABILITY CALCULATIONS

E.3.1 The F Distribution

= S + e (E-3) Figure E-8 presents the F distribution at
S + (XI) e2- the 80% confidence level.

E-3
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NAVSEA OD 293048

Number of Failures. X

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 .2000
2 .4472 .1056
3 .5848 .2872 .0717
4 .6687 .4175 .2123 .0542
5 .7248 .5098 .3266 .1686 .0436

6 .7647 .5776 .4146 .2686 .1399 .0365
7 .7946 .6291 .4833 .3501 .2283 .1195 .0314
8 .8178 .6696 .5379 .4164 .3033 .1986 .1044 .0275
9 .8363 .7022 .5823 .4708 .3661 .2676 .1757 .0926 .0245
10 .8513 .7290 .6191 .5163 .4191 .3268 .2394 .1577 .0833 .0220

II .8639 .7514 .6499 .5548 .4643 .3779 .2953 .2168 .1429 .0756
12 .8745 .7704 .6762 .5876 .503 .4221 .3441 .2693 .1980 .1307
13 .8836 .7867 .6988 .6160 .5369 .4606 .3870 .3160 .2476 .1822
14 .8914 .8009 .7186 .6408 .5664 .4944 .4248 .3574 .2921 .2291
15 .8983 .8132 .7358 .6626 .5924 .5244 .4585 .3944 .3321 .2716

16 .9043 .8242 .7511 .6820 .6155 .5511 .4885 .4275 .3680 .3101

z 17 .9097 .8339 .7648 .6993 .6361 .5750 .5153 .4572 .4005 .3450
i 18 .9145 .8426 .7770 .7147 .6547 .5965 .5396 .4841 .4299 .3767

19 .9188 .8505 .7880 .7287 .6715 .6159 .5616 .5086 .4566 .4056

20 .9227 .8575 .7980 .7414 .6867 .6335 .5816 .5308 .4809 .4320
a 0

21 .9262 .8641 .8071 .7529 .7006 .6497 .5999 .5511 .5032 .4562

E 22 .9295 .8699 .8154 .7635 .7133 .6645 .6167 .5698 .5238 .4786
23 .9324 .8753 .8230 .7732 .7250 .6780 .6321 .5870 .5427 .4991
24 .9352 .8803 .8300 .7821 .7358 .6906 .6463 .6029 .5602 .5182
25 .9377 .8849 .8365 .7904 .7457 .7022 .6596 .6177 .5764 .5358

26 .9400 .8891 .8425 .7980 .7550 .7130 .6718 .6314 .5915 .5523

27 .9421 .8931 .8481 .8051 .7635 .7230 .6832 .6441 .6056 .5676

28 .9441 .8968 .8533 .8118 .7716 .7323 .6939 .6560 .6187 .5819

29 .9460 .9003 .8582 .8180 .7791 .7411 .7038 .6671 .6310 .5953

30 .9478 .9034 .8627 .8238 .7861 .7492 .7131 .6775 .6425 .6079

31 .9494 .9065 .8670 .8293 .7927 .7569 .7218 .6874 .6533 .6197
32 .9510 .9093 .8710 .8344 .798Q .7642 .7301 .6966 .6635 .6309
33 .9524 .9120 .8747 .8392 .8047 .7710 .7379 .7053 .6732 .6414
34 .9538 .9145 .8783 .8437 .8102 .7774 .7452 .7135 .6822 .6513

35 .9550 .9169 .8817 .8480 .8154 .7835 .7522 .7213 .6909 .6607

36 .9563 .9191 .8849 .8521 .8203 .7892 .7587 .7287 .6990 .6697
37 .9574 .9212 .8879 .8560 .8250 .7947 .7650 .7356 .7067 .6781
38 .9585 .9233 .8907 .8596 .8295 .7999 .7709 .7423 .7141 .6862
39 .9596 .9251 .8934 .8631 .8337 .8048 .7765 .7486 .7211 .6938
40 .9605 .9270 .8960 .8664 1.8377 .8096 .7819 .7546 .7277 .7011

Figure E-3. Binoininal Tables (80"' confidence)
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NAVSEA OD 29304B

Number of Failures, X

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U 9

42 9M24 M .90K .8726 .8451 .8183 .7919 .7660 .7401 .7147
44 .9641 .9336 .9052 .8782 .8620 .6262 .8010 .7761 .7514 .7270
4 .9958 .935 .9 .8965 .8782 .8336 .8094 .7854 .7618 .7384
48 .970 .9456 .9130 .898 .8787 .8403 .8170 .7941 .7714 .7489
so .964 .9475 .9164 .902 .8829 .86 .8241 .802 .783 .756

52 .976 .9435 .9195 .8965 .8741 .8522 .8477 .8285 .783 .767
54 .970 .9409 .9224 .9003 .877 .8575 .8367 .8162 .8159 .7758
62 .9716 .9475 .9251 .9037 .8829 .8625 .8424 .8226 .8030 .0936
8 .9726 .9493 .9277 .9070 .8869 .8671 .8477 .82 .89 .7908
60 .9735 .950 .9301 .9100 .903 .8714 .8526 .8341 .8158 .7975

62 .9744 .9525 .9323 .9128 .9139 .874 .8596 .8393 .8215 .8039
74 .9752 .9539 .9343 .9155 .8972 .8793 .8616 .8572 .8269 .808
6 .9759 .9593 .9363 .9280 .9003 .8929 .876657 .846 .8320 .8154
68 .978 .966 .9381 .9204 .9031 .8862 .8696 .8531 .8368 .8207
70 .9773 .9578 .939 .9226 .9058 .8894 .8732 .8572 .8414 .8257

72 .9779 .9590 .9415 .9247 .9084 .8924 .8766 .8611 .8457 .8304
74 .9785 .9601 .9431 .9228 .9109 .8952 .8799 .8648 .8497 .8349
76 .9790 .9611 .9445 .9286 .9132 .903 .8830 .872 .86 .8392

" 78 .9796 .9621 .9460 .9304 .9153 .9006 .8859 .8716 .8573 .8432
86 .9801 .9631 .9473 .9322 .9174 .9030 .8887 .8747 .8703 .8470

82 .9606 .963 .9485 .9337 .9194 .9053 .8914 .8777 .8641 .8507

E 84 .9810 .9648 .9498 .9353 .9213 .9075 .8939 .8806 .8673 .8541

92 .9815 .9658 .950 .9368 .9231 .9154 .93 .8833 .8703 .8575
so .9819 .9863 .9520 .9382 .9248 .9117 .8987 .8859 .8732 .8693
90 .9823 .9671 .9530 .9396 .9264 .9136 .9079 .88 .8759 .8637

92 .9626 .698 .9540 .9409 .9280 .9154 .9030 .8907 .8796 .8745
94 .9830 .9785 .9577 .9421 .9295 .9172 .9051 .8930 .9811 .8793
10 .9634 .991 .9559 .9433 .9310 .9189 .9070 .8952 .8936 .8720
98 .9837 .9798 .9568 .9444 .9323 .9205 .9088 .8973 .859 .8745
100 .9840 .9703 .9577 .9455 .9337 .9221 .9107 .8993 .881 .8770

102 .9843 .9709 .955 .9466 .9350 .9236 .9124 .9013 .893 .86794
104 .984 .971 .9593 .9476 .9362 .9251 .9140 .9031 .8923 .817
106 .9850 .9720 .901 .9486 .9374 .9265 .9156 .9049 . .8944 .8838

108 .9852 .9725 .9608 .9495 .9385 .9278 .9171 .9067 .8963 .8860
110 .9855 .9730 .915 MUM0 .9397 .9291 ".9187 .9083 .8982 .988

112 .9857 .9735 .922 .9513 .9407 .9303 .9201 .9099 .AM9 .890C

114 .9660 .9740 .9628 .9521 .9417 .9315 .9215 .9115 .9016 .8919
116 .9662 .9744 .9635 .9529 .9427 .9327 .9228 .9130 .9033 .937
118 .9665 .9749 .9641 .9538 .437 .9338 .9241 .9145 .9049 .8955
120 .9867 .9752 .9647 .9545 .9446 .9349 .9253 .9159 .9065 .8972

Figure E-3. Binomial Tables (80% confidence) (Continued)

Reliability

n .75 .90 .95 .975 .99 .999 .9999 .99999

all 0.6745 1.2816 1.6449 1.9600 2.3263 3.0902 3.7190 4.2648

Fipre E-4. One.Sided Tolerance Factors for the Normwal Distribution at 50% Confidence
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NAVSEA OD 29304B

RELIABILITY
N .75 .90 .95 .975 .99 .999 .9999 .99999

2 2.0111 3.3782 4.2338 4.9867 5.8700 7.7271 9.2645 10.6026
3 1.4567 8.4037 2.9960 3.5181 4.1316 5.4238 6.4951 7.4283
4 1.2842 2.1240 2.6470 3.1077 3.6488 4.7885 5.7334 6.556b
5 1.1916 1.9809 2.4708 2.9019 3.4080 4A736 5.3568 6.1262
6 1.1313 1.8909 23610 2.7744 32594 4.2800 5.1258 5.8625
7 1.0881 1.8278 2.2846 2.6859 3.1566 4.1467 4.9670 5.6813
8 1.0551 1.7805 2.2276 2.6202 3.0804 4.0482 4.8497 5.5477
9 [0288 1.7433 2.1831 2.5690 3.0212 3.9717 4.7589 5.4442

10 1.0073 1.7132 2.1471 2.5276 2.9735 3.9103 4.6859 53611
11 0.9892 1.6882 2.1172 2.4934 2.9340 3.8596 4.6258 5.2927

12 0.9737 1.6669 2.0920 2.4645 2.9008 3.8169 4.5752 5.2351
13 0.9603 1.6486 2.0703 2.4397 2.8722 3.7804 4.5318 5.1858
14 0.9485 1.6326 2.0513 2.4181 2.8474 3.7486 4.4942 5.1430
15 0.9381 1.6184 2.0347 2.3991 2.8255 3.7206 4.4611 5.1054
16 0.9287 1.6058 2.0198 2.3822 2.8061 3.6959 4.A318 5.0721

17 0.9203 1.5945 2.0065 2.3670 2.7887 3.6737 4.4055 5.0423
18 0.9126 1.5843 1.9945 23533 2.7731 3.6537 4.3819 5.0154
19 0.9056 1.5750 1.9835 2.3409 2.7588 3.6355 4.3604 4.9911
20 0.8992 1.5664 1.9735 2.3295 2.7458 3.6190 4.3408 4.9688
21 0.8933 1.5586 1.9643 23191 2.7339 3.6038 43229 4.9485

22 0.8878 1.5513 1.9558 23095 2.7229 3.5898 43063 4.9297
23 0.8827 1.5446 1.9480 2.3005 2.7127 3.5768 4.2910 4.9123
24 0.8779 1.5384 1.9407 2.2923 2.7032 3.5648 4.2768 4.8962
25 0.8735 1.5325 1.9339 2.2845 2.6944 3.5536 4.2636 4.8812
26 0.8693 15271 1.9275 2.2773 2.6862 3.5431 4.2513 4.8672

27 0.8654 1.5219 1.9215 2.2705 2.6784 3.5333 4.2397 4.8541
28 0.8617 1.5171 1.9159 2.2642 2.6712 3.5241 4.2288 4.8417
29 0.8582 1.5126 1.9106 2.2582 2.6643 3.5154 4.2185 4.8301
30 0.8549 1.5082 1.9055 2.2525 2.6578 3.5072 4.2089 4.8191
31 0.8517 1.5042 1.9008 2.2471 2.6517 3.4994 4.1997 4.8087

32 0.8487 1.5003 1.8963 2.2420 2.6459 3.4920 4.1910 4.7989
34 0.8432 1.4931 1.8879 2.2326 2.6351 3.4784 4.1750 4.7807
36 0.8381 1.4866 1.8803 2.2240 2.6254 3.4661 4.1604 4.7642
38 0.8335 1.4806 1.8734 2.2162 2.6165 3.4548 4.1471 4.7491
40 0.8293 1.4751 1.8670 2.2090 2.6083 3.4444 4.1349 4.7353

42 0.8253 1.4701 1.8612 2.2024 2.6007 3.4349 4.1237 4.7226
44 0.8217 1.4654 1.8557 2.1962 2.5938 3.4261 4.1133 4.7108
46 0.8183 1.4610 1.8507 2.1905 2.5873 3.4179 4.1036 4,698
48 0.8151 1.4569 1.8459 2.1852 2.5812 3A102 4.0946 4.6897
50 0.8121 1.4531 1.8415 2.1802 2.5756 3.4031 4.0862 4.6801

52 0.8093 1.4495 1.8374 2.1756 2.5703 3.3964 4.0784 4.6712
54 0.8066 1.4461 1.8335 2.1712 2.5653 3.3901 4.0710 4.6628
56 0.8042 1.4430 1.8298 2.1671 2.5606 3.3842 4.0640 4.6549
58 0.8018 1.4400 1.8263 2.1632 2.5562 3.3786 4.0574 4.6475
60 0.7996 1.4371 1.8231 2.1595 2.5520 33733 4.0512 4.6404

Figure E-S. One-Sided Tolerance Factors for the Normal Distribution at 801 Confidence
with Sample Size n from 2 to 10,000
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NAVSEA OD 29304B

RELIABILITY
N .75 .90 .95 .975 .99 .999 .9999 .99999

62 0.7974 1.4344 1.8199 2.1560 2.5480 3.3682 4.0453 4.6337
64 0.7954 1.4319 1.8170 2.1526 2.5442 33635 4.0396 4.6274
66 0.7935 1.4294 1.8142 2.1495 2.5406 3.3589 4.0343 4.6213
68 0.7917 1.4271 1.8115 2.1464 2.5372 3.3546 4.0292 4.6156
70 0.7899 1A249 1.8089 2.1435 2.5339 3.3505 4.0244 4.6101

80 0.7822 1.4151 1.7976 2.1309 2.5195 33324 4.0031 4.5860
90 0.7758 1.4070 1.7884 2.1205 2.5077 3.3175 3.9856 4.5662

100 0.7704 1.4003 1.7806 2.1117 2A978 3.3051 3.9710 4.5497
125 0.7600 1.3872 1.7656 2.0949 2A787 3.2811 3.9428 4.5177
150 0.7524 1.3776 1.7546 2.0826 2.4648 3.2635 3.9222 4.4945

175 0.7465 1.3703 1.7461 2.0731 2.4540 3.2501 3.9064 4.4766
200 0.7417 1.3643 1.7393 2.0655 2.4454 3.2393 3.8937 4.4623
225 0.7378 1.3595 1 .7337 2.0592 2.4384 3.2304 3.8833 4.4505
250 0.7345 1.3553 1.7290 2.0540 2.4324 3.2229 3.8745 4.4406
275 0.7317 i.3518 1.7250 2.0494 2.4273 3.2165 3.8670 4.4321

300 0.7292 1-3488 1.7215 2.0455 2.4229 3.2110 3.8605 4.4247-
325 0.7270 1.3460 1.7184 2.0420 2.4190 3.2061 3.8547 4.4182
350 0.7251 1.3436 1.7156 2.0390 2.4155 3.2017 3.8496 4.4124
375 0.7233 1.3415 1.7132 2.0362 2.4124 3.1978 3.8451 4.4072
400 0.7217 1.3395 1.7110 2.0337 2.4096 3.1943 3.8409 4.4026

425 0.7203 1.3378 1.7089 2.0315 2.4070 3.1911 3.8372 4.3983
450 0.7190 1.3362 1.7071 2.0294 2.4047 3.1882 3.8338 4.3945
475 0.7178 1.3347 1.7054 2.0275 2.4025 3.1855 3.8306 4.3909
500 0.7167 1.3333 1.7038 2.0258 2.4006 3.1830 3,8277 4.3876
525 0.7157 1.3320 1.7024 2.0241 2.3987 3.1807 3.8250 4.3846

550 0.7147 1.3309 1.7010 2.0226 2.3970 3.1786 3.8225 43818
575 0.7138 1.3297 1.6998 2.0212 2.3954 3.1766 3.8202 4.3791
600 0.7130 1.3287 1.6986 2.0199 2.3939 3.1747 38180 4.3767
625 0.7122 13277 1.6975 2.0187 2.3925 3.1730 3.8160 4.3743
650 0.7114 13268 1.6964 2.0175 2.3912 3.1713 3.8140 4.3722

675 0.7108 1.3260 1.6954 2.0164 2.3900 3.1698 3.8122 4.3701
700 0.7101 1.3252 1.6945 2.0154 0.3888 3.1683 3.8105 43682
725 07095 1.3244 1.6936 2.0144 2.3877 3.1669 3.8089 4.3663
750 0.7089 1.3237 1.6928 2.0135 2.3867 3.1656 3.8073 43646
800 0.7078 1.3223 1.6913 2.0117 2.3847 3.1632 3.8045 4.3614

850 0.7068 13211 1.6898 2.0102 2.3829 3.1610 3.8019 4.3584
900 0.7058 1.3199 1.6886 2.0087 2.3813 3.1589 3.7995 4.3557
950 0.7050 1.3189 1.6874 2.0074 2.3798 3.1571 3.7973 4.3532

1000 0.7042 1.3179 1.6863 2.0062 2.3784 3.1553 3.7953 4.3510
1500 0.6987 1.3112 1.6786 1.9976 2.3687 3.1432 3.7811 4.3349

2000 0.6955 1.3072 1.6740 1.9925 2.3630 3.1360 3.7726 4.3254

3000 0.6916 1-3024 1.6686 1.9865 23562 3.1275 3.7627 4.3142
4000 0.6893 1.2996 1.6654 1.9829 23522 3.1225 3.7568 4.3075
5000 0.6877 1.2977 1.6632 1.9804 2.3494 3.1191 3.7528 4.3030

11000 0.6838 1.2930 1.6578 1.9744 2.3426 3.1106 3.7428 4.2917

Figure E-S. One-Sided Tolerance Factors for the Normal Distribution at 80% Confidence
with Sample Size n from 2 to 10,000 (Continued)
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NAVSEA OD 29304B

RELIABILITY
N .75 .90 .95 975 .9,4 999 .9999 99999

2 2.1319 3.0483 3.6323 4.1539 4.7737 6.0982 7.2103 8.1858
3 1.6120 23049 2.7465 3.1409 3.6095 4.6110 5.4519 6.1896
4 1.4573 2.0837 2.4829 2.8394 3.2631 4.1684 4.9286 5.5954
5 13813 19751 2.3535 2.6916 3.0930 3.9512 4.6718 5.3039
6 1.3359 1.9101 2.2760 2.6029 2.9912 3.8212 4.5180 5.1293

7 1.3055 1.8667 2.2243 2.5437 2.9232 3.7343 4A152 5.0126
8 1.2837 1.8355 2.1872 2.5012 2.8744 3.6720 43416 4.9290
9 1.2673 1.8121 2.1593 2.4693 2.8377 3.6251 4.2862 4.8661
10 1.2545 1.7938 2.1375 2.4444 2.8091 3.5886 4.2430 4.8170
11 1.2443 1.7792 2.1200 2.4244 2.7862 3.5592 41083 4.7777

12 1.2359 1.7671 2.1057 2.4080 2.7673 3.5352 4.1798 4.7454
13 1.2288 1.7571 2.0937 2.3944 2.7516 3.5151 4.1561 4.7184
14 1.2229 1.7486 2.0836 2.3827 2.7383 3A980 4.1359 4.6955
15 1.2178 1.7413 2.0748 2-728 2.7268 3.4834 4.1186 4.6759
16 1.2133 1.7349 2.0673 3.3641 2.7169 3.4707 4.1036 4.6588

17 1.2094 1.7294 2.0607 2.3566 2.7082 3.4596 4.0905 4.6439
18 1.2060 1.7244 2.0548 2.3499 2.7005 3A497 4 .0789 .4.6307
19 1.2030 1.7201 2.0496 2.3439 2.6936 3.4410 4.0685 4:.6190
20 1.2002 1.7162 2.0449 2.3386 2.6875 3.4332 4.0592 4.6084
21 1.1977 1.7126 2.0407 2.3338 2.6820 3.4261 4.0509 4.5990

22 1.1955 1.7094 2.0369 2.3294 2.6770 3.4197 4.0433 4.5904
23 1.1935 1.7065 2.0334 2.3254 2.6724 3.439 4.0365 4.5826
24 1.1916 1.7039 2.0303 2.3216 2.6682 3.A086 4.0302 4.5754
25 1.1899 1.7014 2.0274 2.3185 2.6644 3.4037 4.0244 4.5689
26 1.1883 1.6992 2.0247 2.3154 2.6609 3-3992 4.0191 4-5629

27 1.1869 1.6971 2.0222 2.3126 2.6577 3.3951 4.0142 4.5573
28 1.1856 1.6952 2.0199 2.3100 2.6547 3-3912 4.0097 4.5521
29 1.1843 1.6934 2.0178 2.3076 2.6519 33877 4.0054 4.5474
30 1.1831 1.6917 2.0158 2.3053 2.6493 33843 4.0015 4.5429
31 1.1821 1.6902 2.0140 2.3032 2.6468 3.3812 3.9978 4.5387

32 1.1810 1.6887 2.0123 2.3012 2.6446 3.3783 3.9944 4.5348
34 1.1792 1.6861 2.0091 2.2976 2.6404 33730 3.9882 4.5277
36 1.1776 1.6838 2.0063 2.2944 2.6367 3.3684 3.9826 4.5214
38 1.1761 1.6817 2.0038 2.2916 2.6335 3.3642 3.9777 4.5158
40 1.1748 1.6798 2.0016 2.2890 2.6305 3.3604 3.9732 4.5108

42 1.1736 1.6781 1.9996 2.2867 2.6279 3.3570 3.9692 4.5062
44 1.1725 1.6766 1.9977 2.2846 2.6255 33539 3.9656 4.5021
46 1.1715 1.6752 1.9961 2.2827 2.6233 3.3511 3.9623 4.4983
48 1.1706 1.6739 1.9945 2.2809 2.6213 33486 3.9592 4.4949
50 1.1698 1.6727 1.993! 2.2793 2.6194 3.3462 3.9564 4.4917

52 1.1691 1.6716 1.9918 2.2779 2.6177 3.3440 3.9539 4.4888
54 1.1684 1.6706 1.9906 2.2765 2.6161 33420 3.9515 4.4861
56 1.1677 1.6697 1.9895 2.2752 2.6147 33402 39493 4.4836
58 1.1671 1.6688 1.9885 2.2740 2.6133 3.3384 3.9472 4.4813
60 1.1665 1.6680 1.9875 2.2729 2.6121 3.3368 3.9453 4.4791

Figure E-6. Two-Sided Tolerance Factors for the Normal Distri'lution at 50% Confidence
with Sample Size n from 2 to 10,000
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NAVSEA OD 29304B

RELIABILITY
N .75 .90 .95 .975 .99 .999 .9999 99999

62 1.1660 1.6672 19866 2.2719 2.6109 33353 3.9435 44771
64 1.1655 1.6665 19858 2.2709 2.6098 33339 39419 44752
66 1.1650 1.6659 19850 2.2700 2.6087 3-3326 3.9403 4.4734
68 1.1646 1.6652 19843 2.2692 2.6078 3.3313 39388 4.4717
70 1.1642 1.6646 19836 2.2684 2.6068 3.3301 39374 44701

80 1.1624 1.6622 19806 2.2650 2.6029 3.3251 39315 4.4634
90 1.1611 1.6602 1.9783 2.2623 2.5999 33213 39269 4.4582

100 1.1600 1.6587 19764 2.2602 2.5975 33182 39233 4.4541
125 1.1581 1.6559 19731 2.2564 2.5931 3.3126 39167 4.4466
150 1.1568 1.6540 19709 2.2539 2.5902 33089 39123 4.4416

175 1.1559 1.6527 1.9693 2.2521 2.5881 3.3063 39092 4.4381
200 1.1552 1.6517 1.9682 2.2508 2.5866 33043 39069 4.4355
225 1.1546 1.6510 1.9672 2.2497 2.5854 33028 3.9051 4.4334
250 1.1542 1.6504 1.9665 2.2489 2.5844 33015 3.9036 4.4317
275 1.1538 1.6499 1.9659 2.2482 2.5837 33005 3.9024 4.4304

300 1.1536 1.6494 1.9654 2.2476 2.5830 3.2997 3.9014 4.4293
325 1.1533 1.6491 1.9650 2.2472 2.5824 3.2990 3.9006 4.4283
350 1.1531 1.6488 1.9646 2.2468 2.5820 32984 3.8999 4.4275
375 1.1529 1.6485 1.9643 2.2464 2.5816 3.2979 3.8993 4.4268
400 1.1528 1.6483 1.9641 2.2461 2.5812 3.2974 3.8997 4.4262

425 1.1526 1.6481 1.9638 2.2458 2.5809 3.2970 3.8982 4.4257
450 1.1525 1.6479 1.9636 2.2456 2.5806 3.2966 3.8978 4.4252
475 1.1524 1.6477 1.9634 2.2453 2-5804 3.2963 3.8974 4A247
500 1.1523 1.6476 1.9632 2.2451 2.5801 3.2960 3.8971 4.4244
525 1.1522 1.6475 1.9631 2.2450 2.5799 3.2958 3.8968 44240

550 1.1521 1.6473 1.9629 2.2448 2.5797 3.2955 3.8965 4.4237
575 1.1520 1.6472 1.9628 2.2447 2.5796 3.2953 3.8962 4.4234
600 1.1519 1.6471 1.9627 2.2445 2.5794 3.2951 3.8960 4.4231
625 1.1519 1.6470 1.9626 2.2444 2.5793 3.2949 3.8958 4.4229
650 1.1518 1.6470 1.9625 2.2443 23.791 3.2948 3.8956 4.4226

675 1.1518 1.6469 1.9624 2.2442 2.5790 3.2946 3.8954 4.4224
700 1.1517 1.6468 1.9623 2.2441 2.5789 3.2944 3.8952 4.4222
725 1.1517 1.6467 19622 2.2440 2.5788 3.2943 3.8951 4.4221
750 1.1516 1.6467 1.9621 2.2439 2.5787 3.2942 3.8949 4.4219
800 1.1515 1.6466 1.9620 2.2437 2.5785 3.2940 3.8947 4.4216

850 1.1515 1.6465 1.9619 2.2436 2.5784 3.2938 3.8944 4.4213
900 1.1514 1.6464 1.9618 2.2435 2.5782 32936 3.8942 4.4211
950 1.1514 1.6463 19617 2.2434 2.5781 3.2934 3.8940 4.4209

1000 1.1513 1.6462 1.9616 2.2433 2.5780 3.2933 3.8938 4.4207
1500 1.1510 1.6458 19611 2.2426 2.5773 32924 3.8928 4.4194

2000 1.1508 1.6455 1.9608 2.2423 2.5769 3.2919 3.8922 44188
3000 1.1507 1.6453 1.9605 2.2420 2.5765 3.2914 3.8917 4AI82
4000 1.1506 1.6452 19604 2.2419 2.5764 32912 3.8914 4.4179
5000 1.1505 1.6451 1.9603 2.2418 2.5763 3.2911 3.8912 4.4I77

10000 1.1504 1.6450 19601 2.2416 2.5760 3.2908 3.8909 4.4173

Figure E-6. Two-Sided Tolerance Factors for the Normal Distribution at 50% Confidence
with Sample Size n from 2 to 10,000 (Continued)
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RELIABILITY
N .75 .90 .95 .975 .99 .999 .9999 .99999

2 5.6758 8.1156 9.6703 I1.0590 12.7090 16.2353 19.1960 21.9731
3 2.8411 4.0624 4.8406 55357 6.3617 8.1268 9.6088 10.9089
4 2.2357 3.1968 3.8093 4.3562 5.0062 6-3953 75615 8.5846
S 1.9709 2.8182 3.3581 3.8403 4.4133 5.6378 6.6659 7.5678
6 1.8207 2.6033 3.1021 3.5475 40768 52080 6.1577 69908

7 1.7230 2.4637 29357 3.3572 3.8582 4.9287 5.8275 6.6159
8 1.6540 23651 2.8181 3.2228 3.7037 4.7313 5.5941 6.3510
9 1.6024 2.2913 2.7302 3.1223 35881 45837 5.4196 6.1528

10 1.5622 2.2338 2.6617 3.0439 3.4981 4.4687 5.2836 5,9985
11 1.5299 2.1876 2.6067 2.9810 3.4258 43763 5.1744 5.8745

12 13.5033 2.1496 2.5614 2.9292 3.3662 43002 5.0845 5.7724
13 1.4810 2.1177 2.5234 2.8857 3.3162 4.2364 5.0089 5.6866
14 1.4620 2.0904 2.4909 2.8486 3.2736 4.1819 4.9445 5.6135
Is 1.4455 2.0669 2.4629 2,8165 3.2367 4.1348 4.8889 5.5503
16 1.4311 2.0463 2.4383 2.7885 3.2045 4.0936 4.8402 5.950

17 1.4184 2.0281 2467 2.7637 3.1761 40573 4.7972 5.4462
18 1.4071 2.0120 2-3974 2.7416 3.1507 4.0249 4.7589 5.4028
19 13969 1.9974 23801 2.7219 3.1280 39959 4.7246 5.3638
20 1.3878 1.9843 2.3645 2.7040 3.1075 39697 4.6936 5.3286
21 1-3795 1.9724 23503 2.6878 3.0888 39459 4.6655 5.2967

22 1.3719 1.9616 2.3374 2.6730 3.0718 3.9242 4.6398 5.2675
23 13649 1.9516 23255 2.6594 30562 39042 4.6162 5.2408
24 13585 19425 23146 2.6469 3.0419 3.8859 45945 5.2162
25 .3526 1.9340 2.3045 2.6354 3.0286 3.8689 4.5745 5.1934
26 1.3471 1,9261 2.2951 2.6247 3.0163 3.8532 4.559 5.1723

27 1.3419 1.9188 2.2864 2.6147 3.0048 3.8386 4.5386 5.1526
28 13372 1.9120 2.2782 2.6054 2.9941 3.8249 4.5224 5.1343
29 1.3327 1.9056 2.2706 25967 2.9841 3.8121 4.5073 5.1171
30 1-3285 1.8996 2.2635 2.5885 2.9747 3.8001 4.4931 5.1010

0,31 33245 1.8939 2.2567 2.5808 2.9659 3.7888 4.4797 5.0858

32 13208 1.8886 2.2504 25736 2.9575 3.7781 44671 5.0715
34 1.3140 1.8766 2.2388 2.5602 2.9422 3.7586 4.4440 5.0453
36 1.3078 1.8700 2.2283 2.5482 2.9285 3.7410 4.4232 5.0217
38 .3023 1.8621 2.2188 2.5374 2.9160 3.7251 4.4044 5,0003
40 1.2972 1.8549 2.2102 2.5276 2.9047 3.7106 43873 4.9809

42 1.2926 1.8482 2.2023 2.5186 2.8943 3.6974 4.3717 4.9631
44 1.2883 1.8422 2.1951 2.5103 2.8848 3.6853 43573 4.9468
46 1.2844 1.8366 2.1884 2.5026 2.8761 3.6741 4-3441 49318
48 1.2808 1.8314 2.1822 2.4956 2.8679 3.6637 4.3318 4.9179
50 1.2774 1.8266 2.1765 2.4890 2.8604 3.6540 4-3204 4.9049

52 1.2743 1.8221 2.1711 2.4829 2.8534 3.6451 4.3098 4.8929
54 1.2714 1.8179 2.1661 2.4772 2.8468 3.6367 4.2998 4.8816
56 1.2686 1.8139 2.1614 2.4718 2.8406 3.6288 4.2905 4.8710
58 1.2660 i.8102 2.1570 2.4668 2.8348 3.6214 4.2818 4.8611
60 1.2636 1.8068 2.1529 2.4620 2.8294 3.6144 4.2735 4.8517

Fipre E-7. Two-Sided Tolerance Factors for the Normal Distribution at 80' Confidence
with Sample Size n from 2 to 10.000
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REUABILITY
N .75 .90 .95 .975 .99 .999 .9999 .99999

62 1.2613 1.8035 2.1490 2.4575 2.8242 3.6078 4.2658 4.8429
64 1.2591 1 8004 2.1453 2.4533 2.8194 3.6016 4.2584 4.8346
66 12570 1.7974 2.1418 2.4493 2.8147 3.5957 4.2515 4.8267
68 1.2551 1.7946 2.1384 2.4455 2.8104 3.5901 4.2448 4.8192
70 1.2532 1.7920 2.1353 2.4419 2.8062 3.5848 4.2386 4.8120

80 1.2451 1.7804 2.1215 2.4261 2.7881 3.5617 4.2112 4.7810
90 11386 1.7711 2.1104 2.4134 2.7735 3.5430 4.1892 4.7559

100 1.2332 1.7633 2.1012 2.4029 2.7614 3.5276 4.1709 4.7352
125 1.2230 1.7487 2.0837 2.3829 2.7384 3.4983 4.1362 4.6958
150 1.2157 1.7382 2.0712 2.3687 2.7221 3.4773 4.1115 4.6677

175 1.2101 1.7303 2.0618 2.3579 2.7097 3.4615 4.0927 4.6465
200 1.2057 1.7240 2.0543 2.3493 2.6998 3.4490 4.0779 4.6296
225 1.2022 1.7189 2.0482 2.3424 2.6918 3.4387 4.0658 4.6159
250 1.1992 1.7147 2.0432 23366 2.6852 3.4302 4.0558 4.6045
275 1.1966 1.7111 2.0388 2.3316 2.6795 3.4230 4J0472 4.5948

300 1.1945 1.7079 2.0351 23274 2.6746 3.4167 4.0398 4.5864
325 1.1925 1.7052 2.0319 2.3236 2.6703 3.4112 4.0333 4.5790
350 1.1909 1.7028 2.0290 23203 2.6665 3.4064 4.0276 4.5725
375 1.1893 1.7006 2.0264 2.3174 2.6632 3.4021 4.0225 4-5667
400 1.1880 1.6987 2.0241 2.3147 2.6601 33982 4.0179 4.5615

425 1.1868 1.6969 2.0220 2.3124 2.6574 33947 4.0138 4.5568
450 1.1856 1.6953 2.0201 2.3102 2.6549 33915 4.0100 4.5525
475 1.1846 1.6939 2.0184 23082 2.6526 33886 4.0065 4.5486
500 1.1837 1.6925 2.0168 23063 2.6505 33859 4.0033 4.5450
525 1.1828 1.6913 2.0153 2.3047 2.6485 33834 40004 4.5416

550 1.1820 1.6901 2.0139 23031 2.6467 33811 3.9977 4.5385
575 1.1813 1.6890 2.0126 23016 2.6450 33789 3.9951 45356
600 1.1806 1.6880 2.0114 23002 2.6435 33769 39927 4.5329
625 1.1799 1.6871 2.0103 2.2990 2.6420 33750 3.9905 4.5304
650 1.1793 1.6862 2.0093 2.2978 2.6406 33733 3.9884 4-5281

675 1.1787 1.6854 2.0083 2.2966 2.6393 33716 3.9865 4.5258
700 1.1781 1.6846 2.0073 2.2956 2.6381 3.3700 3.9846 4.5237
725 1.1776 1.6839 2.0064 2.2946 2.6369 3.3686 3.9829 4.5217
750 1.1771 1.6832 2.0056 2.2936 2.5358 33672 3.9812 4.5199
800 1.1762 1.6819 2.0041 2.2918 2.6338 33646 3.9781 4.5164

850 1.1754 1.6807 2.0027 2.2902 2.6319 33622 39754 4.5132
900 1 1747 1.6796 2.0014 2.2888 2.6303 33601 3.9728 4.5103
950 1.1740 1.6786 2.0002 2.2874 2.6287 33581 39705 4.5077

1000 1.1733 1.6777 19991 2.2862 2.6273 33563 3.9683 4.5052
1500 1.1689 1.6714 1.9916 2.2776 2.6174 3.3436 3.9534 4.4883

2000 1.1663 1.6677 1.9872 2.2725 2.6116 33362 39446 4.4783
3000 1.1633 1.6634 1.9820 2.2666 2.6048 33275 39344 4.4667
4000 1.1615 1.6608 1.9790 2.2631 2.6008 33224 3.9283 4.4598
5000 1.1603 1.6591 1.9769 2,2608 2.5981 33190 3.9242 4.4552

10000 1.1573 1.6548 1.9719 2.2550 2.5915 33105 3.9142 4.4438

Figure E-7. Two-Sided Tolerance Factors for the Normal Distribution at 80% Confidence
with Sample Size n from 2 to 10,000 (Continued)
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NAVSEA OD 29304B

The F Distribution, figure I-8 is the dis- E.3.2 The a Distribution
tribution of the quotient of two chi-square
distributions. The a distribution, figure E-9, is useful in

Its use has already been illustrated in calculating availability bounds when times to
§ 7.2.6 in the determination of availability failure are exponentially distributed, and
bounds when both times to failure and times times to repair are lognormally distributed.
to repair are exponentially distributed.

Another use, illustrated in § 5.4.6.8, is in Example of Lower Availability Bound
tile acceptance or rejection of the Bayesian X Computation
prior when both prior and posterior data arise
both from frequency data to be tested for It is shown in [4] and 151 that a lower
the hypothesis that they arc from the same bound on availability for a component ex-
exponential distribution. hibiting exponential times to failure and log-

Yet a third use of the F distribution not normal times to repair is given by:
illustrated in the manual is in testing the
hypothesis that the Ist time to failure of an AL = 1/11+ (?/u) u I (E-4)
item is consistent with subsequent time to
failure. This is important to know for re- where
pairable items since a new item could be a 2

very unreliable, for instance, until repaired (X/e) = IxaIU;m/2 x (E-5)
at least once.

The test statistic is The variance 02 of Naperian logarithms ot
repair times is assumed to be known. When

u = Z ti/[(x-l)tl ] this variance is unknown, it can be estimated
= 2 directly for repair times Mc, i=], 2...m:

If F..2.2%.2 < u then there is evidence that t, m > 2 from formula (E-6):
represents an abnormally short time to 1st

4 failure.
In the a represents 7(
Inthe critical region (always 0% for figure E-8), M. M

2 represents f,, the number of degrees of
freedom associated with t, (one failure), I 21 (E-6)

and 2x-2 represents f2 , the number of degrees I ( k M
of freedom associated with t2 through t m i=InMi

or x-I failures.
If, for instance, t1 = 20 hours, and The penalty for using the estimated var-

iance o rather than the true variance 02 is
12 that the lower bound on availabilitq tends to
2: ti = 980 hours, be optimistic (too high) if repair data are few.

a- 2 In IE-5] I represents a failure rate estimate

x/T from exponential components tested to
then: failure with x the total number of failures

980 observed and T the cumulative test time of
u 1)(20) = 4.455 all units on test. 1" represents a repair rate

Il0estimated from

But FO 202,22 = 1 .7331, and one must con-
clude that the time to first failure is incon- -i/M

sistent with subsequent times to failure at the .J-. = (I/ j M
20% level of significance. =  / iM

The F distribution could similarly be used
to test the hypothesis of abnormally long where the Mc..s are the m observed repair
times to first failure. times. 0.2 the variance of the Naperian log-

More extensive F tables are found in I II. arithms of repair times, is assumed to be

E-23
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known or is estimated from expression E.4 MTBF TABLES (m of n)
[E-61 and 2;. ;x is the "a" distribution
at confidence v=l-a considered in this appen- Figure E-1 I provides tables of the MTBF
dix. for various m-out-of-n configurations of

As an example of the application of [E-4J, identical items. The MTBF is provided under
assume that the following parameters are two options. The first is to permit the system
known or estimated: to degrade until it fails (i.e., until less than the

required m-out-of-n are operating). The sec-
ond is to repair the first failure immediately.

= 0.005, x = i0,-A= 0.393, o = 0.413, The basic configuration is shown in figure E- 10.
The MTBF for the first case is obtained T'y

m= 10 integration of the reliability function from

then, zero to infinity.

MTBF=fo R(t)dta1-07nl/02; . =a .8o; 60; 10oo

For example, in the case of 5-out-of-8 rc-

which is not tabulated in figure E-9 of this quired we would have

report.
One can also interpolate (harmonically for

good results) between the tabular entriesao~s sao nd o.8;,o., o to btan a~so;,oMTBF i o 56R(t)s" 140R1(t)
ao.0 ;50SO;I and a

8
0W00,i0 to obtain %.W.*0,100

= 25.55.
A harmonic interpolate is obtained by +120R(t) 7 -35R(t) 8 )dt

using the linear interpolation technique,
after the marginal values are changed to Assuming a single item has a failure rate X
their reciprocals. For this example, the end- and obeys the exponential failure law, ke
points (50 and 100) become .02 and .01. have:
The desired midpoint (60) becomes .01666. MTBF fo156.st - 140e600 + 120e-7.t .35e Sxldt

Both the original margins and their recip-
roc&', correspond to the same tabular entries. 56 140 120 35

Note that interpolation between values of TX 6), + T), 8)'
N = x (rows of the table) is possible too.
Linear interpolation works well without any +9,408 - 19.600 + 14,400 - 3.67S
transformation. 840A

Using the value of a.80*0so in [E-5I, one
obtains: 533

840

O,/ )" = (0.005) (1.089) (25.55) = 0.017 MTBF 0.63451),

This result can also be obtained using:
and

AL =0.982 MTBF - I

Notice that this 80% lower confidence for 5 of 8 a I
MTBF - -bound is lower than the point estimate for s.sScomponent availability which is: and

X= V(') - 0.393/(0.393 + 0.005) - 0.987 MTBF a -L + -L + -

u/Ui4)X 6A 7A~ 8X

More extensive tables are found in (4). MTBF = 0.6345/)

E-25
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The approximation: The tabular value uses

I 1L) n'm MTBF
Q 2]k2

MTBF =(E-7) (Equation E-7).

MTBF tables are presented in figure E-l I.
is used when the first failed item is repaired
immediately. u, the repair rate or reciprocal Example
of MTTR, is normally much greater than the
failure rate. When this maintenance strategy Use the tables in figure E-.l1 to calculate
is used the major gain comes from the first MTBF when 5 of 8 units are required for suc-
redundant unit (i.e., (n-l)-out-of-nJ. In cases cess and X = lx 1O3 failures/hour and MTTR
where the repair rate, u, is much greater than = 1 hour u = 1 repair/hour)
the failure rate, A, it is rare to require more From figure E-10
than two excess units as is shown by extend-
ing our example where 5-out-of-8 are required Without repair
(i.e., n-m = 8-5 = 3 excess units). MTBF = 0.634524/X

MTBF = 634.524 hours

1~ 'u ss With repair (unrestricted)
)MTBF = 0.003571 p3 /X 4

MTBF = MTBF = 3,571 x 10*6 hours
8 I4

E.5 REFERENCES
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INDEX

Accelerated tests 4-6 empirical priors 5-47
Acceleration factors 4-6 exponential model 5.48
Allocation see Apportionment Pascal process 5-47
Alpha table 4-4 point and interval estimation of
Alpha values 4-5 parameter 547 to 5.49
AMSAA growth model 5-37 prior strength 5.49
Analysis of corrective maintenance tasks A4 priors & posteriors 5.45
Analysis of integrated test program 4-46 summary chart 5.50
Apportionment 4-20 system R. estimation, Rubinstein 7.4

Availability 4-23 truncated uniform prior 545
Reliability 4-20 uniform prior 545

Assessment 7-1 validity 5-50
audits 3-3 Bayes' theorem 5-44
based on stress-strength interference 5-35 Bernoulli sampling 5-45
basic tests and supporting information 5-2 Beta distribution
component reliability 5-1 Bayesian beta prior 5-12
methods for reliability 5-20 Bias
summary for Bayesian methods 5-51 to 5.56 mixed truncation of tests 5-40
system R and A 7-1 to 7-18 Binomial distribution 5-9
R growth 5-36 Binomial R math models 4-12
redundant non-repairable and repairable system 7-6 Birnbaum-Saunders fatigue life distribution 5-11
Rubinstein method 5-40 Birth and death process D-6 to D- I1

Availability Bivariate exponential model 5-12
actual 2-2 Block diagrams 4-8
analysis 3-3 availability 4-19
apparent 2-2 fault tree 4-38
apportionment 4-23 fire control system A-I
assessment 7-6 functional 4-31
assessment for redundant non-repairable and reduced A-4

repairable systems 76 reliability 4-8
block diagrams 4-19 Burn in 2-5
confidence limit formulae D-1
corrective maintenance 2-2
dependence on R and M 2.3 Calvin's mixed distribution 5-12
estimation for series and parallel systems 7-6 Chi-square goodness-of-fit test 5-18
importance of 2-1 Classical methods for R estimation 5-20
interval 2-2 Coding
interval - Monte Carlo 7-15 software error severity 9.23
math models 4-19 software error source and type 9-22
modeling 4.19 Collecting data 9-11 to 9-26 (see also Data)
nature of 2-1 Combination of estimates 542
prediction 4-25,4-28 Comparison of FMECA & FTA 443
preventive maintenance 2-2 Competing-risk model distribution 5-11
program implementation 3-6 Complexity 4-21
repairable element D-7 Component 4.7
simulation 7-15 Conditional probability R math models 4-13
specification of 2-7 Configuration mgmt 3-3
steady state 2-2 Conjugate priors 5.46

Corrective action
Bathtub curve 2-4 effective 3-2

Bernoulli sampling 5-45 simplified system 3.4
beta prior 5.46 system 3-2
binomial model 5.45 system repons 10-21
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Corrective maintenance 2-2 Early mortality 2-4
analysis of tasks 4-29 Effective corrective action 3-2, 9-30

Cramer - Von Mistes statistic critical values 5-41 Einhlom equations D-I I
Criticality 4-21 Environmental profiles 4-5

Equipment 4-7
Data Equipment maturity 5-6, 5-7

attribute collection 9-11 Error
classification 4-49 software 6-2, 6-3
collecting software development cycle 9.23 software, frequency analysis of sources 9.34
collecting software timing 9-23 software, intermodule rate 9-34
collection 9.11 to 9-26 Estimation
collection from fleet service 9-24 adjustments by derating and uprating 5-50
control 9-26 Bayesian parameters 5-42 to 5-49
format standardization 9-29 ayesian summary 5-51 to 5.56
hardware collection 9.11 component, binomial 5.25
hardware control 9-27 component, exponential 5.20
hardware utilization 9-31 component, normal 5-26, 5-27
normalization of software operating time 9-28 component, Rubinstein 5-40
operating collection 9-14 raw score method B-I
preliminary processing 9-29 system, availability 7-6, D-1 to D-5
processing 9-28 system, joint estimate 7-1
project selection 9-30 system, Rubinstein 7-2
software control 9-28 system, Rubinstein Bayesian 7-4
software error correction 9-24 Estimators
software utilization 9-31 best asymptotic normal 5-6
summary outputs 9-31 best linear unbiased 5-6
system 3-6 maximum information 5.6
training for collection 9-24 maximum likelihood 5-6
utilization 9-31 minimum variance unbiased 5-6
variables collection 9-11 quality of joint and interval 5-6

Decision rule for prior strength 549 unbiased 5-6
Demonstrated flight reliability B-1 Evaluation (see also RMA evaluation)
Demonstration requirements 2.8 reliability plan 10-1
Demonstration tests software 6-I to 6-9

R and M procedures 10-3 Expected percentage of successful re-entry bodies B-3
Demonstration tests 8-4 Exponential distribution 5-8

growth methods 8.16 with a warrantee period 5-9
MIL-STD-781 (exponential) without a warrantee period 5-8

hypothesis testing (Wald's PRST) 8-6 Exponential reliability law D-5
CL: - square method (fixed length tests) 8-12 Extreme - value distributions 5-12

non-exponential
NAVORD OD 41146 (sequential ratio test) 8-13 Failure
binomial interval estimation 8-15 analysis follow-up report 10-24

R and M procedures 10.3 classification 10-21
truncation criteria 8-Il data collection 9-17

Derating 5-50 history 9-30
Directly written R math models 4-11 sample report 9-18,9-19
Distribution - see exponential distribution, Weibull software 5-1

distribution, beta distribution, etc.... software mode 6-2
Documents summary report 10-23

for submittal to SSPO 10-1 Failure analysis and classification 3-6
contractor in-house 10-18 Failure model
ee also reports roadmap for selection 5-12, 5-13

Duane growth model selection based on hazard rate 5-15, 5-16, 5-17
hardware 5-36 to 5-40 selection based on trend plots 5-18
software 6-4, 6-5 False alarm failure 3.3
vs demonstration 8-16,8-17 Fault tree analysis 4-36

Duty cycle profile 4.5 block diagrams 4-38
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comparison with FMECA 4.43 system availability, Monte-Calo 7.15 to 7-18
method 4-38 systems - Bayesian Rubinstein 7-12, 7.13. 7.14

Flight phase 4-1 systems non-exponential, Monte-Carlo 7-15
FMECA 4-30 systems - Rubinstein 7-8 to 7.12

block diagram 4-31 Inverted gamma distribution 5.12
comparison with FTA 4-43
example of a FMECA summary report 10-27 K - factors 4-6
method 4.31 Ketelle's algorithm 4.22
procedure 4-33 Kolmogorov limit factors for the normal C-6
purpose of 4.30 Kolmogorov-Smimov goodness-of-fit test 5-1, C-1
scheduling 4.33
worksheet 4.33,4.34,4-35,4-37 Laplace's test of homogeneity 5-14, C-5

Functional reliability apportionment 4-22 Launch phase 4-1
Life tests for repairable items 5-6

General distribution 5-11 Logistic phase 4.1

General failure rate function 5.12 Lognormal distribution 5-10

Goodness-of-fit 5-18 M - out -of- N 4-8
chi-square 5-18 Maintainability
Duane 5-37, 5-41 program plan 10.2
exponential C-3 sample prediction report 10-12 to 10-14
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 5-18, C-i Maturity 5-6, 5-7
lognormal 5-32 Maturity score 4.21
normal 5.19 Minimum cuts R math models 4.13
Shapiro and Wilks W. 5-34 Mission analysis 4-1
test for the Weibul 5-18 of fire control systems A-I

Green-time line 2-4 Mission phases 4-1, 4-9
Growth 8-16, 5-36 to 5.40 Mission profiles 4-3, 4-21, A-2

software repoiE 9-36 Mission simulation report 10-22
Mixed distribution 5-1

Hardware Mixed truncation of tests 5-40
and software summary report iO-22 Mixed Weibull - gamma distribution 5-12
data collection 9-11 Modeling 4.8data control 9-27 Modeli 4

data utilization 9-31 availability 4-19
softwre 6-,6-9binomial 4.12software 6-7,6-9 conditional probability 413

trouble and failure report form 9-25 direct 4-li

Hazard rate 2-4 growth 8-16
plotting 5-15, 5-16 minimum cuts 4-13
sktetching 5-15, 5.16 reliability 4-8

Homogeneity test by trend analysis 5-14 Module 4.7
Homogeneous poisson process 5-14 Monte-Carlo simulation

serial parallel R estimation for
Integrated data system 3-2 non-exponential 7.15
Integrated test program analysis of 4.46 serial systems R estimation for exponential -
Interval estimation, availability Fagan Wilson 7-14

exponential A/exponential p D-3, D-4 system availability interval 7-15, 7-16
exponential X/lognormal p D-4, D-5 Mortality 2-4

Interval estimation, reliability MTBF
Bayesian parameter 5-49 for repairable redundant system D-8
binomial 5-25 4 of 6 repairable system - transient solution D-9
classical method summary 5-21 to 5-23 4 of 6 repairable system with restricted repair 7.6
complex systems - approximations 7-14 M of N repairable components with
Duane growth 5.37 to 540 restricted repair 7.7
exponential 5-20, 5-24, 5-25 R of N elements with restricted repais
nonmal 5-26 (Einhom) D-I I
Rubinstein's method 5.41,5-42 restricted repair D.9
serial system of exponential - Fagan Wilson 7.14 specification 8-14
systems 74 unrestricted repair D-9
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MTTR assessment using the exponential 5-20
definition assessment using the normal 5-26
M of N repairable components with assessment using variables method 5-27

restricted repair 7-7 block diagram 4-8
prediction 4-30 demonstration 2.8, 8-1 to 8-17
subsystem apportionment 4-25 demonstration process 8.2 *

demonstration test plan 10-2
Non-operating alpha values 4-6 evaluation plan 10-1
Normal distribution 5-10 growth 5-36,9-23

reliability assessment 5-26 importance of 2-1
stress - strength interference 5-36 mathematical models 4-9

modeling 4-8
One component at a time mixed censoring nature of 2-3

life tests 5-4 of 4 of 6 repairable system -
Operating characteristic 8-3 transient solution D-9
Operational readiness phase 4-1.4-2 of non-repairable elements D-6

of I of 3 standby system 7-7
Part 4-7 of I of 3 standby system with a dormant hazard
Pass/fail tests 5-6 rate and no repair D-10
Performance functions 4-7 of time dependent devices 2-4
Point and interval estimation using the binomial 5-25 prediction 4-25
Point and interval estimation using the program implementation 3.6

exponential model 5-20 sample prediction report 10-5 to 10-11
ML type I censoring with replacement 5-24 simulation 7-14
ML type I censoring without replacement 5-24 software 6-3
ML type II censoring with replacement 5-24 software error statistics 9-34
ML type I! censoring without replacement 5-20 specification of 2-8, 8.5

Polynomial reliability model distribution 5-12 tabular summary for status report 10-17
Posterior 5-45, 5-51 to 5-56 Reports 10-3
Prediction corrective action system 10-21

availability 4-28 environmental summary 10-22
methods 4-26 example of a FMECA summary report 10-27
policy 4.26 example tabular summary for
purpose of 4-25 reliability status 10-17
report 4-28 failure analysis follow-up 10-24

Preventive maintenance 2-2 failure rate compendium 10-25
Prior 5-45. 5.51 to 5-55 failure summary 10-23

beta 5-46 mission simulation 10-22
compatibility with posterior C-4 prediction 10-3
empirical 5-47 sample maintainability prediction 10-12 to 10-14
erroneous 5-50 sample reliability prediction 10-5 to 10-11
gamma 5-48 sample task/interchange worksheet 10-15, 10-16
strength 5-49 serial number summary 10-22
truncated uniform prior 5-45 status 10-4
uniform 5-45 test effectiveness 10-25

Program plan matrix 3-2 RMA evaluation
analysis of integrated test program 4-46

R and M demonstration test procedures 10-3 audits 3-3
Raw score method B-I basic requirements 3-1
Red-time line 2-4 configuration management 3-3
Reliability corrective action system 3-2

adjustments to estimation 5-50 data system 3.6
analysis 3-3 documentation 3-3
apportionment 4-20 flow of activities 3-5
assessment 7-1 implementation 3.6
assessment methods 5-20 integrated data system 3-2
assessment of redundant systems 7-6 program plan matrix 3-2
assessment using the binomial 5-25 program planning 3-2
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R&M analysis 3-3 Subsystem 4-7,4-25,4-29
responsibility and relationship in a weapon System analysis 6

system 34 of fife control system A-I
review of bask requirements 3-1 System configuration 4-7
review of company policy 3-1
Wait 3.3 Tactical mission pham 4.2
test evaluation 4-47 Test
test form 448 data 4-49

Roadmap for the selection of a failure data for homogeneity 5-12
model 5-12, 5-13 effectiveness report 10-25

RMA data systems 9-1 to 9-35 history file 10-18, 10-20
analysis of needs 9-2 to 9.7 homogeneity by trend analysis 5-14

RMA documentation 10-1 Laplace's 5-14, C-5
Rubinstein method 7-1 life for repairable items 5.6

Bayesian approach 7-4 of hypothesis for compatibility of prior and
interval estimates for system 7-8, 7-12 posterior C-4
lower bounds 7.11,7.13 one component at a time mixed censoring life 5.4
parallel systems 7-3 operations log 9-15
series systems 7-1 pass/fail 5-6

plot of data in frequency distribution form 5-18
Screening 2-5 screen model 10-26
Series - parallel 4-8 stress-strength 5-6
Shapiro and Wilks W goodness-of-fit test 5-19 time truncated 5-4
Software to failure 5.4

collecting development cycle data 9.23 type of 5-4
collecting timing data 9-23 type I life censoring 5.4
data control 9-28 type 11 life censoring 5-4
definition 6-1 uncensored life 5.4
Duane growth model 6-4, 6-5 Tests to failure 5-4
Duane modeling 6-6 Thordike chart 8-11
error 6-2, 6-3 Time
error correction 9-24 green-time line 2.4
estimation 6-5,645, 6-7 red-time line 2-4
evaluation 6-1 relationship 2-6
failure data utilization 9-34 Time truncated tests 5-4
failure modes 6-2 TOG 4-1
failures 6-1 Tolerance factors 5-29
frequency analysis of error categories 9.31 Trend analysis 5-14
frequency analysis of error solution 9-34 Trend plots 5-18
hardware 6-7,6-9 Two phase system model 4.14
intermodule error rate 9-34 Type I life censoring tests 5.4
normalization of operating fmi data 9-28 Type II life censoring tests 5-4
reliability 6-3
reliability definition 6-3 Uncensored life tests 5.4
reliability growth 6-5 Uniform and truncated uniform distribution 5-12
reliability growth report 9.35 Updating and compiling history file 9-30
reliability measurement 6.4 Uprating 5.50
reliability prediction 6-4
reliability statistics 9-34 Variables method 5-27 to 5.35
review of trouble reports 9-28 computation of tolerance factors 5-29
summary error statistics 9-31 Demskey's extension 5-28
termination and severity statistics 9-34 model for dependent variables S.29
trouble report form 9-20 model for Independent variables 5-28

Software-hardware 6-7,6-9,7-8 one-sided case 5-27
SPALT mpm 3.3 outliers 5-30
Statistical distribution 54 two-sided case 5-27
Stress strength

interference, normal 5-35 Wearout 2.4
Interference, Weibull & others 5-36 Welbull distribution 5-11
test 54 WeOlbl hazard rate plotting 5-17
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